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Introduction

When I imagine my eggs, I think of them as grey and shiny, like slippery
helium balloons clustering in the thousands within organs lit up and
awake. I think of eggs enfleshed in follicular cavities, folding again and
again into a sponge of cells and yellow bodies, pulsing patiently with
only an occasional burst: membrane breaking at the touch of engorged
fimbrae, fallopian fingers brushing the ovarian skin. After stories and
statistics, after computer animations and camera registrations of organs
shining against surgical light, my eggs become palpable within two
pulsing opals, shielded by hipbones, roused with embodied symbolism.
Hypnagogic, I dream them into being—a fiction of the body.
Celebrated as empowerment and criticized as exploitation of women,
egg freezing is a contested new reproductive technology that has
brought the human egg into the public eye with renewed prominence.
The technology, and the eggs and bodies it pertains to, have been widely
featured in popular culture and public debates about whether or not
women should (be allowed to) freeze their eggs and, if so, at what ages.
Eggs have become some of the most culturally determined cells in the
human body, represented in declining fertility statistics and referenced
in tropes of the “biological clock” and “ticking ovaries.” Egg freezing
has made headlines throughout the mediascape—from the Guardian
to Cosmopolitan—particularly when egg freezing cocktail parties and
Apple’s and Facebook’s offer of egg freezing as an employee benefit
provoked international media hypes. More broadly, frozen eggs have
become a familiar sight in popular culture. A giant egg floated above
the dancing nurses and gynecologists of Amsterdam’s first egg bank at
the Amsterdam Gay Pride, and millions watched Kim freeze her eggs
in the popular reality show Keeping up with the Kardashians. As more
women began freezing their eggs, they encountered them through
medical imaging techniques like ultrasound or photomicrography and
made new types of reproductive choices about the extracted cells in
1
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informed-consent contracts. In each of these ways, and many more, eggs
are brought into discourse in ways that affect not only the women who
freeze them but also the wider public.
The egg has a rich symbolic history, in which it has figured as a sign
for life, death, and regeneration in many civilizations around the world.
Long before human eggs were described within the tradition of European biology, creation myths across the globe identified the “cosmic”
egg as the origin of the world, or humankind—from the ancient Greek
cosmogonies in which the world springs from an egg, to Finnish epics
that sing of an egg that broke in two and created the earth and the sky,
to the numerous legends in Oceania that ascribe the birth of the first
human to birds’ eggs.1 This cosmogenic significance of the figure of the
egg was also referenced in the first medico-scientific postulation that all
animals are conceived from eggs, described in William Harvey’s On the
Generation of Animals (1651). His work opens with a frontispiece that
depicts Zeus holding an egg with the famous dictum “Ex Ovo Omnia”
(everything from the egg).2 Almost two centuries later, this notion was
confirmed—at least where mammals were concerned—when, in 1826,
Karl Ernst Von Baer killed a dog, cut open her ovaries, and became the
first human to observe a mammalian egg, thereby lodging the egg more
solidly in the anatomical model of the female body. In turn, the theoretical possibility of dislodging eggs from human bodies emerged with the
development of tissue culturing at the fin de siècle.3 The notion that cells
could live outside of the body raised popular interest in the speculative
idea of human in vitro reproduction. Stories about “babies in bottles”
proliferated, most famously in biofuturist Aldous Huxley’s dystopian
Brave New World (1932), which opens with a technologized origin story
featuring “racks upon racks of test-tubes” in which “detached and ripened eggs were kept,” from which new citizens would be created.4
Whereas tissue culturing had externalized human cells, the birth of
Louise Brown (1978), the first baby conceived through in vitro fertilization (IVF), solidified the notion that the egg could also be successfully fertilized outside of the woman’s body. After that first controversial
birth, a further eight million have followed, and IVF has become routine
practice.5 The popularity of IVF has brought the egg into vision—first
to gynecologists, many of whom, until the extraction of eggs became
familiar clinical practice in the early 1980s, had never seen a living
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human female gamete.6 Later, the visual of an egg being fertilized in
vitro, whether by a flock of sperm or by a hand-held needle inserting a
single sperm in the ICSI procedure, became ubiquitous as a stock image
of IVF, and reproductive technologies more broadly, in popular media.7
Much as genes became a “prominent iconic vocabulary in turn-of-the-
millennium public culture because there is a rapidly expanding range of
things that can be done to them,” eggs have become the subject of public
awareness as their particular existence in time and space has become
alterable in new ways with IVF and, more recently, with egg freezing.8
As the 20th century witnessed the advent of the extracorporeal egg’s
fertilization, its cryopreservation has been hailed as the harbinger of a
21st-century “reproductive revolution” on a par with the introduction of
the contraceptive pill.9 Egg freezing, or oocyte cryopreservation (OC),
is effectively an IVF procedure with a prolonged period of cryostorage
after the eggs’ extraction from the body, but before their fertilization.
While the eggs are in the freezer, stored at −196˚C in liquid nitrogen
tanks, they are thought to be unaffected by the passage of time. Those
eggs that survive the freeze-thaw process may be used for fertilization
when a pregnancy is desired. Initially used primarily as a technique to aid
women with a cancer diagnosis who were confronted with imminent fertility loss, egg freezing may also be used to circumvent the effects of age-
related infertility—and it is this application that is the focus of this study.
Freezing Fertility critically examines the technology of egg freezing,
and its construction in public discourses, in relation to a notion that is
relatively undertheorized in the study of culture: aging. As a reproductive technology that is employed for so-called fertility preservation rather
than immediate childbearing, egg freezing both prompts the articulation
of existing age normativities and reconfigures the temporal logic of reproductive aging. I investigate the implications of egg freezing for contemporary thinking on bodily temporality by analyzing a selection of cultural
objects—varying from sparkly online platforms to heart-breaking court
cases and intimate autobiographical accounts—that are emblematic of
each stage of the procedure. Accordingly, Freezing Fertility follows the
journey of the egg: starting from the initial anticipation of reproductive
aging in relation to in vivo eggs and moving on to the accumulation of in
vitro eggs after extraction, the selection of fertilized eggs with time-lapse
embryo imaging, the novel forms of older motherhood following the im-
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plantation of fertilized frozen eggs, and, finally, the global impact of egg
freezing as a condition of possibility for the transnational flows of eggs
that can emerge once cryopreservation renders the egg newly mobile.
Although public discourses typically frame egg freezing as an individual reproductive choice for women who may want to have children
later in life, in this book I explore how the emergence of egg freezing
also reveals widespread cultural negotiations about the new norms that
govern reproductive aging and the timing of childbearing when eggs
become freezable. On the one hand, we are witnessing a discursive and
infrastructural shift that rationalizes egg freezing by rendering fertility increasingly precarious and making women responsible for proactively managing its potential decline at specific moments in the life cycle.
Multi-million-dollar investments in organizations that target young
women to preserve “peak fertility,” the mainstreaming of egg freezing
as a health benefit covered by Fortune 500 companies, and the rise of
“Fertility MOT” tests offered by fertility clinics all evidence this development. On the other hand, the introduction of egg freezing has also
elicited the reaffirmation of existing age-related normativities—whether
in national regulations prohibiting fertility treatment after 45 or in popular discourses denouncing childbearing beyond “normal reproductive
years”—in the face of their potential transgression with frozen eggs.10
Freezing Fertility engages the dynamic between these two developments by analyzing the changing contemporary constructions of the relation between fertility and aging—a relation that has become both more
alterable and more politically charged with the emergence of the freezable egg. Oocyte cryopreservation presents a situation in which bodies
age while frozen eggs, and the reproductive potential they embody, are
understood to be unaffected by the passage of time. This study explores
what is at stake—culturally, politically, commercially—in the encounter
between lived and frozen time by following the egg as it exists inside
and outside the body, in freezers or in photographs, in glass or as glass,
in time or out of time. In Freezing Fertility, egg freezing functions as a
prism onto a broader gender politics of aging, which both transforms
and solidifies as OC practices reconfigure the ways in which reproductive cells and bodies are understood to live in time.
In order to situate the popularization of egg freezing, this introduction first considers its historical emergence and subsequently outlines
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the conceptual framework for rethinking notions of fertility and aging
in relation to the frozen egg. This lays the foundation for Freezing
Fertility’s consideration of how the clinical possibility of OC, and the
concomitant emergence of frozen eggs, provide the occasion for contemporary reimaginations of reproduction and regeneration that have
been associated with eggs for millennia.

The Emergence of the Frozen Egg
Described as the “holy grail of fertility medicine,” egg freezing technologies have been a long time in the making.11 Sperm and embryos have
been routinely frozen for decades, but the cryopreservation of eggs has
proved challenging. In the 1950s, the first woman birthed a child after
being inseminated with previously frozen sperm. Three decades later,
an Australian girl named Zoe was the first to be born after a frozen
embryo transfer.12 Although egg freezing only gained popularity after
the turn of the millennium, the first babies—they were twins—created
from frozen eggs were born as early as 1986, only a couple of years after
Zoe, and also in Australia.13 Notwithstanding this early achievement,
egg freezing continued to be difficult, primarily because the egg—the
biggest cell in the human body at 0.1 millimeters—has a relatively large
liquid volume, which is sensitive to freezing damage from ice crystal
formation. So while embryo and sperm freezing soon became routine
clinical practice, the early successes of OC were not easily reproduced,
and further clinical attempts to use frozen eggs for human reproduction
were largely suspended as if “cast under a voluntary moratorium.”14
Meanwhile, IVF became increasingly popular in the 1980s and 1990s,
particularly as a treatment for age-related infertility. Although IVF was
originally designed as a method to avoid tubal infertility by circumventing the fallopian tubes and instead allowing fertilization to occur
in vitro—indeed, Lesley Brown, who carried the first IVF baby, had
been unable to conceive for nine years because her fallopian tubes were
blocked—assisted reproductive technologies were increasingly used to
treat age-related infertility.15 Lisa Harris describes how this focus reflects
the fact that IVF was becoming a particularly market-driven sector—
both in the United Kingdom, where Thatcher’s rule coincided with the
rise of private, for-profit IVF clinics alongside public NHS facilities,
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and in the United States, where healthcare was more privatized across
the board.16 The US IVF sector was also particularly affected by anti-
abortion ideologies that curtailed federal funding for embryo research.
As a result, US fertility research became more reliant on clinical IVF cycles, often paid for by patients themselves. Consequently, Harris argues,
both IVF practice and research became organized around market rationales, reflecting the demands of patients who could afford to undergo
ART (assisted reproductive technology) treatment. This group mostly
consisted of relatively older women, who were “often professionals, disproportionately white, . . . delayed childbearing and had the best odds of
affording IVF care.”17 Although low-income women with limited education, who were disproportionately women of color, had almost twice
the infertility rates—often tubal infertility—compared to their affluent,
highly educated white counterparts, IVF has primarily focused on the
age-related infertility of the women who can afford treatment.18
Spurred on by the potential demand for female fertility preservation in the context of growing IVF markets geared towards treating
age-related infertility, legal restrictions on embryo research, and demographic trends of later childbearing, new approaches to freezing eggs
were developed from the 1990s onwards.19 At first, efforts focused on
freezing eggs very slowly to limit cryodamage, but eventually vitrification emerged as the most promising approach. Vitrification entails
freezing the eggs so rapidly that the liquid in the cells does not form
ice crystals, but transforms into a glass-like state. These vitrified eggs,
then, do not so much exist in vitro (in glass), but rather are vitreum (as
glass) within the liquid nitrogen tanks. In fact, the vitrified egg is no
longer held by the glass referenced in IVF (in vitro fertilization), but is
rather stored on a thin film strip. It was the postmillennial development
of this alternative container, the Japanese Cryotop system, that proved
pivotal in raising the eggs’ post-thaw survival rates up to 90%.20 These
high survival rates, and their reproducibility in clinics across the world,
have transformed egg freezing into a technology that is used not only for
women with malignant diseases but increasingly also for the purpose at
the center of this study: anticipating age-related infertility.
It is important to note that nonhuman animals are also implicated
in the development of human egg freezing, whether as model species
for research or through the use of animal products in cell culturing—
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notably fetal bovine serum (FBS). This serum is commonly sourced
through an unanaesthetized puncture between the ribs directly into the
beating hearts of late-term fetuses taken from slaughtered cows who are
pregnant (an estimated 8% of cows).21 Over 800,000 liters of serum are
produced from more than 2 million fetuses annually, and it is widely
used in cell and tissue culturing, including some OC studies, as a growth
medium.22 Kuwayama’s abovementioned Cryotop study, for example, reported on the freezing of eggs from cows and humans and used FBS for
developing the former. Although FBS is not typically used in clinical egg
freezing practices, publications announcing some of the first human babies born through vitrification describe the use of this serum.23 In these
“always asymmetrical” cross-species relations of oocyte cryopreservation, the frozen egg thus emerges from a broader interspecies organization of “living and dying, and nurturing and killing” and the “hierarchy
of deaths” that underlie them.24
Following its improving success rates, egg freezing has become a
widely popular technology. Although OC cycles only make up a small
percentage (1.5% in the United Kingdom) of all IVF cycles, the number
of women freezing their eggs has increased every year, and awareness of
the technology is widespread among the general population, particularly
as it is frequently featured in popular media.25 An increasing number of
clinics across the world have introduced egg freezing, especially after
the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) lifted the “experimental” label of the procedure and the European Society for Human
Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE) considered it ethically acceptable in 2012. This study focuses primarily on the popularization of egg
freezing in the Euroamerican context and draws on case studies from
the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands.
Many of the novel clinical, financial, and infrastructural developments in egg freezing that are central to this study emerged first in the
relatively unregulated fertility industry of the United States—whether it
is fertility companies selling egg freezing insurance or cryobanks shipping frozen eggs internationally. The highly regulated national contexts
of the United Kingdom, with its unique legal framework regulated by
the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA), and the
Netherlands, where Parliament barred women’s access to egg freezing
for several years, give insight into the constraints and controversies sur-
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rounding egg freezing. In the United Kingdom, egg-storing regulations
were first drawn up in 1990, and the ban on using frozen eggs for fertilization was lifted at the turn of the millennium. Soon after, in 2002,
Emily Perry, the UK’s first frozen egg baby, was born. In the Netherlands,
elective egg freezing was not formally permitted until almost a decade
later, in 2011. This was the result of a two-year political debate, which
started in 2009 when the Amsterdam Medical Centre (AMC) proposed
to offer OC to healthy women for age-related fertility preservation.
US IVF is characterized by a permissive regulatory regime and a
largely for-profit fertility sector.26 IVF costs are significantly higher than
in other countries, and assisted reproduction has become a “luxury”
market, in which many people are excluded from treatment because of
its cost. Those who do access IVF and egg freezing are, unsurprisingly,
disproportionately wealthy, well educated, and white; perhaps more
surprisingly, this trend persists even in states where treatment costs are
covered by insurance.27 The US fertility sector has attracted substantial
private equity and venture capital investments; particularly egg freezing
start-ups have received significant capital investments and are reshaping the fertility industry through mergers and acquisitions of traditional
IVF clinics, the organization of care through online platforms, and employer insurance packages for ART treatment.28
In the Netherlands, almost all IVF clinics are situated in public hospitals and egg freezing, accordingly, primarily takes place in a nonprofit
context. Dutch national health insurance covers three cycles of IVF for
women under 43, but egg freezing is only covered for “medical” reasons;
women who wish to circumvent age-related infertility have to pay out of
pocket. The Dutch egg freezing ban and both minimum and maximum
age limits for OC are in keeping with the relatively restrictive regulation
of ARTs in the Netherlands. For example, in Amsterdam, egg freezing is
only allowed after 30 years, reflecting the Dutch tendency not to “overmedicalize” bodily problems (e.g., one third of deliveries take place at
home, which is unique in the Western world).29
The United Kingdom combines both private and public reproductive
healthcare systems. IVF emerged in the wake of the postwar establishment of the National Health Service (NHS) for universal healthcare. A
spirit of altruistic voluntarism characterized both the large number of
egg donors and the (often unpaid) medical professionals who contrib-
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uted to the underfunded development of IVF for nearly a decade before
Louise Brown’s birth in 1978.30 Subsequently, under Thatcher’s neoliberal rule, IVF became “a bellwether of health privatization,” and the
1980s saw the rapid rise of lucrative private IVF clinics and semiprivate
fertility treatment offered alongside NHS facilities.31 Today, particularly
the private fertility centers promote and specialize in egg freezing for
age-related infertility; NHS-only services make up only 22% of all clinics in the United Kingdom.32
Yet the analysis does not confine itself to these particular national
contexts. The cultural objects under scrutiny in this study may circulate
transnationally, exemplify a broader discursive logic, or operate in the
complex geographies of on/offline dynamics and data distribution. Film
and news media are broadcast internationally. Online platforms may be
accessed globally. The standardization of techno-clinical systems linked
to egg freezing—whether automated vitrification or algorithmic embryo selection—facilitates their use in various local contexts. Practices
like cross-border frozen egg donation are defined by their transnational
nature and cause not only gametes but regulations, norms, and clinical practices to travel across the globe. So while I situate these cultural
objects in specific sociocultural and geopolitical contexts, their locus is
often more networked, distributed, and dynamic than the frame of the
nation-state permits.

OC Critiques and Controversies
As is the case for most new reproductive technologies, egg freezing has
been widely criticized, but also hailed as a means of improving women’s
reproductive self-determination. And indeed, egg freezing may be of great
benefit to people at different life stages by offering a means to (potentially) retain the reproductive capacity of one’s eggs in spite of the passage
of time, allowing further possibilities for undergoing IVF with one’s own
eggs later in life and establishing biogenetic relationships with the potential future children born as a result. Women who have chosen to freeze
their eggs indicate that the primary motivations for undergoing the procedure are the absence of a partner with whom a family can be formed,33
avoidance of future self-blame and concern about the biological clock,34
and irreconcilable social, professional, and biological time pressures.35
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Yet, notwithstanding egg freezing’s potential benefits, the choice to
freeze one’s eggs also requires gauging the reproductive potential of
the frozen eggs against the procedure’s health and financial risks, all of
which are mediated through discourses that may themselves be contested and informed by third-party interests.36 Another downside is that
the possibility of egg freezing may also entail assuming responsibility for
not doing so, thereby reframing certain experiences, such as age-related
infertility, as the outcome thereof. The financial and cultural capital,
time investment, health status, and favorable regulatory and medical
context required for undergoing the procedure moreover mean that
such choices are not equally accessible, and may therefore contribute
to further stratification of reproduction in general, and the timing of
childbearing in particular.
In line with this concern, most studies suggest that women who
freeze their eggs in anticipation of age-related infertility are relatively
well-to-do. Because egg freezing is expensive and not covered by national insurance plans when used for this type of “fertility preservation,”
it is unaffordable for most people. Beyond affordability, Cahn and Carbone point out that the demand for OC by childless women in their late
thirties also reflects existing class-and race-specific trends in relationship formation and average age at first birth, resulting in a situation in
which white, middle-class, highly educated women are overrepresented
in the group for whom egg freezing becomes relevant in the first place.37
Following from this, egg freezing aligns with the critique of IVF developed by Dorothy Roberts, who describes it as a further extension of
high-tech reproductive interventions that are geared towards encouraging the reproduction of the most privileged in society. Meanwhile,
nonreproductive technologies and policies have been used to discourage
less affluent and less privileged women from having children.38 Charis
Thompson has coined the term “selective pronatalism” for this practice
of differentially restricting access to reproductive or nonreproductive
technologies in keeping with settler-colonial, racial, religious, or class
hierarchies.39 Indeed, Bhatia and Campo-Engelstein highlight that ESHRE’s recommendation that egg freezing should be allowed because
“there are demographic reasons for welcoming the birth of any extra
child born to women who are socially, economically, and physically able
to give it a good start in life” reflects a selectively pronatalist attitude to-
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wards egg freezing as a technology that can encourage particular groups
of people to have children.40 In the private sector, fertility insurance offered for workers in high-status Fortune 500 companies likewise aligns
with this selectively pronatalist frame.
Yet this pronatalist framing is complicated by the fact that, although
privileged women are more likely to undergo OC, egg freezing is not a
reproductive technology in the strict sense of the word. Given that currently only approximately 5% of women return to use their eggs and only
20% of those women end up having a baby conceived from the eggs, OC
is hardly driving up birth rates among the privileged.41 While OC’s marketing to, and uptake among, middle-class women aligns with ideologies that selectively promote elite reproduction, egg freezing has equally
been criticized as having the effect of further postponing motherhood
and encouraging women in high-status jobs to focus on their careers
rather than become mothers. In other words, the reproductive and nonreproductive qualities of egg freezing complicate the pronatalism and
antinatalism implicit in the uptake and promotion of this technology.
Some feminist and bioethics scholars have advocated the availability of egg freezing because it benefits women in making reproductive
choices and improves gender parity in timing childbearing,42 with others suggesting that egg freezing can improve reproductive autonomy by
offering a way for women to “choose when to become a mother.”43 Yet
academic studies of OC have more commonly raised concerns about
egg freezing as an individual choice that may detract attention from the
sociocultural factors that contribute to a situation in which childbearing
becomes problematic and egg freezing appears as a solution, including
the (temporal) organization of education, labor, relationship patterns,
and their intersection with race, class, and sexuality.44 The framing of
egg freezing as an individual choice suggests an expansion of women’s
reproductive rights, when in fact, Lisa Ikemoto argues, its “empowerment” serves to “fuel demand” within a logic of free market individualism, while ignoring the structural factors that help determine the safety
and autonomy of women’s reproductive choices, including poverty, racism, and heterosexism.45 In other words, critics have asserted that egg
freezing is an “expensive and physiologically risky procedure that offers
an individualist solution to social reasons for delayed childbearing” and
have instead called for the need to address the structural inequalities
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underlying these social issues through such measures as parental leave,
child care, wage equality, and comprehensive health insurance.46
These critical positions respond to two different developments in the
gender politics of reproductive aging, which problematize women’s reproductive decision making in contrasting ways. On the one hand, critics like
Goold and Savulescu speak out in favor of OC in response to negative
news reports admonishing “career women” for “delaying” having children
by freezing their eggs, moral outrage about technologically assisted older
motherhood—but not older fatherhood—and calls to ban egg freezing for
“social” reasons.47 They criticize the widespread affirmation of normative
reproductive age limits that the introduction of egg freezing provoked in
media, regulatory, and medical discourses, which have limited women’s
access to the procedure or the resultant frozen eggs. On the other hand,
critics who advocate social change rather than biotechnological fixes like
OC typically object to the neoliberal responsibilization of women implicit in the idea that one can “extend fertility” and “stop the biological
clock.” The suggested alterability of reproductive aging evades structural
change and instead provides an individualized coping mechanism for social structures that do not offer supportive conditions for women to have
children, or financially encourage them to reproduce later in life.48
So while egg freezing’s introduction may intensify the naturalization
of reproductive aging norms in the face of their potential transgression,
it has also resulted in the reconceptualization of reproductive aging as
biotechnologically alterable and the concomitant institutionalization
of new norms for managing the “biological clock” in keeping with the
temporal logic of broader cultural and socioeconomic structures. Freezing Fertility explores the dynamics between these two developments; it
positions the construction of age-related infertility as itself politically
relevant and therefore requiring critical reflection.
This project does not challenge the widely observed phenomenon
that women’s ability to conceive and birth children is finite and age
contingent.49 I advocate the widespread availability of information on
female fertility and its age-related contingencies, especially given that
significant contingents of women and men remain underinformed
on these matters and overestimate the success rates of technologically
assisted reproduction.50 However, my main interest lies with how the
relation between fertility and aging becomes legible as bodily truth in
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public discourses of egg freezing. In Gayatri Spivak’s words, the aim is
“not the exposure of error. It is constantly and persistently looking into
how truths are produced.”51 By following their public manifestation in
popular culture, online platforms, technological systems, and reproductive infrastructures, I examine egg freezing, associated models of female
reproductive embodiment, and the figure of the frozen egg as material-
discursive phenomena that both reflect and transform contemporary
notions of what it means to age, and to be (in)fertile.

Fertility and the Frozen Egg
Egg freezing has introduced new ways in which we can become fertile throughout the life course. While late-20th-century technologies of
IVF and egg donation have created possibilities of bearing children after
the onset of age-related infertility, the 21st-century introduction of egg
freezing offers a chance of not only birthing but also conceiving later in
life with frozen eggs. Conversely, as a technology that is used to bypass
reproductive aging, OC also uniquely implicates younger fertile women,
who are confronted with the option of freezing eggs to anticipate future
infertility at increasingly early ages. The possibility of egg freezing thus
produces emergent modes of being fertile—beyond the fertile/infertile
binary—now that age-related infertility may be lived prior to its arrival
and its onset need not signal the end of the reproductive life span.
As a technology that is not directed at having children in the present
but at “preserving fertility,” egg freezing—unlike conventional IVF—
separates the attainment of a technologically mediated form of fertility
from the attainment of a pregnancy or live birth. This separation facilitates a reflection on how fertility operates in the absence of (attempted)
childbearing. Sarah Franklin has described how IVF is used not only to
help people have children but also to provide a “resolution to the uncertainty created by infertility” and a means to counteract future regret
because one has “tried everything.”52 This observation is particularly
pertinent in the treatment logic of egg freezing, which similarly provides a treatment to resolve uncertainty about infertility—albeit a future
infertility—and requires action at present in order to avoid the potential
future regret of not having frozen (more) eggs. In this way, the possibility of egg freezing renders these concerns about uncertain fertility and
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retrospective regret—commonly associated with IVF—relevant to and
treatable for a new group of people, who need neither experience a current desire for a child nor have an infertility diagnosis.
Egg freezing is, unusually, an infertility treatment for fertile people.
The indication for treatment is not the experience of infertility as such
but the anticipation of the arrival of infertility in the future.53 The World
Health Organization defines the arrival of infertility as “the failure to
achieve a clinical pregnancy after 12 months or more of regular unprotected sexual intercourse.”54 With the advent of reproductive technologies like IVF and IUI (intra-uterine insemination), infertility has shifted
from being a condition that is necessarily manifest in the continued absence of pregnancy to being an indication for treatment, which, as the
literature on IVF has described, may also function as an injunction of
“having to try” treatment.55 In the context of IVF, infertility may then
arrive twice: first, an infertility that becomes an indication for ART
treatment and, second, an infertility that is the outcome of a complex
decision-making process about whether to access and when to stop this
treatment. With the emergence of egg freezing, infertility may arrive a
third time, earlier in life, as a future possibility that becomes an indication for anticipatory treatment in the present.
Freezing Fertility explores how fertility is rendered precarious earlier in
the life course in relation to this possibility of freezing eggs in anticipation
of future infertility. Precarious fertility functions as an alternative indication for infertility treatment, which arrives outside of the frame of the couple, and without attempted conception. I use the term “precarious” here
both in the sense of uncertainty or “exposure to risk” and with reference to
the older Latin “precarius”—derived from “prex,” to pray—which denotes
being “vulnerable to the will or decision of others,” thereby signifying a
sense of dependency.56 Precariousness refers to the idea that the possibility of freezing one’s eggs produces not only more treatment options but
also a particular dynamic of epistemic uncertainty and agentic control
over reproductive aging. In other words, egg freezing introduces ways of
knowing fertility that create new uncertainties about reproductive risk
and ways of controlling fertility that create new dependencies on others.
Following Judith Butler’s reflection on precariousness,57 the first, risk-
based aspect of precarious fertility pertains to the discursive construction
of female fertility in the context of egg freezing. Not simply referencing a
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biological reality, the notion of fertility in discourses of OC constitutes a
public mode of address directed at a new group of women. Whereas the
fertility industry was previously considered “irrelevant” to 85–90% of
the population,58 the possibility of egg freezing enlists a larger section of
healthy women of reproductive age as potential candidates for treatment.
Precarious fertility is the effect of discourses that, in lieu of symptoms
that would be an indication for IVF, rationalize a fertility treatment aimed
at people who do not currently experience infertility. If, for Butler, precariousness is a concept for thinking through the relationality of human
subjectivity and the vulnerability to the constitutive address, the notion
of precarious fertility likewise signals the sociality of becoming-(in)fertile
through the address—and the importance of considering the public discourses of fertility to understand the reproductive politics of egg freezing.
Lauren Berlant describes precariousness as a “condition of dependency—as a legal term, precarious describes the situation wherein your
tenancy on your land is in someone else’s hands.”59 Following from this,
the second aspect of precarious fertility references the new conditions
of dependency that are produced to render fertility legible and manageable. On the one hand, egg freezing presents a new impetus to make
fertility legible prior to the attempt to conceive. After the introduction of
IVF, egg donation, and now egg freezing, an egg-based model of fertility
has become dominant, in which the egg is the key locus of female fertility.60 In order to know one’s fertility, and decide whether to freeze eggs,
one becomes dependent on third parties as these eggs are invisible without technical mediation, immeasurable without testing, obscure until
extracted, and in perpetual decline since the time before birth.
On the other hand, precarious fertility signals the particular dependencies that emerge in the call to manage future infertility, including
those that are required to freeze, to thaw, to acquire fertility. By extension, the egg freezing procedure itself operates through a logic in which
fertility may, quite literally, be more assured by delivering it from the
body, by entrusting it “in someone else’s hands.” So while egg freezing ostensibly makes people more fertile, the offer of preserving one’s
eggs can in fact intensify fertility precarity by making people vulnerable
to pressures to maximize the future fitness of a fertility that is always
already in decline. This transformation of fertility in the face of cryopreservation may be understood as exemplifying a broader sense of re-
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productive bioprecarity, which characterizes contemporary orientations
towards the body—and biological substances like eggs—through a mutually reinforcing dynamic of intensified biotechnological dependency
and speculative epistemic uncertainty.61
When fertility becomes legible with reference to the freezable and extractable egg, reproductive aging gains a cellular component. By dislodging
the time of the egg from the time of the body, the possibility of OC complicates a clear, chronological, age-related trajectory from fertility to infertility. For example, if female fertility is understood as the ability to conceive
with a chosen partner or donor, the presence of frozen eggs after the onset
of age-related infertility gives rise to a state that can be characterized as
neither fully fertile nor fully infertile, but rather as what we may call “postfertile.” Likewise, when frozen eggs symbolize a timeless and “extended”
fertility alongside the body’s finite and aging fertility, the relation between
fertility and infertility becomes further complicated. Postfertility, then, denotes the ambiguously in/fertile states that emerge when the possibility of
egg freezing reconfigures the temporal logic of reproductive aging. This is
not to say that categories of fertility and infertility have become obsolete—
quite the contrary. Rather, precisely because notions of fertility and infertility can be mobilized for a variety of personal, political, and commercial
ends, it is important to consider what is at stake when these categories are
called into question, redefined, or reaffirmed in the context of OC.
Freezing Fertility aims to characterize the postfertile condition that
emerges after the introduction of egg freezing. It explores fertility after
its preservability has become commonplace, imaginable, and attainable,
if out of reach for many. Postfertility signifies not so much a leaving behind of fertility but rather the conceptual and material flexibility of fertility enabled by new repro-and cryotechnologies. Specifically its postness
references a preoccupation with “what comes after,” with the futurity of
fertility—a futurity that can easily reframe embodied fertility as always
already in the process of being lost. More broadly, the “post” of postfertility points to the importance of temporal orientations—such as anticipation, retrospection, suspension, and acceleration—through which
constructions of (non)reproductive futures and (in)fertile pasts come to
bear on the present moment. In relation to these temporal orientations,
egg freezing allows experiences of fertility and infertility to exist alongside one another in new ways as the frozen egg brings the concern and
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treatability of infertility earlier into the life course and extends new forms
of emergent fertilities beyond the onset of age-related infertility.
In Freezing Fertility, I explore how the possibility of egg freezing is
not just relevant for the increasing but still limited number of women
who freeze their eggs but rather is so interesting because it destabilizes
fertility—as concept, as practice, as finite—at large. The postfertile condition emerging with egg freezing, as a condition, refers to states of (non)
reproductive embodiment shared by the wider public, beyond the people who consider or choose OC. Accordingly, this study analyzes public
discourses, which engage this broader audience, that reconstruct what it
means to be (in)fertile in the face of the possibility of cryopreservation.
It also engages with the social structures that provide the conditions
of emergence for these newly politicized and commercialized modes of
becoming fertile. At stake here are not only fundamental changes to the
meaning of fertility but a destabilization of some of the central tenets of
aging and reproduction through which gendered organizations of social
life are naturalized and themselves reproduced.
In the other, medical sense of the word, the condition of postfertility
references its proximity to biomedicalization, as frozen eggs have instigated public renegotiations of when and whether (in)fertility becomes a
medical condition that requires technological intervention. This is not
only relevant for a new group of (potential) patients; the strict regulation
as well as the slick promotion of egg freezing also articulate norms about
the differential timing and desirability of childbearing for different groups
of people—whether they naturalize age limits to pregnancy or normalize
new technologized forms of reproductive life course management.
The postfertile condition does not start with oocyte cryopreservation;
20th-century reproductive technologies like the contraceptive pill, IVF,
and egg donation have all radically redefined the temporal relationship
between fertility and infertility. Nevertheless, by analyzing a reproductive
choice that is uniquely oriented towards reproductive aging and future
age-related infertility, Freezing Fertility gives insight into the particular
types of postfertility that emerge when frozen eggs allow the relation between fertility and aging to become modifiable, contigent, and mediated
in novel ways. In doing so, oocyte cryopreservation instigates a broader
reshaping of the gender politics of aging as frozen eggs travel across time
and space, across bodies and borders, with far-reaching effects.
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Aging and the Frozen Egg
As the frozen egg shifts clinical possibilities and cultural ideas pertaining to the timing of fertility, aging—and particularly female reproductive
aging—becomes politicized in new ways. If biopolitics describes the
power, as Foucault famously suggested, to “make live and let die,”62
the work of “mak[ing] live” relates quite literally to new reproductive
technologies like egg freezing, which bring questions of (dis)allowing
its attendant technologized forms of reproduction into the realm of
politics. Yet the biopolitics of egg freezing is not only generative; it not
only “makes live” but reorients the finitude of “let[ting] die” by keeping the eggs in a frozen, deathless state. Kowal and Radin theorize this
point as the “cryopolitics” that emerges with contemporary efforts to
augment life by making live and not letting die. Cryobiology, they argue,
gives rise to a duality of a “latent life” oriented towards future potential and an “incomplete death,” the deferral of which becomes subject
to agentic control.63 Likewise, frozen eggs can embody a latent fertility and an incomplete arrival of infertility at different times in the life
cycle; reproductive aging is thereby not simply a given “fact of life” but
is reconstituted in the realms of discourse, regulation, and industry. As
the frozen eggs exist alongside the lived time of the body, it is then not
just life and death, but the remaking of aging that is central to the cryopolitics of egg freezing.
The possibility of remaking reproductive aging with frozen eggs
emerges at a time when growing biomedical and “cosmeceutical” industries cater to a general “will to youth”—Michelle Smirnova’s term for
“a civic duty of the aging female to pursue eternal youth”—that shapes
many aspects of social life, including the lived experience and popular
understanding of the body.64 Contemporary examples are numerous,
whether we consider a highly gendered market in anti-aging cosmetics
(worth $1.15 billion in the United States alone), the medicalization of
midlife, or the double standards of representing aging in popular culture.65 Gender is a key organizing factor in contemporary biopolitics
of aging, which, Brett Neilson argues, pertains to both the disciplinary
effects of knowledge production about aging and the control exerted
through the nation-state and the market logic of global capitalism, in
which aging is increasingly understood as an individual risk rather than
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a collective responsibility.66 This intersection of gender and age is at the
heart of the particular reproductive politics emerging with egg freezing.
In order to understand the intersection of gender and aging as organizing principles within the promiscuous prefixing of the bio-, cryo-,
and repropolitics, this study takes as its starting point the construction
of gendered age normativities that inform contemporary egg freezing
practices and their reconfiguration of life, latency, and reproduction.67
Through this lens, the discursive production of reproductive aging and
age-related infertility in the context of OC does not simply reflect a biological reality but emerges in relation to historically specific norms of
aging and organizing time.
Age normativities specific to women have historically been predicated
on reproductive changes in the female body.68 With the establishment of
gynecology and the concomitant pathologization of the many “diseases of
women,” mid-19th-century Western medicine fostered the institutionalization of a gender-specific history of naturalizing age-appropriate acts—
such as when to have a partner and when to reproduce—with reference to
(non)reproductive physical phenomena such as menstruation, childbearing, and menopause.69 The anticipation and arrival of age-related infertility is a contemporary equivalent of a body-based moment in the female
life span that becomes a reference point in validating or resisting a set of
age-and gender-specific norms governing when to have children, when
(in)fertility may be assumed, when infertility ought to be anticipated,
when medical interventions are appropriate, and how the passage of time
may be recognized in the body. In OC discourses, age normativities may
be expressed in mediatized medical advice on when to pick Mr. Good
Enough over Mr. Right, women’s public accounts of the anxiety experienced at turning 35, and the proposition to offer egg freezing as a graduation gift, to name but a few examples that I will discuss in this study.
In the context of egg freezing, such age norms emerge in relation to
broader, historically specific cultural organizations of time that Elizabeth
Freeman defines as “chrononormativities.” The term refers to the “hidden rhythms” of “schedules, calendars, time zones” that “seem natural
to those whom they privilege.” These rhythms, she argues, function as
“technique[s] by which institutional forces come to seem like somatic
facts.”70 Freeman’s definition of chrononormativity as “the use of time to
organize individual human bodies toward maximum productivity” points
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to an industrialized organization of time, which was first standardized in
19th-century England (1847) and temporalized the gender division into
the “separate spheres” system.71 In contrast with an industrialized time of
standardized scheduling, women’s space of the home was idealized within
a discourse of domesticity that “validated a set of feelings—love, security, harmony . . . motherly instincts—in part by figuring them as timeless.”72 This domestic maternal space was associated with a cyclicality of
a feminine “corporealized time” attendant to the “human tides,” which
was rhetorically opposed to the “linear time of history” and wage time
of industrial capitalism.73 What emerged was a cultural logic in which a
nonlinear time seen to belong to the female reproductive body lay at the
foundation of the reification of the gender binary in distinct “spheres” that
became separated not only in space but in the particular chrononormativities that organized their temporal schemes.
The naturalization of this feminized chrononormativity was challenged
in the 20th century not only by women’s increased participation in the
industrialized time of the public sphere and wage labor but also by the
entrance of industrialized temporal schedules into the female reproductive body, primarily through the advent of reproductive technologies offering increased agency over the timing of menstruation and maternity.
Hormonal contraceptives allowed the introduction of alternative temporal schemes into the cyclical rhythms of menstruation. Through precisely
timed hormonal stimulation, in vitro fertilization techniques decoupled attempts at childbearing from cyclical ovulatory patterns and synchronized
them with specific time schedules, such as those of the fertility clinic.74
These developments did not necessarily entail a conceptual severing of
femininity and fertility from cyclical rhythms. In fact, as Nelly Oudshoorn
argues, they can reinforce a notion of “natural cycles” in contradistinction
with these interventions.75 Nevertheless, these reproductive technologies did posit the timing of menstruation and ovulation as manipulable
by synthetic hormones and allowed for the popular reconceptualization
of childbearing within linear temporalities as “family planning.” In this
way, the temporal regulation of the female reproductive body in relation
to the chrononormativities implicit in standardized treatment protocols,
mass-produced hormone strips, and clinical time schedules exemplifies
Freeman’s definition of chrononormativity as, this time more literally, becoming recognizable as “somatic facts.”76
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With this increased technologically mediated agency over the timing of childbearing, the end of the female reproductive life span gained
cultural significance as a temporal limit to “family planning.” Friese
and colleagues describe the public concern with a female reproductive
“deadline” following the increasing availability of contraceptive and
abortion services, which centered on the notion that “the public domain,
organized around paid labor, interferes and competes with a woman’s
fertile years.”77 The widespread preoccupation with this deadline—often
referred to as the “biological clock”—also emerged in relation to the
idea that age-related infertility is “the price women pay” for increased
participation in paid labor, politics, and higher education.78 Adopted in
the neoconservative political climate of the 1980s, the female “biological clock” was popularized as a “temporal signifier of inter-gender difference” that naturalized a proximity between the female body and the
family with reference to the temporality of women’s bodies—particularly
so in the face of a changed social order that permitted, and required,
more participation of women in the workplace.79 This coincided with
the publication of influential scientific studies arguing that contemporary and historical data demonstrate that “female fecundity [is] a function of age.”80 The popularization of such findings, along with the advent
of new reproductive technologies like IVF, displaced the common conceptualization of menopause as the end of the reproductive life span and
menstruation as an affirmation of fertility in favor of an understanding
of “ovarian reserve” and the age of the eggs as determinants of reproductive capacity.81 This shift entails a move away from the easily observable
and cyclical indicator of presumed fertility in menses to a more elusive
notion of the age of the eggs that may be assessed through medical interventions like hormonal blood tests or ovarian ultrasound scans—or
deduced from one’s age in years since birth.
Rather than a cyclical conceptualization of women’s reproductive embodiment, the dominant presentation of the temporality of female fertility in egg freezing discourses is characterized by a life-long decline of
egg quantity and quality. The female reproductive body does not adopt
an idealized position outside of standardized time, but becomes itself
synonymous with clock time in tropes of “ticking ovaries” and the “biological clock.” In this linear loss model of reproductive aging, eggs may
themselves begin to function as measurements of time. As eggs may be
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“banked” as a means of “fertility insurance,” they somatize an economy
of time, in which time is understood to be quantifiable and delimited—a
“‘thing’ that can be ‘spent,’ ‘saved,’ and ‘lost’; indeed, it is frequently ‘invested.’”82 Alongside the more familiar family planning, these egg-based
conceptualizations of female reproductive aging facilitate the popularization of “fertility planning,” which references practices of timing not only
when to have children but also when to have the ability to have children.
If the end of the female reproductive life span is then located in egg
quality and quantity, the possibility of fertility planning with frozen eggs
destabilizes the very previously naturalized temporal limits that govern when women can be considered fertile. It is therefore no surprise
that the introduction of egg freezing has once more rekindled cultural
negotiations over the relation between female reproductive aging and
gendered chrononormativities. It is characteristic of the postfertile condition, with its temporal instability of in/fertility distinctions, that we
may now witness cultural efforts to restabilize temporal limits to fertility that appeal to the notion of “normal reproductive years” to motivate
bans or rejections of egg freezing.83 Conversely, egg freezing is promoted
precisely as a means to “extend fertility” and adjust these limits to the
chrononormativities of labor arrangements or the “will to youth.” In the
context of egg freezing, the gender politics of aging thus pertains not
only to norms associated with particular ages but also to the chrononormative temporal schemes in relation to which the time of female fertility
may be understood, organized, and politicized.

The Egg’s Journey: Outline
Freezing Fertility follows the journey of the egg in the OC process.84 Each
chapter addresses a step of the OC treatment, thereby reflecting the fact
that egg freezing is not a single procedure but a set of consecutive interventions in which the egg undergoes various transformations. Immature
eggs are stimulated in the ovaries; extracted eggs are cryopreserved and
stored in the freezer; eggs may be thawed, fertilized, incubated, and
implanted; frozen eggs also may become mobile, traveling between clinics
and countries in portable freezers. Accordingly, the chapters focus on eggs
in the body, their extraction for preservation, their frozen existence in the
freezer, their incubation after fertilization, their subsequent return to the
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womb, and the implications of their unprecedented movement in global
flows of eggs. By following the egg’s journey in OC, I examine how the
reproductive youth attributed to the egg propels it across time and space
in trajectories that reflect economic, regulatory, and social power asymmetries, while also giving rise to a broader postfertile condition in which
fertility and aging are repoliticized in ways that affect the public at large.
An interdisciplinary project, Freezing Fertility integrates insights from
science and technology studies, medical sociology, cultural analysis, feminist theory, reproductive studies, and critical gerontology in order to analyze the discourses and practices of egg freezing. Rather than offering an
exhaustive overview of one dimension of the OC practice, I offer a series
of critical readings of cultural objects that are pertinent to understanding
the situatedness and implications of egg freezing in relation to a broader
gender politics of aging. Some of the selected objects, such as widely read
newspapers and televised documentaries, are indicative of egg freezing’s
prominence in public debates and popular culture, while others, such as
cellular images or informed-consent contracts, present a particular novel
aspect of OC that distinguishes it from other reproductive technologies.
My reading of these objects adopts a “cultural analysis” approach, which
is an interdisciplinary research practice that employs diverse analytic
lenses to offer detailed readings of case studies that are sensitive to the
“interplay between the text and [its] context.”85 This approach allows
me to situate critical readings of cultural objects within broader social
frames, thereby positioning OC as a key technology for understanding
new 21st-century biopolitical regimes of reproductive aging.
In order to examine how egg freezing is politicized in public discourses, chapter 1 analyzes coverage of OC in US, UK, and Dutch news
media. It focuses on the time prior to the egg freezing procedure, when
the eggs remain in the body, and considers how, and with what consequences, female fertility becomes precarious in the face of cryopreservation. New and old norms of reproductive timing become evident in
criticisms and endorsements of egg freezing, in which categorizations
of “lifestyle” versus “single” or “medical” versus “social” freezing play
an important rhetorical role. The news coverage also features new subject positions for women who freeze their eggs, as their reproductive,
relational, and life course decision making becomes subject to public
scrutiny. Key elements in OC discourses are the trope of the “biologi-
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cal clock” and related egg-focused conceptualizations of reproductive
aging, which shape both the need for and the nature of the reproductive
choices associated with egg freezing. Drawing on these elements, the
news coverage of OC reveals a gendered politics of aging, predicated on
reproductive ability as the organizing principle for the temporal structuring of life, which both interpellates a contingent of women who may
want to reproduce later in life and positions their reproductive decision
making as a public concern.
Moving on to the decision to freeze one’s eggs, the next chapter focuses on the new cultural and clinical practices of anticipating bodily
futurity. The Dutch documentary Eggs for Later 86 gives insight into the
anticipatory terms and affective states through which women’s future
age-related infertility is conceptualized in relation to the possibility of
freezing eggs. The analysis draws attention to the contesting interpretations of egg freezing as either a postponement of motherhood or an
extension of fertility—and proposes an alternative reading of OC as a
means of transforming reproductive bioprecarity into biopreparedness
for future infertility. At stake in these various conceptualizations of egg
freezing is the reconfiguration of ideas and practices of what constitutes
healthy embodiment, the reproductive process, and responsible aging.
The analysis explores how egg freezing may function not only to (potentially) achieve future reproduction but also to resolve anticipatory
anxiety by maintaining the futurity of potential motherhood.
Once extracted and frozen, the cryo-egg represents an emergent cultural entity that hitherto did not exist. Chapter 3 focuses on these disembodied, frozen eggs and the new modes of governing fertility emerging
within broader reproductive bioeconomies. While the eggs remain in
the freezer, discursive mediations of the cryopreserved cells become
an important reference point in the reconceptualization of reproductive aging as distributed across bodies, freezers, and wider cryopolitical
infrastructures. Reflecting the large capital investments in fertility preservation, the figure of the visible and quantifiable frozen egg also plays
a key role in the treatment rationales and calculative practices presented
by fertility companies. By tracing these developments, this chapter explores the relation between fertility accumulation and capital accumulation. With an analysis of the framing of frozen eggs in marketing efforts,
treatment packages, and fertility insurance, the chapter moreover high-
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lights how the mediated frozen egg plays a key role in the rationalization
of OC as not just a single procedure but an ongoing process of technologized fertility management.
After the eggs are fertilized in vitro, it has to be decided which one(s)
will be implanted in the womb in a process called “embryo selection.”
Time-lapse embryo imaging, a widely used method for embryo selection, analyzes the timing of embryonic development to predict the
embryos’ future viability. In keeping with this study’s focus on aging,
chapter 4 draws attention to the visualization and instrumentalization
of embryonic aging in time-lapse embryo-imaging systems. Drawing on
the politicized history of imaging prenatal life, it analyzes the cultural,
political, and commercial significance of a new set of images of fertilized eggs—and their division into embryos—that circulate beyond the
laboratory into the clinic, the intended parents’ iPads, and their online
social networks. What is at stake in the instrumentalization of embryonic aging in time-lapse systems is the creation of new risks and modes
of value creation through the patenting of embryonic aging, the datafication of embryo selection, and the “packaging up” of treatment plans
to include both egg freezing and time-lapse imaging. This method of
embryo selection, then, may not just result in more or less “IVF success”
but also affects the conceptualization and commercialization of aging at
an embryonic level.
If selected, the egg—now embryo—proceeds to the next stage of
its journey, in which it may be implanted into the intended mother’s
womb and a pregnancy may ensue. Focusing on this step, chapter 5 explores several new, technologically mediated ways of attaining fertility
and motherhood with frozen eggs after the end of the reproductive life
span, which both reflect and transform existing notions of “older motherhood.” Since the emergence of donor-egg IVF in the late 20th century, older motherhood has become particularly politicized—whether
as chrononormative transgression or as sign of successful aging. This
chapter revisits these discussions and explores how younger women become newly implicated in the politicization of older motherhood when
they freeze their eggs. Drawing on the stories of women who thawed
their eggs, the analysis subsequently focuses on the social significance
of conception in the context of OC and discusses how this technology
allows fertility to be extended, but also to be lost in new ways. Egg freez-
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ing also opens up possibilities for new forms of posthumous conception
and motherhood. Informed-consent forms institutionalize an encounter
with one’s own mortality and allow for the formation of intended kinship bonds beyond death. This chapter addresses these new configurations of fertility and motherhood by exploring how reproductive aging
intersects with willfulness, kinship, and mortality.
Given that only a very limited percentage of cryopreserved oocytes
result in live births, motherhood—older or not—is not a self-evident
endpoint of either the egg’s journey or this study on egg freezing. Consequently, chapter 6 zooms out to explore the alternative trajectories of
frozen eggs in egg-donation networks for reproductive and research
purposes. Once frozen, the eggs become as portable as the liquid nitrogen tanks that hold them; egg freezing is thus a key condition for
the development of global flows of eggs. The US-based World Egg Bank
ships frozen eggs to clinics worldwide and provides a case study for considering the implications of the transnational mobility of frozen eggs for
reproductive egg donation. The analysis focuses on US-UK egg flows
and discusses the regulations, matching practices, financial inducements, online platforms, and marketing strategies that are imported and
exported along with the eggs. Such global flows of frozen eggs moreover
emerge at a time when new developments in stem cell science revive the
need for donor eggs. These stem cell technologies radically reconfigure
the egg’s relation to bodily time, and thereby raise questions about the
relation between aging and reproductivity in new ways. They moreover
provide a context in which to consider the potential rerouting of eggs
frozen for one’s own use into egg-donation networks, which is particularly pertinent given the fact that, so far, only a small percentage of
women have returned to use their cryo-eggs. These developments in reproductive and research egg-donation practices allow me to highlight
the significance of the frozen egg in a global biopolitics of aging. As the
egg travels across bodies and geopolitical boundaries, as it is instrumentalized to halt, counteract, or regenerate age, OC’s emergence radically
transforms how the passage of time becomes meaningful, visible, and
political in bodies and eggs alike.
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Egg Freezing and the Politicization of Reproductive Aging

Welcomed as liberation and dismissed as exploitation, the introduction
of egg freezing has met with controversy and ambivalence, and is thus
no exception to a longer tradition of politicized public responses to new
reproductive technologies. The 20th century saw radical changes in the
manipulation of reproduction through techno-scientific and biomedical
means. Struggles for reproductive choice initially focused on avoiding
pregnancy and birth, most prominently in relation to the introduction of
the contraceptive pill and the legalization of abortion.1 The achievement
of conception and birth, by contrast, became newly politicized from the
late 1970s onwards, with the introduction of reproductive technologies
such as in vitro fertilization, egg donation, and gestational surrogacy.
In the early decades of the 21st century, these approaches to avoiding
and achieving reproduction are combined in egg freezing. This reproductive technology simultaneously represents both an active choice
not to have children in the present and a commitment to future, possibly assisted, reproduction, thus calling into question easy distinctions
between reproductive and nonreproductive behavior. Media discourses
surrounding the introduction of egg freezing give insights into the significance of this technology for the public reconceptualization of the
female reproductive body as the site of a gendered politics of aging.
Although egg freezing has often been described as a procedure for
a small group of elite women who can afford the expensive procedure,
this chapter emphasizes that the significance of egg freezing stretches
far beyond the growing, but still limited, numbers of women who use
this technology. As a relatively fringe procedure—in the United Kingdom, for example, OC comprises only 1.5% of IVF cycles—it nevertheless becomes so widely significant because the possibility of egg freezing
is increasingly publicly recognized.2 It is the widespread attention across
27
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print and screen media that makes OC relevant not only as a new clinical practice but as a cultural phenomenon that affects a much broader
group of women and men.
The very possibility of freezing one’s eggs—whether or not one would
choose or be able to do so—shifts the meaning of fertility and reproductive aging. Public discourses on OC display a tension between the
understanding of female reproductive aging as either immutable or
adjustable. On the one hand, women’s reproductive aging is framed as
foundational to the formation of chrononormativities pertaining to idealized timings of when to have children, have a long-term partner, prioritize work or family formation—thereby renaturalizing them in the
face of technological innovation. On the other hand, egg freezing may
be presented as a technology that renders female fertility adjustable to
meet broader social chrononormativities of wage time, education time,
relationship time, and gendered ideologies of aging.
For example, in the Netherlands, the introduction of egg freezing
for so-called social reasons was blocked by the Christian-Democrat-
majority coalition government in order to maintain “natural” age limits
to women’s fertility, which were affirmed through a regulatory framework that did not permit using frozen eggs beyond 45 years. By contrast,
US egg freezing insurance coverage through Fortune 500 companies,
such as Apple and Facebook, has promoted OC as a means of extending
fertility to the time when women are “ready”—whether the time of readiness is determined by relationship formation patterns, the temporal organization of careers, or other factors. In different national contexts, the
introduction of egg freezing can thus provoke both the reaffirmation of
age norms in the face of their potential transgression and the reconfiguration of reproductive aging as operating by a different temporal logic
when eggs can be “frozen in time.”
Both the British and the Dutch contexts are characterized by a high
degree of national regulation of reproductive healthcare; yet egg freezing is regulated in strikingly different ways in the two countries. In 2009
the Amsterdam Academic Medical Centre (AMC) proposed to offer egg
freezing not only to cancer patients but also to women who wished to
anticipate age-related infertility.3 A majority in the Dutch Parliament
objected to the AMC’s plan and a two-year highly mediatized public debate ensued, until “social” egg freezing was formally permitted in 2011.4
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Although egg freezing had been allowed, the suggested maximum age
for implanting the embryos was lowered from the 50 years the AMC had
initially proposed to the customary 45-year age limit in conventional
IVF.5 The controversy surrounding the AMC’s initiative, the public debate that ensued, and the subsequent implementation of OC reaffirmed
reproductive aging limits in the face of the new possibilities associated
with cryopreservation.
Twenty years prior, the United Kingdom had already drawn up egg
freezing regulations in the 1990 Human Fertilisation and Embryology
Act. At least 50 women froze their eggs during the nineties, but the
Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA)—the national
body licensing and monitoring UK fertility clinics—did not permit the
use of these eggs for fear of chromosomal defects.6 At the turn of the
millennium, one of these women, Carolyn Neill, challenged the ban because she wanted to use the nine eggs she had frozen prior to having
treatment for breast cancer. In response, the HFEA commissioned Dr.
Sharon Paynter to write a report on the safety of egg freezing. Following
her positive, albeit cautious, recommendations, the HFEA lifted the restrictions on using frozen eggs for fertilization and subsequent implantation.7 The first British frozen egg baby, Emily Perry, was born in June
2002. Unlike the Dutch equivalent, the UK HFEA regulations make no
distinction between “social” and “medical” egg freezing, and there are
no national age limits prohibiting treatment after 45 years, although they
do limit the storage of gametes to 10 years.8
In the relatively unregulated US fertility sector, egg freezing was also
available from the early 2000s onwards. For example, CHA Fertility Los
Angeles opened one of the first egg freezing clinics for fertility preservation in 2002.9 Dedicated egg freezing companies—notably Extend
Fertility—were founded as early as 2003.10 Meanwhile, cryopreservation was also taken up to create the first US donor egg banks, such as
the World Egg Bank (see chapter 6). In spite of this early availability of
egg freezing, the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM)
was cautious about the OC practice and issued a warning in 2004 that
egg freezing should neither be recommended to healthy women nor “be
marketed or offered as a means to defer reproductive aging.”11 When the
ASRM lifted the experimental label almost a decade later, the announcement was often framed as an endorsement of elective egg freezing, even
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though they repeated their earlier statement that there were “not yet sufficient data to recommend oocyte cryopreservation for the sole purpose
of circumventing reproductive aging in healthy women.”12 In 2018, they
once more adjusted and declared so-called planned egg freezing for this
purpose “ethically permissible.”13
As OC was met with the public and political scrutiny characteristic of the introduction of new reproductive technologies, from donor-
inseminated “virgin mothers” to IVF’s “test tube babies,” its news
coverage is a key medium through which public understandings of fertility, egg freezing, and its users are shaped. For this reason, this chapter addresses OC coverage in newspapers to understand how public
understandings of reproductive aging and female fertility are remade
after the introduction of OC. The analysis focuses on three major national newspapers: the Guardian (UK), the New York Times (US), and
the Volkskrant (NL), all of which have a relatively progressive orientation and include detailed articles on medical topics such as OC.14 The
news coverage also brings together various other public discourses on
egg freezing, including parliamentary debates, medical expert advice,
and patient narratives. From the reading of this corpus emerged several recurring narratives about women’s motivations for egg freezing
as well as specific dominant conceptualizations of female reproductive
embodiment and aging. What is at stake in the OC newspaper coverage
is, then, not so much the potential childbearing of a limited group of
individuals who froze their eggs but the engagement of the wider public with popular narratives about fertility decline, reproductive choices,
and the women who make them.15
Being effectively a prolonged IVF procedure, OC itself raised few objections when it was introduced. What stirred public discussions on egg
freezing were women’s motivations and considerations in choosing this
procedure. This chapter therefore focuses on the ways in which OC’s
reproductive choice became politicized both through the categorization
of women in binary oppositions of “social” vs. “medical” and “single”
vs. “lifestyle” freezers and through the articulation of contemporary reconceptualizations of female reproductive aging. With these oppositions
emerge new subject positions related to reproductive identity through
which age-related aspects of social life come under public and medical
scrutiny. Key elements in this discourse are the trope of the “biologi-
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cal clock” and related egg-focused, decline-oriented understandings of
reproductive aging, which reframe female fertility as being under perpetual threat and in need of intervention—whether medical or political.
Media hypes surrounding OC marketing and fertility insurance moreover point to female reproductive aging as a lens onto a broader cultural
renegotiation of the relation between production and reproduction as
central axes of a wider social order. The news coverage of OC thereby reveals a contemporary reconceptualization of female reproductive aging
as a public concern, predicated on the presentation of reproductive ability as the organizing principle for the temporal structuring of life, which
not only interpellates (potentially) infertile women who desire to reproduce but also impacts the wider public.16

Having It All? Egg Freezing as Lifestyle Choice
Fertility clinics are gearing up to open their doors to fertile
couples seeking treatment as a lifestyle choice rather than
a medical necessity, experts said yesterday. . . . The shift reflects a rise in what some fertility specialists have called the
“have it all generation” who do not want to compromise between career and family. “The great problem we’ve got now
is you can’t have your cake and eat it,” said Dr Simon Fishel,
director of the CARE Fertility centre at the Park hospital in
Nottingham.17

Although small numbers of women facing cancer treatment had frozen
their eggs since the turn of the millennium, initial public interest in egg
freezing was sparked mainly by its availability to healthy women who
might, as this Guardian article suggests, seek treatment as a “lifestyle
choice” because they want to “have it all.” At the heart of controversies surrounding OC’s introduction were women’s motivations for egg
freezing—and the public negotiation of their validity. As divergent perspectives on egg freezing emerged, the subject of contention was not so
much the OC technology itself but rather the situations in which women
ought (not) to use it. And these discussions, in turn, revealed the instability of popular conceptualizations of fertility and reproductive aging in
the face of cryopreservation.
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In her discussion of reproductive technologies, Jana Sawicki argues
that these “new technologies create new subjects—that is, fit mothers,
unfit mothers, infertile women, and so forth.”18 What is likewise at stake
in the case of OC is the construction of new subject positions for women
who freeze their eggs, including the “lifestyle” freezer, the cancer patient,
and the single woman who hopes to start a family with a future partner. These subject positions function as rhetorical tools in both critical
and celebratory accounts of egg freezing and are indicative of a broader
gender politics of reproductive aging and the social conservative and
neoliberal discourses that underlie them.
Initial concerns about egg freezing were directed neither at those
companies in the fertility sector who could stand to benefit from the
influx of fertile women into the IVF clinic nor at the “changes to the
conditions of life, work, childbearing, and child rearing” in late capitalism that rationalize later reproduction, and the concomitant demand
for fertility preservation, among a growing group of women.19 Instead,
sceptical accounts of egg freezing revolved around reproductive aging.
They expressed concerns about the technology introducing new possibilities of deprioritizing reproduction, encouraging postponement, and
transgressing the temporal limits of the “normal reproductive years.”
One central figure in the more sceptical presentations of OC was the
“lifestyle” freezer who wants to “have it all.” This section’s opening quotation, which was taken from an article titled “Clinics Prepare for ‘Lifestyle’ Fertility Treatment,” exemplifies the use of this popular phrase.
It positions egg freezing as a technology for those who want to “have
[their] cake and eat it,” or for “the ‘have it all generation’ who do not
want to compromise between career and family.”20 Even though gender
is not specified in the “have it all generation,” the article’s focus on the
novelty of female fertility preservation suggests that wanting to “have it
all” in the face of fertility decline pertains more to women than to men.
Neither new nor unique to OC, the trope of “having it all” has been
used as the defining feature of several postwar generations of women entering the labor force. Its perennial popularity signals a recurring public
preoccupation with female fertility in the face of women’s participation
in the workplace. Writing about the backlash against feminism in the
1980s, feminist author Susan Faludi frequently returns to “the popular myth about the ‘have it all’ baby-boom women.”21 She discusses the
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US news coverage of a supposed “trend of childlessness” described in
headlines like “The Curse of the Career Woman” and “Having It All:
Postponing Parenthood Exacts a Price.”22 The successful combination
of family life and career was construed as “the myth of Supermom” that
was debunked as mothers “recognized they can’t have it all” while “‘millions’ of career women will ‘pay a price for waiting.’”23 Kelly Oliver likewise argues that the public concern with women “having it all” reflects
“deep-seated anxieties about women’s reproductive choices in an age of
changing technologies.”24 It is therefore not surprising that the “having it all” trope framed the early public responses to egg freezing, as a
new reproductive choice that was presumed particularly relevant—and
affordable—to “career women.”
As the phrase reemerged in the egg freezing debate, it gained a different temporal dimension; here “having it all” pertained less to the work-
family combination per se. In Sample’s quotation, the concern appears
to be not necessarily with working mothers “having it all” but more with
women of an age range associated with declining fertility who want to
both focus on professional development and maintain the potential to
have children. The combination in question is not so much career and
family, but career and extended fertility. In the earlier concerns about
working women “paying the price” of childlessness by deprioritizing
reproduction for too long, fertility decline was used as a foundational
biological fact to naturalize gendered differences in waged labor participation. The promise of egg freezing is that it will alter the very temporal
limits to female fertility that underlie this logic. Sceptical responses to
egg freezing suggested women may be using the technology to “suit their
lifestyles and aspirations” and buy “time to enjoy an extended adolescence of vacations and cocktails or to single-mindedly climb the corporate ladder.”25 The implicit indulgence of “having it all” in the context
of OC is, then, the stretching of a child-free but nonetheless fertile life
course beyond established age ranges.
The potential of OC to threaten an understanding of reproductive
aging as an immutable constant in the face of women’s historically
changing gender roles instigated a public reaffirmation of the temporal
limits to female fertility. For example, Dutch CDA MP Janneke Schermers considered egg freezing to be “completely unnatural.”26 She objected
to the possibility that “women who have their eggs frozen can have chil-
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dren at an age at which pregnancy is normally no longer possible.”27
Schermer’s position demonstrates how egg freezing can trigger public
assertions of the notion that there is a natural progression of the reproductive life span that may be threatened by the possibilities of this new
technology. Indeed, in a poll among almost 20,000 Dutch people, the
most prevalent argument against egg freezing did not pertain to health
risks or to the medical treatment of healthy bodies but to the idea that
women should reproduce during “normal reproductive years.”28 What
is thus at stake in OC’s public discourses is the cultural negotiation of
the female reproductive aging process, and whether temporal limits to
fertility could be considered as potentially alterable through these technologies, or immutable in spite of them.

Single Freezers and Absent Partners
Partly in response to the narrative that women are freezing their eggs
to “have it all,” an alternative prominent news story highlights instead
that women undergo OC not because of their lifestyle or career but for
lack of a partner. The foregrounding of the absent partner as motivating factor organizes an alternative subject position of the single woman
freezing her eggs. For example, speaking against the notion that women
put off childbearing for unspecified careers and “lifestyle reasons,” Dr.
Lockwood of the Midlands Fertility Services clinic29 illustrates such a
subject position:
Often they’ve been in a relationship that they assumed was going to lead
to marriage and motherhood—possibly for 10 years. Then at 37, 38, the
boyfriend says, “I don’t think fatherhood is for me.” Or he meets someone else.30

The narrative of single women freezing their eggs in order to be able
to reproduce with a partner in the future puts OC in a more positive
light.31 Women in this scenario are considered as having an active wish
for a child, but as unable to get pregnant at present for want of the relationship required for the desired family set-up. Rather than a willful
nonreproductive choice of women wanting to “have it all,” egg freezing
is here rationalized through the absence of the “right” male partner.32
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In discourses favorable to egg freezing, the rhetorical function of this
subject position follows from the presentation of OC as a solution to a
reproductive desire that is externally thwarted, rather than a technology
for deprioritizing reproduction to meet one’s lifestyle preferences.
In another Guardian article, Dr. Lockwood argues that more needs
to be done to “help those forced to delay getting pregnant.”33 In her accounts, she presents her patients in a sympathetic way by emphasizing
their age-appropriate reproductive intent and its contravention by external factors; women’s nonreproductivity happens to them, rather than
because of them. Egg freezing is, in other words, not a sign of a woman
unduly postponing reproduction. Instead, Lockwood presents it as the
outcome of a boyfriend making nonreproductive decisions, and leaving the relationship—rather than the woman or the couple doing so
together. The subject position of the single egg freezer is here characterized as a result of circumstance; age and singlehood become part of the
plight for which egg freezing can provide the solution. The focus lies
not on a potential subversion of the timing of motherhood but on OC’s
role in maintaining the possibility of a normative genetically related
family model in the face of female reproductive aging. Childlessness
is presented as a consequence of women’s unfortunately incorrect assumptions concerning marriage and motherhood in their thirties. This
framing absolves them from the judgment visited on women who use
OC for “lifestyle reasons.” Instead, she highlights that, for some women,
potential childlessness worsens already painful situations, and egg freezing provides a potential solution when the timelines of relationship formation do not match those of embodied reproductive aging.
Contrasted with the woman who is single by circumstance, the subject position of the “lifestyle freezer” bears a different relation to the
absent partner; here women’s behavior is identified as the cause of their
nonreproductive situation:
The IVF expert Dr Gedis Grudzinskas says it’s [conception] more difficult after the age of 27: “When women have got used to having a lot of
freedom to run their lives as they wish, they do not want to hear that they
may not be able to conceive. They perhaps need to compromise, find Mr
Good Enough and have a family earlier.”34Surveys of older mothers show
half say they delayed because they had not met a suitable partner. Maybe
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instead of waiting for Mr Right they ought to settle for Mr Good-Enough,
if they want children.35

In the frame of lifestyle freezing, egg freezing is not presented as the
solution to, but as the symptom of women delaying reproduction as a
result of wrong partner choices. In contrast to the woman who is single
by circumstance, the “lifestyle freezer” is at fault for not having a partner. Her singlehood is not attributed to an unwantedly broken or absent
relationship but to being too critical of potential fathers or too passive
about the pursuit of finding one. Singlehood, in the narrative of the lifestyle freezer recounted here, represents a youthful freedom that ought
to be relinquished when women reach an age associated with declining
fertility in order to have a family with a suitably available partner.36
In public statements on female reproduction by medical authorities,
the subject of egg freezing thus becomes the occasion for including advice about age-related life decisions beyond matters directly related to
health and medical treatment, such as relationship and career choices.
In this process, the temporal limits to female fertility are once more reaffirmed as reference points for naturalizing existing age normativities of
reproduction and relationship formation. Significantly, when articulated
by IVF professionals, these age-and gender-specific ideas run the risk of
becoming naturalized as neutral health perspectives—which pertain not
only to the women freezing their eggs but to the public at large.

Social vs. Medical Freezing
The categorization of single and lifestyle freezers notwithstanding, the
key opposition in egg freezing discourses is the binary between medical
and social freezing—if only because it is an important principle in organizing access to OC.37 Insurance coverage of egg freezing, for instance,
is to a large extent contingent on whether egg freezing is considered to
be medically motivated or not.38 This division was also at the heart of
the Dutch parliamentary debate on whether women with “social” motivations should be allowed to freeze their eggs in the way that women
with “medical” motivations are. Such oppositional framings of egg
freezing motivations provide insight into the gendered politics of reproductive aging underlying these divisions and discussions. For example,
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reporting on the political debate about the legalization of egg freezing,
the Volkskrant writes,
Today the Second Chamber debates egg freezing by “social indication.” . . . Egg freezing already happens by medical indication, for example
in women who have to undergo a cancer treatment that may damage
fertility.39

In the “medical” versus “social” division, the cancer-related cases are
contrasted with those of women without a serious diagnosis who wish
to maintain a chance of having genetically related children as they grow
older. Unlike its “lifestyle” equivalent, freezing by “medical indication”
is not the subject of much controversy, and its use is generally deemed
“legitimate.”40 Egg freezing simply becomes one optional step in a wider
set of medical interventions that make up the treatment plan for diagnoses such as cancer. Fertility loss here gains a different meaning because
it is not specifically caused by reproductive aging but by particular diagnoses or treatments.
Women’s so-called social reasons for egg freezing reference the anticipation of future, age-related infertility due to, for example, decreased
responsiveness of the ovaries to follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and
luteinising hormone (LH) or reduced availability of viable eggs. Both
“social” and “medical” motivations for OC anticipate physical difficulties in achieving future pregnancies at the time of the second phase of
the procedure. The difference is whether these difficulties are caused by
pathological or by age-related factors. The “medical” versus “social” binary opposition thus categorizes egg freezers by the reasons why they
cannot have children at present, and, by extension, it positions the latter motivation as “nonmedical,” thereby demedicalizing the age-related
infertility that the procedure seeks to preemptively remedy.
The relative acceptance of medical egg freezing also points to the
significance of aging norms in organizing reproductive healthcare.
After all, the health concerns raised in arguments against IVF-assisted
older motherhood—including later childbearing enabled by social egg
freezing—are similar, if not worse in these cases.41 Just as older age
means a shorter remaining life expectancy, so serious disease and invasive treatment often entail a higher risk of the child losing a parent at
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an early age. The mother’s health risks associated with pregnancy, labor,
and postnatal healing may be higher at an older age, but may be equally
challenging—if not more so—for a woman who is recovering from
immuno-compromising treatments such as radiation or chemotherapy.
The fact that these risks are widely accepted and taken in these difficult
cases is a testimony to the significance ascribed to maintaining fertility during “normal reproductive years,” even in circumstances that pose
concerns not unlike those raised against older motherhood.
The seemingly commonsense opposition between “medical” and “social” egg freezing polarizes a situation that is far more complex than
this binary suggests. Besides cancer, there are many other situations that
may prompt women to consider the procedure, such as expected compromised fertility following polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), Turner
Syndrome, or a family history of early menopause.42 Egg freezing is
increasingly practiced for patients with diagnoses such as endometriosis, which can affect fertility, or multiple sclerosis (MS), which may be
treated with fertility-compromising stem cell therapies.43 Egg freezing
is also frequently used to tackle complications in IVF procedures, for
example, when men cannot produce sperm or when women undergo
several cycles of egg retrieval and “batch” the eggs together to do fertilization and incubation.44 It may also function as an ethical technology to
avoid concerns about freezing or creating embryos for people or institutions who believe life begins at conception. OC moreover facilitates egg
donation by removing the need to synchronize two women’s hormonal
cycles or even their reproductive life spans. It also enables intergenerational egg donation, which may benefit women with daughters who suffer from diseases that will compromise their fertility when they grow up.
Transgender men may want to freeze their eggs to leave options open
for future reproduction as they transition. Women whose occupations
may compromise their fertility, for example, those who take drugs such
as anabolic steroids or work with harmful chemicals or radiation, may
wish to use OC as a precaution. The variety of these possible scenarios
illustrates the reductionism of a binary between social and medical reasons, as well as the potential pitfalls of regulating the procedure on the
basis of this division.
The opposition of the “medical-social” indication is not unique to OC
but also organizes other controversial medical interventions in female
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reproductive healthcare, including elective caesarean sections, hospitalization for childbirth, and the institutionalization of donor insemination.45 Stoop and colleagues note that the term “social” is rarely used
as an indication for medical treatments generally; it rather references a
“nonmedical” and “deliberate choice” in cases like “social abortion, social sex selection or a social Caesarean section.”46 It is striking that these
instances pertain to women’s reproductive choices; the explicit “social”
nature of the indication for treatment often appears to be associated with
the role of female agency in accessing reproductive healthcare. Another
instance is the distinction of “social” and “medical” indications for contraceptives, which was in widespread use during their 1950s introduction
and reflects the morally controversial nature of their prescription. Once
the use of contraceptives became popularized, this distinction fell out
of use.47 “Social” versus “medical” oppositions likewise organize public
discourses on abortion, e.g., in the distinction between “social indication models” that permit “abortion when the woman can claim social or
economic distress” and “medical indication models” that allow “abortion only in cases in which the physical or mental health of the woman is
in danger.”48 These cases illustrate how the explicit characterization of a
“social indication” for a treatment is itself indicative of the controversial
nature of its accessibility at the patient’s request—particularly so when
that patient is a woman seeking to access reproductive healthcare.
The historical continuity of the “medical” versus “social” opposition
in motivating the use of egg freezing and other (once) contentious reproductive technologies is also reflected in the representations of the
women who use them. The single and lifestyle subject positions structuring OC’s news coverage are reminiscent of the rhetoric used in historical
abortion discourses, in which motherly and self-indulgent women were
presented as opposites. Sociologist Annulla Linders analyzes the “opposite solutions” to regulating abortion in the US and Swedish contexts.
She points to a distinction between stock narratives of the 1920s Swedish
“exhausted mother” and the 19th-century US “frivolous wife” petitioning
for an abortion. The popular trope of the “exhausted mother” of “eight to
ten” children, whose pregnancy would threaten the welfare of the family,
shifted the Swedish abortion debate in favor of legalization. As was the
case for the single woman in OC, this trope counteracted accusations of
“selfishness” by emphasizing that the problem was “not that she did not
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want to become a mother, but instead that she was effectively prevented
from becoming one” by her circumstances.49 In the stock narratives of
the single freezer and the exhausted mother, OC and abortion are constructed as interventions that evidence prioritizing motherhood.
By contrast, the “frivolous wife” seeking abortions held strong cultural
currency in the criminalization of abortion in the United States. Here
women were criticized for wanting to “rid themselves of the care and
responsibility of maternity,” while being motivated by “self-indulgence,”
“extravagance,” and a “fashionable life.”50 Reminiscent of the socially
motivated “lifestyle freezers” whose use of OC suggests a deprioritization of motherhood and a “having your cake and eating it” attitude, the
stereotype of the frivolous, carefree woman appears to be a persistent
feature in negative portrayals of women using (non)reproductive technologies. For example, the continued newsworthiness of such reproductive frivolity as social provocation is evidenced in the media hype
surrounding the promotion of OC at fashionable “cocktail parties” that
target career women and “bring together fertility doctors, . . . financing
information and cocktails.”51 In short, the binary stock narratives of frivolous and blameless women have functioned as key rhetorical tools in a
number of reproductive struggles; their continuation in OC discourses
points to a contemporary reproductive politics that is hinged on a public
renegotiation of female fertility and its extendability.
In the context of OC’s medical-social divide, the invocation of stark
oppositions between women facing cancer treatment and others with
“social” reasons for choosing OC—whether unspecified or described as
“suit[ing] their lifestyles and aspirations”—can function as a rhetorical
move to trivialize the motivations of women in the latter category by positioning them as fortunate and healthy by comparison.52 In this move,
reproductive aging and future infertility are demedicalized as “social”
indications. Yet public discourses of female reproductive health—which
are the subject of the following section—nevertheless frequently present healthy women’s bodies in more perilous terms of continual decline.
Contradicting the frivolous connotations of “lifestyle” motivations, articles on egg freezing emphasize that fertility cannot be taken for granted,
especially not as women age. It is thus not uncommon to read statements in articles on egg freezing that posit female reproductive aging
as a serious medical concern. For example, in a Guardian feature titled
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“Mother Nature,” clinical director Charles Kingsland comments that
“the passage of time can quickly take away a woman’s fertility and she
should always bear in mind her fitness for fertility.”53 Assertions such as
this one once again bring age-related infertility to public awareness and
posit it as a serious health concern. In other words, although the “social”
classification demedicalizes women’s reasons for egg freezing, public discussions of egg freezing themselves play a crucial role in remedicalizing
female fertility.

NO EXIT: Representing the Biological Clock and
Reproductive Aging
Egg freezing emerges in the wake of widespread news coverage on older
motherhood, whether of glowing celebrities having children in their
fifties, demographic trends towards later childbearing, or sensationalist cases of women setting new records with technologically enabled
pregnancies later in life. As has been the case before when IVF, and particularly donor eggs, enabled older and postmenopausal motherhood,
egg freezing once more brings the timing of reproduction into the public
eye. Now shifting not only the ages of childbearing but also those of
conception, the understanding of OC as a practice that could extend
women’s reproductive age range once more raises questions about the
appropriate ages for having children or freezing eggs.54 In the face of
these developments, the newspaper coverage of OC reveals a public
renegotiation of the meaning of female fertility and the demarcation of
“normal reproductive years.” The media framings of age-related fertility
loss, which this section explores, draw heavily on the “biological clock”
trope and fertility statistics in ways that highlight the politicization of
reproductive aging in the context of OC.

The Biological Clock
The biological clock is, of course, one of the key concepts in popular
constructions of female fertility and in OC’s media coverage. Although
the term is used with reference to any bodily temporal regulatory
system—circadian, hormonal, etc.—in contemporary news discourses,
the biological clock has become virtually synonymous with women’s
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reproductive aging. As a clock, it positions fertility decline as clockwork:
as grounded in measurable facts and as a shared conceptual reference
point for understanding gendered time. And as a clock that is biological,
it frames fertility decline as a biological fact that particularly lends itself
to naturalizing contemporary reproductive chrononormativities.
This rhetorical function of the biological clock can be traced back to
at least the 1970s, when the term first started to be used as a marker of
fertility decline. Medical historian Jenna Healey describes the biological
clock’s origin story and locates its starting point in Richard Cohen’s 1978
Washington Post article “The Clock Is Ticking for the Career Woman.”55
In this article, Cohen describes the “Composite Woman”: a representative woman he construed out of a group of women he had recently
spoken to. Notwithstanding his dubious disavowal of sexism (he later
wrote, “These were not male chauvinist pigs. These were men like me”),
he depicts her as follows:
There she is entering the restaurant. She’s the pretty one. Dark hair. Medium height. Nicely dressed. Now she is taking off her coat. Nice figure. . . . The job is just wonderful. She is feeling just wonderful. It is
wonderful being her age, which is something between 27 and 35.56

Yet in spite of her wonderful life, there is “something wrong.” The
Composite Woman eventually confesses to him, “I want a baby.”
Whether or not she is in a relationship, “there is always,” Cohen suggests, “a feeling that the clock is ticking. A decision will have to be made.
A decision that will stick forever.”57
This notion of a biological clock struck a chord and became shorthand for a cautionary tale about women “postponing” having children
amid the emergence of contraceptives, the rise of feminist movements,
and women’s increasing participation in the labor market. Media scholar
Moira Wiegel traces the growing popularity of this term in public discourses and shows how the biological clock was used to naturalize a
supposed universality of age-related reproductive desires amid a time
of widespread, gendered social change.58 Counterbalancing this social
change, Cohen implied, was the immutable bodily truth of the Composite Woman’s biological clock:
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There was something about their situation that showed, more or less,
that this is where liberation ends. This is where a woman is a woman—
biologically, physiologically, uncontrovertably [sic] different.59

What the biological clock pointed to was a bodily reification of traditional gender roles, a biological limit to “liberation.” Importantly, this
recourse to gendered difference as a limit to social change is not a given
from birth, or characteristic of adulthood, but is contingent on reproductive aging.
In the context of egg freezing, this trope of the biological clock, and
its relation to social change, reemerges as a widespread, age-related
concern. The biological clock here references a particular time frame
in the female life span, typically starting in the early or mid-thirties,
that is characterized by a sense of urgency. Rather than an ordinary
clock that tells time, the biological clock here figures as an alarm clock
going off at a certain age or as a timer counting down the years. For example, a Guardian article discusses egg freezing with reference to “this
woman—who has always assumed that eventually a baby or two would
come along—[who] finds herself single with her biological clock running down quite fast.”60 As this quotation suggests, the biological clock
trope organizes popular narratives about women who live contentedly
and subsequently become urgently aware of their reproductive ability—
whether in the form of positive desires for children or negative fears of
infertility—at the age at which their clock ostensibly starts ticking.
Specific ages may be identified as signaling a life course transition
associated with the biological clock. For example, Guardian journalist
Tahmima Anam both observes and reiterates the public problematization of female fertility when she describes her experience of reproductive
aging: “Lately my eyes have been alighting on newspaper articles decrying the end of my fertile days, and the number 35 flashes before me like
a blinking NO EXIT sign.”61 Significantly, Anam explains how the truth
claims about fertility decline in media discourses affected her anxious attachments to both specific ages and her own reproductive embodiment.
The biological clock is here associated with a particular age range that
signals a departure from a time of idealized youth and the onset of a
concern with the prospect of impending reproductive failure. The header
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of this article reads, “Anam felt ‘footloose and fancy-free.’ Then she hit
33—and baby-panic kicked in. Is freezing her eggs the answer?” As the
article suggests, a sudden awareness of the impending end of her fertility
jolted Anam out of the supposed carelessness of young adulthood to a life
course determined by the pressure of the biological clock.
Strikingly, the references to the biological clock are accompanied
by accounts of fear, stress, and worry. Newspaper reports on egg freezing cite stories of women who “were very worried by the ticking of the
biological clock around the age of 34, 35 or 36.”62 One article notes that
“doctors at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York interviewed 20
women with an average age of nearly 39 who had chosen to have their
eggs frozen. Half said they felt pressured by their biological clocks.”63
Another describes a fertility doctor’s observation about such pressure:
“Many women worry about meeting the right guy because ‘they hear
that biological clock ticking loudly,’ he says. That ticking is a stress factor in their lives.”64 Beyond a bodily phenomenon of decreased pregnancy chances, the term of the biological clock thus denotes—and
produces—an age-specific affective experience of female fertility as, almost by definition, potentially imperiled and precarious in nature.
The possibility—and newsworthiness—of egg freezing provides the
occasion to both reaffirm and reinvent the biological clock trope. As was
the case in Cohen’s 1970s article, popular concern with the biological
clock reiterates a highly gendered narrative about tensions between “the
workplace” and reproductive aging concerns. For example, the article
“Born in the Nick of Time” argues that
despite all the advances in technology and the workplace, that ticking
clock is still there and if you don’t have its existence at the back of your
mind, you may miss the chance to have a family.65

Using the second-person mode of address, the text’s warning about
reproductive aging is directed at the readers. The option of not having
children is construed as a loss, as a “chance” that one may “miss”—rather
than a valid alternative—resulting from not paying attention to the biological clock. Having children earlier is proposed as the resolution to
the supposed conflict between advances in the workplace—i.e., women
working—and the “ticking clock.” Beyond a straightforward pronatalist
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message aimed at working women, the article posits a particular affective experience of reproductive aging. In order not to miss out, it is
suggested, the time pressure associated with the biological clock must
be lived through an ongoing awareness “at the back of your mind” of a
body that is ruled by “that ticking clock.” Such recommendations betray
a gendered temporal organization of the life span, which requires not
only correct reproductive timing but also a continued awareness of the
precariousness and finitude of fertility.

Infertile Numbers
Fertility statistics play a central role in this public articulation of female
fertility and its temporal limits. Constituting a quantitative counterpart
to the biological clock, they are ubiquitous in egg freezing coverage. In
order to explain the relevance of egg freezing, articles frequently include
a passage such as the following:
A 30-year-old woman stands a 22% chance of getting pregnant in any
given month. By 35, that drops to 18%. By 40, it’s 5%. By 45 you’re down
to 1%. By 25, women have lost 80% of the eggs they were born with. By 35
that has dropped to a 95% loss.66

The predominance of quantitative data positions statements like this
one as factual information, inviting little critical reflection from readers.
However, precisely because it appears as objective data, it is important to
consider the rhetorical effects of this quantified framing of reproductive
aging, and its role in rendering fertility precarious.
These numbers convey the message to the readership that an objective, scientific understanding of the female reproductive system is
characterized by an urgency about decreasing functionality. In this quotation, the diminishing chances of pregnancy per month appear slim to
begin with, given that there is just over a one in five likelihood of pregnancy at a life stage normally associated with fertility. However, these
are fairly optimistic numbers if translated into accumulative chances of
pregnancy per year: the 30-year-old would have a 95% chance, compared
to 91% for the 35-year-old and 54% for the woman trying to conceive at
40.67 By instead presenting monthly chances with dwindling numbers in
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shortening sentences, the cited text conveys an understanding of female
fertility as characterized by low likelihood of pregnancy and progressive
decline from a relatively early age onwards.
The sense of loss is intensified where the eggs are concerned. Already at the age of 25, the text suggests, an overwhelming majority of a
woman’s eggs are lost, and this decline will accelerate over time. While
diminishing ovarian reserves are indeed a key cause of age-related infertility, such representations of available egg percentages suggest that their
loss is inherently problematic. However, egg loss is a normal process in
fertile women. Given that a woman who has no or a small number of
children will experience on average 450–480 menstrual cycles in her
lifetime, even if she matured a healthy viable egg every month and was
optimally fertile, she would lose a majority of the millions of eggs she
was born with. The 25-year-old’s loss of 80% of her immature eggs does
not necessarily signify a loss of fertility, just as a girl’s loss of 60% of her
eggs by the time she hits puberty does not signal anything but normal
physiological development.68
The focus on the loss of immature eggs suggests a conceptualization
of the female reproductive body as characterized by decline throughout
the life span. Understood in these terms, a woman is born in decline,
with her body continuously failing to retain the eggs. The female reproductive system—whether fertile or infertile—is framed in terms of a
negative economy of egg loss, in which the loss of eggs corresponds to
the loss of time before “missing the chance” of having a family. It is this
loss that is key to the reframing of female fertility as fundamentally a
precarious condition.
In her analysis of medical metaphors of female reproductive embodiment in The Woman in the Body, Emily Martin contends that the nonpregnant fertile state, and its expression in menstruation, is understood
“in terms of a purpose [conception] that has failed.”69 In newspaper
reporting on egg freezing—and particularly in the narrative framing
of declining fertility rates—it is not menstruation but egg loss and reproductive aging that are conceptualized as failure. In keeping with the
understanding of menstruation as failed reproduction, the cited figures
on age-related infertility conceptualize the female body, and its eggs in
particular, as oriented towards the moment of reproduction. Yet here
it is not so much the nonpregnant state that Martin highlights, but the
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body’s being in time—or aging—that is understood in terms of a failure to retain the continued possibility of conception. The newspapers’
presentation of information on declining fertility rates and diminishing
ovarian reserves suggests a collective diagnosis of failure—not the loss of
blood, but the loss of eggs, and the reproductive potential they embody,
is conceptualized as women’s bodies’ foundational failure.
What is at stake in this information is the establishment of new
norms for the timing of fertility preservation. Whereas information on
age-related fertility in newspapers previously primarily pertained to
questions of timing childbearing, now it also provides the rationalization for deciding whether and when to freeze one’s eggs. For example,
the article “Have Your Eggs Frozen While You’re Still Young, Scientists
Advise Women” reports that women who freeze their eggs are typically aged 37–39, but “flaws that accumulate in eggs over time lead to a
rapid decrease in fertility over the age of 35.”70 Through the newspapers’
inclusion of medical discourses, whether articulated through expert interviews or statistical information, the body becomes recognizable on
its terms. In the absence of easily observable signs of the onset of age-
related infertility, this type of reporting rationalizes the timing of egg
freezing at particular ages. In keeping with Jana Sawicki’s argument that
“[ARTs’] control is not secured primarily through violence or coercion,
but rather by producing new norms of motherhood . . . and by offering
women specific kinds of solutions to problems they face,”71 the emergence of OC instills new norms about when one may assume oneself
to be fertile and what solutions are prudent in the face of the potential
loss of fertility. When fertility loss points not so much to a decreased
ability to conceive and get pregnant but to a decline in the IVF success
rates associated with eggs frozen at a particular age, OC may become
a rational choice—and fertility decline an actionable concern—much
earlier in the life course.
More detailed statistical accounts of the temporal limits to female fertility are frequently included to explain the logic of the procedure:
With age, women’s eggs accumulate genetic damage which causes fertility to fall rapidly after 35. Older eggs result in poorer quality embryos
which are more likely to be miscarried. By 40, the average miscarriage
rate reaches 40%.72
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Although it is important that people are informed about their bodies’
capacities and the likelihood of conceiving at different points in their
lives, it is equally significant to address the implications of the rhetoric of failure in which this information is couched. This article equates
aging with accumulating genetic damage, rapidly falling fertility, poor-
quality embryos, and miscarriage. In the absence of specific data, these
descriptors communicate a sense of urgency and rapid decline. Where
a number is mentioned, the 40% suggests a problem, even though the
reader has not been informed of the percentage of miscarriages that
occur at other ages, variations in the population, or a specification of
what counts as miscarriage. The citation nevertheless reads as a progression, in which the passing of years from 35 to 40 signals increasingly
intensifying reproductive failure: from “genetic damage” in the gametes
to the evocative notion of miscarriage. The article refers to the eggs’,
rather than the woman’s, age. Taking up a central role, the older eggs
appear to “result” in poorer-quality embryos through a process in which
sperm, and its quality or age, or the bodies from which these gametes are
derived, play no mentionable role.
Although these statistics are disseminated in the context of egg freezing, their framing of fertility pertains to all women—irrespective of their
interest in OC. The description of 30-year-olds as having a 22% chance
of getting pregnant every month, for example, has particular rhetorical effects. The exact percentage both suggests a precise, calculable conceptualization of fertility and requires a statistical literacy to assess the
limitations of such precision in population averages. The inclusion of
these numbers conveys that it is important to know the details about
fertility decline in order to make informed reproductive decisions. Yet
when one becomes knowledgeable about these figures, their limitations
for predicting one’s own specific fertility become apparent. In this way,
fertility statistics produce a dynamic of knowing and not knowing. It is
this dynamic that is itself productive of a precariousness of fertility—as
not only in decline but as by definition unknowable save through further
interventions. This precarious fertility provides a driver for the rising
popularity of fertility testing—even if it is not a very reliable predictor—
and egg freezing—even though its success rates are limited. And these
biotechnological resolutions may themselves, as we shall see, be institutionalized in ways that produce new forms of fertility precarity.
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Cocktail Parties and Health Perks: Institutionalizing Infertility
So far we have seen how sceptical responses to the introduction of egg
freezing were linked to a public concern about reproductive aging.
Stories about women who freeze their eggs were important rhetorical
instruments in public rejections of the potential shift of reproductive
aging limits enabled by OC. The subject position of the lifestyle freezer
was invoked to emphasize women’s agency in changing the previously
fixed limits to reproductive aging to suit their lifestyles or career ambitions. This figure played a key role in the social conservative project
that appealed to the supposed naturalness of age-related limits to conception to oppose, or limit access to, egg freezing. Often in response
to this negative framing of women, an alternative narrative highlights
the singlehood of the majority of women freezing their eggs, whether
with reference to a broken relationship or to unwanted singlehood. This
framing of egg freezers highlights women’s social circumstances in order
to raise understanding for their decision to cryopreserve their eggs. And
indeed, most academic studies of egg freezing confirm that the majority of women freeze their eggs because they are not with a (suitable)
partner.73
More recent media coverage on OC has also broadened the focus on
the market forces and structural conditions driving the growing popularity of egg freezing. As various UK and US fertility companies are heavily marketing egg freezing, news media may adopt or critically reflect on
these marketing narratives, thereby bringing them into a wider public
conversation about female fertility. This section highlights the gender
politics of reproductive aging that emerges in the institutionalization of
(in)fertility through the widespread promotion of egg freezing—often to
a younger target audience—and its coverage in news media.
In the summer of 2018, a “fertility van” appeared on the streets of New
York City. With pleasing pastel aesthetics, the yellow-and-white van
sought to create a pop-up wellness boutique experience for passersby
to discuss fertility and egg freezing. A chalkboard next to the van said,
“The fertility facts you need!” and inside, quotations in picture frames
encouraged women to “understand your fertility today, so you can set
the stage for tomorrow” and “own your future.” The fertility company
running the pop-up, Kindbody, also offered the option of undertaking
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a free fertility test in the van. The test measured women’s antimullerian
hormone (AMH), which Kindbody presented as determining the “number of eggs in your ovaries.”74 Although the predictive value of such tests
for pregnancy rates has been seriously questioned by the medical community,75 the results—irrespective of their accuracy—provide an individualized indicator for an otherwise rather opaque and precaritized
fertility. And, in doing so, the tests can function as an ideal promotional
tool. Good results mean that now is the perfect time to freeze your eggs
while they are still healthy and plenty; below-average results mean that
now is equally a great time to freeze your eggs before you lose them all.
Interest in the van was overwhelming; the 100 appointments available
in the pop-up van were booked up in 20 minutes. The company behind
the project is run by Gina Bartasi, who, in her previous role at Eggbanxx,
also organized egg freezing cocktail parties at “swanky hotels,” which
similarly moved egg freezing information events away from the clinical
and baby-focused setting of the fertility clinic.76 These parties—not unlike the van—sought to lower the barrier for younger women to learn
about egg freezing and fertility decline.
Of course, in the van and at the parties, the lines between education
and marketing are blurred. Reminiscent of cosmetics campaigns suggesting that “you’re worth it,” Kindbody’s marketing strategy of stating
that “you deserve the facts” imparts a set of supposedly neutral truth
claims as a means of encouraging a neoliberalized quasi-feminist mode
of self-empowerment. Marketers often appeal to notions of deservingness in their slogans, especially when promoting “indulgent products,”
such as higher-calorie or higher-end products. Examples include “You
deserve a break today” (McDonald’s), “You deserve a car this good”
(General Motors), and “Because you’re worth it” (L’Oréal).77 This notion of “deservingness” is also often used at the introduction stage of
a productive cycle for “consumers who are new to the product” and
“capitalize[s] on a person’s motive to get what they deserve,” which, in
this case, means to become informed.78
The information on offer in this instance leaves little doubt that female fertility requires technologized management and that egg freezing
is a rational, proactive, and empowering reproductive choice to make.
On its website, Kindbody exemplifies this logic with the following list
of “facts:”
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We are born with all the eggs we will ever have
The quality and quantity of our eggs declines [sic] with age
There are ways to measure your ovarian reserve
Freezing eggs is the way of the future
Freezing eggs is like freezing time
You’ll never be more fertile than you are today
Freezing eggs doesn’t affect your ability to get pregnant naturally
Using frozen eggs is safe
Egg freezing works79

It is striking that, in this list, fertility is reframed as deficient and in
decline from birth onwards. This framing of fertility as subject to continued slippage (“you’ll never be more fertile than today”) invokes a specter
of loss and scarcity that drives the popularization of new forms of biotechnological dependency, which is presented as “safe” and “work[ing]”
in spite of OC’s limited success rates and potential side effects. Barbey’s
analysis of US egg freezing websites confirms that this message of time
running out is widespread and, he argues, both “appear[s] crafted to
cause alarm” and suggests that it is normal for women to “feel out of
control” prior to using this technology.80
Promotional initiatives such as vans and parties received ample news
coverage, including in the Guardian and the New York Times. “Egg-
freezing cocktail parties . . . held in New York by profit-driven clinics”
were presented as examples of the “commodification of fertility” and
were positioned in the wider context of a “rolling back of reproductive rights” in the United States.81 Several articles criticized “cocktail
part[ies]” where women “learn how to freeze your eggs” and “companies like EggBanxx [that] host egg freezing–themed cocktail parties” for
promoting a solution to reproductive aging that “isn’t going to work for
all women” and is “anything but foolproof.”82 As opposed to the accusatory frame of the “have it all” freezer, here it is not women but fertility
companies that become the subject of contention for promoting a frivolity and an “enthusiasm” that are “epitomized by information sessions
rebranded as ‘egg freezing parties.’”83
Yet what is at stake in these developments is not only the potential
failure of the frozen eggs to produce babies but also the popularization
of new narratives about fertility that target ever younger women for IVF
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treatment. Rather than focusing on the lifestyle freezers, these news reports draw attention to the lifestyle marketing of egg freezing that touts
“the procedure as a breezy, accessible and eminently sensible lifestyle
choice for the youngest members of the millennial generation.”84 As egg
freezing companies are unabashedly announcing that they “are now targeting women in their 20s and early 30s,” while younger women and
their fertility clinics declare that fertility “begins to wane as early as one’s
20s,” fertility becomes precarious at increasingly early ages. Clinics that
previously served women at the “older end of the childbearing years” are
now planning “national advertising campaign[s] encompassing radio,
television, print and social media” to convey the message that fertility
is finite to ever-younger women.85 The emergence of the narrative of an
ever-reducing female fertility illustrates how the popular redefinition of
reproductive aging is at the heart of the growth agenda of this part of
the fertility sector.

Insuring Precarious Fertility
This institutionalization of the precariousness of fertility is nowhere
as publicly contested as in the discussions surrounding corporate egg
freezing insurance. When Facebook and Apple announced in 2014 that
they would cover egg freezing for their employees, a media hype quickly
ensued. Lisa Campo-Engelstein and colleagues’ media analysis of OC
confirmed that the introduction of workplace fertility benefits prompted
a remarkably significant increase in the US news coverage of egg freezing. Their study suggests that this media coverage painted “a simplistic
and rosy picture that more options, especially reproductive options or
financially neutral options, automatically enhance women’s autonomy.”
In line with this, they note that their media outlets framed corporate
fertility insurance as a resolution to the prohibitive costs of OC and the
companies offering these benefits as “heroes that offer a ‘life-altering
benefit: paying for employees to freeze their eggs.’”86
However, both the newspapers selected here and Campo-Engelstein’s
sample also found widespread concern about how this so-called perk
would intensify employers’ influence on female employees’ reproductive autonomy and decision making. The Guardian health editor Sarah
Boseley, for example, wondered whether Apple and Facebook “acting
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as caring employers in offering egg-freezing” will make women “feel
under some sort of psychological pressure to carry on working, rather
than trying for a family when they might have, because they have eggs
in store?”87 Guardian editor Harriet Minter put it more strongly, suggesting that the message is, “Work through your most fertile years and
when you can’t have kids anymore, use the eggs we froze for you as a
perk.”88 The New York Times similarly proposed that while the benefit
may be a “highly welcome surprise” to women planning to freeze their
eggs, “workplaces could be seen as paying women to put off childbearing. Women who choose to have babies earlier could be stigmatized as
uncommitted to their careers.”89
Here egg freezing was not presented as serving carefree or career
women, but instead became a threat to reproductive autonomy in the
face of corporate control. As a health “perk,” commentators argued, egg
freezing could function as an implicit mechanism to discourage reproduction. The tension between career and reproductive aging here resurfaced not in an accusatory tone that chastised women for “having it all”
but as a criticism of the corporate management of female employees’
reproductive aging processes through fertility-preservation programs.
What is, then, at stake in these fertility-preservation programs is not
simply women’s use of these schemes or not, but the institutionalization
and corporate endorsement of a precarious model of female fertility as
at once fundamentally deficient and technologically salvageable through
biotechnological cryopreservation.90
I read the media attention to corporate fertility insurance as another
iteration of the tension between the professional and the private that
also emerged in the mediatized oppositions between career-minded and
single freezers. It is this tension that gets renegotiated when egg freezing
(potentially) changes the temporal limits to female fertility. This tension is important, and is so frequently invoked in public discourses on
egg freezing, because it points to a more fundamental renegotiation of
the relation between production and reproduction—and specifically the
temporality of this relation—as a central axis in the wider social order.
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Reproduction vs. Production: Redirecting Accumulation
The opposition between reproduction and production has long been
regarded as the “constitutive institutional separation” of capitalism.
Political philosopher Nancy Fraser discusses the importance of this
separation in the regime of “financialised capitalism” that characterizes
the contemporary moment. One of its key elements is a move from the
Fordist family wage to the ideal of the two-earner family. This shift is
accompanied by the “steep rise in the number of hours of paid work now
required to support a household,” which effectively entails an obligation
to “shift time and energies once devoted to reproduction to ‘productive’”
(i.e. paid) work.” As a result of the combination of increased working
hours and cuts to public services, Fraser argues, “The financialized capitalist regime is squeezing social reproduction to the breaking point.”91
Indeed, in a survey into the reasons why young American adults are
having fewer children, the scarcity of money and time and the concomitant need to outsource care make up the top five motivations:
Child care is too expensive (64%)
Want more time for the children I have (54%)
Worried about the economy (49%)
Can’t afford more children (44%)
Waited because of financial instability (43%).92

Here the socioprecarity characteristic of financialized capitalism drives
both trends of later childbearing and associated concerns with age-
related female reproductive bioprecarity.
In light of these developments, Fraser contends that egg freezing is
simply another coping mechanism used by time-poor women in contexts characterized by high female labor participation, limited parental
leave, and a society’s “love affair with technology.” In such contexts, egg
freezing can function as a techno-fix aimed at resolving the tension between reproduction and production in capitalism. In other words, OC
becomes symptomatic of a social organization in which women are required to “shoehorn social reproduction responsibilities into the interstices and crevices of lives that capital insists must be dedicated first and
foremost to accumulation.”93 In a similar vein, Mwenza Blell character-
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izes this social organization as one in which “many people are afraid to
risk having children (or as many children as we would like) because of
precarity and because (as people said to me) you might never be productive enough again, which means not able to work from early morning
until 10 or 11pm every day with a child.”94
In this process, egg freezing not only offers a resolution to the scarcity
dynamic between production and reproduction but also collapses them
by bringing fertility itself into the realm of capital accumulation. First,
egg freezing produces new means of accumulation in the fertility industry through the creation of novel business models and the widespread
promotion to fertile women as a key target group for IVF. In a largely
privatized fertility sector, egg freezing presents expansion possibilities
by commercializing not only the creation of babies but also fertility itself
through the accumulation of frozen eggs as a proxy for reproductive
youth and extendable fertility.
Second, the biomedical management of reproductive aging enters the
realm of production through the popularization of fertility insurance.
The critique of corporate fertility insurance, as we have seen, has primarily focused on the possibility of employers influencing employees’ reproductive decision making with egg freezing coverage.95 This possibility,
of course, is at least in part newsworthy for further collapsing reproduction into the realm of production, i.e., the workplace itself. Yet what also
happens in this process is that egg freezing and fertility-preservation
insurance offers a new means of wealth accumulation for employers,
insurers, lenders, and dedicated egg freezing companies. In other words,
the expansion of infertility treatment to the fertile population also enables the expansion of IVF provision to a broader set of organizations,
which recognize and reinforce the idea that assisted reproduction has
become relevant for a much larger group of their employees or customers. In this way, financialized capitalism, and its associated socioprecarious arrangements that render employees reliant on their employers to
attain health insurance, thus also provide the context for intensifying
reproductive bioprecarity by normalizing and rationalizing egg freezing
through the offer of corporate fertility benefits.
This institutionalization of the egg freezing “perk” by employers, the
marketing thereof by specialized fertility benefits companies, and the
media hypes that surround it all contribute to a wider public discourse
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that positions female fertility as precarious and in need of preservation,
protection, and investment. Symptomatic of a broader neoliberalization
of reproduction, fertility—and its extension across time—thus becomes
a site of proactive investment for women themselves, employers, and
fertility companies. Underlying this neoliberal model of egg freezing is
an approach to reproductive aging as malleable, investable, and subject
to market logic.96
This particular framing of egg freezing, which brings fertility into
the realm of capital accumulation, contrasts with the abovementioned,
more social-conservative problematization of OC as a type of “luxury
medicine” and “lifestyle choice” for carefree and career-minded women.
The rejection of women “having it all” precisely insists on the opposite
movement in the relation between reproduction and production: not
the collapse of one into the other but an insistence on their continued,
gendered separation is key to maintaining the existing social order. The
upholding of women’s reproductive aging as a given, biological fact naturalizes a host of gendered chrononormativities pertaining to the prioritization of reproduction over production at different points in the
life course. This conservative, sceptical approach to egg freezing relies
on a model of reproductive aging that is, or ought to remain, fixed and
unalterable as a gendered site of naturalness.
So we see, on the one hand, a social-conservative discourse that positions childbearing as a goal in women’s lives that must be attained within
natural aging limits and, on the other hand, a more neoliberal trend that
frames egg freezing as a potentially empowering choice to invest in one’s
future self and change the existing age limits to conception. What they
have in common is the mobilization of a precarious framing of fertility
to rationalize the promotion or rejection of egg freezing.
Here fertility’s precariousness reflects not simply a bodily reality or
the result of a new form of biotechnological control over the timing of
reproductive aging. It is, perhaps more importantly, the usefulness of a
conceptualization of female fertility as defined by its ongoing precarious
decline that lends itself to a gender politics of reproductive aging that
suits both neoconservative and neoliberal agendas. Reproductive aging
may be mobilized either to accumulate capital and promote proactive
self-investment or to naturalize gendered differences in chrononormative arrangements of the life course. Whether it functions as a motiva-
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tion to promote technological interventions or earlier childbearing, the
precarious framing of female fertility is a foundational and influential
element of egg freezing news coverage that affects not only the women
who freeze their eggs but the wider readership.

Conclusion
Whether through statistics of fertility decline, stock narratives about
the biological clock, or subject positions for women freezing their eggs,
the news coverage of OC expresses the public negotiation of when and
how fertility becomes precarious. Whereas female fertility has long been
subject to public scrutiny, particularly since the introduction of the
contraceptive pill and assisted reproductive technologies, egg freezing
repoliticizes age-related (in)fertility by suggesting new ways of exerting agency over reproductive aging. It is now not only the timing of
childbearing that is of concern but also an intermediate stage of timing
egg freezing. Given that most women learn about egg freezing through
media outlets,97 the newspapers do not simply describe a situation or
opinion but constitute a public mode of address through which fertility becomes legible. They play a key role in interpellating a particular
contingent of women by marking various ages in the twenties and
thirties—particularly 35—as the onset of female reproductive decline
and as a time when singlehood becomes problematic and childlessness becomes a risk of “missing out.” The time when fertility becomes
precarious is characterized by heightened uncertainty and implicit—or
explicit—calls to mitigate the sense of concern by freezing eggs, having
children, or becoming informed.
In these public discourses, egg freezing becomes meaningful through
oppositions between “social” and “medical” motivations and between
stock narratives of the single woman who prioritizes motherhood but is
looking for Mr. Right and the “lifestyle” freezer who deprioritizes motherhood and wants to “have it all.” As a set of subject positions is developed in relation to these oppositions, women’s life choices come under
medical and public scrutiny, whether these are related to romantic or
professional commitments or to other priorities that are not direct expressions of reproductive health. These subject positions moreover function as important rhetorical tools in framing OC in negative or positive
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terms as a technology that could, respectively, exacerbate an existing
trend of delayed motherhood or provide a chance to avoid unwanted
childlessness.
Whereas the popularity of the biological clock trope signaled women’s changing social roles in the 1970s, the contemporary biological
clock becomes relevant once more as the notion of reproductive aging
itself is being reconceptualized and repoliticized after the introduction
of egg freezing. Reproductive technologies such as IVF have prompted
widespread reflection on the status of “the biological” as no longer fixed
and foundational, but itself denaturalized in the face of technological
manipulation.98 Likewise, the introduction of egg freezing has raised
questions about the (not so) foundational status of reproductive aging.
Should reproductive aging continue to be conceptualized as a given, biological reality that is immutable in the face of techno-social change or
has reproductive aging become a manipulable phenomenon now that
eggs can be frozen?
The former position was upheld in the public response to egg freezing in the Netherlands, where OC posed a potential transgression to
accepted reproductive age limits. The Dutch reinforcement of the 45-
year age cap for using frozen eggs shows how legal limits may reaffirm
a biological limit—whether to liberation or otherwise—in spite of it no
longer being biologically inevitable.99 Conversely, the OC coverage also
presents claims to “turning back” or “reversing” the biological clock.
Corporate fertility-preservation insurance highlighted how, in a neoliberal logic of self-investment, egg freezing can be framed as a means of
overcoming bodily limits—whether in one’s private or professional life.
Here a celebration of the abolishment of women’s “limit to liberation”
through corporate benefits also renders fertility precarious by affirming
its ongoing decline and universalizing financial and clinical dependencies to counteract it. These dependencies at once exclude women along
established lines of social inequality and enlist other women to subject
themselves to a new cultural logic of self-investment, which, as I discuss
below, is fraught with potential conflicts of interest from which various
third parties stand to benefit.
The introduction of egg freezing has thus triggered both the reaffirmation of existing reproductive aging norms against the threat of their
transgression with OC and the reconfiguration of reproductive aging as
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operating by a different rationale when eggs may be “frozen in time.”
Both the confirmation of “normal reproductive years” and the redefinition of fertility as extending later into life position female fertility as
unreliable and subject to loss at an unknown and inopportune moment.
Whether as false promise, unnatural transgression, or pragmatic solution, egg freezing operates at the tension between the simultaneous rejection and suggested inevitability of the future nonreproductive body
that is invoked in OC’s newspaper coverage. Egg freezing is, then, not
simply a solution to a preexisting issue of female fertility decline, but its
introduction provides the occasion for a public reconceptualization of
reproductive aging as profoundly precarious—and thereby in need of
social or medical management.
At the heart of the following chapters, then, is the question of what
power relations are reproduced in the resultant contemporary management of female reproductive aging.
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Freezing in Anticipation
Fertility Planning with Eggs for Later
I’ve been feeling pretty alone lately. Because everybody
around me is having children. And I don’t even have a relationship. Haven’t had one for five years. I just feel that I, that
soon it won’t be possible anymore because I am now 35. That
perhaps I will never have children.
—Marieke Schellart, Eggs for Later

Facing the camera with teary eyes, documentary maker Marieke Schellart gives an affectively charged account of the key concerns of her film
Eggs for Later (2010) in its opening minutes. With a close-up shot framing her face, she addresses us directly, as if confiding to a friend. Creating
intimacy in this way, Schellart’s confessional opening statement lays out
her motivations for freezing her eggs. Rather than simply wanting to
have a child, she conveys a complex set of concerns about the future loss
of fertility, the finality of “never” having children, and the pressure of
time running out because “soon it won’t be possible anymore.”
Eggs for Later gives an account of the new ways in which fertility is
lived—and infertility anticipated—after the introduction of egg freezing.
After earlier technologies such as IVF turned diagnosed infertility into
a public concern that could be mitigated by medical innovations, egg
freezing is the first ART to enable the biomedicalization of anticipated
potential infertility. For the first time, future infertility becomes a medical concern over which agency may be exerted in the present.
Signaling a broader biomedical and cultural preoccupation with
bodily futurity, Vincanne Adams and colleagues argue that the state of
anticipation is one defining quality of the current moment. Anticipation,
they suggest, “pervades the ways we think about, feel and address our
contemporary problems.”1 What is at stake for them is the production
60
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Figure 2.1. Schellart’s 0pening statement.

of “regimes of anticipation” organized by “a particular self-evident ‘futurism’ in which our ‘presents’ are necessarily understood as contingent
upon an ever-changing astral future that may or may not be known for
certain, but still must be acted on nonetheless.” In a neoliberal context, a
heightened awareness of predictable but nevertheless uncertain futures
gives rise to a “politics of temporality,” which is characterized by an individualized moral injunction to anticipate individualized future perils
and decline as a sign of responsible citizenship.2
In this chapter, I zoom in on the specific ways in which the anticipation of bodily futurity functions in relation to egg freezing. I do so with
a reading of Eggs for Later, which provides a case study for analyzing
the affective and discursive dimensions of the egg freezing process. The
documentary is at once a highly mediated account of one woman freezing her eggs and a widely circulated cultural object. It follows Schellart’s
18-month journey towards freezing her eggs, moving from a general
concern with future fertility and her consideration of OC as a remedy to
the hormonal stimulation and surgical extraction of her eggs. Her story
is particularly significant for understanding the early introduction of egg
freezing because, according to the Amsterdam Medical Centre (AMC),
Schellart was the first woman in the Netherlands known to opt for elective egg freezing.3 In her documentary she was thus able to capture the
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early public and private resistances to the novel technology prior to OC’s
legalization in 2011 and its subsequent wider acceptance. Eggs for Later
stages both the promotion of egg freezing in US news reports and medical discourses and the disapproval of OC Schellart encountered among
her local friends, family, and members of Parliament. Because OC was
not yet allowed in the Dutch context at the time of filming, she traveled
to Belgium to undergo the procedure. Reaching international audiences,
Eggs for Later was televised in nine countries and screened at international film festivals worldwide.
Given its subject matter, dissemination and documentation of a specifically relevant historical moment, Eggs for Later offers a compelling case
study for analyzing the particular complexities of anticipating bodily futurity with the aid of OC technology. In line with Lauren Berlant’s assertion
that the case study “took aesthetic form in [the] documentary [genre],”
Schellart’s film is itself a montage of cases that give insight into the discursive and affective dimensions of egg freezing.4 I explore what futures of
in/fertility and non/parenthood the film invokes in relation to egg freezing and what their discursive and embodied effects are on the documentary’s lived present. In other words, this chapter analyzes the discursive
construction of the promise of OC, consisting of both the reproductive
futures that are invoked in its name and the particular understanding of
egg freezing as an agentic anticipatory strategy to achieve them. What is at
stake in this analysis is the potential of the various modes of anticipating
bodily futurity with OC to reconfigure ideas and practices of what constitutes healthy embodiment, the reproductive act, and responsible aging.
Beyond her own story, Schellart’s autobiographical documentary also
provides insight into the broader discourses informing the public reception of egg freezing as a new technology for reproductive decision making.
Rather than taking age-related reproductive limits as a biological given, I
read Eggs for Later to understand how featured medical, political, and personal discourses shape the affective states and anticipatory terms through
which women’s (in)fertility and reproductive aging are conceptualized.
The documentary gives insight into the emergence of new reproductive
normativities concerning when, whether, and why to freeze one’s eggs by
relating a story in which egg freezing functions as an endpoint in its own
right—irrespective of future live births—as a resolution of the anticipatory
injunctions that are produced in public discourses of OC.5
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From Assumed Fertility to Anticipated Infertility
The possibility of freezing one’s eggs presents a new means of anticipating reproductive finitude. With the introduction of egg freezing,
reproductive aging can be refigured as a variable over which agency
may be exerted, rather than only an unalterable biological given. With
this possibility emerges the medicalization of the condition that OC
can anticipate and treat: potential future infertility. Lauren Martin has
argued that this process of medicalization erases the “normal” fertile
life stage, leaving us with two pathologies: “anticipated infertility and
infertility.”6 It is, however, important to address that a stage of “assumed
fertility” continues to exist. In fact, the transition from “assumed fertility” to “anticipated infertility” is a highly significant moment in
contemporary gendered cultures of aging, in which fertility becomes
precarious and warrants anticipatory action.
Eggs for Later gives insight into the cultural negotiation of the timing of this transition from assumed fertility to anticipated infertility and
portrays two approaches to this process. In the first, egg freezing offers a
last-minute option for women who wish to have children in the future,
but are approaching the prospective end of their reproductive life span.
The second approach encourages proactive egg freezing for women at
earlier ages to preserve optimal fertility for later use. In both approaches,
the anticipation of future infertility gains an embodied dimension.

Last-Minute Freezing
Exemplifying the first approach, Schellart’s opening statement, which
also opened this chapter, conveys a deep concern that “soon it won’t be
possible anymore.” Her tense facial expression and teary eyes express
the sense of anxiety she experiences in anticipating potential infertility and future childlessness. In the absence of any clinical symptoms,
she interprets her chronological age as a confrontation with reproductive finitude. She positions herself as at risk of age-related infertility
“because [she] is now 35.” Her reference to this age is indicative of how
35 in particular is charged with cultural codes of reproductive finitude.
Thirty-five is commonly used as the starting age for the medical category of “advanced maternal age” and, according to Budds and colleagues’
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media analysis, news outlets frequently present this age as the time when
women start becoming “too old” for motherhood.7 The cultural significance ascribed to 35 shows how age-specific conventions organize the
time frame within which possible (non)reproductive futures must be
anticipated. Beyond simply referencing a biological phenomenon, Eggs
for Later gives insight into the personal and cultural negotiation of timing when fertility becomes precarious.
Schellart’s concern with prospective infertility at the age of 35 fits in
a broader social trend in which women freeze their eggs at a time when
their fertility is expected to decline. Given that the age of women choosing OC averages around 38 years, egg freezing is usually a last-minute
option before age-related fertility further reduces chances of conception.8 Because freezing at this time is “suboptimal from a clinical point
of view,” medical professionals have advised women to “freeze their eggs
while they are still young.” Bioethicists have likewise raised concerns
about egg freezing at later ages as a practice that gives false hope.9 However, Schellart’s documentary suggests that the motivation for OC follows not simply from a consideration of success rates but from complex
affective, anticipatory approaches to future age-related infertility.
Beyond the focus on a specific age, the temporal norms governing
when potential future infertility should be anticipated are also relational
in nature. In Eggs for Later, Schellart imagines her future in accordance
with a normative life course progression from singlehood to partnership to reproduction. She describes herself as “falling behind” because
she has not progressed through these stages at the same pace as “everybody around [her].” Similarly, her ideas about reproductive timing are
shaped in relation to her mother, who figures in the documentary’s frequent intermezzos of childhood home video footage during which Schellart’s voiceover muses on future motherhood. As the statements that her
mother in these images is “eight years younger” and her feeling of “falling
behind” her friends suggest, the timing of Schellart’s experience of anticipated infertility and reproductive desire is both relationally shaped and
strongly contingent on the “repronormative” temporal schemes of life
course progression.10 In other words, Schellart’s anxiety about age-related
infertility and hope for motherhood later in life are intimately bound up
with normative and social models of life course progression that become
urgently recognizable against the threat of their transgression.
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The timing of the movement from assumed fertility to anticipated
infertility is frequently naturalized with reference to the popular narrative of the “biological clock” I discussed in the previous chapter, in
which a particular age signals a sudden departure from the carelessness
of young adulthood to a life course characterized by concern about the
impending finitude of fertility.11 One scene visualizes this transition of
the biological clock particularly clearly. It shows fast cuts of a younger
Schellart dancing at music festivals, followed by a shift to a long, slow,
contemplative horizontal pan across the Amsterdam night-time city
skyline. The accompanying voiceover states,
I could do what I wanted. I went to parties, festivals, and traveled far. Long
live freedom. I did not think about children. That was something for later.
But now that it is later, I am confronted with shocking numbers. One in
three women is infertile by the time she is 40, and one in five women born
in the seventies will remain childless. Maybe I will be that one woman.

Here the onset of the biological clock signifies a transition in which happiness moves away from the present of youthful experience towards a
concern with an imagined reproductive future ahead. Coinciding with
a move from assumed fertility to anticipated infertility, the biological
clock marks the onset of an anticipatory concern that, for Schellart, can
find its resolution in having children or freezing eggs.
This scene frames Schellart’s experiences of infertility and childlessness as widespread threats that affect an entire generation. Indeed, in
an interview about the documentary, Schellart stated that she did her
“best to make it universal: a story of my generation.”12 Yet Schellart’s
lived experience of fertility and use of OC reveal a highly specific social
and economic reality, more so than a generalizable story. For one thing,
Schellart’s consideration of egg freezing reflects her ability to pay for the
procedure’s high costs, which would be prohibitive for most women. The
biographical account she offers to explain her situation, which includes
an extended period of higher education and traveling the world, reflects
a specific middle-class life course progression. This is in line with the
fact that highly educated, middle-class, white women living in urban
settings are significantly more likely to have a first child at later ages or to
remain childless.13 The documentary’s presentation of Schellart’s story,
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and the particular crisis of infertility it foregrounds, moreover align with
the representational history of US IVF, which Lisa Harris describes as
one in which the “infertility of privileged professional white women was
understood to be a crisis while the infertility of poor women and women
of color was not, at least as defined by the mainstream media.”14 Both
the particular type of reproductive conundrum Schellart is confronted
with and its representation in Eggs for Later thus point to the gender,
class, and race specificity of her story.
The rhetorical function of positioning Schellart’s story in relation to
the “shocking numbers” of her generation is that it primes the viewer
to attach a similar affect of anticipatory concern to these fertility statistics. Providing the terms through which reproductive futures may be
understood—desirable fertility-parenthood and undesirable infertility-
childlessness—the documentary frames the population data with Schellart’s particular sentiments. It thereby suggests that the “story of [her]
generation” is not only characterized by a certain prevalence of childlessness and age-related infertility but also by the affective experiences of reproductive desire and anticipatory anxiety about nonreproductive futures.
For Schellart, the value differentiation between reproductive and
nonreproductive futures—combined with their attainability as a matter of risk—has the effect of producing anxiety about future infertility.
Sara Ahmed comments on this effect by exploring “an intimacy between
anxiety and hope. In having hope we become anxious, because hope involves wanting something that might or might not happen.”15 Adams
and colleagues understand this anxiety for the future as foundational to
anticipatory regimes:
The anticipatory regime cannot generate its outcomes without arousing
a “sense” of the simultaneous uncertainty and inevitability of the future,
usually manifest as entanglements of fear and hope.16

In Eggs for Later, such entanglements of hope and fear are tied to reproductive and nonreproductive futures. The tension emerging from the
value differentiation between these two parallel invoked futures thus
increases anticipatory anxiety by positioning the subject in a speculative
relation to a desirable reproductive and an undesirable nonreproductive outcome. Affirming this value differentiation, Schellart frequently
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references anticipated infertility, but the documentary does not visualize
its accompanying futures in the way that it invokes potential future parenthood and pregnancy throughout—future nonreproduction remains
an invisible threat.
A consideration of alternative (non)reproductive futures in a more
favorable light could counteract anxiety about future infertility in the
manner of Ahmed’s politics of the hap, which “would be affirming the
possibilities of life in whatever happens; we would be opening up possibilities that are negated by the very demand that we live our lives in
the right way.”17 Regimes of anticipation function in the opposite way:
they create anxiety by dividing the future into a value-differentiated binary, the positive side of which is suggested to be attainable through
biomedicalized anticipatory action in the present. Schellart’s case draws
attention to the age-specificity of anticipatory regimes; speculative futures become pertinent at specific moments in the life course, imagined
in relation to tropes like the biological clock and cultural associations of
particular ages—like 35—with reproductive decline.

Preserving Peak Fertility
Whereas Schellart’s case is an example of a “last-minute” approach to
egg freezing because “soon it won’t be possible anymore,” OC can also
be motivated as a method of preserving optimum fertility at a much
younger age. This second approach is featured in the documentary
when Schellart first encounters egg freezing at home in bed, watching a
US Fox News report on her laptop:
Another health story that may be important to a lot of women: women
putting their eggs on ice. It is a controversial procedure for women who
want to have children, but are worried that their biological clocks will run
out before they can get pregnant.

Dr. Sherman Silber is interviewed as part of the report:
We could freeze a 20-year-old’s eggs and 20 years later we could
thaw them, do IVF with them, and she’d have the pregnancy rate of a
20-year-old.
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In keeping with Catherine Waldby’s observation that news media are
one of the key means by which people become familiar with egg freezing,18 the documentary’s inclusion of US and Belgian news reports
stages their international reach and influence in making OC meaningful to the wider public. The anchor states that OC is relevant to a
large group of women who are concerned about their biological clock.
Although she does not specify the age frame for this concern, the interviewed doctor indicates that egg freezing could be relevant for women
as young as 20. Silber’s scenario is similarly evoked by other medics,
including inventor of the contraceptive pill Carl Djerassi, who imagines
a future in which young women freeze their eggs and get sterilized to
fully divorce reproduction from the contingencies of sex and aging.19
Gillian Lockwood, whose patient Helen Perry gave birth to the first
British frozen-egg baby, envisions egg freezing as parents’ ideal graduation gift to their daughters.20
Rather than a biological clock that begins ticking in the fourth decade, age-related infertility is here positioned as a condition that can
be anticipated with OC from early adulthood onwards.21 Replacing “assumed fertility” with “anticipated infertility” at ages well before the prospective infertility, news reports such as these can function as a way of
disseminating regimes of anticipation that “interpellate, situate, attract
and mobilize” an increasingly large group of healthy women by engaging
them with the risks presented or implied—even if these were not a prior
concern.22 Rather than simply reflecting a biological reality, these discursive mediations of an egg-based model of female fertility constitute
a public mode of address directed at a new group of potential patients.
In this approach to egg freezing, fertility becomes precarious not because age-related infertility is imminent but because the optimum time
window for egg freezing may expire soon. The US-based Extend Fertility, which opened the first egg-freezing-only clinic in New York in 2016,
exemplifies this treatment logic when it explains that “the younger you
are, the better” because “you’ll be able to produce and freeze more eggs
in one cycle” and more will be of high quality. Extend Fertility advises
women under 30 to freeze “about ‘one year’s fertility’—or 12 eggs,” while
women freezing after that age should aim for up to 24 or more eggs,
which will probably require more than one cycle.23 Prelude Fertility, a
$200 million US start-up aimed at mainstreaming and promoting egg
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freezing to women “during their peak fertility years,” similarly suggests
that “if you are in your 20s or early 30s, there is no better time than now
to bank your eggs and sperm. They are stretchy and full of reproductive
life force, just like you! . . . The more you keep your options open, the
less you need to worry.”24
This way of “understanding your fertility” exemplifies the notion of
precarious fertility. It is framed in a discourse of empowerment and care,
yet has a persuasive power by suggesting that to know one’s fertility is to
know its uncertainty and to mitigate this uncertainty is to engage with
the possibility of medical intervention. For example, population-based
fertility loss statistics raise questions about one’s own ovarian reserve. In
vivo eggs, swaddled in the opaque body, remain obscure until they are
measured by ultrasound or blood tests. As Prelude’s slogan “you’d worry
less if you didn’t have to guess” suggests, fertility testing can be promoted
as a means to shift an affective orientation to bodily futurity.25 Once a
test is taken, an above-average outcome can be framed as an encouragement to proactively preserve optimum “peak fertility,” while a below-
average outcome may provide the rationale for a “last-minute” freezing
option. Extracted eggs, as mentioned above, are framed as a collective
that require a minimum of 12 or 24 eggs for a good chance of having a
child—a logic that may provoke a second or third freezing cycle.26 In
these ways, fertility becomes precarious through constructions of uncertainty and decline, which function as conditions for calls to individual,
proactive reproductive control. This emphasis on control and empowerment in which the language of egg freezing is often couched, in turn,
obscures the new interdependencies and the incremental logic of the
treatment pathways produced as their effect.
Having said that, however, implicit in Silber’s suggestion that reproductive foresight and anticipatory action could offer his 40-year-old
patient “the pregnancy rate of a 20-year-old” is not so much an injunction for all young women to freeze their eggs. Rather, it reconfigures
the reproductive life span, and future reproductive health, as variables
over which women can exert agency, instead of being a given, if uncertain, “fact of life.” Consequently, with the possibility of circumventing
age-related infertility may emerge an increased individual responsibility
for “fertility planning” to maintain reproductive ability within culturally
variable age ranges. Minimizing future risk of infertility could function
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as an extension of “the obligation to ‘stay informed’ about possible futures [which] has become mandatory for good citizenship and morality, engendering alertness and vigilance as normative affective states.”27
Medical and popular risk information surrounding OC may thus function as an implicit injunction to stay informed, and equally as an obligation to live the future in the present body, an imperative to feel the future
in the flesh.
The embodied dimension of this injunction becomes evident in Eggs
for Later when Schellart explains to her parents that
instead of all of us dying at 50, you also live to 80. But that belly, well,
doesn’t, you know. And people become much more healthy and everything. That’s why medical technologies are developed, right? To prolong
lives, and to prolong fertility, in my case.

Reasoning from an analogy between mortality and reproductive finitude, Schellart proposes the extension of the reproductive life span with
frozen eggs as a goal comparable to the extension of the human life span.
Schellart’s understanding of biomedicine references a popular narrative
that reads an increase in the average human life span as an affirmation
of a telos of medical progress. Lafontaine argues that the extension of life
is not only the quintessential symbol of modernity and progress but “the
supreme value of postmortal society” that validates “re-engineering” the
body.28 OC likewise entails a bodily re-engineering motivated by supplanting this supreme value to an extension of the reproductive life span.
Schellart’s statement also conveys the concurrent resignification of
her body in the face of that goal. Disavowed as “that” belly, the reproductive system is discursively split off from the rest of the body as a site
of reproductive finitude—a sign of halted evolution in the face of overall
increased longevity. In line with Rosalind Gill’s characterization of contemporary concern for the body as always “requiring constant monitoring, discipline and remodelling (and consumer spending),” Schellart’s
belly is “at the risk of failing.”29 In this way, as was the case for amniocentesis and the codeterminate “tentative pregnancy” that resulted from
the redistribution of pregnancy risk,30 egg freezing is another example
of how the introduction of new reproductive technologies can impact
the perceived risk of preexisting embodied experiences. The anticipatory
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Figure 2.2. Silber and Schellart discuss fertility preservation.

injunction of OC affirms the precariousness of a fertility that is at risk in
the absence of biomedical interventions.
Exemplifying the age-specificity of the anticipatory imperative associated with “that belly,” when Schellart interviews Silber later in the
documentary, he advises her, “I think if you are 35, or even 30, I think it
is a very good balance to have an entire ovary frozen and then an entire
ovary intact. Come to the US and let us freeze your ovary.” In this statement Silber proposes ovary freezing as a new way to enable a balanced,
healthy embodiment. The “balanced” body, according to Silber’s advice,
not only functions well at present but is also preserved well for continued future functionality.
This perspective on healthy reproductive aging can be positioned
within a broader trend of “healthy ageing,” which is “conceptualised in
terms of body maintenance and [forms] a central feature of consumer
societies,” with an expanding range of markets accommodating a sense
of agency over signs of aging, whether through plastic surgery, anti-
aging cosmetics, or hormonal treatments.31 Appealing to neoliberal
qualities of autonomy and self-regulation, Silber’s approach similarly
suggests that women can achieve “balanced” reproductive aging with
the aid of the right procedures. Implicitly, Silber suggests that not freezing eggs may signal a lack of self-regulation in securing a fertile future.
Yet Schellart’s documentary equally points to a counternarrative represented by the featured Dutch politicians, Schellart’s GP, and her father,
who all advise against egg freezing as a solution to her concerns about
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future infertility. Schellart’s juxtaposition of sources from different national and ideological contexts in Eggs for Later reflects a complex situation in which OC is both encouraged and denied. The documentary
thus stages how distinctly different discourses are similarly accessible
and relevant from the potential patient’s point of view. US Fox News,
Dutch news reports, and online Belgian newspaper articles are equally
accessible from her home. And each propels the narrative forward by
introducing OC, wrongly suggesting its availability in the Netherlands,
and offering Belgium as an alternative. Their juxtaposition highlights
the tension that emerges from the concurrent dissemination of risk
narratives on age-related infertility and a widespread discomfort with
employing egg freezing to mitigate it. The anticipatory impetus of exerting agency over future infertility with OC is thus in conflict with the
Dutch governmental and instititutional foreclosure of doing so, leaving Schellart in a situation that she characterizes as “pretty intense for a
36-year-old.” OC holds the promise of an antidote to prospective infertility, but in doing so it reinstates a dependence on, among other things,
external medical interventions and government regulations that control
their accessibility.
Alongside the biomedical manipulation of physical temporality in the
extracted frozen eggs, one of the major temporal shifts that emerges in
the context of oocyte cryopreservation is thus a set of discursive effects
that position the body as a site of anticipation and potential failure. Egg
freezing can function, respectively, to maintain a notion of “peak fertility” or to avert impending age-related infertility. These different rationales for egg freezing are linked to new norms about when fertility may
be assumed and when “fertility planning” requires active intervention in
reproductive aging. The combination of the public framing of fertility as
precarious, the promise of OC as a means to mitigate it, and a cultural
context in which aging means life-long decline that must be managed
and counteracted from early adulthood onwards results in a body of futurity—in which the present is lived through anticipation of the future.

Reproductive Orientations and the Future Family
In Schellart’s body of futurity, lived fertility becomes precarious in relation to a reproductive orientation towards future childbearing. Just as
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Sara Ahmed has argued for sexual orientation, Schellart’s reproductive
orientation entails a constitutive “tending towards” objects of desire,
where “toward” marks “a space and time that is almost, but not quite,
available in the present.”32 Eggs for Later tells the story of Schellart’s
anticipatory reproductive orientation towards the future family. Yet it is
not anticipation alone but also its proximity to retrospection that animates the reproductive futures central to Schellart’s motivation to freeze
her eggs. Her documentary reveals the dynamics between anticipation
and retrospection in the formation of reproductive orientations.
Eggs for Later invokes Schellart’s desired reproductive future with a
retrospective reflection on home video footage of her childhood, which
is interspersed throughout the film and is used for its opening and closing scenes. “This is me,” are Schellart’s first words in Eggs for Later as
we see a baby and, soon after, a toddler in the characteristically blurry
aesthetic of 1970s home video. The film closes with similar footage of
a young Schellart “frozen in time” by the camera. Through the use of
montage and voiceover, Schellart employs the “mediated memories”
of these home videos to imagine a desired reproductive future and, in
doing so, articulate a visual argument in favor of egg freezing.33
The home video footage frequently functions as the visual counterpart to the voiceover’s musings on future motherhood, as is the case
when Schellart reflects on a conversation with her friend Olaf about the
age limits to using her frozen eggs. Schellart tells him that she would
consider using her frozen eggs up until she was 48. Subsequently, home
videos of a summer holiday appear as Schellart’s voiceover contemplates
future motherhood:
My mother was 27 when she had me. That is eight years younger than I
am now. I enjoyed having young parents. What would it be like for my
child if I freeze my eggs? Would I be a good mother, even if I was a bit
older? I think it is more important that you are young at heart, and full
of life. But the most important thing is that my child is wanted and that I
will give it attention and love.

The home video footage shows a sunny day with Schellart’s parents
walking arm in arm, holding a baby. A guitar strums gently in the background. At the mention of “my child,” Schellart appears as a toddler
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Figure 2.3. Home video of Schellart and her mother.

sitting at a table and the “good mother” coincides with a pan to the left
that reveals her mother talking to the child. The voiceover’s “attention
and love” coincides with a final shot of a young Schellart holding on to
her mother as they swim in a lake.
In this way, Schellart’s voiceover reframes the home video from a personal memory to an image of an anticipated reproductive future that
could be enabled by egg freezing. The voiceover first identifies Schellart as the child she used to be in the home movies and subsequently
positions her in the mother’s place, thereby presenting the prospect of
her own future motherhood. Likewise, Schellart’s younger self becomes
a visual reference to her own hypothetical child. By narrativizing and
presenting the home videos as a future ideal, Schellart transforms what
Annette Kuhn calls “memory work” into anticipation work.34 As “dual
instruments for constructing and remembering family life,”35 these
home videos thus attain a third function as instruments for anticipating
future family life.
Schellart’s approach to anticipating the future family exemplifies
queer theorist Lee Edelman’s concept of “reproductive futurism,” with
which he criticizes a “mandate of futurism” that seeks to affirm a social
order by mobilizing “fantasies [that] reproduce the past, through dis-
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placement, in the form of the future.”36 The documentary’s use of the
1970s home videos reflects the “home mode,” a mode of media production that “articulates generational continuity over time” and provides “a
format for communicating family legends and stories.”37 In keeping with
this “home mode,” Schellart presents the traditional family structure of
her childhood as a fantasy of a potential reproductive future, thereby
affirming the significance of her continued fertility.
In doing so, she moreover employs the videos to normalize the use of
OC technology to “extend” her fertility and maintain the familial kinship
connection. The home videos’ quaint, outdated aesthetics are the anti
thesis of the fears about futuristic technologized reproduction with frozen eggs. They function as familiar low-tech cultural referents through
which OC—as a novel high-tech practice, choice, and biotechnology—
may become normalized; they visualize the work of memory in making
sense of unfamiliar technologies and anticipating uncertain futures.
Schellart’s depiction of an idealized future by means of the ambiguous
figure of the remembered self and hypothetical future child is a testimony to the significance Edelman ascribes to the child “as disciplinary
image of the Imaginary past or as site of a projective identification with
an always impossible future.”38 Yet in Schellart’s case, the potential impossibility of reproducing this future follows not from the transgression
of reproductive norms of (hetero)sexuality that Edelman identifies but
from a threatened normativity of reproductive aging.
This age-normative framework becomes explicit in her friend Olaf ’s
disapproval of childbearing at an age at which the resulting generational
difference would resemble “child-grandparent relations,” reflecting a
widely held standpoint by the Dutch that women should not have children beyond their “normal reproductive years.”39 “Parents will become
increasingly older with these kinds of technologies. You could have a
child when you are 50,” Olaf says. “If you are 50 . . . then you will be 80
when that child is 30. I don’t think you can do that to your child.” In the
name of the future child, Olaf validates his view of acceptable ages for
using frozen eggs.
Schellart counters Olaf ’s disapproval in the documentary by visualizing this future child in an idealized family setting. Operating at the
meeting ground of the politics of reproduction and representation, the
home videos respond to this criticism by erasing Schellart’s future age-
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related transgression from view and visualizing older motherhood with
images of her 27-year-old mother instead. They show the parents running around and swimming with their children, illustrating the vitality
Schellart associates with young parents—and then reinterprets as a more
age-neutral parental love and attention. The voiceover refigures aging as
primarily a question of “being young at heart” and “full of life,” rather
than a matter of time passed since birth or a concern with mistaken
(grand)parental kinship assumptions.
By using historical images of desirable parenthood as depictions of
the future, Schellart suggests that what matters more is not the specificity of historical time or age, but a dehistoricized familial continuity that
underpins her reproductive orientation. Writing about the temporality of the family, Sara Ahmed theorizes the concept of orientation as a
means of exposing “how life gets directed through the very requirement
that we follow what is already given to us,” by imagining “one’s futurity in terms of reaching certain points along a life course.”40 In Eggs for
Later, Schellart not only visualizes her reproductive orientation in keeping with Ahmed’s assertion, but she employs the home videos as themselves a reproductive technology that keeps the continuity of the family
line intact. Through this visual “anticipation work,” she maintains her
position as a future mother in the social order of the family. By bringing
together several means of freezing time—in the filming of the documentary, in the frozen eggs, and in the montage of the home videos—
Schellart reorients time to maintain the seemingly ahistorical continuity
of the family structure’s reproduction in the face of the time constraints
of reproductive aging and repronormative temporal schemes.
While Edelman focuses his critique on the heteronormativity inherent in reproductive futurism, Schellart’s case shows that its politics of
anticipation also has a chrononormative component. Although Schellart
upholds her childhood’s traditional family ideal, she also evokes OC as
a way of shifting repronormative temporal schemes by advocating using
her eggs at an age that her friend considers to be too old. With these
home videos, Schellart depicts the retrospective origins of her reproductive orientation towards the future child, which animates both her anxiety about age-related infertility and her desire to freeze a “couple of good
eggs.” The documentary thus functions analogously to egg freezing by
manipulating time to maintain the futurity of motherhood, whether by
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reframing home videos of the familial past into an image of reproductive
futurity, rendering aging and nonreproduction invisible, or presenting
egg freezing as a means to ensure familial continuity by extending fertility. It is therefore not anticipation as such but its proximity to retrospection that positions an idealized familial past both as a normative
reference point against which continued fertility becomes precarious
and as a vehicle to reimagine the temporal logic of reproductive timing
with the possibility of egg freezing.

Extending Fertility and Postponing Motherhood
Eggs for Later reveals how the notion that women can exert agency over
age-related reproductive ability results in new discourses on how to
account for the choice of egg freezing. Although, for Schellart, OC represents a means for fulfilling her reproductive orientation, others position
egg freezing as a technology that only deters or delays childbearing. These
conflicting interpretations of the nature of egg freezing as a reproductive or nonreproductive technology are at the heart of the public debates
on fertility preservation. In Eggs for Later, and the broader discourses
the documentary references, three different interpretations of OC may
be distinguished—as extending fertility, postponing motherhood, and
preparation for future infertility—each of which implies different understandings of what entails a reproductive act. This section addresses how
these conflicting interpretations of OC correspond to opposing views on
whether this technology helps or hampers the pursuit of having a child,
which are at the heart of the politicization of egg freezing.
In the documentary, these conflicting interpretations of OC are expressed when Schellart first tells her parents that she wants to freeze
her eggs:
Father: Oh. Well, yeah, that is also a possibility. But I actually think
that you are putting off the problem. You have not really taken a
decision. You have not really taken action to solve the problem. What
do you want? Really, you are postponing business. . . . It seems to
me that the primary issue is for you to decide whether you want a
partner or you don’t want a partner. . . .
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Mother: No, but Marieke has already said that.
Father: And then, once you have a partner, you can see whether a
child will come or not. But now you have to work on that first issue
and take a decision.
Mother: No but she has already done that. . . . Marieke sees herself
with a partner and also with a child. But because there isn’t much
time, . . . it is nice that by the time she has her partner, she still has a
couple of good eggs. . . .
MS: Well, yes, and I don’t see it as postponement; I see it as extension.

At the father’s mention of postponement, the documentary cuts to the
mother’s alert turn of head, thereby emphasizing this term as a point
of contention. Schellart likewise responds to his idea and suggests that
extension is a more apt description of egg freezing than postponement.
Rather than a neutral term, “postponement” is widely used to describe women’s nonreproductive decision making at culturally specific
ages during which motherhood may be expected. Dutch news media
strongly associated the notion of postponement with egg freezing, to
the extent that women freezing their eggs were referred to as “postponement mothers.”41 Medical experts sceptical of egg freezing dismissed
it as “a false insurance policy” that promotes delayed childbearing in
spite of limited success rates.42 Dutch political parties like the Christian
Democrats (CDA) opposed the 2009 initiative to introduce “social” egg
freezing by referencing postponement, suggesting that egg freezing encourages an undesirable passivity in pursuing motherhood by “women
who are waiting for a suitable partner.”43 Schellart’s father’s stance can be
related to these positions, as he similarly reads OC as a passive option of
“not really taking action” and warns his daughter about the health risks
and limited success rates of egg freezing.
This OC-specific focus on postponement echoes existing debates
on older motherhood. Shaw and Giles note in their media analysis of
UK debates of older motherhood that the notion of postponement reinforces the “optimum age” for motherhood, which potentially marginalizes mothers outside of that age frame.44 Budds and colleagues
contend that this marginalization follows from the criticism that
women “choosing” older motherhood are not “taking full advantage of
their biological window of opportunity” for conception and not mak-
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ing the “right” decision in timing childbirth.45 Kelhä likewise argues
that, as an effect of the public perception of age-related reproductive
risks, the timing of motherhood is part of civilized “self-regulation.”46
In this context, the risk of postponing motherhood with OC as “false
insurance” points to a potentially flawed self-regulation that may result in involuntary nonreproduction or a later reproduction that transgresses risk-informed age norms.
Whereas “postponement” positions OC as a way of delaying motherhood, the alternative “extension” presents OC as a means for achieving
motherhood. The term is widely used in fertility clinics’ marketing materials to promote egg freezing—markedly by the abovementioned Extend
Fertility company. The term “extension” suggests that OC enables, rather
than delays, motherhood by improving fertility prospects in the future.
Schellart, similarly, argues for OC as an enabling technology, a way of
prolonging her fertility, which allows her to extend the time she has to
find a partner to reproduce with. Within this logic, egg freezing is not
reproductive risk behavior; rather, the choice of not extending fertility
with OC could point to lacking self-regulation in securing a fertile future.
These two readings of OC present a conflict between more conventional and newly technologized methods of anticipating age-related infertility. The former approach, as voiced by Schellart’s father, suggests
that a woman either foregoes (further) reproduction or attempts to conceive with a partner. The father does not recognize egg freezing as a
valid step towards having children but only as “putting off the problem.”
For Schellart, by contrast, egg freezing does represent a step towards
reproduction—one that enables future motherhood.
Schellart thus accounts for her choice of egg freezing by positioning it as a reproductive act. Because Schellart wants to have children
with a partner and given that the presence of this person is posited in
the future, her commitment lies with the creation of a future family, as
distinguished from a current desire for childbearing and motherhood.
In her case, OC is a reproductive commitment she can make without a
partner, in anticipation of this imagined future. While elective OC represents a decision not to have children in the immediate future, it can
nevertheless be read as the first step of an IVF fertility treatment that
would more unambiguously be recognized as a reproductive act if it did
not involve the period of cryostorage. Schellart’s framing of egg freezing
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as an extension of fertility presents it as enabling reproduction, while her
father emphasizes the procedure’s nonreproductive results.
When egg freezing is interpreted as a reproductive act, the reproductive process itself becomes differently extended over time. With the
introduction of embryo freezing in IVF, the duration between fertilization and embryo implantation has become manipulable, stretching the
reproductive process to encompass years rather than the conventional
nine months. With OC emerges a new temporal separation between the
egg extraction and fertilization that hitherto could not be lengthened.
For Schellart, the consequent lack of a need for a partner or donor at the
start of the reproductive process represents the option to be proactive
in her procreative desires. For her father, who does not view OC as a
reproductive act, finding a partner remains the first step to “really [take]
action to solve the problem.”
Yet what constitutes “the problem” differs in the two approaches. In
the postponement frame, the main concern is the absence of the desired
child. Postponement implies the activity of putting something off that
could happen in the present, whereas for many women, current reproduction may not be perceived as an option or desire. To describe women
who would like to have children at some point in the future but not at
present as postponing misreads their intention as necessarily aiming for
immediate conception and childbearing.
By contrast, Schellart’s understanding of OC as extension suggests a
concern with the temporality of fertility as much as with having children as such. From the opening statement emerges a set of interrelated
concerns about the prospective decreased ability to reproduce (“soon it
won’t be possible anymore”), the finality of childlessness (“perhaps I will
never have children”), and the pressure of “time running out.” When
understood as an extension of fertility, egg freezing mitigates these concerns by allowing Schellart to lengthen her imagined reproductive life
span, even if the frozen eggs are fallible. Notwithstanding her doctor’s
warning that he cannot guarantee they will result in a pregnancy later
on, the cryopreserved eggs enable Schellart to reconceptualize her reproductive life span by prolonging the period within which the possibility of future motherhood is maintained. When 35-year-old Schellart and
her mother discuss her biological clock, they estimate she will be infertile in “three or four years.” With egg freezing, Schellart tells her friend
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Olaf that she would consider using her eggs until she is 48. Regardless
of OC’s success or Schellart’s actual reproductive ability, she thus extends the imagined age frame of fertility by roughly a decade. Throughout this period, egg freezing can thus function to maintain an imagined
future motherhood, which may be distinguished from the desire to be a
mother at present. The extended reproductive time frame thus alleviates
the anticipatory anxiety that “soon it won’t be possible anymore.”

Egg Freezing as Biopreparation
Besides postponement and extension, I propose a third way of conceptualizing OC, namely, as a mode of anticipation that Vincanne Adams
and colleagues call “biopreparation.” “Biopreparation” is a term more
commonly used in public health contexts to refer to governmental
efforts to ensure readiness in the event of disasters like biological warfare and emerging infectious diseases. Adams and colleagues argue that
the preemptive logic of biopreparation similarly characterizes anticipatory biomedical interventions that promote a need of being prepared
for one’s future. DNA scans for genetic testing, menstrual blood preservation as a source of stem cells, and cord blood banking to benefit a
newborn’s future health are all examples, to which egg freezing may be
added, of interventions that offer ways of being prepared in anticipation of potential future medical problems. Rather than preventing future
health conditions from developing, biopreparation acts “in ‘preparation
for’ the event . . . as if it were already here.”47 Here I propose a reading of
biopreparation specific to the context of OC as a strategy of preparing
for anticipated futures by preemptively “freezing” the present to preserve
it for the arrival of “later.”
OC approximates biopreparation more than preventative medicine
because it does not in fact prevent age-related infertility. Rather, it starts
infertility treatment on the fertile body in preparation for potential future infertility. Instead of treating diagnosed infertility, OC treats the
precarious state of “anticipated infertility” and replaces it with a bioprepared sense of fertility, which preempts infertility’s arrival by the halting of eggs’ aging through cryopreservation. This approach is evident
in Schellart’s mother’s recognition that her daughter’s potential reproductive failure presents the need for securing “a couple of good eggs.”
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Fertility thus departs from the medical definition of the physical ability to conceive within one year of unprotected heterosexual intercourse
towards an egg-based model. Rather than an ability, the bioprepared
fertility that OC offers is conceived as the possession of “good eggs” that
prepare women for the future loss of embodied eggs.
In Eggs for Later, the presentation of this process of achieving bioprepared fertility through OC mirrors the conventional reproductive
process. At the start of OC’s alternative reproductive trajectory, Schellart draws a circle on her belly for each daily hormonal injection shot,
resulting in a row of eight numbered circles that look like a visual reminder of the eggs developing inside. The sideways mirror image of
her belly bloated by ovarian stimulation suggests a visual anticipation
of future pregnancy. At the end of the hormonal treatment, Schellart
jokingly suggests that if she were to have sex, she might “get, I don’t
know, octuplets or something,” invoking the eight eggs drawn on her
belly. During the egg extraction, her facial expressions are pained and
her legs are in stirrups, as if in a mini-delivery. Instead of her birthing a
child, this presentation of OC suggests that she has gestated and given
birth to her eggs: the materialization of her continued, ageless fertility.
This mirroring of the reproduction process enacts both the possible future pregnancy and the experience of OC as a reproductive process in
its own right that, irrespective of a live birth, produces the continuation
of maternal futurity.
The mirroring of future reproduction gains a more literal meaning when Schellart films herself cupping her naked tummy in a mirror
framed by photos of young children. The mirror image allows Schellart to anticipate an imagined reproductive future through the image
of her body. This scene shows how, rather than only an injunction to
act, anticipation may also manifest as a kind of pleasurable hope: “If we
hope for happiness, then we might be happy as long as we can retain
this hope. . . . Hope anticipates a happiness to come.”48 Similarly, Schellart’s mirror image of imagined pregnancy expresses a desire not only
for attaining motherhood but for maintaining the continued possibility
of future motherhood. Schellart’s presentation of her belly signals that
the day she will “never have children” has not yet arrived. Prolonging
an anticipatory state in this way may be a goal in and of itself, to be distinguished from anticipating future conception and childbearing itself.
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Figure 2.4. Eight injections in preparation of the egg extraction.

After the extraction procedure, as the documentary shows how the
eggs are examined under microscopes and put in storage tanks, Schellart’s voiceover says,
There they go at last. My eggs. Strange that they are now outside of my
body. They are so fragile, and so small. I want to know what happens to
them and where they will be kept. Will I ever come to pick them up? The
strange thing is that after all that effort, I somehow hope that I will never
need them. But it does give me a comforting feeling to know that they
are now here. Ten of my eggs are now safely stored, among thousands of
embryos.

Soon after, the documentary concludes:
After two treatments, I now have 20 eggs in Brussels. This gives me the
feeling that my child has come closer. I know that there are no guarantees,
but nevertheless my clock ticks a little less loudly.

Here Schellart’s reproductivity becomes mediated through her affective orientation towards the extracted eggs. While the extraction
provokes concern towards the “small” and “fragile” eggs that were
once in her body, Schellart is less anxious about their future now that
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they are “safely stored.” Responsibility for maintaining future fertility is
now externalized to biomedicine and cryotechnology, rather than exclusively contained in her own body.
If the pregnant body “is conceived of as both protective container
for the foetus and as [its] dangerous conductor,”49 so similar ambiguity
about the female body as “protective container” for the eggs emerges
with OC technology, which introduces the freezer as a substitute host to
human oocytes. In the anticipatory logic of OC, the freezer is an ageless
alternative to the fallible ovaries, whose aging poses a threat to the continued viability of the eggs. If in bodies of futurity the anticipated risk is
lived in the present, OC offers to preemptively expel the threat of losing
eggs from the aging body. Conversely, it expels the threat of the aging
body from the eggs, which are now “safely stored” in the freezer. In other
words, if anticipated infertility is embodied in “that belly,” which is preemptively disavowed as site of reproductive finitude, Schellart’s story
suggests that OC resolves this embodied failure through the exteriorization of “a couple of good eggs” as symbols of continued fertility.
Eggs for Later is, then, a story about the rise of anticipatory anxiety
about future infertility and the resolution of that anxiety through the
reorientation of reproductive time. The documentary’s presentation of
the move from assumed to anticipated infertility highlights that the possibility of egg freezing produces not only an affective resolution but also
a rise of anticipatory anxiety when fertility becomes precarious. Apart
from the more or less explicit calls to freeze one’s eggs, the production
of anxiety is established through the discursive framing of the disparate temporal logic governing the in vivo and ex vivo eggs. Eggs inside
the body are comprehended through a metric of increasing loss that is
intimately tied to aging. The unstimulated eggs inside the body are not
quantified or tangible, and are subject to accelerating decline. Yet after
extraction, Schellart’s eggs no longer signify in a negative economy of
loss. They become measurable and observable when the medical team
counts the eggs during the extraction procedure (“I see ten nice follicles”; “We have the first egg!”). By returning for a second cycle, Schellart
doubles the number of stored eggs from 10 to 20. Once distributed to the
freezer, the eggs operate under an alternative temporal logic of frozen
time and averted loss. The rise and resolution of anxious anticipation
thus matches with the material-discursive acceleration of reproductive
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time in the embodied eggs and deceleration of reproductive time in the
extracted eggs.
In the closing statement, Schellart’s feeling that her child had come
closer through the procedure is followed by the statement that “my clock
ticks a little less loudly.” Significantly positioned as the closing words of
the documentary, the quieting of the anxiety associated with the biological clock is as much a result of the affective engagement with OC as the
actual success of the procedure measured by future live births. Echoing
this sentiment in an interview, Schellart looks back at the project and
says that it brought her peace as she moved from fearing to facing her
reproductive future: “Not just because my eggs are now in the freezer.
The most important thing is that I faced my future for a year.”50 Both
the documentary’s closure and this statement validate OC as an endpoint in itself. In this way, the narrative closure of OC differs from that
of IVF, which focuses on “hope fulfilment” and “dreams come true” in
the “miracle baby.”51 Regardless of whether the eggs will be used, and
whether children will be born from them, Schellart has already achieved
what she needed through the promise of OC: the relief from anticipatory
anxiety about infertility, the finality of childlessness, and the feeling of
running out of time.

Conclusion
Precisely by presenting the outcome of Schellart’s egg freezing experience as not primarily oriented towards the birth of a child but towards
the resolution of anticipatory anxiety, Eggs for Later highlights how the
promissory offer of egg freezing can interpellate and enlist a new group
of fertile women as potential patients. Given that neither the desire for
a child at present nor the arrival of infertility is a requirement for the
procedure, egg freezing allows for a wide variety of potential indications
that are not solely physical in nature but are linked to new temporal
norms of “fertility planning.” Eggs for Later stages some of the cultural
negotiations of such new norms revolving around when, whether, and
why to freeze one’s eggs and anticipate future infertility.
If the figure of the freezable egg opens up the possibility of bypassing
future infertility and reconfiguring the declining telos of reproductive
aging, it equally provides the conditions of emergence of a precarious
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notion of a fertility whose finality becomes a responsibilized concern at
earlier points in the life cycle. Schellart’s documentary, and the medical and political discourses it features, portrayed two age-specific approaches to anticipating future infertility. One approach positioned egg
freezing as a “last-minute” measure because “soon it won’t be possible
anymore.” The other replaced “assumed fertility” with “anticipated infertility” at much earlier ages, thereby engaging a potentially larger group
of healthy young women with future reproductive risks and suggesting
OC as a means to proactively mitigate them. Both options adopted existing age-related affects and ideas about the onset of fertility decline as an
indication for treatment. The earlier freezing moreover reflects a rationale of “peak time” fertility, materialized in extractable egg quality and
quantity, which may be preserved through cryopreservation. A sense of
reproductive bioprecarity could, then, follow not only from the threat of
losing fertility at the prospective end of the reproductive life span but
also from the possibility of losing peak fertility much earlier in life.
Discourses advocating OC that were featured in Eggs for Later made
implicit injunctions to minimize risk in the face of anticipatory anxiety about future infertility. I proposed that the mitigation of this anticipatory anxiety through egg freezing can be read as an instance of
biopreparation for potential future infertility. Biopreparation is an alternative to the conflicting conceptualizations of OC as an extension of
the fertile life course or postponement of childbearing. The major effect
of the treatment that Schellart documents in the film is the move from
reproductive bioprecarity to biopreparedness as the anticipatory anxiety
that opened the documentary shifts in its closing scenes to the sense
of readiness for the future. The documentary’s narrative closure is thus
not the child or the lack thereof, but the silencing of the “ticking of the
[biological] clock” by the freezing of reproductive time with OC. In this
way, egg freezing can function as an engagement with bodily futurity
that changes it from a threat, an incentive to action, to a futurity that has
been taken care of. It absolves bodies of futurity from the responsibility
of failure by mitigating anticipated risks in the present.
Whereas egg freezing functions in this documentary as narrative closure, Schellart’s story represents only the first stage in the egg freezing
procedure. If cryopreservation resolves anticipatory anxiety by opening up reproductive futurities and outsourcing reproductive aging to
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extracorporeal institutions, these very movements rekindle new forms
of reproductive bioprecarity during the next stage in the OC procedure.
After having been extracted from the body, the eggs are stored in the
liquid nitrogen freezer, where they remain out of sight to the women
who freeze them. Nevertheless, as will become clear next, the visual
mediations of the extracted cells, the promise of their future reproductive value, and the ongoing financial obligations of treatment plans play
a key role in bridging the distance between the body and the freezer.
Schellart’s documentary ends with a song, in which a female voice sings
“I was freezing, freezing time” as the credits roll. This notion of freezing
time, and its significance in the visualization and the marketing of egg
freezing, is central to the next chapter.
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Frozen Eggs and the Financialization of Fertility
Distributing Reproductive Aging in the
Reproductive-Industrial Complex

With the possibility of OC emerges a new cultural entity: the frozen
egg. This egg is not swaddled in an ovarian follicle, swept into the fallopian tubes by engorged fimbriae, or surrounded by sperm in an in vitro
scene of (imminent) fertilization. Rather, the frozen egg is a cell that
exists, for the first time, outside of the female reproductive body while
retaining its reproductive potential for prolonged periods of time. The
cryopreservation of sperm and embryos has been routine practice for
decades, and the viability of the human egg outside of the female body
has been manifest in the birth of in vitro conceived children from the
late 1970s onwards. Yet, combining the two, OC uniquely introduces the
emergent cultural entity of the viable extracorporeal frozen egg, which
is at the heart of this chapter.
Following the journey of the egg, previous chapters considered embodied and extractable eggs, which functioned as reference points for
conceptualizing precaritized yet extendable fertilities. Once they are
frozen, in the next step of OC, cryo-eggs enable a reconfiguration of reproductive aging as no longer only an embodied process but as distributed between the body and the freezer and beyond. As they remain in
the dark of the liquid nitrogen tank, the eggs’ visual and textual mediations are instrumental in the concomitant reimagination of reproductive
aging and the relation between the cell and the self. The newly legible
and quantifiable frozen egg also functions as a key metric in treatment
rationales for egg freezing presented by fertility companies. This chapter
considers how the frozen egg becomes both the basis for a distributed
form of reproductive aging and a key metric in emergent political economies of fertility preservation.
88
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Figure 3.1. A fresh metaphase II human oocyte collected by follicle puncture after ovarian stimulation.
Courtesy of Lucinda Veeck Gosden.

Reproductive technologies are also often visual technologies, with
which the reproductive process may be visualized in new ways. OC is
no exception and gains a visual dimension through the photomicrography of extracted eggs.1 After egg-extraction surgery, fertility clinics may
offer women a photograph of their egg(s).2 Although such a photograph
shows a recently extracted egg before cryopreservation, it may also function as a visual referent for the frozen eggs once they are stored in the
freezer. The photograph is a registration of the microscopic examination of the extracted egg; it is a visual record of a procedure that takes
place in laboratories that normally remain closed to patients, which now
brings the egg into visibility for the woman from whom it was extracted,
her social networks, and the wider public. For example, one of the first
women to blog about freezing her eggs was offered such a photograph
by her clinic; using “Eggfreezer” as her online alias, she publicly shared
the image on the Blogspot website and added a reflection on her relation to the depicted frozen egg (quoted below). Linking constructions
of cellular exceptionalism and embodied fertility loss, the frozen egg
image references a contemporary moment in which the manipulation
of biological time changes what it means to age as much as culturally
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specific ideas about aging change what it means to manipulate biological time. This chapter explores the relation between the cell and the self,
which forms the basis for a distributed conceptualization of reproductive aging that exceeds bodily boundaries and incorporates wider, cryopolitical infrastructures.
This distribution of reproductive aging with frozen eggs is situated
within broader commercial and clinical infrastructures constructed
around the promise of fertility preservation. This chapter discusses how
egg freezing has emerged in tandem with significant capital investments,
new fertility start-ups, and specialized financial products, all of which
provide interpretative frames for a reinvented and precarious notion
of fertility and its futurities. The analysis draws attention to how the
presentation of frozen eggs by fertility companies plays a key role in
the treatment rationales and calculative practices of OC. For example,
the framing of the frozen eggs can provide the terms for rationalizing
particular treatment pathways and asking not only “Should I freeze my
eggs?” but also “Have I frozen enough eggs?” What is at stake in these
discursive mediations of the frozen egg is also a broader reconfiguration
of the relation between capital and reproductive value in OC. With an
analysis of the framing of frozen eggs in marketing efforts, treatment
packages, and fertility insurance, this chapter highlights how the mediated frozen egg is crucial in the rationalization of OC not just as a
single procedure but as an ongoing process of technologized fertility
management.3

Between the Cell and the Self: Distributing Reproductive Aging
Here is an actual egg from my retrieval. (the whole thing is the egg and
the spot is the nucleus). Life is a pretty crazy thing. This egg was inside
me (in a premature state) for 32 years—even before I took my own first
breath as a newborn. Had I not had the retrieval, this egg would have just
never developed and died off last month—just another one of the many
millions that die off over a woman’s lifetime. Instead, through modern
medicine, it was able to be matured and extracted and it is now quite
literally frozen in time alongside 27 others, potentially to be the starting
building block of a future human being. And this egg is what is fully sufficient and necessary to make that human my biological child. This is the
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tie—the everything and anything that is what a woman prefers when she
wants “her own” biological baby. Whatever it is that she wants—what I
want—it’s in there. Part of me is in there.4

This is Eggfreezer’s vivid description of her frozen egg, which is accompanied by a photograph of the (soon to be) cryopreserved cell. As the
last in a series of 47 posts describing her experience of OC, this blog
post—titled “Picture of My Frozen Egg”—presents the conclusion to
her egg freezing process. Unlike the familiar generic cellular images of
human eggs circulating in medical publications and popular culture,
Eggfreezer’s photographed cell attains a specific individuality as the
egg that had been “inside [her] for 32 years” and the “building block
of a future human being.” At the meeting ground of the lived self and
imagined child, the frozen egg—both as photographic imagery and as
biogenetic substance—also figures as a materialization of a more relational kind of fertility that is distributed across the body and the freezer.
Highlighting the egg’s individuality, Eggfreezer draws a direct connection between her egg and the potential child conceived from it by
positioning the cell as “the starting building block of a future human
being” that would be “fully sufficient and necessary to make that human
my biological child.” In line with earlier studies on IVF, in which patients describe images of embryos as the first visual encounter with their
(potential) children, Eggfreezer stretches the visual recognition of the
future child to an even earlier, preconception stage of development, in
which the nucleus represents a visible genetic connection to an “‘own’
biological baby” and the cell itself, a “building block” from which this
potential child may one day grow.5
Because sperm is, quite literally, not yet in the picture, the resultant
primacy of the egg in imagining the reproductive process reverses the
“preponderance of narratives describing the exceptionalness of the one
sperm that gets to fertilize the egg.”6 In the familiar trope of the “sperm
race,” a multitude of male gametes compete, and the exceptional sperm
that first reaches the single, ovulated egg becomes the genetic building
block for the future child. Here, instead, Eggfreezer’s egg emerges as the
exceptional one among “the many millions,” in the act of visualization
rather than fertilization. The fact that the egg survived and has been
extracted against the odds, as the one singled out of millions, imbues it
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with an individuality that finds its visual reflection in the photograph
of the cell. The meeting of egg and eye, rather than egg and sperm, becomes the occasion for establishing this particular egg’s exceptionalism
as the “starting building block” for the potential future child. Only once
it is removed from the body and rendered observable by the camera
does this particular egg become recognizable as an individual entity
onto which reproductive futures may be projected. In the transition
from the opaque body to the transparent petri dish, from an aging to an
arrested state, the photographed egg becomes exceptional in the visual
encounter—as the one that continues to live out of the “millions that die
off.”
Providing a means to partake in the medical gaze, the photograph
of the disembodied, extracted egg renders Eggfreezer’s (interior) bodily
self, and its reproductive potential, legible.7 Given its ambiguous status as both extracted body tissue that may be considered “part of me”
and “building block” of the potential future child, the photographed egg
depicts a cell that simultaneously signals a corporeal past and a reproductive future, while staging a cellular temporal “latency,” or life in suspended animation, in the face of bodily finitude.8
As counterpoint to the frozen egg as a symbol of anticipatory and
unaging generativity, the body from which the egg originates is framed
as a site of loss. Retrospectively recognizing this loss, Eggfreezer writes,
“Had I not had the retrieval, this egg would have just never developed
and died off last month.”9 After framing the image of the in vitro cryopreserved egg as a sign of its continued aliveness and future potential,
Eggfreezer invokes an in vivo past of the egg in which it is “going to
die” and would have been “already dead” at the time of writing. With
the younger cryopreserved egg functioning as a foil for her aging body,
Eggfreezer adopts a model of reproductive aging as mournful, in which
the female body becomes the site of the incessant dying of “many millions” of eggs in a process that culminates in the finitude of age-related
infertility. In this model, the salvaging of eggs and their preservation
in the freezer entail a rescue from the aging body “through modern
medicine.”10
Eggfreezer thus positions OC as a life-or-death intervention to save
the egg. The invoked imminent death of the photographed egg has the
rhetorical effect of positioning the OC technology as a rescuing “help-
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ing hand” to the physical limitations of Eggfreezer’s reproductive body.
Sarah Franklin and Celia Roberts observe in Born and Made that the
notion that IVF is simply “giving nature a helping hand”—just as Eggfreezer’s egg was saved “through modern medicine”—is a trope so familiar that it is expressed in the term “assisted reproductive technologies.”
Yet the framing of OC as a helping hand to circumvent reproductive
aging also positions the reproductive body itself as a risky environment
for the egg.
As opposed to an understanding of her ovaries as the site where her
eggs live, mature, and ovulate, Eggfreezer presents her body as the place
where the eggs “die off.” The liquid nitrogen tank, by contrast, figures
as “a new type of body” in which the eggs do not die off as time passes;
it substitutes the aging ovaries and maintains the eggs’ viability.11 The
egg, captured in the frozen moment of the deathless portrait, is—at
least conceptually—unthreatened by the transitory nature of organic
life. That egg, which, more than any other cell, carries the significatory
weight of the future, may be rescued from an aging body and frozen into
an unchanging stillness that promises potential life.
Through this dynamic between the lived self and the cryopreserved
cell, reproductive aging is profoundly reconceptualized; it now encompasses both the body and the egg in the freezer. Even after the egg’s
extraction, Eggfreezer describes it as “part of me.” So while the vulnerability of the in vivo cell allows the aging body to be reimagined as a
place of loss, the egg’s frozen, resilient stillness in vitro may also provoke
a reconceptualization of reproductive aging as incorporating the extracorporeal, cryopreserved cells. In Eggfreezer’s case, the frozen egg, and
its photographic depiction, offer an opportunity to reflect on the self
in relation to this cell—as a body that once enveloped the egg, as a self
genetically transferred to its nucleus, and as a self that remains bound to
the egg even after its extraction.
This conceptualization of the frozen egg as a foundational element
of fertility and reproductive aging resonates with the question Hannah Landecker asks in Culturing Life, her 20th-century history of tissue
culture: how does biotechnology, and the interventions in cellular plasticity and temporality, change “what it is—what it means at any given
moment—to be cellular living matter”?12 Not unlike Landecker’s tissue
cultures, which introduce “systematic change into biological existence,”
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the emergence of the frozen egg presents a systematic change in the way
female gametes can exist and reproduce outside of the body. Providing
the occasion for both visualizing the eggs and generating a new set of
reproductive choices predicated on the in vivo and in vitro existence
of these cells, egg freezing provides an emblematic case for examining
what it means to be a cellular being when cryopreservation becomes
widespread practice.13
Addressing the implications of cellular cryopreservation for reimagining aging, Landecker argues that “to be biological, alive, and cellular
also means (at present) to be a potential ‘age chimaera,’ to be suspendable, interruptible, storable, and freezable in parts.”14 In other words,
she suggests a reconceptualization of bodily aging as predicated on the
technical possibility of altering the way in which its cellular components
exist in time. If the photograph’s frozen moment, which captures unaging eggs that “remain 32 forever,” can be mobilized to frame the aging
body as an environment in which eggs simply “d[ie] off ” in a “really
cruel decline,” the meaning of reproductive aging may be extended to
encompass a variety of processes within and without the body. Indeed,
if, as previous chapters suggested, the egg becomes the quintessential
locus of fertility, the frozen, extracted egg is not only the foil for an unsuitably aging body, but its freezability also suggests a chimaeric model
of reproductive aging that encompasses both living and latent, intra-
and extracorporeal elements.15
The in vitro egg functions as a key reference point for this new model
of reproductive aging. Not unlike Suzanne Anker and Sarah Franklin’s
reading of IVF as a mirror that “over-determin[es] the viewer position
of witnessing ourselves, our technology, our future, and our obligations
to one another,” the observable egg can function as a mirror onto the
self that refracts multiple cellular and bodily temporalities of life.16 In
Eggfreezer’s case, the photographed egg suspended in time stages an encounter with the latent temporality of the frozen cell, which she expressly
identifies as “part of me.” Situating aging at the meeting ground of the life
cycle and the cell cycle, the extracted egg’s photograph allows reproductive aging to become conceivable as a distributed process that encompasses both the latent state of the ageless egg and the body living in time.
With reference to Michelle Murphy’s notion of “distributed reproduction” as “the ontological politics of embodied reproduction,” distributed
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reproductive aging points to the dispersal of biological substances inside
and outside the body, that comprise the multiple temporalities of reproductive aging in contemporary technologized models of reproduction.17
In other words, distributed reproductive aging references the arrangement of different biological elements that are seen to exist differently in
time, yet can partake of one another’s vitality, latency, and reproductive
potentiality.
Yet the distribution of reproductive aging does not only pertain to
bodies and eggs but extends to wider infrastructures through which
newly technologized modes of living and aging are selectively enabled
and disenabled. Murphy writes that “distributed reproduction is the extensive sense of existing over time that stretches beyond bodies to include the uneven relations and infrastructures that shape what forms of
life are supported to persist, thrive, and alter, and what forms of life are
destroyed, injured, and constrained.”18 The reconfiguration of reproductive aging as incorporating frozen ex vivo cells must thus also be understood in relation to the material conditions and infrastructural relations
that enable this distribution in the first place. In order to fully understand what is at stake in this process, it is crucial to consider the clinical
and commercial infrastructures through which reproductive aging is
distributed in what Sigrid Vertommen calls the “reproductive-industrial
complex,” which includes “a biomedical establishment—consisting of
academic entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, biotech companies and
pharmaceutical giants.”19 Beyond a conceptual question, the distribution
and mediation of cryo-eggs provides a lens onto these infrastructural
shifts in contemporary IVF and their embeddedness in structural economic stratifications and capitalist regimes of accumulation. The next
section analyzes these reproductive infrastructures—and the calculative
practices and treatment logics that organize OC within them—in order
to examine how the accumulation of eggs and capital meet.

Oocyte Calculations: Financializing Reproductive Time
In Staying with the Trouble, Donna Haraway proposes that we should
“make kin, not babies” as she takes her readers on a tour through
a vibrant collection of multispecies kinning practices.20 Although
the increasing popularity of reproductive technologies is frequently
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criticized for investing in exactly the opposite of Haraway’s adagio, egg
freezing peculiarly aligns with her controversial tenet by predominantly
producing eggs, rather than babies. Eggfreezer used photography and
blog writing to make kin with her cryopreserved cells, thereby remaking reproductive aging into a more distributed notion in the process. Yet
the clinical and commercial infrastructures of egg freezing are likewise
integral to the kinning of fertile cells and fertile subjects that become
newly separated with OC. Whether through marketing, treatment packages, or insurance arrangements, fertility companies play a central role
in producing novel rationales for investing in frozen eggs, propelled by
the specter—more so than the imminent creation—of a future child.
OC has emerged in the context of a growing fertility industry, large
capital investments in egg freezing start-ups, widespread mergers and
acquisitions of fertility clinics, and the platformization of reproductive
care. Although egg freezing only accounts for a small percentage of IVF
cycles—in the United States, only 3.7% are performed for oocyte banking even though the procedure is on offer in 97% of clinics—the relative
annual increase of women freezing their eggs and the promise of future
growth has attracted the interest of fertility and capital markets alike.21
Existing IVF clinics have invested in practicing and promoting OC, and,
particularly in the United States, specialized egg freezing start-ups have
received hundreds of millions of dollars of venture capital and private
equity. These investments materialize the promise of egg freezing as a
growth technology that may be targeted at a wide group of younger, fertile women, who may or may not want to have children in the future—a
far greater segment of the population than those currently accessing
IVF. They also illustrate how processes of financialization play a central
role in the organization of contemporary US IVF—and the propelling
of a widespread mainstreaming of OC in particular. Given that fertility
has become a new frontier for corporate investment, it is pertinent to
consider how the institutional, clinical, and financial context of OC also
plays a key role in setting the terms for what it means to “extend fertility.”
Previous chapters have focused on the idea that fertility may be extended by moving eggs from the body to the freezer. Yet this movement
to the freezer need not be limited to a single cycle. After the first cycle,
in the absence of any immediate fertilization or pregnancy outcome, the
question arises whether one has frozen enough eggs to achieve a suffi-
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cient degree of “fertility extension.” Although OC is presented as a way
to “turn back the biological clock,” there is no consensus on the number
of cycles or cryo-eggs one needs to freeze before the clock is indeed
considered to be adequately adjusted. In the face of this uncertainty, particular quantities of frozen eggs may come to stand in for a reasonable
chance to have a baby, or for a certain amount of reproductive time.
Such mediations of the cryo-eggs as measures for extended fertility are
particularly interesting to explore, as they provide the rationale for the
number of cycles women are advised to undergo and, by extension, the
extent to which egg freezing is a single anticipatory gesture or the basis
for an ongoing technologized fertility management.

Eggs per Baby
The number of mature frozen eggs is a key measurement of a successful
egg freezing cycle, which is linked to the likelihood that these eggs will
result in a live birth. The American Society for Reproductive Medicine
(ASRM), for example, advises women that frozen eggs do not “guarantee
a future baby” because each egg only has a 2–12% success rate.22 In IVF
clinics, guidelines about how many “eggs per baby” are required provide
an important metric in treatment rationales for OC. Shady Grove Fertility, one of the largest US fertility groups, for example, recommends
that women under 38 should freeze 15 to 20 eggs. Because “a woman
with normal ovarian reserve will produce, on average, 10 viable eggs per
cycle, . . . she will need about two egg freezing cycles to produce enough
eggs to better ensure the possibility of having a child in the future.”23
Likewise, CARE Fertility, the largest private fertility clinic in the United
Kingdom, states that “ultimately, by collecting and freezing 20 eggs in
total, we believe when you’re ready to start your family we’ll be able to
give you your very best chance of success.”24
Following these guidelines, each cycle can itself become an indication for a further cycle, depending on the number of eggs it yields. The
guidelines suggest that multiple cycles are recommended for the majority of women, as most do not extract 20 eggs in a single cycle. This was
the case for Schellart in Eggs for Later, who returned for a second cycle
after freezing ten eggs from the first. Eggfreezer rejoiced about 32 eggs,
assured that this number is a sufficient amount to store. As these two
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cases show, with OC practices emerge new norms about the number of
eggs that are required for achieving a sense of bioprepared fertility.
Although commonsensical, this discursive framing of the eggs does
more than provide guidelines for deciding on the number of OC cycles;
it also positions eggs as the materialization of ongoing fertility. While
the reproductive potential ascribed to the frozen eggs is reliant on the
highly technologized context of IVF, they also become the reference
point for understanding embodied, in vivo, fertility. For example, a common question people ask about egg freezing is whether fertility will be
reduced if there are fewer eggs left in the ovaries after oocyte extraction.25 In keeping with what Sarah Franklin has called the “analogic return,” eggs that are situated in the IVF infrastructure thus become the
basis for reconceptualizing embodied eggs, and the fertility they represent.26 Much as assisted reproduction has become the model for the
public understanding of the reproductive process more broadly,27 so the
measurability, quantification, and cumulative reproductive potential
that characterize frozen eggs in OC has become the reference point for
appraising fertility—both inside and outside of the body.

Oocyte Biotemporalities
As an alternative to the “egg per baby” metric, eggs can themselves
become a measurement of time. “Freeze 12 eggs to freeze one year of
fertility,” the Extend Fertility network writes on its website. Conceding
that there is no “magic number” to guarantee a future pregnancy, it suggests that “women 30 or younger can feel confident that freezing about
one year’s fertility—or 12 eggs—will have a high potential for creating at
least one child if used later on.” For women above 30—the vast majority
of women seeking to circumvent age-related infertility—12 to 24 eggs
are recommended.28
Fertility is here not just correlated to age but becomes measurable in
units of fertile time condensed in the cryo-egg. The equation of 12 eggs
with 12 months of fertility suggests that the time of the monthly ovulatory cycle is matched in the time represented by each frozen egg. If every
extracted egg symbolizes a month of embodied fertility, superovulation
becomes a temporal event, compressing the time of multiple unstimulated ovulatory cycles into a single, more efficient ART cycle. The simul-
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taneous superovulation of many eggs in OC cycles is then not so much a
future extension but a temporal expansion of fertility. When each gamete
embodies a monthly chance of pregnancy, a single egg freezing cycle
yielding 12 eggs could expand to a year of fertility. Whether or not this
is in fact an accurate description, it presents a temporal logic in which
extracted cryo-eggs materialize nuggets of reproductive time that can be
accumulated in the freezer and transposed into the future. At a point in
their lives that women describe as characterized by accelerated time,29
such a temporal expansion can be a welcome proposition.
This treatment rationale, which proposes quantitative thresholds
(such as 12 eggs) for achieving a sense of reproductive success, suggests
a model of reproductive aging that is distributed along two divergent
models of biotemporality ascribed to in vivo and ex vivo eggs. In vivo
eggs, and the notion of the embodied ovarian reserve, collectively represent the accelerated linear time of fertility loss, which intensifies as
the years pass. The extracted, ex vivo eggs embody the recursive time of
fertility accumulation, which references both the ovulatory cycle that
is materialized in the eggs and the future return of reproductive potentiality after their cryopreservation. Reproductive aging after cryopreservation is distributed across both of these divergent in vivo and
ex vivo temporal trajectories. As the embodied eggs follow the tracks of
downwards graphs, the accumulated cryo-eggs offset this trajectory by
both symbolizing units of frozen fertile time and introducing a potential
reproductive return at some future date.

Package Plans and Fertility Accumulation
These figurations of eggs as measurable reproductive potential or fertile
time are particularly important when they function as the organizing
principle for treatment and financial plans. Because a single cycle may
not yield the recommended number of eggs, fertility clinics and companies commonly offer multicycle packages for egg freezing. Modeled
after similar packages for IVF treatment, multicycle packages require an
up-front payment for several cycles, but offer a significant discount for
doing so. For example, some of the major UK fertility clinics, including
the Lister Clinic, London Women’s Clinic, and Bridge Centre, present
three-cycle egg freezing packages at discounted rates of about 20%. As
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the multicycle package is presented as an instrument to make individual
egg freezing cycles more affordable and potentially less stressful, they
also provide a financial incentive to approach egg freezing as a longer-
term, multicycle treatment course.
Frozen-egg guarantee packages, by contrast, present a different model
of organizing IVF treatment by shifting from payment per cycle to payment for a certain quantity of eggs. One example of such an outcome-
focused approach is the US Shady Grove Fertility’s “Assure Fertility”
package. This program offers qualified women a flat fee of $12,500 and
$18,000 for its 20-or 30-egg packages, respectively, which allow up to
four or six cycles to extract and freeze the specified number of eggs.30
In effect, this means that the patient runs the risk of overpaying if a high
number of eggs are extracted in the first cycles, but may also pay less than
she otherwise would have done if more cycles are required to extract the
desired number of eggs. The Extend Fertility network likewise offers
to freeze at least one year of your current fertility—12 eggs or more—for
an all-inclusive fee of $4,990. . . . If it takes more than one cycle to get 12
eggs, it’s on us. You can do up to 4 cycles if you need to—but you probably won’t!31

UK-based CARE Fertility launched a similar program called “EGGsafe,”
which covers the cost of retrieving 20 eggs for up to four cycles. The program is open to women under 36. With this package, CARE proposes,
“You have a realistic chance of producing enough eggs for storage to give
you a high and realistic chance of having a baby when you are ready.”32
As this phrasing suggests, these packages have a clear rhetorical effect of
affirming the number of eggs upon which realistic chances of having a
baby are contingent. Even for women who do not opt in to the packages,
but choose the conventional “fee for service,” these packages present 12,
20, or 30 eggs as referents for what constitutes “reproductive success”
in the context of egg freezing. In so doing, they raise expectations that
multiple OC cycles will be necessary to achieve a reasonable chance of
a future live birth.
Although these arrangements are modeled after multicycle and guarantee IVF packages that have been around since the 1990s, when they
are used for egg freezing rather than IVF cycles, a new dynamic of “re-
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productive success” emerges, which aims at achieving fertility rather
than a live birth. Currently on offer in over a third of US clinics, IVF
guarantee packages charge a higher fee in return for a refund in case
there is no so-called take-home baby at the end of treatment.33 These
arrangements may reduce anxiety and increase access to repeat IVF cycles but have also been criticized as offering contingent fees for medical
treatments and stacking the odds against patients by selecting only those
with the best chances of having successful treatment.34 Rather than a
“take-home baby,” reproductive success in OC packages is a matter of
degree reflected in the quantity of frozen eggs.35 Instead of a succession of IVF cycles, each of which represents a clear chance at successfully concluding treatment, the egg freezing process becomes an ongoing
course of fertility accumulation, the endpoint of which is organized by
new and rather flexible norms for the number of extracted eggs required
for achieving a sense of reproductive success.36

A Calculus of Fertility: Reproductive Success and Multicycle Norms
As the abovementioned packages show, there is significant variation in
the number of eggs that clinics recommend freezing. Achieving “reproductive success” is, then, a much less stable notion when success is
measured in eggs rather than in babies. Especially given the relatively
recent popularization of egg freezing, the limited information about the
number of babies born from frozen eggs, and the considerable variation between women’s bodies, clinics’ guidelines for the number of eggs
per desired child are by necessity an approximation. In determining
this number, there is a tension between lowering the chances of future
pregnancy with lower guideline numbers and increasing the risk of
overtreatment by increasing them. Amid uncertainty about required
egg numbers, it is clear that the recommended egg quantity increases
with women’s age and given that, at present, most women freeze their
eggs in their late thirties, most women freezing their eggs will not yield
the recommended number of eggs in one cycle.37 Indeed, according to a
survey on OC in the United States, the average woman who freezes her
eggs returns for another cycle.38
When the reproductive value of the cryo-eggs is coupled with a particular quantity that becomes contractualized as reproductive success,
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the egg freezing decision is framed in an economic logic of cost per cycle
or per egg—such as $5000 for 12 eggs. This foregrounds egg quantity
and cost efficiency as the key levers in decisions about repeat cycles,
rather than a primary focus on, for example, gauging medical risk, time
investment, or emotional response to treatment. What is, then, at stake
in the first phase of egg freezing is the emergence of a calculus of fertility
in which expected success rates and egg quantities form the basis of a
treatment rationale for determining the degree of “reproductive success”
associated with the eggs in the freezer.
Precisely because there is no clear outcome of a live birth or lack
thereof, the goalpost for reproductive success can become contingent on
the fertility clinic’s standards or new norms in egg freezing discourses. It
is this uncertainty of the goalposts that makes drawing attention to the
advertised treatment rationales so pertinent. The difference between a
recommended 12 or 30 eggs to complete the first phase of an egg freezing course would typically translate into a difference of several treatment
cycles and increased treatment costs running in the thousands. Because
egg freezing is a practice that is marketed as a means for women to be
proactive and motivated by a sense of being informed about fertility,
there is potential for conflicts of interest as fertility companies at once
offer this information, determine guideline numbers for pricing packages, and deliver the treatments themselves.
Although guaranteed “take-home baby” and multicycle IVF packages frequently result in patients paying more than they otherwise
would, those who overpay because the treatment worked early on still
report positive experiences because of the popular conceptualization of
children as “priceless” and irreducible to market value.39 If no child is
born, the money-back arrangement mitigates the financial loss and offers people the means to pursue other options with the refund. In other
words, these packages present a dynamic in which reproductive success
is worth the financial investment, while the financial loss of reproductive failures is limited in comparison with a nonrefundable single-cycle
payment.40
In egg freezing packages, where eggs instead of babies represent the
treatment outcome, a different dynamic of pricelessness emerges. The
cryo-eggs’ pricelessness follows from their “promissory” value as vital
elements for creating future children as well as what Waldby calls their
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“singularity” as a means to establish a genetic kinship link to this potential offspring.41 Bringing together monetary and reproductive value in
new ways, the cryo-eggs both promise a priceless future return and presently embody a reproductivity that is preserved while embodied fertility
declines.
The pricelessness of frozen eggs also relates to the affects associated
with the procedure in egg freezing discourses—including peace of mind,
empowerment, and a sense of being in control. Much as the London
Women’s Clinic offers discounted three-cycle IVF packages and states
that patients feel “more relaxed” from the outset because “they know
that they have further opportunities for pregnancy,” so the egg freezing
packages cater to an affective result of relaxation, empowerment, and
assurance associated with the potential and perceived fertility extensions
enabled by frozen eggs. The very names of packages like “Assure 20” and
“EggSAFE” foreground the sense of safety, security, and reassurance associated with the frozen eggs. In keeping with Schellart’s sense that her
biological clock ticked a little less loudly after she froze 20 eggs, the egg
freezing treatment and financial packages position 12, 20, or 30 eggs as
the reproductive achievement that functions as a reassuring endpoint
for treatment. The priceless value of the eggs, then, follows from the
way in which they are understood to turn the uncertainty associated
with precarious fertility into a more assured bioprepared fertility. Yet
precisely in this move, this unstable and changing referent of reproductive success can equally function to extend anticipatory anxiety beyond
the first egg freezing cycle by setting up a multicycle norm through an
egg-based calculus of fertility.

Financing Fertility
Because egg freezing packages have a relatively high up-front cost, they
are frequently offered alongside fertility loans. This is not unique to OC
practices; the distribution of consumer credit through clinics is widespread throughout the fertility industry. In the United States, almost
50% of fertility clinics mention credit on their websites, often through
third-party fertility lenders, such as CapexMD, IntegraMed, and Prosper.42 Reflecting a national context characterized by a fee-for-service
economy of healthcare and higher treatment fees, 70% of women using
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fertility treatment in the United States accrued debt. Almost half of these
women incurred over $10,000 in debt, and younger women (25 to 34)
borrowed significantly more than their seniors.43
In the United Kingdom, where medical loans are much less prevalent
due to the general health coverage of the NHS, fertility financing companies have only begun to appear more recently, in the 2010s. At the time
of writing, Access Fertility, incorporated in 2013, offers multicycle and
guarantee packages for 33 major UK clinics—including CARE, GCRM,
and Bourn Hall—and Fertility Finance, incorporated in 2016, provides
loans to pay for these packages. These two main players in UK fertility
financing overlap with the US fertility sector, as clinicians from major
US clinics hold majority shares in these companies. So while fertility
lenders’ websites typically emphasize the intention to help or understand
intended parents’ financial stress,44 fertility loans offered through clinics also regularly double as investment opportunities for physicians, as
is the case for major lenders, including the abovementioned CapexMD
(US) and Access Fertility (UK).45
Fertility lenders may present financing as a “win-win situation” for
patients and clinics that make treatment and package deals more accessible to intended parents, while also improving the clinics’ cash flow.46
In the case of multicycle and guarantee treatment packages in particular,
clinics can increase revenue by requiring advance payment for future
treatments and attracting more patients while lenders benefit from the
interest paid over the loans required to meet the associated high up-front
cost. In the particular type of reproductive-financial decision making
that is required in package arrangements, the availability of loans runs
the risk of encouraging overtreatment or overpayment.47 Legal scholars
have raised concerns about the potential conflict of interest arising from
arrangements between clinics and lenders, given the specificity of the
power and trust relation between doctors and patients and the potential
financial incentives for prescribing both particular treatments and the
means to finance them.48 So while they may be valuable to people struggling to afford treatment, fertility loans can also change the dynamics
between financial and reproductive decision making for patients and
professionals alike.
High up-front costs present a different consideration for women who
are interested in egg freezing. The group of potential egg freezers is quite
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large; in one survey among over a thousand women, almost a third indicated that they would consider freezing their eggs. Yet what kept them
from doing so was, at least in part, the high treatment costs of egg freezing.49 This is understandable; the total costs for an egg freezing cycle run
in the thousands in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands and averaged $16,000 in the United States in 2017. The frozen eggs moreover
require annual storage fees that vary from €40 in the Netherlands to an
average of $1100 in New York City.50 Traditionally, fertility clinics have
offered high-priced IVF treatments to a relatively low volume of patients
at rates that exceed 30% of the US average household income. Predictably,
highly educated, white, and middle-class people are overrepresented in
this group—even when treatment costs are covered by insurance.51
Likewise, the uptake of egg freezing is skewed towards this particular
group of women. June Carbone and Naomi Cahn propose that this reflects differences not only in access to wealth but also in education and
career opportunities, relationship patterns, and understandings about
the trade-offs between “work and family, fathers and mothers, single
and dual-parenting.” As egg freezing reorients highly educated women
to “match the cycles of the male-oriented workplace they have won the
right to enter,” Carbone and Cahn argue that it has the potential to exacerbate existing class differences in timing reproduction.52 It likewise
reproduces other social stratifications; although economically privileged
people of all racial, ethnic, and national origins can and do freeze their
eggs, those more likely to possess the means to afford treatment or loans
remain “over-determined by the racial, class and opportunity structures
established over the previous centuries of slavery, genocide and colonization.”53 Strikingly, however, unlike the reproductive stratifications
produced by more unambiguously conceptive technologies, egg freezing practices may reflect social inequalities that promote elite, affluent
childbearing, but in practice only a relatively limited number of children are born from frozen eggs as few women return to use them and
most cryo-eggs won’t result in a live birth. The status of OC as at once
a reproductive and a nonreproductive technology thus complicates the
relation between access to this particular technology and its reproductive outcomes.
While access to egg freezing is largely determined by, and indeed reinforces, existing class and racial inequalities, the capital investments
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in egg freezing reflect an effort to address a larger group of women as
egg freezing candidates—including those who cannot (easily) afford the
procedure and who are younger.54 Because costs are a key barrier to
treatment for these groups, which neither seek to get pregnant at present nor necessarily experience the urgency of a perceived “fertility cliff,”
it is not surprising that programs aimed at broadening the appeal of
egg freezing are regularly offered in conjunction with offers of lower
treatment costs as well as payment plans and fertility loans. This is particularly evident in the specialized financing that is at the forefront of
three major egg freezing start-ups in the United States—Extend Fertility,
Progyny, and Prelude—which seek to turn fertility preservation into a
mainstream procedure.

Mainstreaming Fertility Preservation
Representing an alternative model for organizing fertility care, the three
egg freezing start-ups function as integrated fertility companies that
bring together different services on their online platforms. Rather than
fertility clinics offering the OC procedure, these egg freezing start-ups
amalgamate geographically dispersed clinical, financial, and communication services under one recognizable brand name, which becomes the
point of contact for the (potential) patient.
These fertility start-ups have all received significant capital investment, as the increasing number of women freezing their eggs year on
year suggested potential for future growth.55 Buoyed by millions of dollars of private-equity and venture-capital investments, specialized egg
freezing start-ups have emerged and scaled up rapidly, thereby changing
the landscape of US IVF. Prelude Fertility, for example, is a major new
player focused on egg freezing; it was founded in 2016 with the aid of a
$200 million investment from Lee Equity. With its investment, Prelude
bought dozens of IVF clinics across the country and became the second
largest US fertility company within a year.56 Extend Fertility has operated for a decade through its network of IVF clinics and, in 2016, opened
the world’s first egg-freezing-only clinic in New York.57 This business is
backed by private equity from North Peak Capital and received a further
$15 million in 2019 from Regal Healthcare Capital Partners. Progyny,
which sells fertility benefits covering egg freezing to employers, secured
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almost $100 million in equity to grow its corporate fertility benefit business, a process that has been aided by a strategic alliance with Mercer,
the world’s largest HR company.58 Progyny subsequently became the
first fertility benefits company to go public, as it started trading on the
NASDAQ Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “PGNY” in 2019.
Symptomatic of a wider financialization of fertility, the funding attracted
for these companies highlights that capital investment is a driving factor
in the expansion and promotion of egg freezing.59
Online platforms provide a key means for these fertility start-ups to
reach out to a larger group of potential patients as well as wider affiliated
clinical networks. A case in point, Prelude used its equity investment
to build a nationwide fertility network and concentrate its marketing
efforts through its online presence—and this is exactly what the equity
investors had in mind when they funded the company. Lee Equity was
interested in the growth potential of IVF, in part because of the rising
age of first-time mothers, some of whom would experience difficulty
conceiving, but also because fertility “awareness” could function as a
means to further broaden the demand for IVF-based treatments. Collins
Ward, a partner at Lee Equity, says that the “biggest surprise” he encountered in the fertility industry was the “low awareness of fertility services.”
So the investment in Prelude was coupled with the “significant costs” of
a big marketing push intended to, in Ward’s words, “speak to younger
patients and younger Americans who live in social and digital media.”
It is this drive to “increase awareness” that bears the promise of “a sizable upside in years to come” by proactively appealing to a new group of
potential patients, who are themselves encouraged to be proactive about
fertility.60 Now comprising a nationwide network, Prelude’s mission “to
educate a generation of women of childbearing age about their fertility”
and its “commitment to improving fertility awareness, and providing a
proactive approach to family building” has a widespread reach.61 This
shows how the discursive framing of fertility as proactively extendable
and capital investments in egg freezing mutually reinforce one another.
This platformized approach to promoting egg freezing combines
presenting aesthetically pleasing fertility information that outlines the
conditions for fertile women’s self-referral with specific payment plans.
Extend Fertility’s online platform, for example, links detailed information about fertility decline with financial plans that allow women to pur-
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chase egg freezing from $101 a month, which is described as “a price that
makes sense at this point in their lives.”62 Likewise, Prelude provides
fertility and treatment information on its online platform and offers egg
freezing payment plans that may be purchased from $99 a month, stating that “finances won’t stand in your way.”63 Rather than the conventional fee-for-service approach to IVF, Prelude offers a long-term plan
that lowers patients’ initial financial investment, but extends the time of
financial transaction with the fertility company. It thus sets up an ongoing financial engagement that mirrors an ongoing engagement with
reproductive potential across the fertile and infertile life stages. Progyny
instead promotes egg freezing through employer insurance packages,
which have been adopted by a growing number of Fortune 500 companies.64 Developed from a merger with Fertility Authority, the largest US
online fertility portal with one million monthly visitors, Progyny’s insurance services are intertwined with its online communication portfolio, consisting of its website, online concierge services, and mobile apps.
The shared message of these companies is that young women should
be encouraged to be “proactive” in managing their fertility in the face of
the progressive loss of their embodied eggs’ reproductive potential. This
notion of being “proactive” is at the core of these companies’ missions.
Prelude describes itself as “a comprehensive fertility company with a
focus on providing proactive fertility care,” a focus that is reflected in
its slogan: “It’s time to take charge of your fertility.”65 Likewise, Extend
Fertility presents itself as “the first service in the country to focus exclusively on women who want to proactively preserve their fertility
options,” and CEO Gina Bartasi defines Progyny as a “leading digital
healthcare company combining data and science to provide the first
end-to-end, proactive fertility solution for employers.”66 The emphasis
on proactive fertility care suggests a contradistinction with the existing—by implication reactive—model, in which clinics treat people who
would like to have children, but experience infertility or other barriers
to reproduction. By contrast, in the proactive model of fertility care,
female fertility requires active, technologized management earlier in life
in order to enable the possibility of having children later on.
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The Debt Financing of Egg Freezing
When coupled with financing plans, this emphasis on proactive, earlier freezing expresses a treatment rationale in which it is better not to
save up and freeze eggs later, but to do so now at “a price that makes
sense” and preserve youthful reproductive potential sooner.67 As the
means to enable proactive freezing, fertility financing thus plays a key
role in expanding the assisted reproduction market to include the fertility management of healthy, presumably fertile women. Fertility loans
are presented as a form of financial support that increases access to egg
freezing—albeit by making the people who can least afford it pay more
over time.68 By promoting both a “proactive” treatment rationale and
fertility financing, this debt financing of egg freezing thus creates value
through a double temporal movement of anticipation and deferral; it
combines treating future infertility in the present and paying for present
treatment in the future.
By means of this double movement of anticipation and deferral, egg
freezing is not only a technology that extends infertility treatment to
the fertile population; it also transforms fertility treatment into an ongoing relation of value exchange between women and fertility companies.
Both through its future-oriented treatment rationale and its debt financing, egg freezing aligns neatly with the key premise of “relationship
marketing”: that “the real purpose of a business is to create and sustain
mutually beneficial relationships.”69 Because it requires the financial and
physical investment of an egg-extraction cycle at present, but defers potential fertilization and implantation procedures to the future, egg freezing particularly facilitates building a long-term relationship between the
patient and the fertility clinic.
In relationship marketing, “the cement that binds successful relationships is the two-way flow of value.”70 The abovementioned egg freezing
arrangements establish such a two-way flow of value between women
and fertility companies through the figure of the egg. They require ongoing loan and storage payments to assure the eggs’ continued preservation. In turn, the patient receives the priceless reproductive value
ascribed to the cryo-eggs. As debt becomes itself a source of revenue for
fertility companies and lenders, value is created through an exchange
of financial and reproductive risk: as patients shift the risk of future in-
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fertility to the clinic through egg cryopreservation, clinics and lenders
transfer the risk of nonpayment to patients through interest rates and
fees.71 In this dynamic exchange, fertility lending thus aligns companies’
capital accumulation with patients’ fertility accumulation.
However, because the cryo-eggs’ value is not directly legible to the
patient, the eggs are a rather adaptable referent for reproductive value.
In the absence of a live birth to signify reproductive success, it is the
discursive framing of the cryo-eggs as materializations of continued fertility, potential children, or a halted biological clock that renders them
valuable. Egg freezing companies play a key role in discursively mediating the cryo-eggs by setting the terms for the exchange between capital
and reproductive value in treatment and financial arrangements. If the
exchange of capital and reproductive value couples the ongoing financial
investment in the cryo-eggs with a symbolic investment in their continued reproductive value, egg freezing becomes a condition of emergence
for a capitalist reconfiguration of reproductive aging, in which value exchange lies at the foundation of the postfertile relation between the cell
and self.

Streamlining Fertility
The mainstreaming of egg freezing as a technology for ongoing, proactive fertility management in these networks is part of a broader
development of streamlining treatments into pre-set pathways towards
future reproduction. More than only a treatment to circumvent potential future infertility, egg freezing here functions as one element in
fertility treatment packages that cover the entire reproductive process
“from beginning to end.” Egg freezing then becomes an entry point into
a long-term, technologically managed reproductive trajectory across the
life course.
Branded packages bundle a set of treatments under a single, binding rationality that both discursively constructs and offers to mitigate
the precariousness of fertility from early adulthood onwards. For example, the Prelude Method bundles “freezing sperm and eggs when you
are fertile, making embryos when you are ready, genetically sequencing parents and embryos to reduce the frequency of congenital illness,
and transferring one at a time to reduce multiple pregnancies.”72 This
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method presents an alternative to the “menuization” of IVF, which has
been controversial for requiring patients to decide whether they should
include additional “add-on” treatments—such as genetic screening—in
their IVF cycle. Instead, the Prelude Method proposes a streamlined
approach to fertility management that combines egg freezing with a
predefined treatment trajectory that spans an extended time during the
reproductive life course and beyond. In this classic attempt at medicalization, egg freezing plays a pivotal role in a wider project of recruiting healthy people to undergo an IVF cycle and genetically screen their
embryos. The financial-clinical rationale of the Prelude Method encourages an ongoing exchange of value in order to achieve a notion of
risk-reduced fertility and reproduction.
The Prelude Method follows the vision of Martin Varsavsky, a serial
entrepreneur who made his fortune with real estate, biotechnology, and
telecom companies such as FON, self-reportedly the world’s largest WiFi
network, with 21 million hotspots across the globe. Branching out to
fertility technologies, Varsavsky secured $200 million in investments to
launch Prelude in 2016. He seeks to mainstream infertility treatment
by appealing to the fertile population and convincing them to preserve
their gametes and screen their embryos. Accordingly, Prelude is marketed as a “fertility company” rather than an infertility clinic. In this
fertility company, reproductive technologies are not a treatment for infertility but “a complementary strategy to starting a family by having
sex.”73 Just as US people generally have babies in clinics rather than at
home, Varsavsky proposed at a technology conference in 2015, people
should make children in clinics rather than in bed. He makes the case
that, compared to the Prelude Method, relying only on sex to conceive
runs increased risks of future infertility, medical abortions, miscarriage,
and congenital diseases.74 The Prelude Method is thus presented as a
safer alternative to avoid such risks and “have a healthy baby when you
are ready.”75
As opposed to a binary between fertile and infertile states, the Prelude Method suggests a more postfertile approach in which these categories overlap:
As opposed to people who solely rely on sex to make babies, people who
rely on both sex and Prelude have a much greater chance of achieving
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their parental goals of having healthy babies when they are ready. Prelude
uses the technology available to infertile people, on fertile people. At Prelude we believe that something as important as having a baby, and equally
important, a healthy baby, should not be left to chance.76

Varsavsky’s words point to a shift away from distinct reproductive categories that separate out those who need fertility treatment and those who
do not. Rather, the Prelude model points to a parallel shift that Kaushik
Sunder Rajan described in the context of postgenomics: “a reconfiguration of subject categories away from normality and pathology and
toward variability and risk, thereby placing every individual within a
probability calculus as a potential target for therapeutic intervention.”77
Varsavsky specifically positions age as the driving force behind this
shift. He suggests that the Prelude Method is
an alternative that only occasionally would be necessary if millennials
had their children at the same age as baby boomers had theirs. By stretching youth into our 40s, we’ve squeezed maternity out of the equation. A
large segment of women is ending up with no children, or just one or two,
when they wanted more. Or, because of advanced maternal and paternal
age, they are having babies with significant health problems.78

Varsavsky thus proposes a shift towards a situation in which social constructions of “youth” and an incongruent biological “advanced maternal
and paternal age” have begun to overlap. This shift motivates the new
treatment rationale he proposes, in which reproductive technologies are
no longer solely indicated for infertile people but also for a large, if class-
specific, segment of a generational cohort whose continued fertility has
become precarious in the face of changing trends of later reproduction.
The narrative of rising involuntary infertility provides the motivation
for a shift towards a more speculative model of reproductive care that is
universally indicated and organized around a self-investment logic. In
this model, potential future childbearing requires ongoing reproductive
risk management—with screened ovaries and frozen eggs—at a time
that is altogether divorced from the moment in which a pregnancy is
desired. With the move of serial entrepreneurs into the fertility industry,
and the significant private equity investment raised for egg freezing, the
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very understanding of fertility becomes itself entrepreneurialized as the
site of ongoing personal investment into reproductive futures.

Fertility Insurance
Yet this neoliberal self-investment logic, which marries reproductive
and financial decision making, is not altogether individualized; it is
also increasingly embedded in the organization of labor. Progyny’s egg
freezing benefit packages, which integrate reproductive and productive
labor, illustrate this point. Not unlike Prelude, Progyny streamlines egg
freezing into a long-term treatment package with its SMART™ (Science
and Member-Driven Assisted Reproductive Technology) Cycle. This
package covers consultations, tests, and infertility treatments, such as
egg freezing, intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), assisted hatching, and genetic selection technologies (PGS) for single embryo transfer.
Progyny describes its bundled coverage as
the first end-to-end proactive fertility solution for both large, self-insured
employers, as well as today’s informed consumer looking to manage their
reproductive health, reduce their time to pregnancy, reduce cost and improve outcomes.79

Akin to the Prelude Method, this approach similarly streamlines egg
freezing into a more extensive treatment trajectory. Yet instead of a
monthly payment package sold directly to women, Progyny arranges
fertility benefits through their employers. The management of female
reproductive risk is thus not only a matter of self-investment but is further expanded to include corporate investment in employees’ continued
fertility.
Progyny’s SMART packages thus streamline egg freezing into a
long-term, highly technologized treatment plan driven by a proactive
rationale. On the one hand, this occurs through the coverage of future
treatments, including “add-on” treatments like assisted hatching and genetic embryo screening (PGS).80 On the other, Progyny’s various online
communication services provide the basis for conveying a treatment
logic through which egg freezing makes sense as a form of investment
on the part of both employer and employee. Self-identified as a digital
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health company, Progyny emphasizes online communication as an important part of its services, which include a “concierge fertility benefit”
for remote treatment advice to people covered by the insurance, fertility
education initiatives, podcasts, and mobile apps. In 2018, it moreover
launched an app in collaboration with wellness technology company
Happify Health to help people “manage their emotions in a way that
supports their fertility objectives (with a goal of shortening the path to
pregnancy).”81 The particular logic of relying on reproductive technologies to both slow down reproductive aging and, later on, speed up “the
path to pregnancy” thus becomes part of the discursive framing of egg
freezing through Progyny’s streamlined package of clinical, financial,
and communication services.
When Facebook and Apple first started offering egg freezing insurance benefits in 2014, this move prompted widespread journalistic and
scholarly discussions. Although some welcomed the initiative to broaden
access to egg freezing technologies to the women working in these organizations, many commentators raised concerns about the covertly
coercive nature of this benefit, which could be framed as an encouragement to delay having children and may send out a signal that career success and motherhood are incompatible. Questions have moreover been
raised about whether these benefits cover all female employees equally,
whether they would set new standards that require women to alter their
bodies to fit into a workplace ideal, and whether they would jeopardize
support for other policies, including enhanced salaries, family leave,
childcare subsidies, holiday time, and general healthcare coverage.82
While the discussions about these benefits focused on the possibility
that companies may be implicitly encouraging their female employees to
delay having children, the rationales suggested to these companies rely
on a more indirect logic of return on investment. Many companies offer
the egg freezing benefits not in isolation but as part of relatively generous fertility and family benefits, often including parental leave, childcare
services, and a “baby bonus.” Even though this does not rule out that the
addition of egg freezing could be an antinatalist measure in certain business cultures, it does suggest that cryopreservation and parental benefits
are not, in principle or even in practice, mutually exclusive.83
Rather than necessarily discouraging employees’ reproduction as
such, these insurance packages encourage the abovementioned proac-
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tive model of reproduction. Progyny makes the case for fertility benefits
to companies by suggesting that this proactive approach to managing
fertility will provide employers with better returns on investment (ROI)
than the reactive model of IVF. The SMART Cycle, they suggest, proposes an alternative to a reactive model in which people undergo IVF
treatment only when they are diagnosed as infertile and subsequently
transfer multiple embryos at once to increase chances of a live birth per
cycle. Progyny argues that this is not beneficial to employers, because
they first risk paying for absenteeism associated with infertility and
repeated IVF cycles. Subsequently, the higher percentages of multiple
pregnancies associated with this approach could result in elevated costs
of high-risk maternity care, multiples, and neonatal care (NICU) for employers, even if they did not pay for the original fertility treatment.
So instead Progyny suggests that its SMART Cycle offers a proactive
alternative that uses younger, frozen eggs and implants fewer embryos
after genetic testing. This, Progyny proposes, provides better return on
investment because it limits the abovementioned costs associated with
reactive IVF treatment. Furthermore, the company advises that the
SMART cycle is a “retention tool” for HR departments and helps PR by
fostering a company’s “family friendly” and innovative image.84 Within
this ROI-driven treatment rationale, egg freezing is positioned as a sensible first step towards a more cost-efficient method of technologized
reproduction for employees. With the introduction of OC workplace
benefits, fertility thus becomes enlisted in the calculative practices of
corporate insurance and human resource management, as well as the
financial investment logics that underlie them. Therefore, the shift represented by egg freezing benefits is not so much a discouragement of
reproduction altogether as an institutionalization of a proactive, technologized approach to fertility management, which is rationalized
as a means of maximizing both reproductive and financial return on
investment.
Beyond simply another perk, egg freezing benefits represent a
broader, infrastructural shift both in the rationale for fertility treatment and in the organization of assisted reproduction. In 2019, Progyny
served 80 self-insured employers across 20 industries, including three of
the top 10 Fortune 500 companies, and its fertility benefits covered 1.4
million employees.85 Its network spanned 800 fertility specialists across
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the United States.86 Thus broadening its reach to more potential patients,
this online, platformized organization of fertility treatment centralizes
the discursive framing of egg freezing as, on the one hand, a tool for
employees to self-invest in future fertility to both extend and speed up
the time to pregnancy and, on the other, a tool for employers to increase
ROI on health benefits. Egg freezing is thus at the heart of a “shift from
current reactive treatments . . . to the proactive management of lifelong
reproductive potential,”87 which is reinforced through the employer and
the online, platformized fertility company alike. Significantly, the notion
of fertility itself is rethought through capital logic as the financial investment rationales for the employers underpin the suggested reproductive
investment rationales for their patient-employees.

Conclusion
The emergence of the frozen egg as an entity that can exist outside of a
woman’s body, yet maintains its reproductive potential, poses new ways
of imagining what it means to be fertile. In her account of undergoing
the OC procedure, blogger Eggfreezer offers insight into the implications
of the egg’s temporal latency for the conceptualization of reproductive
aging. The photographed frozen egg, and her textual framing of this
image, convey that the eggs rendered visible in OC may be seen both as
individualized “building blocks” of the potential future child and as a
means to distribute reproductive embodiment across bodies and freezers. These cryopreserved cells also play a central role in the marketing
and education efforts, treatment rationales, and calculative practices
presented by fertility companies. When cryo-eggs become a metric for
calculating chances of future reproduction, egg freezing is reframed as
not necessarily a one-off intervention but rather a first step in a longer-
term technologized reproductive trajectory.
Eggfreezer’s presentation of her frozen egg highlights its potentiality, individuality, and temporal plasticity, while also framing it as the
antidote to a decline narrative of embodied reproductive aging—it stays
32 forever in the freezer and the photograph. Rather than a supportive
environment, Eggfreezer’s body is positioned as a problematically aging
vessel for the egg, to which the liquid nitrogen freezer is an ageless alternative. However, because Eggfreezer also reads the egg as “part of me,”
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the cryopreserved cell’s image also functions as the means to agentically
reconfigure and reconceptualize reproductive aging as encompassing
both cell and self. In this process, the egg’s temporal plasticity becomes
the basis for an engagement with finitude and a reflexive reconsideration
of reproductive aging as a distributed process.
The precariousness of fertility characteristic of egg freezing discourses
is, then, not only relevant to the initial stage of treatment but repeated
in the incremental steps of fertility preservation. After the choice for egg
freezing has been made, fertility can be rendered precarious once more
after the first cycle. In the marketing of egg freezing by major fertility networks, the discursive framing of frozen eggs as measurements of
reproductive time or reproductive potential is the foundation for treatment rationales that set up multicycle norms for OC treatment. The
concomitant doubling or tripling of expenses may be mitigated by multicycle payment plans or guarantee plans. Because there is no current cultural or clinical consensus on the quantity or quality of eggs required for
achieving a form of bioprepared fertility, patients are vulnerable to the
potential conflicts of interest that may emerge in the absence of a clear
marker of reproductive success. Situated in a reproductive-industrial
complex in which increased treatment cycles benefit not only clinics but
also third-party lenders, digital health networks, investors, and pharmaceutical companies, the choice to freeze one’s eggs ought not to be
conceptualized as simply an individual consideration, or only reflecting
a set of social and demographic changes. Rather, it is important to also
analyze how specific discursive mediations and clinical infrastructures
provide the conditions for navigating the new reproductive and financial
decisions that emerge with egg freezing.
In the context of US egg freezing, the financial products such as subscription, loan, and guarantee plans are presented as a means to democratize access to treatment, yet, in doing so, they set up a dynamic
of investment and indebtedness in the process of preserving fertility.
Characteristic of financialization, this brings debt relations to the heart
of fertility preservation and sets up additional sources of OC-related
revenue through financial products, while enabling more spending on
treatment cycles. Fertility insurance displaces the promissory value and
speculative investment associated with egg freezing to the level of the
employer and thereby integrates the (financial) management of fertil-
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ity into the realm of labor. In turn, equity investments in egg freezing start-ups have significantly reshaped the reproductive-industrial
complex—through new mergers and acquisitions, network formations,
online marketing, and financial products. The financialization of fertility, in this context, references the significant financial investments
in a future in which ever more women freeze their eggs, the role of
equity investments in establishing the clinical and commercial infrastructures through which egg freezing becomes accessible, the calculative practices underlying dominant treatment rationales, and the role
of financial products in shaping both the stories and the streamlining
of fertility preservation.
This chapter’s analysis of the framing and distribution of frozen eggs
highlights how OC can function as an entrance point into a technologically mediated reproductive life course. It points to a shift in the
presentation of egg freezing as not simply an intervention to extend fertility but rather a technology for ongoing fertility management. As noted
above, these egg freezing practices enlist potential patients both before
and after they become infertile. Unlike reproductive technologies that
seek to achieve immediate conception and childbearing, egg freezing
enables the construction of different material-discursive iterations of
fertility throughout the life course. In this way, the biomedicalization of
both infertility and fertility begins to overlap. Critics have pointed out
how each stage of the (post)reproductive female life course has become
biomedicalized and requires ongoing intervention, whether through the
contraceptive pill, assisted reproductive technologies, or hormonal replacement treatment. With egg freezing, these different phases of the
biomedicalization of fertility start to overlap with one another: women
may now physically and financially invest in simultaneously preventing
conception with contraceptive pharmaceuticals and ensuring continued fertility with egg freezing. This ongoing technologized reproductive
management of women’s bodies is indicative of an emergent postfertile
condition, in which one can be at once too fertile and not fertile enough.
As egg freezing practices expand the target group for assisted reproduction, so embryo selection technologies expand the IVF cycle with additional steps and investments. One such embryo selection technology,
which is linked to egg freezing and the instrumentalization of reproductive time, is at the heart of the next chapter.
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Aging Embryos and Viable Rhythms
The Visualization and Commercialization
of Time-Lapse Embryo Selection

On June 11, 2013, a baby named Eva was born in Glasgow. Nine months
prior, the embryo from which Eva grew had been selected for implantation into her mother’s womb with the aid of time-lapse embryo imaging.
This technology films IVF embryos while they grow in the incubator
and uses the visual information to predict which ones are most likely to
result in a live birth. Eva’s birth made national headlines because she was
the first baby to be born after the use of a particular time-lapse system
called “Early Embryo Viability Assessment” (Eeva).1 The media coverage followed a press release by Auxogyn, the company that produced
the Eeva system, which emphasized the visual nature of this technology by including a video of Eva’s embryo in the press release.2 Framed
by logos and the caption of “Baby Eva,” the video shows a black-and-
white image of the fertilized egg, which divides several times before the
green-lettered word “HIGH” appears above it, referring to the embryo’s
predicted viability.
Auxogyn lauded time-lapse embryo imaging as “the most important
breakthrough in IVF in recent decades.”3 In an earlier BBC News report
on a different time-lapse system called the EmbryoScope, Dr. Simon
Fishel of CARE, the largest UK fertility group, similarly claimed, “In the
35 years I have been in this field, this is probably the most exciting and
significant development that can be of value to all patients seeking IVF.”4
Although many questions have since been raised about its efficacy, time-
lapse embryo imaging has changed the face of IVF by introducing a new
set of images, risks, and investments that revolve around the fertilized
egg and early embryonic aging.
In the egg freezing procedure, embryo selection is the next step after
the cryo-eggs are thawed and fertilized. The resulting embryos are put in
119
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Figure 4.1. Still from Video Baby Eva, Born 11 June 2013.

an incubator for three to five days before they may be implanted in the
womb. If more than one egg fertilizes and becomes an embryo, the embryologist will have to choose which embryo to implant. Conventional
embryo selection requires embryologists to remove the embryos briefly
from the incubator for a daily examination under the microscope. Time-
lapse imaging technologies, by contrast, allow for continuous observation by taking photographs every 5 to 20 minutes while the embryos
remain in the incubator. The resulting videos not only give increased
insight into the embryos’ appearance but also visualize a temporal dimension that remained invisible in the conventional method: the timing of cell divisions and the regularities of embryonic development. By
matching the videos with growth patterns of embryos that developed
into healthy fetuses, the time-lapse system suggests which embryos are
most likely to grow into a baby.5
The efficacy of time-lapse embryo imaging remains contentious. Some
studies suggest that this method may increase implantation, pregnancy,
and live birth rates,6 while others—including a Cochrane review—hold
that the evidence of increased pregnancy or live birth rates is lacking
or insufficient to justify the widespread clinical adoption of time-lapse
embryo imaging.7 And although the UK regulator likewise advises that
“there’s certainly not enough evidence to show that time-lapse imag-
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ing improves birth rates,” it is currently on offer in the majority of UK
clinics—often at an increased cost to the patient.8 Meanwhile, some
of the largest companies in the fertility sector have heavily invested in
time-lapse imaging, including biotech company Vitrolife (EmbryoScope
and Primo Vision) and pharmaceutical giant Merck (Geri and Eeva).9
With the clinical introduction of time-lapse imaging, embryo selection becomes a more visible step in the IVF process—one that requires
new decisions and financial investments from patients, fertility clinics,
and manufacturers. Forming a visual continuum with the egg’s photograph discussed in the previous chapter, the first frames of these time-
lapse videos depict the egg after fertilization and, as the cells divide, its
subsequent transformation into an embryo. Emerging in the wake of
influential visual reproductive technologies such as fetal ultrasound,
time-lapse embryo imaging offers an even earlier encounter with prenatal life. And as the names of systems like EmbryoScope and Primo
Vision suggest, the visualization of embryos is key to both the method
and the marketing of time-lapse technology.
The observation of embryos is also instrumental in registering the
timing of embryo development—or embryonic aging—as a key parameter for selecting which embryo(s) will be implanted in the womb.10 The
time-lapse systems film the developing embryos, quantify the visual information, and use this to predict their viability through algorithmic
analysis. In doing so, time-lapse embryo imaging brings embryonic
aging—e.g., the rhythmic regularity of cellular division—to the forefront
of assisted reproduction. In other words, the precise timing of the embryonic aging process is central to this method of calculating embryo
viability.
In keeping with this study’s overall focus on aging and fertility, I here
draw attention to the visualization, instrumentalization, and commercialization of embryonic aging in IVF. Drawing on the politicized history of imaging prenatal life, I analyze the rewriting of human origin
stories with these prenatal images, in which embryos may be presented
as individuals, collectives, or populations. What is at stake in the instrumentalization of embryonic aging in time-lapse embryo imaging is
the creation of new risks, modes of value creation, and power relations
in the fertility sector. The introduction of this technology must be situated in the context of consolidating fertility, biotech, and pharmaceutical
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Figure 4.2. Still from Baby Eva, Born 11 June 2013.

companies, in which time-lapse embryo imaging may be employed to
produce new kinds of biocapital. Whereas the earlier chapters addressed
how embodied fertility became precarious in relation to the time of
cryopreservation, here it is the time of embryonic aging that becomes a
means of intensifying reproductive risk management and value generation in the IVF cycle. This method of embryo selection may then not just
result in more or less “IVF success” but also affects the conceptualization
and commercialization of aging at an embryonic level.11

Baby Embryo
The Baby Eva video shows a black-and-white image of a fertilized egg
developing into an embryo. At the end of the video, the “HIGH” inscription above the embryo suggests a link between a HIGH prediction and
a healthy baby.12 This link between the prediction and the future child
contributes to the framing of the embryo as an individual, an association that both has a politically charged history and aligns with the new
treatment rationales of time-lapse embryo imaging.
This presentation of embryos as individuals fits into a wider trend of
visualizing prenatal life at increasingly early stages of the reproductive
process, in a visual continuum from gamete to baby—a trend that also
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emerged in the previous chapter. Following Eggfreezer’s framing of the
photographed egg as a “building block” of the potential future child,
here the video portrays an origin story in which the embryo named
“Baby Eva” is individualized as the coming into existence of an identifiable person.13 In keeping with this individualized focus, the Eeva
website presents its technology to intended parents by pointing out that
“your embryo’s journey is captured in video form during the critical first
days of development.” Thus positioning the video as a recording of a
singular embryo, the website’s use of direct address to consider “your”
embryo emphasizes a parental responsibility towards this embryo and
its journey—one that can be met by employing the technology at the
“critical time” of the embryo’s early existence.14
Described as “the ultimate home movie,” the embryonic time-lapse
videos read like the earliest recording of the future child’s existence.15
The recognition of these videos as “home videos,” a genre associated
with intimate family life, signals the kinship work implicit in individualizing the embryo as a potential family member to the intended parents. In these videos, the home video convention of filming significant
events in children’s lives to produce “future memories” meets an origin
story that positions the incubated embryo as the beginning of children’s
lives.16 In a similar way, the Baby Eva video firmly attaches the identity
of the future child to these images and, by extension, suggests that the
embryo’s first cell divisions make up a significant, observable life event:
a future memory for both the potential child and her parents.
The individuality of prenatal life, and its visualization in medical imagery, is center stage in scholarly discussions on ultrasound testing and
fetal photography. Prenatal imagery has exceeded its medical function
and plays a key role in patient experiences, reproductive politics, and
the popular imagination of reproduction. Fetal images have been widely
criticized for visually constructing an autonomous, individual fetus that
appears to exist independently of its mother, thereby erasing the maternal body from view.17 Anti-abortion campaigns have appealed to this
medico-scientific imagery to extend personhood to the fetus and politicize the timing of its development, with the aim of reducing time limits
on, and access to, abortion.18 Fetal ultrasounds have also become widely
recognized and circulated images of prenatal kinship. For many expectant parents, the encounter with the ultrasound image is an integral part
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of the pregnancy experience.19 The presumed affect raised by these fetal
images is moreover mobilized in anti-abortion US policies enforcing
mandatory pre-abortion ultrasounds.20 In these examples, the fetus’s
visual resemblance to the potential future child is capitalized upon to
extend claims of individuality and personhood to it.
The image of the embryo, by contrast, has been used as an argument against its individuality. For instance, the embryo’s image played
a key role in ethical debates on the regulation of embryo research. In
the United Kingdom, the visible development of the embryo’s “primitive
streak” 14 days after conception marks the moment until which embryos
can legally be cultured in vitro. In the debates that led up to the establishment of this 14-day limit in UK law, proponents of embryo research
used the embryo’s image to argue against its individuality and pointed
to its appearance as a cluster of cells that lacks recognizably human features. For example, one Sunday Times columnist explained that early
embryos merely appear as “‘stem cells’ . . . stuck together like fluorescent
frogspawn.”21 Here early embryos are disavowed as lacking distinguishable and observable human elements and resembling the less valuable
reproductive tissue of another species.
While the embryo images functioned to dissociate the embryo from
fetal imagery in these debates, the visual representations of embryos appear to work to the opposite effect in a clinical context. In Sheryl de
Lacey’s study of IVF patients viewing their embryos, the participants—
all but one of whom became parents—described the experience of seeing embryos as an affirmation of them being “real”:
We’ve got a photo taken the day they [points to her twins] got implanted.
So you look at it and you think “yeah, well there’s Kylie and Jason sitting
there.” Martha points out the impact of the visual: “They’re real [the embryos], they’re very real and not many people see their children at eight
and ten cells.”22

The time-lapse embryo videos may similarly entail a significant visual
encounter for patients, in which the embryos also present the active progression from fertilized egg to developing embryo.23
Compared to De Lacey’s static embryo images, the time-lapse videos convey the embryos’ liveliness even more vividly, not only because
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Figure 4.3. Still from Eeva in Action (ASRM 2013).24

they are moving images but also because they create the illusion of time
speeding up. In this they are reminiscent of early scientific films produced over a century ago that showed sped-up cell development. These
videos of wriggling, dividing cells had the effect of both convincing audiences that “what they were seeing was really life” and making “the
subject more real . . . than still images.”25 In the time-lapse videos, the
speeding-up of playback time similarly makes the embryos appear more
alive, as they wobble and divide in their microwells.26 If the recording
and playback speed had been the same, the cells would appear motionless, save for an occasional cell division. Yet as Baby Eva’s embryonic
development over the course of several days is compressed into a one-
minute video, the increased speed dramatizes a much slower, less spectacular process and imbues the cells with a visible liveliness. The effect
of recognizing the embryos’ “realness” in the visual encounter that De
Lacey’s intended parents expressed may thus be intensified with embryo videos. This individualized liveliness of the embryo rendered real
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through accelerated motion has particular appeal in the ART context,
where the association of embryos and future children is at the heart of
the IVF practice.

Embryo Collectives: Grids of Potential
When the single embryo frame is zoomed out, a second set of images
emerges that shows a grid of several embryos developing at the same
time. A collective of embryos is growing side by side, each dividing
its cells at different moments and wriggling independently within its
square. The grid visually juxtaposes the differences between the embryos
and thereby invites a comparison: some divide their cells steadily, while
others lag behind. In doing so, the videos visualize the uneven development of the incubated embryos and the concomitant need for embryo
selection. A valuation is attached to the active, inactive, or seemingly
erratic behavior of the embryos in the last seconds of the video, when a
red “LOW” or a green “HIGH” appears underneath each of them.
This grid image presents the group of embryos in a vastly different
way from the single embryo that was celebrated as Baby Eva. In contrast
with its individualized counterpart, the grid video depicts the potentiality of life that a set of embryos hold collectively—a potentiality that
is not only dependent on the quality of the organic material, as is emphasized in discourses about age-related egg quality in OC, but can be
actualized through an investment in the right technology for selection.
The time-lapse videos present the embryos as visibly fallible, as some
cease to develop prematurely and others balloon to unusually large sizes.
They thus visualize an alternative organization of the reproductive process in which not only sperm but also embryos function as a multitude
that requires selection. Popular and scientific understandings of sperm
selection typically present the female reproductive tract as the in vivo
selection mechanism to prevent substandard sperm cells from interacting with the single egg released in ovulation.27 In these embryo videos,
it is the time-lapse system that similarly provides a selection mechanism
to prevent substandard embryos from being implanted. The logic of embodied “natural” reproductive selection of sperm thus matches with a
moment of in vitro technocultural selection of embryos.
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By visualizing the need for selection in this way, time-lapse embryo
imaging is part of a broader trend in which reproductive technologies
are used as a means of improving the timing of reproductive processes.
Whereas egg freezing is presented as a solution to female reproductive
aging by slowing down cellular time, time-lapse imaging is discussed
as a technology for speeding up the reproductive process. Embryologists sceptical of time-lapse imaging suggest that, even if the technology
would improve selection over conventional morphological assessment,
this would not improve pregnancy and birth rates because high-quality
embryos could be frozen and implanted one by one.28 Yet proponents
suggest that time-lapse embryo selection is preferable to conventional
selection to limit the number of implantations and shorten the time to
a viable pregnancy. In keeping with this approach, large pharmaceutical companies such as Merck match their investment in the promotion
and distribution of time-lapse technologies with a foregrounding of the
concept of “time to live birth” (TTLB) as a measure of the effectiveness
and efficiency of an intervention.29 By showing the differential fallibility
of an embryo collective, time-lapse embryo videos present a visual argument for embryo selection that may function more broadly as a technology to reconceptualize “IVF success” in temporal terms, as a speeding
up of the reproductive process.
In the abovementioned BBC News item on the EmbryoScope, Dr.
Fishel draws a link between in vivo and in vitro reproduction when he
describes the time-lapse embryo-imaging apparatus as “almost like having the embryo in the womb with a camera on [it].”30 Fishel’s assertion
suggests that the time-lapse embryo-imaging apparatus functions as an
alternative, technocultural “womb” in which embryos can be observed
through the integration of the camera.31 The notion that the embryo videos show what we would see if we could put a camera in the womb not
only naturalizes embryo selection as comparable to in vivo processes but
also implies that the time-lapse apparatus in fact constitutes an improvement on the inconveniently opaque body as it allows embryologists and
intended parents to observe, culture, and assess several embryos at once.
Following Sarah Franklin’s description of IVF as a model system that is
“at once an imitation and a substitute for the in vivo process it models in
vitro” and thereby “replicat[es] it in glass in a manner that both reveals
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how it works and changes this process into something else,” time-lapse
videos both reveal the embryonic aging process and visualize the embryos as a collective that requires selection.32
The framing of a single embryo representing Baby Eva and the grid
image of embryos thus represent two very different origin stories. The
former image, with its individualized embryo, appears to correspond to
an origin story that has been upheld in pro-life debates that “life begins
at conception,” and indeed the image could be employed to visualize
that standpoint.33 However, the Eeva press release does not ascribe personhood to every embryo, but specifically frames this image with the
text “Baby Eva, Born 11 June 2013.” This particular embryo is therefore
ascribed personhood because it was born; only after June 11, 2013, does it
retrospectively gain individuality as an embryo.
By contrast, the grid image of the embryos, with its weak and strong
elements, does not individualize the embryos but visualizes the need
for their selection in anticipation of a potential pregnancy and birth.
Auxogyn’s Eeva website presents its embryo-selection method as the
“difference you need for IVF success” and the test to “help reduce the
risk of IVF failure.”34 This discourse of risk and success is matched in
the grid image, which shows the embryo’s observably arrested, erratic,
or active development and overlays them with “high” and “low” inscriptions. With this visualization of the fallible nature of the embryos, the
time-lapse grid image may be employed to reframe reproduction as
technological achievement and the embryos as material that requires
selection. While the textual framing of “Baby Eva” individualizes the
embryo retrospectively, the “HIGH” and “LOW” inscriptions in the grid
image show an anticipatory orientation towards the embryos, in which
they figure as a collective with weak and strong elements that holds the
potential for a future live birth.
What distinguishes these two framings of the embryo is less a matter
of content—one is simply a zoomed-in version of one of the embryos
in the grid—and more a matter of temporality. While the image of the
embryo grid signifies an anticipatory potential throughout the process of
selection and awaiting pregnancy, the single embryo retrospectively becomes meaningful as an individual once a birth, or even an ultrasound,
has taken place that establishes individual personhood.
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Datafied Embryo Populations
Alongside the embryo collective and the individualized embryo, there
is a third type of embryo at the heart of time-lapse imaging: a historical population of datafied embryos that have previously been observed
and selected in these systems. All major time-lapse systems are currently
matched with proprietary algorithmic software packages, developed on
the basis of data gathered from previously incubated embryos, which
provide a data-driven tool for automatically selecting embryos for
implantation. The time-lapse videos conclude with an assessment of
each embryo—e.g., the “HIGH” or “LOW” displayed in the abovementioned images—which reflects the outcome of this algorithmic analysis.
Time-lapse embryo imaging systems thus do not only observe the
small embryo cohorts depicted in the grid image but can also collect
data over time and thereby translate a larger population of embryos into
a body of visual and temporal information. When this data is used to
create algorithms for selection, the in silico embryo populations provide
an analytic frame for observing the incubated in vitro embryo collective.
As a result, the embryo videos depict not only a synchronous comparison between the incubated embryos but also a diachronic one in relation to preceding populations. Through the lens of earlier observations
caught in a database, the statistically rendered embryonic population
frames the image of the developing embryo in the incubator’s eye.
By matching the embryos’ cellular growth patterns to previous embryonic populations’ recorded developmental rhythms, time-lapse
technology brings embryonic aging to the forefront in embryo selection.35 With this shift, the timing of embryonic development becomes
a key metric for determining which embryo can grow towards the fetal
stage, which returns to the freezer, is discarded, or remains in the lab
for further research. Giving new meaning to Franklin’s “instrumental
reframing of reproduction as technology,” the time-lapse apparatus thus
renders embryonic aging—its temporal regularities and its predictive
value in anticipating future growth—into a technology.36
Paradoxically, in this process of making embryonic aging more visible in time-lapse technologies, human vision is displaced as the only
lens employed for embryo selection. Not only are regularities of timing
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and textures that are not observable to the human eye detected through
pattern-recognition operations, but the vast data sets that inform the
assessment of the images become a component of what it means to “see”
the embryo. Automated pattern recognition and algorithmic predictive
analysis thus open up a new, data-driven way of seeing, an in silico vision, that integrates observation and calculation.37 Reproductive decision making on the part of embryologists and intended parents becomes
integrated with these new ways of seeing that increase the embryos’ visibility to a greater number of people yet make the foundations of the
decision-making process more opaque by relying on invisible data flows
and algorithms. In other words, more people can see the embryos, yet
what is seen—and what we should look at—shifts in datafied models of
time-lapse embryo selection. What is at stake in viewing the embryo as
if there were a camera in the womb is therefore not simply a question of
making the embryos visible but of making this visibility legible as a tool
for selection.
As the time-lapse embryo imaging apparatus incubates, observes, and
assesses the embryo, the embryonic tissue is variably visualized as a prenatal individual, as a collective that requires selection, and as a datafied
population that becomes integrated and instrumentalized in the time-
lapse system. These approaches to visualizing the embryo follow from
different temporal vantage points, in which the cellular tissue becomes
meaningful retrospectively, anticipatorily, or, combining the two, as
historical data for future selections. As the embryo videos become legible through the comparison with earlier populations, the visualization
of the embryos’ development is rendered into a tool for selection and
embryonic aging becomes itself part of the time-lapse technology—and
thereby holds significant commercial potential.

The Biovalue of Embryonic Aging
With the introduction of time-lapse technologies, embryonic aging
has become instrumentalized as a highly marketable tool for selection.
Embryonic aging is rendered valuable in the time-lapse system through
its observation and transformation into cell cycle data, which may be
used to derive parameters and algorithms that predict the viability of
other embryos. In the translations from cell divisions to data to method,
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these technologies produce what Catherine Waldby calls “biovalue,”
which “refers to the yield of both vitality and profitability produced by
the biotechnical reformulation of living processes.”38 In time-lapse selection, embryonic aging becomes the foundation for potentially increasing
both vitality, by transforming the embryo selection procedure, and
profitability, by both offering a new step in IVF that comes with an additional price tag and reframing embryonic aging as patentable property.
In the fertility clinic, time-lapse embryo imaging generates biovalue
by bringing the embryo into the intended parents’ view and presenting
them with additional clinical and financial choices for their IVF cycle.
In the embryo videos’ grid of potential, the risk of implanting the wrong
embryos becomes visible—and time-lapse technologies are presented as
a way of reducing it. When time-lapse imaging is promoted as a visible
way of relating to “your embryos,” it suggests an individual and financial
responsibility for managing the embryos’ potential. Meanwhile, producers of the systems appeal to IVF clinics by making the business case for
time-lapse embryo imaging both as a high-tech marketing tool and as
a means to increase income per cycle, given that the estimated cost is
significantly lower than the standard selling price per treatment.39 Embryonic aging is thus at the heart of an expansion of the IVF cycle with
time-lapse techniques, which may increase the biovalue of both a more
profitable treatment cycle and, if only potentially, a more efficient use of
the analyzed embryos themselves.
Time-lapse embryo imaging moreover provides the occasion for patenting embryonic aging as a tool for selection. As Waldby states, “The
process of producing biovalue is also the process of technical innovation
that enables the patenting of cell lines . . . as inventions, securing their
status as intellectual property and possible sources of profit for their
inventors.”40 Rather than generating new cellular life forms, time-lapse
technology produces new forms of biovalue enabled by reframing the
embryonic aging process itself—its visual registration and its function
as a tool for predictive analysis—as patentable property.
Since 2011, the timings of cellular development have been patented
as “predictive parameters” for embryo selection. Both US and European
patent offices issued the first time-lapse patents to Stanford University,
with exclusive licensing to Auxogyn (now Progyny), the company that
produced the Eeva system. The patents describe the association of “good
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developmental competence” with temporal markers of cellular development, such as a “cytokinesis 1 that lasts about 0–30 minutes” and a “time
interval . . . between the resolution of cytokinesis 1 and the onset of cytokinesis 2 [of] 8–15 hours.”41 Rather than describing only the method
of time-lapse analysis, the patent also covers the time it takes for cells to
divide and develop as part of Auxogyn’s intellectual property.
With the issuing of these patents, the question arises to what extent
the timing of embryonic aging is a natural phenomenon, and therefore
unpatentable, or an essential part of a new, patentable invention. Jacques
Cohen, chief editor of Reproductive BioMedicine Online, led a scholarly
response to the Auxogyn patents and wrote a plea in this journal against
“patenting time and other natural phenomena”:
Claiming cell cycle timing or duration as an invention that merits a patent would strike most students of developmental biology as an unlikely
proposition but researchers at Stanford University have successfully done
exactly that! The first three cell cycles in the human embryo developing in
vitro are now owned by a corporation.42

Cohen argued that “the length of the cell cycle is not an invention and
its key role in development is not a new observation; it is an indisputable
and well-known fact of nature” that has been described since the late
19th century. A precedent of patenting temporal cellular phenomena, he
claimed, will have long-term problematic effects.43 In response, Stanford
professor and inventor of the patent, Renee Reijo Pera, claimed that the
patents cover the “assays intended to distinguish optimal [and suboptimal] embryos for transfer in IVF” and therefore entail a method rather
than a natural phenomenon.44
In the ensuing riposte between Reijo Pera and Cohen, the former
argued that the “diagnosis of embryo viability” does not address a “naturally occurring phenomenon” because there is “no need to distinguish
quality amongst as many as 5–10 embryos (or even more) in natural
conception; and in nature women simply do not conceive outside of the
body.”45 Cohen responded that no studies have supported the premise
that in vivo and in vitro cell cycles are fundamentally different processes;
in fact, it is their close resemblance that has resulted in the birth of over
five million children from IVF. “Arguing that those processes were
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somehow not natural (and therefore patentable),” he suggested, “may
instigate an entirely different discussion, not unlike those that engaged
the opponents of IVF in its early days.”46
Yet what is at stake here is not so much the nature of the incubated
embryos’ naturalness but the reconceptualization of embryonic aging as
part of the time-lapse technology and method. In time-lapse systems,
every incubated embryo may not only produce a fetus but also generate
a new data set that may be instrumentalized for future selections. The
incubated embryos thus become nodes for data generation, which at
once propel clinical and scientific knowledge production and steer embryological decision making for future selections. Once datafied as both
tool and object of selection, the incubated developing embryo enters the
realm of economic valuation not, in the first instance, as an exchangeable commodity but rather as a generative node in an ongoing automated process of data and algorithm production that anticipates and,
potentially, enables future reproduction.47 The key transformative aspect
of time-lapse embryo imaging thus follows from the data-generativity of
the embryo and the particular ways in which knowledge, reproductive
value, and capital value become enmeshed in the datafication of embryo
selection.

Algorithms for Embryo Selection
This datafication of embryo selection reconfigures the nature of reproductive decision making in IVF, as embryologists may now combine
their visual assessment of the embryos with the algorithmic analysis
of the machine. At a time when time-lapse distributors such as Merck
are investing in a drive towards automation and standardization in IVF,
decisions about embryo selection are becoming heavily reliant on large
data sets and new interfaces through which the embryo, and its potential reproductivity, become legible. This shift relies on the emergence
of specific algorithms developed on the basis of data taken from previous embryo populations, which have become products in their own
right and are integral to the commercialization strategies of data-driven
embryo selection.
When IVF cycles become data generating, the fertility clinic takes up
a new role of gathering sizeable data sets on developing embryos and, in
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some cases, using these to develop in-house algorithms. Time-lapse system producers, likewise, are gaining access to uniquely large, privately
held data sets about embryo development, which may be used to create
new algorithmic products for embryo selection. For example, Vitrolife,
producer of the popular EmbryoScope system, has access to embryo development profiles and implantation outcomes from over 30,000 embryos. Embryologists and IVF clinics worldwide have contributed to this
data set since 2009, thus reportedly creating “the world’s largest database
of embryo development with known clinical outcome.”48
Rather than being inherently valuable, these large-scale data sets extracted from developing embryos only acquire value when they are “reinstated into specific forms of labour and care—when data are collated,
curated, interpreted and otherwise acted upon.”49 This work of rendering embryo data valuable in both reproductive and monetary terms is
one of the new forms of labor emerging with datafication that becomes
visible in the marketing of algorithmic software for embryo selection.
CARE Fertility, for example, has developed its own proprietary algorithms for embryo selection using the Embryoscope. Beyond the potential for improving reproductive outcomes in their reproductive cycles,
this process itself has become part of its communication to patients:
Our scientists are world-leaders in time-lapse technology, and our
CAREmaps technique is really highly developed; we’ve innovated models
that can help us choose the best embryo more reliably, allowing us to see
whether each has a low, medium, or high chance of success.50

Not only promoting time-lapse embryo imaging itself, the CARE website specifically markets its proprietary CAREmaps (morphokinetic
algorithms to predict success) algorithmic model as the key to IVF success. The datafication of embryo selection thus creates novel algorithmic
products, which are a testament to the introduction of new forms of
bioinformatical labor in the fertility clinic. As CAREmaps shows, these
algorithms may not only affect clinical outcomes but also aid the branding of both the clinic’s innovative identity and an add-on technology
that comes at an additional cost to intended parents.
The producers of time-lapse systems likewise use embryo data to
develop new algorithmic products. Vitrolife’s “largest database” of em-
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bryo data and known implantation data (KID) outcomes is translated
into a valuable asset through its KIDScore tool. Clinics can purchase
this software package along with the EmbryoScope, which consists of
algorithms that measure the “implantation potential” of the embryos
in the incubator and provide a “morphokinetic score” between one and
five to embryologists, who can then “select the embryos ranked high
with better chances of implanting and becoming a child.”51 The rival
system Geri—distributed by pharmaceutical giant Merck—is similarly
coupled with the Xtend Algorithm and Eeva software packages, which
were developed on the basis of multicenter reference data on file at
producer Progyny.52 KIDScore, Xtend Algorithm, and Eeva software
assign scores to the embryos to indicate which are more likely to survive. Given that these algorithmic tools rely on large sets of “known
implantation data,” this practice newly aligns the generation of biodata
with the generation of biocapital. Social scientist Linda Hogle argues
that a “tidal wave of efforts to extract value from health data has accompanied the big data phenomena, leading to considerable investments by pharmaceutical, medical device and health risk management
companies”—and, in this case, leading to algorithmic products in their
own right.53
The development of these algorithmic products relies on the presence of existing networks of data connectivities between pharmaceutical, biotechnological, and fertility companies, given that software such
as KIDScore was developed on the basis of data sets sourced from IVF
clinics across the world. The (contested) claim that such networked
embryo data collection and comparison is feasible and reliable with
these time-lapse systems is itself a key element in the marketization of
these algorithmic products. After all, their selling point is not simply
the promise of improved pregnancy rates but an improved workflow in
the lab. Vitrolife emphasizes that KIDScore is easy to use and requires
annotation of only a limited number of variables, which its predictive
analytics method anticipates and preselects. This is presented as a beneficial effect because it can enable a “high level of consistency in embryo
scoring in your clinic.”54 This discursive framing of the software points
to “an overarching principle of interchangeability” underlying the promise of time-lapse embryo imaging, which applies not only to intra-clinic
but also to inter-clinic variation.55 It is this principle that motivates the
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claim that “KIDScore is universal to all clinics and can be used immediately without acquiring your own data first.”56 The upholding of a model
of universality and interchangeable standardization is both a key driver
and an effect of the datafication of embryo selection.
A next step in the development of this technology is to employ machine learning and integrate artificial intelligence into automated embryo selection. This approach is rapidly gaining traction in the IVF
community; the two largest reproductive medicine conferences (ESHRE
and ASRM) have recently seen a remarkable increase in the number
of studies presented on these methods, while large companies such as
Merck and Vitrolife used the events to showcase their investments in
these approaches both through new products and at industry symposia.57 In artificial intelligence approaches to embryo selection, large data
sets with information about the incubated embryos and their viability
can be used to automatically generate algorithms for selection. Based
on pattern recognition methods, rather than preformulated hypotheses,
artificial intelligence systems can use preexisting data of quantified embryo observations to self-learn and self-generate algorithms for embryo
selection. If such algorithms can create higher success rates, the resultant selection methods are not necessarily based on biological understanding of the observed phenomena—but rather on algorithmic and
statistical data analysis.58
At the time of writing, privately listed Australian fertility company
Virtus Health is rolling out the first artificial intelligence (AI) product
for embryo selection. Ivy, as it is called, has “taught itself how to select
out the embryo with the highest potential to create a fetal heart.” The
data scientist who developed Ivy explains that
it starts off with a completely blank canvas and it’s not influenced by any
previous human knowledge or bias. It has learned directly from thousands of embryos that have had a known fetal heart outcome and has
slowly and stead[il]y improved itself to become better and better at selecting embryos.59

At the fertility clinics owned by Virtus Health, Ivy is touted as having
“the potential to transform IVF medicine by shortening the timeframe
to a successful pregnancy” because it provides a so-called “EmbryoScore
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predicting an embryo’s potential to develop a fetal heart.”60 This
approach is bound to have a wider reach as Vitrolife, which produces the
Embryoscope, has partnered with Virtus Health to use AI for time-lapse
embryo selection. Likewise, Merck, which distributes the Geri system,
has launched new automated embryo analysis products that rely on
AI technology.61 The introduction of artificial intelligence in artificial
reproduction is thus currently giving rise to new clinical and research
practices, which directly affect which embryos are legible as viable and
therefore implanted, preserved, or discarded.
The data-driven approach to embryo selection with time-lapse embryo imaging thus entails at once the clinical introduction of integrated
apparatuses for reproductive data generation, the creation of connected
networks of data sharing, and the production of biocapital out of biodata
by means of algorithmization—all of which combine in a system that is
marketed directly to patients and fertility clinics. The instrumentalization of embryo-aging data in the drive towards automating and standardizing embryo selection not only creates new forms of biovalue but
also reorders institutional relationships between fertility, biotech, and
pharmaceutical companies.

The Institutional Genealogy of Time-Lapse Embryo Imaging
The significant financial investments in time-lapse embryo imaging
over the last decade are indicative of an infrastructural shift away from
conventional to time-lapse embryo selection, thereby creating new
power dynamics within the fertility sector. Swedish Vitrolife, the company that produces Primo Vision, saw a continuous increase in sales
of the systems from 13 to 30 million SEK (Swedish krona) per quarter in the 2013–2014 period. In 2014, Vitrolife acquired Fertilitech and
its EmbryoScope and more than doubled its sales.62 By 2018, its time-
lapse products were installed in over a thousand clinics worldwide,
and Vitrolife reported almost 300 million SEK in global sales of time-
lapse technologies.63 After the company received regulatory approval
for its Embryoscope system in China and the United States, two of the
world’s largest fertility markets, in 2018, sales were set to increase once
again.64 The distribution of significant numbers of machines to fertility clinics and laboratories—a majority of UK clinics have time-lapse
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systems—entails a shift both in the knowledge production about embryonic development and in clinical IVF practice.65
As fertility clinics invest in time-lapse imaging hardware and software, more patients are likely to come across this add-on technology
and more embryo videos will come into circulation, both within the
clinic and beyond. In the United Kingdom, for example, time-lapse embryo imaging has become more prevalent over the years. In the 2013–
2016 period, 14% of all IVF patients used time-lapse selection; this went
up to 22% in the 2016–2018 period.66 Given that the time-lapse videos
are also tools for patient communication, this increase means that more
patients are likely to encounter these embryo videos. Clinics such as
CARE Fertility have dedicated sections on their websites that use the
embryo videos to market time-lapse embryo imaging to intended parents as a means to “predict success.” Drawing on the aforementioned
frame of the individualized embryo, the CARE website includes a video
titled “Jaycie’s Journey,” which is presented as a “world first film” of a
child filmed “from the moment of conception, from one cell, through to
the one hundred trillion cells at birth using Embryoscope time-lapse imaging.”67 Instead of addressing the intended parents directly, Vitrolife’s
CEO Thomas Axelsson appeals to the clinics by stating that time-lapse
imaging “improves clinics’ profitability through the availability of additional services [and] marketing of improved treatment results.”68 CARE
Fertility’s inclusion of a “special download” of the time-lapse videos after
embryo transfer as part of their IVF package is an example of such an
additional service. The embryo videos thus fulfill multiple functions as
diagnostic, patient communication, and marketing tools.
Significantly, these additional functions of the embryo videos are materialized in the EmbryoScope apparatus itself, which features a dedicated “EmbryoScope® Counseling App.” This app, developed “to improve
patient communication,” can be used with a tablet to show intended parents the merits of time-lapse selection with the visual aid of embryo videos.69 If they opt in, the treating doctor can show them their developing
embryos on the app. In this way, the framing and distribution of embryo
videos to the intended parents is built into the time-lapse system. Genea’s time-lapse machine Geri takes this approach one step further with
its “Grow” app, which allows intended parents to live stream videos of
the developing embryos from the incubator to their smartphones. Such
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features could provide an extra selling point for future patients as they
may provide reassurance and involvement during a time that is otherwise characterized by waiting for news from the fertility clinic.70
By bringing the embryos into view, time-lapse embryo imaging particularly lends itself to becoming a patient-driven technology that brings
the embryo selection step in IVF procedures into the realm of intended
parents’ reproductive decision making. The move towards making time-
lapse imaging more patient-driven presents a demand on fertility clinics’
integrity to counterbalance the facts that, on the one hand, the intervention is not always suitable or required in all IVF cycles—especially given
that evidence of its efficacy is currently limited—and that, on the other,
there are significant financial stakes involved, given the investments
made in this technology by clinics and producers alike.71
More than simply an add-on to the IVF cycle, time-lapse embryo
imaging is at the center of a broader shift in the production of value
through the consolidation of previously separate fertility services. This
trend of consolidation is played out in major fertility companies, such
as Merck, Cooper Surgical, Vitrolife, and Progyny, which all share the
mission of creating a portfolio that covers each step of the IVF cycle.
After their initial production in smaller biotech start-ups (Fertilitech,
Auxogyn), as of 2015 all four major time-lapse machines are currently
owned or distributed by two companies that sell not only time-lapse
machines but also other products required for treatment. Vitrolife, the
time-lapse market leader that owns both the Embryoscope and Primo
Vision, presents itself as providing “an unbroken chain” of products for
“every step during the fertility treatment,” including culture media, culture dishes, pipettes, and needles.72 Here time-lapse embryo imaging has
become a link in the unbroken chain of IVF treatment.
Pharmaceutical giant Merck, with a revenue of over $40 billion in
2018, aims to be a “holistic fertility provider” by distributing the Geri
and Eeva time-lapse embryo systems alongside its fertility drug portfolio as part of a mission to cover “every stage of the reproductive cycle.”73
Offering, in business terms, “turnkey” or “end-to-end” solutions in fertility care, these consolidated companies have a stake in an increasing
number of steps and aspects of fertility treatment. As the market leader
in fertility pharmaceuticals, Merck previously focused primarily on selling hormonal drugs used in IVF cycles. In 2014, Merck began to expand
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its drug portfolio with lab-based fertility biotechnologies, stating that it
recognized the importance of these technologies in improving IVF outcomes. This portfolio expansion occurred around the same time as the
introduction of biosimilars of Merck’s major fertility drugs—including
those for follicle stimulation and the triggering shot for inducing ovulation before egg extraction.74
After commercializing and distributing Progyny’s Eeva and Genea’s
Geri systems alongside one another, Merck integrated the two systems
in 2017. Bringing together Eeva’s software and dark-field microscope
with Geri’s incubator and bright-field microscope, the merging of the
two machines materialized another consolidating move in the genealogy of time-lapse embryo imaging. Merck, in turn, continued this
consolidating trend by partnering with fertility-and genetics-focused
biotechnology companies Genea and Illumina to create the Global Fertility Alliance, which was aimed at “raising awareness of the need for
standardization and automation in In Vitro Fertilization (IVF).”75
Amid these consolidating institutional contexts, there is at once scientific, clinical, and corporate interest in increasing automation and
standardization in embryo selection with time-lapse embryo imaging.
This technology provides the conditions of emergence for the creation of
novel data infrastructures and large data sets on embryonic aging. This
accumulation of data becomes a locus of value creation in its own right
as producers market not only machines but also proprietary algorithms
for selection, which have been developed on the basis of embryonic
aging data gathered from globally dispersed time-lapse apparatuses.
What is of interest in the coming years is, then, how technological developments and consolidating companies affect the accumulations and
flows of datafied embryo populations, whose incubated imagery becomes valuable in its aggregation across time and space. As the basis of
these data flows, the embryo videos become instrumental in the redistribution of the value of and responsibility for embryonic aging between
patients, clinics, and corporations.

Conclusion
By following the journey of the egg, the preceding chapters have
made it clear that egg freezing introduces new technologized modes
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of managing female reproductive aging for a growing group of fertile
women. The time of cryopreservation, of preventable loss and extendable potential, can shift the temporal organization of fertility across the
life course, as it gains a more distributed and precarious character in
the context of OC. This chapter highlights how the time of embryonic
development likewise becomes a locus for intervention and investment
through the introduction of time-lapse embryo imaging. Whereas egg
freezing expands the target group for IVF treatment, time-lapse embryo
imaging expands the number of steps and treatment choices within each
IVF cycle. In doing so, time-lapse embryo imaging entails a shift in clinical practice that foregrounds embryonic aging in human origin stories,
instrumentalizes this developmental time in increasingly standardized
and quantified IVF practices, and commercializes it amid trends of
widespread consolidation in the global fertility sector.
The newly visible accounts of embryonic aging tell stories about both
individualized beginnings of life and the need for their technologized,
data-driven management in the IVF cycle. Time-lapse technology makes
embryo development visible to intended parents as the earliest moments
of their (potential) future children’s lives, and its marketing relies on
the association of viable embryos with born individuals. Yet the embryo
videos simultaneously complement these individualized understandings
with one in which groups of embryos collectively hold a potential for
“IVF success” that is contingent on technocultural—as a variation on
natural—selection.
Time-lapse technologies foreground embryonic aging as a key element both in conceptualizing the embryos’ viability and in mitigating
their fallibility. They compare the development of embryos in the incubator to the temporal growth patterns of earlier embryonic populations,
which provide a predictive prism for embryo selection. More specifically, embryonic aging becomes an instrument for selection through
its translation into data sets and an algorithmics of viability prediction.
Bearing names like KIDScore and EmbryoScore, such algorithms become products in their own right, which complement the new reproductive data infrastructures established through the growing sales of
time-lapse systems. The clinical instrumentalization of embryonic aging
in time-lapse imaging thus generates biovalue by increasing profitability
and, potentially, vitality in embryo selection.
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What is remarkable about the commercialization of time-lapse technologies is the way in which strategies of patenting, direct-to-consumer
branding, algorithmizing selection, and acquiring the whole IVF supply
chain are combined into a total system for data-driven embryo selection.
This multipronged move towards datafication, and the concomitant
promise of automation, standardization, and data/capital accumulation
in a more networked mode of embryo selection both reflects and reinforces a consolidating trend in the fertility sector—characterized by
mergers resulting in larger fertility chains, online platforms adopting a
key role in the organization of fertility care, and the portfolio expansion
of pharmaceutical and biotechnological companies to cover each step of
the IVF cycle.
Time-lapse embryo imaging thus couples the production of biovalue
to a conceptualization of embryonic aging as at once a visible, culturally significant process in an individual’s origin story, an added financial and clinical treatment option for IVF patients, and a phenomenon
that companies may commercialize as patentable property and tool for
selection. The resultant clinical operationalization of visible embryonic
aging as a technology for selection positions cellular temporality at the
basis of what is seen to count as a viable life that may be implanted in
a woman’s body. While time-lapse embryo imaging visualizes, instrumentalizes, and commercializes the aging of the embryo, in the next
chapter I discuss how its subsequent implantation politicizes the age of
the intended mother.
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Postfertile Conceptions
Egg Freezing and the Reinvention of Older Motherhood

The journey of the frozen egg may follow all the stages I have addressed
in the previous chapters: anticipation, extraction, cryopreservation,
fertilization, incubation, and embryo selection. However, the act of
choosing motherhood—whether or not a birth will follow—only presents itself at the next step, in which the embryo enters the intended
mother’s womb and a pregnancy may ensue. It is at this stage that the
question of aging emerges perhaps most pertinently. Here the different elements of distributed reproductive aging—from the cryo-eggs’
frozen time to women’s age-specific reproductive embodiment and the
aging of incubated embryos—come together, potentially resulting in the
familiar temporal hybrid of embryonic and adult aging in pregnancy.
And because frozen eggs offer a chance of establishing such a pregnancy
in spite of age-related infertility, egg freezing raises new—and old—
questions about having children later in life.
Condemnations, celebrations, and regulations of the “older mother”
abound in the history of IVF—and egg freezing emerges in the wake of
these earlier cultural negotiations of aging and motherhood. For those
women with the wealth and health to access it, IVF has created the possibility of having children later in life, in spite of age-related subfertility. Albeit with limited success rates, IVF has improved chances of later
conception with one’s own eggs. But the more dramatic age-related shift
followed from the possibility of using younger women’s donor eggs to
establish pregnancies in older women. Donor-egg IVF enabled women
who experienced age-related infertility to carry and give birth to children, even if their own eggs were no longer viable.1 The reconfigured
meanings and materialities of later reproduction after IVF led to institutional regulations and public discussions that revolved around the question of “How old is too old?”2
143
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With respect to this question, the Netherlands adopted the 2003
Model Embryo Act, which established 45 years as the maximum age at
which women may undergo IVF.3 This act followed earlier legislation—
the 1997 IVF Planning Decree—which motivated the age cap with
reference to concerns about the health risks associated with older motherhood, the welfare of the child, and the limited available research on
later pregnancy with donor eggs.4 Since then, Dutch gynecologists
have argued that, while international experience suggests that there
are indeed higher complication rates, the maximum age cap could nevertheless reasonably be raised to 50 years.5 Thus in 2009, when the Amsterdam Medical Centre (AMC) proposed to start elective egg freezing,
it also suggested increasing the age cap for using frozen eggs to 50.6 Two
years later the minister of health approved elective OC but maintained
the 45-year age limit.7 While the use of OC was thus eventually deemed
acceptable, the maximum age cap remained unchanged.8
In contrast to the Dutch model, the United Kingdom and the United
States do not set a fixed maximum age for fertility treatment, instead leaving the decision to the treating consultant and clinic. Rather than regulating access by chronological age, clinics may do extensive testing at later
ages to determine women’s suitability for treatment. Some centers, like
the Bridge Clinic in London, specifically market to women over 40. While
UK and US clinics routinely offer treatments beyond the Dutch 45-year
limit, the National Health Service (NHS) shares the Dutch Health Care
Insurance Board’s policy of only covering IVF costs for women up to 42.9
The question of age-specific access to reproductive healthcare, as well
as the popularity of egg freezing, relates to wider demographic trends
of people having children later in life. Average childbearing ages have
been increasing, although current trends are often presented in relation
to the 1970s and 1980s, when averages were unusually low compared to
earlier decades:
Table 5.1. Average Age of Women Having Children
The Netherlands

UK

US

1950

30.6

28.8

26.7

1980

27.5

26.9

25.6

2015

31.1

30.3

29.1

Sources: ONS 2016; Van de Pas 2019; HFC 2019.
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Since the 1980s, paternal ages have also gone up; men are consistently on
average three years older than women when they have a child.10 Along
with these developments, there has been an increase in unwanted childlessness.11 In keeping with the later age of reproduction in the general
population, women seek fertility treatments at increasingly older ages.
For example, British women were on average 33 years old when they
underwent fertility treatment in 1992 and, by 2016, this had risen to
35.5.12 During this period, fertility treatments also became more popular: annual cycles more than tripled, from 18,300 to 68,000.13
As IVF expanded the possibilities of later childbearing amid these
demographic trends, “older motherhood” became a politicized social
construct. This is a relatively recent development in Western European
societies; throughout the 20th century, so-called older motherhood was
a common phenomenon. Although Dutch women had their first child
earlier, the average age at childbirth in 1950 (30.6) approximates that
observed in 2015 (31.1).14 In spite of the absence of IVF in 1945, an equal
number of children were born to women over 45 in 1945 and 2015 in the
United Kingdom, as women had less access to birth control and more
children throughout their lives.15 In the 1920s, 42 was the average age for
a British woman to have her last child. Yet over the course of the 20th
century, ages that had once been unremarkable became considered “too
old,” and the women who pursued motherhood at this age, a social problem.16 What was new, in fact, was not so much older motherhood but
so-called delayed motherhood, as reflected by the increase in the maternal age at the birth of the first child.17 Although objections to late reproduction may be presented as health or welfare concerns, the historical
specificity of the unease with older motherhood suggests that they may
equally be motivated by other factors, such as norms governing the appropriate timing of reproduction and popular attitudes to technologized
extensions of the reproductive life span.
This chapter addresses the new ways of attaining fertility and motherhood with frozen eggs after the end of the reproductive life span, which
both reflect and transform existing notions of “older motherhood.” I distinguish three new forms of technologically mediated older motherhood
that co-emerge with egg freezing. First, as a counterpart to the anticipatory logic of OC, the older motherhood enabled by cryo-eggs gains a
more premeditated, potentially “willful” character.18 When postfertile
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conceptions are the result of a reproductive intervention much earlier
in life, younger women become newly implicated in the politicization of
older motherhood. Second, as an alternative to donor eggs, frozen eggs
allow women to conceive biogenetically related children at later ages.
The concomitant reconfiguration of aging and kinship in this new form
of genetically related older motherhood is the focus of the second section, which analyzes online accounts of women who have thawed their
frozen eggs. The third form of older motherhood occurs at a later stage,
after the intended mother’s death. With OC, for the first time in history,
posthumous conception and motherhood become technical possibilities. This admittedly rare new form of motherhood nevertheless widely
affects women who freeze their eggs through informed-consent forms,
which confront all patients with the question of their death and reproductive legacy. This chapter addresses these three new configurations
of fertility and motherhood by focusing on how egg freezing reaffirms
and transforms the intersections between reproductive aging and willfulness, kinship, and mortality.

Willful Conceptions
As a reproductive technology aimed at having children at a later age, egg
freezing provides the occasion for revisiting the controversies surrounding “older motherhood” that emerged with egg donation in the late
20th century. After the first postmenopausal women gave birth using
younger women’s eggs in the 1980s, donor-egg IVF became increasingly
popular, accessible, and controversial over the following decade. Older
mothers received intense media scrutiny, and new legal limits restricted
the extent to which donor eggs could expand the age range for women’s
reproduction. As the Dutch government established national age limits
to donor-egg IVF in the 1990s, the United States and United Kingdom
were likewise hesitant about older motherhood, even if they did not set
maximum maternal ages.19 Given that both donor eggs and frozen eggs
can push physical and cultural age-related limits to childbearing, the
history of controversy surrounding older motherhood provides some
origin stories for the more recent responses to egg freezing and the new
stretching of maternal age limits that it enables.
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The 1998 documentary Granny’s Having a Baby gives insight into this
recent history of politicized constructions of older motherhood by telling the story of Liz Buttle, who became a mother at 60. As the film demonstrates, the main concerns raised about older motherhood in popular
and medical discussions were associated with health risks and children’s
welfare.20 Yet a critical reading of the documentary shows that another
key dimension of the public controversies on late reproduction pertain
to a wider cultural logics of aging through which older motherhood becomes legible and regulated. I approach Buttle’s story not so much as
an exceptional instance of late, technologized reproduction that invites
ethical judgment but rather as a limit case that provokes the articulation
of an often implicit, gendered politics of reproductive aging that affects
all women—whether they become mothers or not.
A Channel 4 documentary aimed at a general audience, Granny’s
Having a Baby magnifies some of the popular attitudes towards older
motherhood at the turn of the millennium.21 Throughout, the documentary positions older mothers—and Liz Buttle in particular—as
subjects of public concern that invite moral judgment. This framing of
older motherhood as a problematic social phenomenon is evident from
the start, as the documentary opens with a portrait of Buttle’s face and
the voiceover announces, “This is Britain’s first pensioner mother.” More
portraits follow hers: “This is the professor whose clinic she duped to get
fertility treatment” and “This is the miracle baby whose birth sparked
a huge row about older motherhood.” Much as crime television shows
“present us with fables about the nature of our society and the punishments we can expect if we deviate from its rules,”22 Granny’s Having a
Baby gives insight into the intersection of different cultural systems of
aging that inform reproductive age norms and the “huge row” that may
ensue when people deviate from them.
With an establishing shot of the Welsh countryside, the documentary introduces Buttle as she wakes up in bed and breastfeeds baby Joe.
“Oh dear,” Liz responds to him, “you want to come up and have your
breakfast.” She lifts her shirt and the baby latches onto her breast. As
the camera zooms in on the child and Buttle’s breast, the voiceover says,
“Liz Buttle is Britain’s oldest mother. Joe was born when she was 60.”
By introducing Buttle while she is feeding, the documentary visually
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establishes her as the baby’s mother, thereby distinguishing her from the
many women her age who care for infants.
Bringing together aging and maternity, the image of Buttle’s breast
becomes a symbol of older motherhood and the social provocation associated with it. Given the breast’s dual cultural association with both
sexuality and maternal nourishment in contemporary Western societies,
breastfeeding is bound by strong privacy conventions. This is most obvious in the relative absence of—and controversy surrounding—public
breastfeeding. Britain’s comparatively low breastfeeding rates—only 25%
of new mothers breastfeed for six months—have been linked to a politics of public space that constrains breastfeeding.23 Pressure on women
to be “discreet” in public spaces suggests that the maternal nourishing
breast cannot be decoupled from its “cultural coding . . . as primarily
sexual,” and must therefore remain covered.24 Within this cultural context, introducing Buttle with a scene of breastfeeding frames her maternity with visual codes that signal transgression.
This rhetorical effect is intensified because the scene’s transformation
of private into public breastfeeding exposes the body of a mother of advanced age. The image of Buttle’s breast is situated within television and
film conventions that produce a “lopsided mirror to life,” in which “only
older men are allowed to grow old on screen.”25 Large-scale studies of
Hollywood cinema affirm this ageist and sexist double standard: there
are more roles for middle-aged and older men, male actors are on average 6–10 years older, and their average earnings per film reaches a peak
at 51 years—compared to 34 years for their female counterparts.26 Susan
Pickard moreover notes that, when there are roles for older women,
they are often played by younger ones; thus Angelina Jolie plays Colin
Farrell’s mother despite only being one year his senior, and 37-year-old
Maggie Gyllenhaal was rejected in casting for being “too old” to play the
lover of a 55-year-old man.27 Not only do women disappear from the
screen with age but the cultural policing of body revelation intensifies
with age, particularly during the time after the presumed loss of fertility.
Julia Twigg observes this phenomenon in the tendency for older women’s clothes to be less revealing and more muted in color—noting the
distinctive, moralistic ways in which condemnations of “overly sexual
display” fall particularly heavily on older women.28 In the context of
Buttle’s ironically asexual reproduction and her bodily revelation in the
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documentary, this raises the question of how reproductive aging norms
are linked to the age-specific sexualization and desexualization of women’s bodies throughout the life course.
Buttle’s characterization as “pensioner mother” also references the intersection of age norms and labor relations. The notion of a “pensioner
mother” is a conjunction of two life courses that would normally follow
one another but now occur at the same time. Although eligible for state
pension, Buttle emphasizes her active working life as a farmer throughout the documentary. While breastfeeding Joe, she tells him, “Mommy’s
got to get to work,” and later explains to the interviewer, “I do all the
things I used to do. I still do the same work, chopping wood, putting the
horse on a rope. Compared to farming, looking after a baby is not any
work at all.” Buttle thus rejects the pensioner identity by presenting herself as a capable farmer whose physically demanding work is a testimony
to her continued fitness and ability to raise a child. Rather than a threat to
motherhood, as associated with the trope of wanting to “have it all,” Buttle presents her work as a qualification for motherhood. Here labor acquires an almost symbolic function as an expression of “successful aging”
and continued functionality—challenging a notion of pensioner identity
as a disqualification for productive and reproductive labor alike.29
Implicitly responding to criticisms that a pensioner is too old to become a mother, Buttle’s claim to continued (re)productivity expresses a
“type of late modernity notion of citizenship for aging individuals based
on principles of agelessness, health, [and] independence.” This “successful aging” approach contrasts with Buttle’s critics’ views, which “reduce
ageing people to their bodies and the risks of bodily decline, illness and
disability.”30 The documentary features these critics through a compilation of street interviews in the nearby town of Lampeter. “I think it’s
disgusting really,” says one of two young women, giggling nervously.
“She’ll be dead when he’s 15.” Her friend nods in agreement. An adult
man remarks, emphatically disapprovingly, “It’s a health risk at any age.
At 60, it’s not going to do her any good. I’d be surprised if she lives to be
80.” With a cut to Buttle coughing as she drives her car, the documentary
invites the viewer to share their concern about her mortality.
These strong condemnations cannot simply be explained as concern
for the welfare of the child or even the health of the mother, but point
to the specificity of older motherhood as an ethical category. The disap-
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proval does not only follow from the risk of Joe becoming an orphan
or a carer early in his life, as such unease is unlikely to be voiced in
similarly strong terms about a child born to parents of average childbearing age who suffer from life-threatening diseases.31 It is also not a
concern with older parents in general, as older fathers do not challenge
normative expectations about reproductive timing as much as older
mothers do.32 Indeed, Peter Rawstron, Buttle’s then partner and only
three years her junior, did not receive similar criticism about his age or
his continued commitment to Joe’s upbringing. In fact, Rawstron left
Buttle and baby Joe weeks after the documentary was shot. Children are
commonly raised by grandparents or older carers without provoking
disgust. Rather, it is the particular transgression of older motherhood—
combining the particularities of health risks, gender, and age—that
Buttle epitomizes through the perceived willfulness of her decision to
disregard medical, physical, and cultural standards and have a child.

Willful Older Motherhood
Sara Ahmed theorizes willfulness as a conflict between the “individual
will” and the “general will”: “The willful character is the one who poses
a problem for a community of characters.”33 More specifically, Ahmed
describes a historically pervasive “reproductive will” that follows from
an understanding of the womb as embodying an impetus to reproduction: “If women exist as wombs, as child makers, then they inherit the
reproductive will, as that which if thwarted or blocked, causes illness
and damage. Nonreproductivity can thus be treated as a willful object.”34
Buttle’s story draws attention to the age-specificity of the reproductive will. Ahmed suggests that because adulthood “is imagined as leaving playfulness behind” and becoming (re)productive, “nonreproductive
adult bodies can appear as willful children, or perhaps willfully childlike,
as selfish, . . . as refusing the demand to grow up.”35 In Buttle’s case, there
is a reversal of this logic; precisely her reproductivity is criticized as a
“selfish” refusal to transition into a life course no longer associated with
childbearing. Buttle’s perceived willfulness follows from her reproductive act against a general nonreproductive will that is expressed in the
documentary as a public disapproval of her older motherhood. A young
woman, for example, says, “If it’s naturally done, it’s naturally done,”
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but thinks Buttle’s use of reproductive technologies is “a bit of a farce.”
Whereas Ahmed speaks of a historical tradition in which the womb is
conceptualized as having “a will of its own: . . . the will-to-reproduce,” the
response to Buttle appears to suggest the temporal conditionality of this
will through its reversal into a will-not-to-reproduce after a certain age.36
Rather than the womb as such, here it is the onset of age-related infertility that is associated with the will-not-to-reproduce; the use of reproductive technologies signifies the willfulness of Buttle’s decision to
reproduce in spite of it. Possibly anticipating objections against her use
of donor-egg IVF, Buttle initially claimed that Joe had been conceived
accidentally in “the back of [Rawstron’s] blue Maestro van,” after she had
supposedly “given up thoughts of babies” because of her age.37 But the
news that her conception was not “naturally done” emerged soon after
Joe’s birth and contributed to the controversy. In Buttle’s case, it is thus
not only the occurrence of older motherhood outside “normal reproductive years” but an intended mother’s deliberate choice to pursue it
with reproductive technologies that is seen as a willful transgression of
the chrononormative limits to reproductivity.
In their analysis of Dolly, the cloned sheep, Franklin and Roberts argue
that the sheep’s significance followed not only from the embodiment of
a new means of biological manipulation but from its breach of “some
of the biological limits formerly assumed to act as a natural boundary.”
Dolly represented the loss of the idea that “there is anything like a biological barrier or limit beyond which humans cannot go.”38 In a similar
sense, Buttle’s exceptional late reproduction not only aligns with social
constructions of the “unnaturalness” of older motherhood but also highlights a more general loss of a temporal biological limit to fertility. The
possibility of donor-egg IVF displaces the onset of age-related infertility
as an absolute barrier to pregnancy and replaces it with a sociality of
reproductive wills. Appeals to medical risks have been upheld as apolitical motivations for regulating the temporal transgressions afforded by
donated eggs. However, only if we pay attention to how notions of reproductive aging entangle—as they did in Buttle’s case—with gendered labor
relations, regulations of sexuality, the gendering of nature, and histories
of women’s agency over reproductive decision making do we get a fuller
sense of the uneven distributions of wills and willfulness through which
chrononormativities of female fertility are reestablished and resisted.
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OC and Premeditated Older Motherhood
Following the history of public ambivalence towards older motherhood
that is so overtly expressed in Buttle’s case, egg freezing enables a new
form of willful older motherhood characterized by premeditation. As
noted, the willfulness of older motherhood is reinforced by the use of
reproductive technologies, which suggest a more agentic choice rather
than an accidental conception in the back of a van. OC takes this one step
further by positioning the agentic choice for having children later in life
in the fertile life phase. If the first phase of egg freezing simultaneously
represents an active choice not to have children at present and a willingness to conceive after the onset of age-related infertility, the second,
egg-thawing phase enables a form of premeditated older motherhood
that follows from the earlier anticipatory act. Both nonreproductivity in
the fertile life phase and reproductivity after “normal childbearing years”
are widely criticized;39 OC’s specific willfullness follows from their combination in its potential violation of both the “reproductive will” earlier in
life and the will-not-to-reproduce after age-related infertility.
By bringing reproductive decision making about childbearing after
age-related infertility into the purview of younger women, concerns about
older motherhood, and its attendant reproductive aging norms, are transposed earlier into the life course. Although women opting for OC may
not embody the identity of the older mother at the time of egg extraction, the act of freezing itself signals a willingness to harness reproductive
technologies to have children beyond the onset of age-related infertility.
The willfulness of doing so is a central axis in the public discussions of egg
freezing. As we have seen in the earlier chapters, many of the objections to
older motherhood and its relation to notions of labor, nature, technology,
and risk were revisited in the initial responses to women freezing their
eggs, whether in representations of egg freezing as yet another means for
career women wanting to “have it all” or in the rejection of technologically enabled transgressions of natural limits to fertility. Critics pointed
to women deliberately “postponing” motherhood and deprioritizing it in
favor of careers or fun. More empathetic accounts highlighted the lack of
willfulness and deliberate delay, instead presenting egg freezing as a response to relational concerns about absent or unsuitable partners, which
were understood to be less within one’s own control.40
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Much as donor eggs shifted the temporal limits to age-related infertility and provoked the adoption of legal age limits against a specter of
a potentially limitless extension of fertility, so the introduction of egg
freezing is reconfiguring the relationship between physical, technologically assisted, and regulatory temporal limits to fertility. This is evident
in the 2011 Dutch legislation on egg freezing, which reinstated the 1997
age limit of 45 years. Although an increase to 50 years was suggested
when the egg freezing discussion started two years earlier, the Dutch
Association of Gynecologists’ (NVOG) statement on egg freezing reaffirmed 45 years as the profession’s accepted age limit, and Health Minister Schippers reiterated that medical risks preclude raising the age
limit for using frozen eggs.41 Yet only three years after the 45-year limit
was upheld, “recent medical developments”—presumably including egg
freezing—motivated the minister to request the NVOG’s reconsideration of the age limit, which resulted in the 2016 adoption of a 50-year
limit to donor-egg and cryo-egg IVF.42 The gynecologists argued that
international experience, the societal need for medical possibilities that
would allow later motherhood, and the limited increase in medical risk
warranted raising the maximum age limit.43
This shift points to a tension within egg freezing. On the one hand,
the destabilization of age limits to fertility emerging with egg freezing
has been counterbalanced with public articulations of the “normal reproductive years” appropriate for the timing of women’s childbearing.
In the face of their potential transgression with egg freezing, these age
limits have become newly politicized not only at the time of egg thawing
but at much earlier ages when women can consider freezing their eggs
in anticipation of motherhood later in life. On the other hand, as will
become clear in the next section, egg freezing renders these age-related
fertility limits newly flexible in ways that allow for the creation of new
reproductive age norms that instead encourage fertility extensions and
reflect a broader, gendered “will to youth.”44

Postfertile Extensions: Conceiving Motherhood with Frozen Eggs
With OC emerges the possibility of not only carrying but conceiving
children at later ages with frozen eggs. The suggestion that female fertility can be extended through this procedure raises questions about
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the centrality of conception in contemporary understandings of fertility. How does the introduction of egg freezing shift notions of older
motherhood, and the interrelation between fertility and aging, in ways
that point not only to the age-related transgressions that were central in
Buttle’s case but also to new modes of achieving “reproductive success”
later in life? And what exactly is extended when people freeze their eggs?
In order to better understand the notion of fertility extension, I attended an open evening titled “Fertility over 40” at the Bridge Centre,
a London fertility clinic. Michael Summers, a consultant in reproductive medicine, gave a PowerPoint presentation that included slides with
the familiar selection of downward graphs detailing female age-related
fertility decline and dwindling IVF success rates. These graphs were
contrasted with those presenting the results of donor-egg IVF, which
showed much more favorable live birth rates that remained stable as the
x-axis of women’s age progressed from late thirties to late forties. Up
next was a collage of photos of Hollywood actors who had been pregnant in their forties. Summers told the audience that the celebrities in
his PowerPoint had probably all conceived through egg donation, even
though they may not have affirmed publicly that this was the case.
These two elements of Summers’s presentation are not exceptional or
unusual. Celebrity pregnancies in women over 40 are a popular topic in
entertainment media and—as became clear in chapter 1—fertility statistics are an integral part of popular discourses on reproductive technologies.45 While the celebrity images have been criticized for “weaving
into our cultural fabric that age is no longer a barrier to having a baby,”
gloomy fertility statistics of reproductive decline have been used to popularize the opposite message.46 In Summers’s presentation, the donor egg
provides a resolution for these opposing messages: although fertility declines with age, with donor-egg IVF women can continue to have babies.
The actors’ portraits thus do not support the promise of unproblematic
continued fertility but rather an age-specific need for fertility treatment.
Because the eggs’ age, rather than the woman’s, is presented as the limiting factor, donor-egg IVF introduces an additional age bracket in the
progression from age-related fertility to infertility within which gestational motherhood may be attainable, but genetic relatedness is not.
Summers’s presentation of egg donation as a widely practiced
treatment—especially among celebrity women—suggests that the likeli-
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hood of genetic relatedness becomes contingent on maternal age and, accordingly, age becomes a factor in questioning maternal genetic kinship.
In other words, in Summers’s presentation, the expected use of donor
eggs, and the concomitant question of relatedness, emerge as a function
of the actors’ chronological age. In this way, through the recognizable
incongruities between a woman’s age and her reproductivity, invisible
interventions like IVF and egg donation become visible in pregnancies
that would otherwise be impossible, such as those by women who are
recognized to be past childbearing age. By rendering the use of reproductive technologies visible, older motherhood thus becomes a marker
of a technologically interventionist motherhood.
Egg freezing, however, presents a different logic in the relation between biotechnological intervention, kinship, and aging. As in effect a
form of egg donation to a future self, egg freezing removes the kinship
compromise associated with egg donation. It offers the promise of an
alternative form of older motherhood that extends beyond age-related
limitations of egg viability, but nevertheless maintains a maternal genetic bond.47 In this way, OC may stretch the lines of maternal genetic
descent beyond the temporal distance that normally divides one generation from the next—a genealogical stretch as it were. As a result of
cryopreservation, it may no longer be possible to infer maternal genetic
relatedness—as a function of egg donor use—from a woman’s age alone.

The Will to Fertility: Extending Successful Reproductive Aging
Yet the aim of Summers’s inclusion of the celebrity mothers was not to
question relatedness but to introduce positive imagery of older motherhood and thereby normalize donor-egg IVF. In contrast with Buttle’s
case, Summers’s PowerPoint presents donor-egg IVF over 40 not as a
transgression of age or kinship norms but as a sign of successful aging.
The celebrities’ continued reproductivity fulfills what Michelle Smirnova
calls the “will to youth,” or “the imperative of the aging woman to promote her youthful appearance by any and all available means.” Susan
Bordo similarly argues that celebrities “have established a new norm
achievable only through continual cosmetic surgery in which the surface of the female body ceases to age as the body grows chronologically
older.”48 The birthing of their “miracle babies” may be another variation
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of this type of medically mediated female successful aging project, in
which the “will to youth” is transposed to uterine interiority in alignment with the body’s surface appearance. The fact that almost half of
all UK media articles on older motherhood focus on celebrity stories
suggests that Summers’s inclusion of celebrity images is indicative of a
broader “new norm” pertaining to fertility, in which having children
later in life is a form of elite, aspirational reproduction that affirms continued youthfulness and reproductive functionality.49 In other words,
the “will to youth” is expanded to include a “will to fertility.”50
Egg freezing epitomizes this will to fertility when it is presented as a
technology for successful reproductive life course management. Media
tropes that position egg freezing as a means of “taking control” of the
biological clock, and marketing slogans such as Eggbanxx’s “Smart
Women Freeze,” position extended fertility and future motherhood later
in life as a sign of success, aspiration, and control. The egg freezing network Extend Fertility, for example, writes,
Bottom line: women in the US are increasingly having their first child
later, and studies show this could be extremely beneficial for them and
their babies. Think you might be in this camp? Consider planning ahead
by freezing your eggs now.51

Rather than a threat to “normal limits” to reproduction, older motherhood is here presented as “extremely beneficial” for both mothers and
children. Now rendered into a beneficial approach to reproduction, older
motherhood becomes a sign of successful reproductive aging that is the
outcome of planning earlier in life. If you plan ahead, Extend Fertility suggests, your eggs will be “preserved until you’re ready for them.”52
The implication that you will be “ready for them” later in life, when
you are no longer fertile, is consistent with contemporary media portrayals of older motherhood. In their analysis of 719 UK media articles
about older motherhood, Mills and colleagues describe how later childbearing was presented as an acceptable reconciliation of competing social expectations, including career achievement, financial security, and
social and relationship fulfillment. Rather than “hav[ing] it all at once,”
they argue, a temporal separation between career advancement, personal gratification, and motherhood was represented as desirable, and
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even necessary to ensure a high standard of “intensive mothering.”53 In
keeping with this media analysis, Lauren Jade Martin’s study of women’s
experiences of the “biological clock” confirms that, alongside intensive
mothering, her participants also favored later childbearing in order to
meet a host of conditions for optimal childbearing, including financial
stability, a supportive relationship, and career achievements.54 Yet as relationship patterns shift, higher education lengthens, and tuition fees
and student debts rise while employment and housing becomes more
precarious, the ideal of having children only once a set of conditions
are met becomes increasingly unattainable during the years when most
women are fertile.55
As major OC companies promote egg freezing as a means of extending
fertility, they suggest a model for successful reproductive aging in which
the timing of childbearing is less constrained by age-related fertility decline, and instead determined by “when you are ready.” However, beyond
a personal consideration, this notion of “being ready” is situated in socioeconomic systems in which readiness is increasingly poised to arrive at a
time when medical interventions are required to conceive. In other words,
the popularity of egg freezing, and the fertility extensions associated with
it, emerge at time when the conditions for readiness are potentially only
met after the onset of age-related infertility, at a point in time when having
children is beyond the physical ability of many women.

Extending Families: Kinning with Eggs
As a method for conceiving later, “when you are ready,” egg freezing can
also function as a kinship technology for establishing a type of motherhood that—unlike third-party egg donation—maintains a biogenetic
relatedness to the child. Importantly, later conception with frozen eggs
also maintains the possibility of conceiving with a male partner or
sperm donor and establishing a particular chosen family form. Implicit
in this fertility extension is, then, also a kinning extension. And in order
to understand the complexities of the kinship and fertility extensions
that the frozen eggs afford, I turn to the stories of women who have tried
to conceive with their frozen eggs.
The second phase of egg freezing appears straightforward: when you
are ready to have a child, you can come back and attempt to get preg-
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nant with your frozen eggs. Yet the accounts of women who decide
to do so show that a host of reproductive decisions surround thawing
one’s eggs. It requires deciding whether and when to attempt to become
a parent, anticipating to what extent one is still fertile, navigating who
will provide the sperm, deciding whether to try fresh or frozen eggs
first, and coming to terms with the non/reproductive outcomes. Although this second half of the egg freezing procedure remains largely
unrepresented in media discourses, detailed blog accounts by women
who attempted to have children with frozen eggs—including Egged On
(UK), Eggsurance (US), Egg Freezing Diary (UK), and last chapter’s Eggfreezer (US)—give insight into the numerous reproductive pathways
that follow egg freezing.
These blogs are among the first public accounts of the later stages of
egg freezing.56 The most prominent is Brigitte Adams’s blog. As one of
the first high-profile patient-run egg freezing websites, Adams’s Eggsurance has received widespread popular and media interest, which turned
her into “the face of egg freezing.” Her story is that she froze 11 eggs in
2012, when she was 39. Egg freezing, she told the New York Times, gave
her “this incredible calmness.” No longer was she under “such pressure
that the next guy [she] dated would be daddy material.”57
Five years later, she decided to use her frozen eggs to become a single
mother by choice. The 11 frozen eggs produced only one potentially viable embryo to implant, and she was “over the moon” with her initial
positive pregnancy test. When, 48 hours later, the second test was negative, she wrote to a friend, “I am disgusted by the egg freezing process
and the hopes I pinned on it.” After the initial shock, she reflected on
her blog,
The girl who starts the first egg freezing website and becomes egg freezing’s poster child fails with her frozen eggs. It was a cruel irony. I felt like a
fraud. How could I champion something that didn’t even work [for me]?
. . . I was ready to close [up] shop and abandon the site and telling the
rest of my story.
I realized that bottling up my egg freezing experience would not help.
As more and more women come back to use their frozen eggs, not everyone, like myself, will be successful. We will hear more stories like mine
that will, hopefully, help women set realistic expectations.58
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One such story is Alice Mann’s (pseudonym) detailed account of egg
freezing. In 2014, Mann was 36 and started her blog, Egged On. She went
through three rounds of OC and invested a total of £13,755 to freeze
14 eggs. In her words, “The idea was that I’d freeze my eggs, find the
man of my dreams, and have kids with him, using my frozen eggs if
necessary.”59 Three years later, however, she decided to become a single
mother with the frozen eggs. The eggs did not produce a pregnancy, and
she continues to undergo IVF with her “fresh” eggs.
A woman writing under the pseudonym Kopaylopa likewise underwent three cycles and froze 13 eggs in 2013, when she was 38. Three years
later she decided to thaw the eggs and attempt single motherhood. She
subsequently gave birth to a healthy daughter who was conceived from
one of the frozen eggs. These women’s public accounts of egg thawing
highlight how extending fertility intersects with new modes of extending kinship and the political-economic histories of the family form that
underlie them.
The stories of these women confirm the importance of the potential
future male partner that most studies of OC report. Perhaps more so
than a kinship technology for establishing a maternal genetic bond, the
frozen eggs materialize a continued possibility for a nuclear family in
which the patrilineal connection remains uncompromised. Mann’s embryologist articulated this rather straightforwardly when she considered
fertilizing some of her eggs at the time of freezing:
He said to me, “If you can get ten eggs, I’d freeze ten eggs. The techniques
around eggs are improving all the time, so our success rates with eggs are
getting better all the time. The thing is that if you freeze embryos, and
then you meet somebody, those embryos aren’t really any use to you.”
Obviously, he’s working on the—fairly reasonable—assumption that a
future partner is going to be less likely to want to raise a child who isn’t
genetically his.60

Egg freezing here functions as a kind of anticipatory “kinship work.”61
Both Mann and the embryologist position egg freezing as a means to
enable a genetically unified family in which kinship affirmation through
biological substances contributes to continued parental commitment.
Even though freezing embryos would result in higher success rates, the
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eggs are frozen unfertilized to preserve future kinning possibilities. In
this case, the fertility extension afforded by the cryo-eggs is, then, also
an extension to another: a means of meeting the presumably continued
fertility of a future male partner.
Reflecting the importance of the future partner in egg freezing, the
bloggers frame the perceived period of fertility extension specifically as
a time to meet someone:
Your body and your eggs just keep getting older, which is why freezing
them is actually a pretty smart idea, because it gives you a little more
time so that you can try to find that one diamond in the crap heap of
American men.62

Egg freezing thus initiates an extended period of waiting and dating,
during which a future family can be imagined in spite of fertility decline.
Mann describes this tension between fertility anxieties and family
aspirations:
If you’re single and want the possibility of children, your mid-30s robs
you of that, however hard you rail against it, however much you wish it
weren’t the case. And even though I thought freezing my eggs would give
me breathing space—and to some extent it did—that shadow never goes
away entirely. And it’s exhausting.63

Mann’s experience affirms the widespread finding that most women cite
an absent partner as the main reason to freeze their eggs.64 For them,
egg freezing functions as a means to “temporarily disentangle” parental
and partnership projects by bracketing childbearing and gaining more
time to find the right person to start a family with.65 Egg freezing, then,
offers a means to “anticipate coupledom” and “reinforce the genetic
relatedness of offspring.”66
Marcia Inhorn argues that it is not coincidental that specifically highly
educated, professional, single women are freezing their eggs. Apart from
the fact that the high costs of egg freezing exclude large sections of the
population, she points out that the so-called fertility penalty for meeting
educational and employment aspirations is significant. As women aim
to be established in unforgiving labor and housing markets and reach
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financial and relationship security before they have children, many find
themselves—or expect themselves to be—unable to conceive once these
conditions are met—if, indeed, they ever are. This fertility penalty is
coupled with a situation in which there are only three college-educated
men for every four college-educated women in the United States. Inhorn argues that the combination of a “massive undersupply of college-
educated men” and the low rates of educational “intermarriage” create a
situation in which specifically highly educated heterosexual women are
interested in egg freezing as a “stop-gap” measure while they look for a
male partner.67
Alongside the demographic constraints, the privileging of relationships over singlehood itself is characteristic of a contemporary predicament that egg freezing brings to the limelight. In her work on the
sociotemporal dimensions of singlehood, Kinneret Lahad argues that
being single is, to a large extent, discursively framed as a liminal, transitory stage on the way to couplehood and family life.68 She describes the
prevalent conceptualizations of coupledom as essential to self-fulfillment
while singlehood represents “a waiting period, during which one must
do all in one’s power to exit the waiting mode.”69 This emphasis on
choice and agency in achieving partnerships itself reflects a neoliberal
ethos of self-managing singlehood, in which there is little consideration
of the sociocultural structures from which these very choices emerge.70
In the face of both a neoliberal emphasis on individual accountability
for making romantic arrangements and the continued hegemony of traditional relationship and family norms, the absence of a partner can be
experienced as not merely an inconvenience but a social failure. To a
large extent, Lahad argues, this sense of failure is contingent on aging;
“waiting for Mr. Right” shifts from representing a romantic longing earlier in life to an increasing inability to attain hegemonic hetero-nuclear
family forms later in life.71
This dynamic between agency and failure in relation to singlehood
is a recurring theme in the bloggers’ accounts of the waiting and dating
period enabled by frozen eggs:
I felt like a failure before I froze my eggs. What was wrong with me? Why
was I still single and childless at 39? . . . Once I froze my eggs those ugly
feelings of self-pity started to dissipate.72
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Mann likewise related her experience of singlehood as failure, to which
egg freezing provided a resolution:
I once thought that freezing my eggs was an admission of failure, that it
was me putting my hands up and saying “I haven’t been able to do what
everyone else has.” I don’t see it like that now. I see it as a sensible, self-
preserving, pragmatic decision.73

In the context of the perceived social failure associated with singlehood,
egg freezing provides a means of realizing the agentic self-empowerment
that Lahad describes. Yet rather than a relationship as such, it can be
the cryo-eggs—and the potential for family and partnership they
represent—that provide a resolution to unwanted singlehood.
The use of frozen eggs as a means to extend the period of waiting and
dating, thereby prolonging the time frame within which the future partner
may arrive, is situated within a particular political-economic history of the
family form. The family form that these egg freezing accounts reference
is both a dominant cultural norm and at the heart of a neoconservative
and neoliberal political project that Melinda Cooper describes in Family
Values (2017). Cooper offers an alternative to a reading of neoliberalism
that emphasizes the exaltation of the atomized individual. She makes the
case that the political history of neoliberalism relies on and reproduces
the family form through the installation of the family—rather than the
state—as the “privileged site of debt, wealth transfer and care.”74
Egg freezing has been framed as an expression of a neoliberal logic
of self-investment in future fertility. Rather than shifting social structures to facilitate reproductive decision making throughout the life
course, egg freezing is a quintessentially individualist technology that
self-responsibilizes women to achieve continued fertility. Yet the fertility created through this procedure is not only individual in nature but
often becomes meaningful in its extension to the other, to the potential
future partner with whom an imagined family form may be attained.
Cooper alerts us to the interlinking of the politics of economic redistribution and cultural recognition in this family form. These two aspects
are intertwined both in the earlier construction of the Fordist family,
which positioned “white, married masculinity as a point of access to full
social protection,” and in today’s politics of distribution, in which the
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legally and culturally legitimized family functions as a primary wealth-
transmitting mechanism of inheritance, social security, and gendered
provision of care.75 This coincides with a move from the Fordist family
wage to the ideal of the two-earner family, which, in turn, coincides
with the rise in paid working hours required to support a family under
financialized capitalism.76
So when egg freezers emphasize the importance of the absent male
partner, this need not simply reflect a romantic or individual preference,
or even solely a cultural norm. It may also be rooted in the political
divestment of social welfare from the state to the private family and the
concomitant redistributive logic that foregrounds the family as the key
social unit through which citizenship rights and obligations—including
care and financial security—may be obtained. And it is the neoliberal
logic of private investment and indebtedness, rather than public welfare, that is matched in the egg freezing practices. This happens not only
through the self-responsibilization of women for their future fertility but
also through the positioning of the family as itself a redistributive unit
that requires investment—of eggs and capital alike.
***
While egg freezing is described as a means to establish a desired family
form in the future, the trajectory after OC can equally be a time to come
to terms with single motherhood. For example, while she was ready to
have a child with a partner, Alice Mann needed three years to adjust to
an alternative imagined family model and attempt to become a single
mother:
I felt like I had—albeit in my own time, which let’s be honest was about
three years—come to a decision about something that I felt financially,
emotionally and practically capable of taking on all by myself. I felt a bit
like Superwoman.77

And Adams describes that the key step in being ready to use her frozen eggs was “being OK with being single.”78 So while egg freezing
clearly functions as a kinship technology that holds the promise of a
future conception with a chosen partner, these stories highlight how it
equally enables a move towards having children without a partner. In
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other words, although freezing eggs is typically framed as a possibility of
inhabiting nuclear family forms, thawing these eggs may in fact require
the opposite: coming to terms with single motherhood.

Extending Reproductive Loss
Although egg freezing is often presented as a means to extend fertility
beyond its age-related loss, the women’s stories show that OC’s second
phase can be contingent on different kinds of fertility loss. Indeed, women
can use their frozen eggs if the eggs in their body are no longer viable. But
frozen eggs can also function as a back-up option in IVF, only to be used
if fresh eggs fail. Alternatively, frozen eggs can be a preferred option for
presumably fertile women in order to benefit from the cryo-eggs’ relative
youth. Reflecting these different “frozen-only,” “fresh-first,” and “frozen-
first” treatment rationales, the egg freezers’ stories elucidate the nature of
the fertility losses that precede, and accompany, egg thawing.
Exemplifying the fresh-first approach, Kopaylopa decided to try to
have a child on her own two years after freezing her eggs. She visited the
fertility clinic and received the following advice: “It’s likely to be fresh
IVF cycles until I’m either pregnant or running low on resources . . . ,
and then (and only then) will we move on to the frozen eggs.”79 Rather
than egg freezing extending her fertility, it functions instead as a back-up
option. In other words, in Kopaylopa’s case, the frozen eggs are not a preferred source of ongoing reproductive potentiality to be used when she
is ready for motherhood, but their use is contingent on failed IVF cycles.
Mann’s experience, by contrast, reflects a frozen-first approach. A
couple of years after egg freezing, she returned to the clinic for fertility tests to check whether she could wait a little longer to start trying to
conceive. In contrast with Summers’s emphasis on the egg’s age—not the
woman’s—as the crucial factor in reproduction, and notwithstanding
the fertility extension associated with her frozen eggs, tests of her embodied fertility became the instigating factor in Mann’s decision to start
trying. Although the test outcomes were positive and gave her “permission to procrastinate,” Mann soon decided that “I want to try, of course I
want to try.”80 Although she was presumed fertile, her eggs were thawed
at the first attempt at conception, as her doctor explained:
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“Even though your ovarian reserve is good, we’re going to use the frozen
eggs,” she said. “The older you are, the more likely your eggs are to be
chromosomally abnormal.”81

Although Mann’s ovarian reserve was deemed sufficient, the age difference between the eggs in her ovaries and those in the freezer became an
indication to use the latter. Ironically, the fertility tests that Mann used to
determine her reproductive timing decisions were not the determining
factors in her treatment plan. The fertility loss that became an indication
for OC was, rather, the difference in the passage of time between Mann’s
cryo-eggs and her embodied eggs.
In addition to these fresh-first and frozen-first options, there is the
frozen-only approach, which is reflected in Brigitte Adams’s story.
Adams returned to the IVF clinic at age 44 and approached the frozen
eggs as her only option for having her “own” child. When she froze her
eggs, she was adamant about two things:
1) I would NOT be a single mom
2) I would NOT try to get pregnant after age 42
Fast forward five years: I am still single, a few days shy of my 44th birthday and finally ready to use my frozen eggs. What changed? I chalk it up
to three things: accepting my path, being OK with being single and having a kick ass family.82

Although she had strong ideas about age-related limits to conception, in
retrospect Adams adjusted her reproductive timing decisions primarily
with reference to relationships and readiness rather than an imagined
biological clock. It was precisely egg freezing that allowed her to “move
on” and organize her reproductive decision making according to these
other time lines:
By taking my fertility into my own hands, I was finally able to accept
that, thought [sic] my life had not followed the perfectly linear path I
had expected, I had done everything I could and was finally able to
move on.83
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As part of moving on, she was no longer concerned about reproductive
aging in the same way she had once been—not only because a sense of
reproductive possibility had been displaced to the eggs but also because
she had done everything she could. The decision to use the frozen eggs
was contingent on the loss of the expectation both of finding a partner and of being able to conceive: “I made this decision once I finally
acknowledged to myself that the chances of Mr. Right galloping up on a
white horse and whisking me off to coupledom were about as likely as
me getting pregnant naturally (about less than 1% at age 44).”84
If the decision to thaw eggs is contingent on different forms of fertility
loss, the clinical process of the second phase of egg freezing itself involves
a cascade of fertility gains and losses—rather than a straightforward extension. When frozen eggs represent the final option for conceiving without
donor eggs, as Adams describes, the failure of the frozen eggs represents
a particular kind of fertility loss that did not exist before. More so than if
she had not frozen her eggs in the first place, the loss of fertility occurs
again and again. Adams’s fertility loss first emerges as the experiences of
reproductive aging that drive the egg freezing decision, then as a motivating factor for thawing them, subsequently in the appearance of the fibroid,
in the disappointing results in the transition from eggs to only a single
embryo, and finally in a chemical pregnancy that is lost after 48 hours:
I can barely see straight and not sure I should even post this . . . I was told
on Saturday that I was pregnant. I was told on Tuesday the embryo had
died. I have no more eggs to try. I have no more eggs to retrieve. I have
no energy to try again. I am mourning the loss of a baby and the loss of
ever having a biological child.85

Egg freezing thus offers a multiplication of fertilities—in the body and
in the freezer—which may be lost at different points in time. In this way,
the fertility extension associated with egg freezing creates a situation in
which fertility can be lost later in life, at the time of egg thawing.
This belated fertility loss, moreover, has a different character when it
is tainted by the logic of retrospective regret:
No one talks about part 2 of egg freezing. We need to start. If I could do
it all again I would:
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Freeze multiple rounds
Freeze embryos
Really understand my AMH and FSH levels
Stop working so many hours at shitty jobs
Not count on my frozen eggs to work.86

While Adams had earlier assured herself that she could move on if the
eggs would not be successful because she had done “everything she
could,” her response to losing the frozen eggs is retrospective regret at
not having frozen more eggs. In the post reflecting on her lost eggs, the
first recommendation she gives to her former self is to freeze more eggs.
In this sense, the grief associated with fertility and pregnancy loss is
compounded with a self-responsibilized retrospective regret associated
with the agentic possibility of freezing ever more eggs for later.
Grief is also the affect described by Eggfreezer, whose story we followed in chapter 3. Four years after her blog went dormant, Eggfreezer
returned to Blogspot to share the following message:
7 years later, I went to use the frozen eggs, and 100% died immediately on
thaw. They were supposed to survive thaw with over a 90% success rate.
Instead, every single one died. . . . These eggs were so good, Dr. B told me
at the time that he wouldn’t let me do another freeze cycle because I had
so many perfect 32 year old eggs. This is unfathomable. I cannot begin to
explain the grief I am feeling.87

After describing the eggs as “starting building block[s] of a future human
being” and “fully sufficient and necessary to make that human my biological child,” Eggfreezer here links the loss of those eggs to the loss
of the imagined future child and the kinship bond that binds them.88
The disconnect between the outcome of the thaw and her expectations
for the eggs’ reproductive potential, rationalized on the basis of their
quantity and age-related quality, results in epistemic dismay: this is
unfathomable.
More so than reproductive failure after unsuccessful incubation, fertilization, or egg collection in IVF, Eggfreezer’s case shows a new, OC-
specific form of fertility loss that occurs after a successful egg collection.
This extended fertility loss is characterized by the combination of a
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calculus of fertility that suggests a distributed form of ongoing fertility
associated with the 32 cryo-eggs (see chapter 3)—in this case over the
course of seven years—and a particular reproductive loss occurring between egg collection and fertilization when the eggs don’t thaw correctly.
What is lost with Eggfreezer’s eggs is not only the potential future “own”
child but the personal investment in the eggs as symbols of fertility that
bore the expectation of a longer trajectory of fertility gains and losses
through future IVF procedures. Adams’s and Eggfreezer’s stories illustrate how age-related fertility loss after egg freezing is intensified both
through a course of “little victories [and] little disappointments” and by
being charged with earlier affective, financial, and bodily investments.89
So alongside the promise of continued fertility and genetically related
motherhood, egg freezing also extends a cascade of fertility gains and
losses. The possibility of kinning with a future partner through frozen
eggs enacts the link between relationships and reproductivity; it shows
how ideas about relatedness, singlehood, and family ideologies are materialized and articulated through frozen eggs. The online stories discussed in this section revealed the new and later kinning possibilities
that frozen eggs hold, which may resolve a sense of failure associated
with singlehood and fertility decline. Yet in doing so, egg freezing also
sets women up for an alternative course of fertility losses—of embodied,
frozen, and partnered reproductivity. These losses are intensified both
through constructions of agentic retrospective regret and as the counterpart of the affective and effective investment in the frozen eggs over
the course of the cryopreservation period. Egg freezing, then, extends
not only fertility but also its loss.

Posthumous Conceptions
Cryopreserved eggs create the possibility of circumventing not only the
end of fertility but also the end of life itself. Once frozen, eggs can retain
their reproductive potential irrespective of the aging and eventual death
of the body from which they originated. In other words, the eggs may
outlive the woman who froze them. The eggs’ continued viability thus
opens up the possibility of a third new, and unusual, form of reproductivity emerging with OC that is altogether decoupled from the vitality of
the living body: posthumous fertility.
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This type of fertility can lead to posthumous motherhood through the
fertilization and surrogate gestation of frozen eggs. This approach has
not yet resulted in the birth of any children; even to living women, the
number of children born from frozen eggs is relatively small.90 However,
as is the case with OC more broadly, the possibility of this new way of
becoming a parent in itself affects both the practice of egg freezing and
the cultural imagination of fertility. Particularly the informed-consent
procedures stage a structural encounter with this possibility of posthumous fertility, as every woman who freezes her eggs must decide on the
destination of her eggs in the future, including the future beyond her
own death. Through these informed-consent procedures, the willfulness
of egg freezing thus also stages an encounter with what is in effect a will.
Technically, posthumous motherhood is already possible through the
gestation of frozen embryos. IVF procedures frequently produce more
embryos than can be implanted in the womb, which are routinely frozen for future use. If the intended mother dies, these frozen embryos
can still be implanted into another woman’s womb. This happened in
the case of the Chinese baby Tiantian, who was born four years after
his parents died in a car crash. Tiantian’s grandparents won the right to
the frozen embryos after a lengthy legal battle and, because surrogacy
is illegal in China, commissioned a surrogate in Laos to carry the pregnancy.91 Frozen eggs likewise offer possibilities for reproduction after
death, including posthumous conception.
As Tiantian’s case illustrates, the posthumous possibilities of frozen
eggs and embryos raise a range of ethical issues. The ethical bodies of the
European and US professional societies in reproductive medicine (ESHRE
and ASRM) both emphasize the importance of informed consent in posthumous reproduction. Making no distinction between gametes and embryos, ESHRE’s discussion of this practice revolves around the notion of a
couple’s shared “parental project” and asks whether the frozen cells materialize continued reproductive intent.92 As previously discussed, women
often freeze their eggs when they are single, which implies a “parental
project” of a different kind—one that has an anticipatory orientation and
is limited to the gametes of a single individual. Unlike the embryo, the egg
leaves the choice open for a male partner or sperm donor. This openness
presents a unique situation, both in the posthumous use of eggs—and in
the anticipation thereof through informed consent.
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One such posthumous parental project emerged in the British case
of Mr. and Mrs. M. and their daughter A., a young woman who was diagnosed with cancer at 21 years old. Soon after her diagnosis, A. wanted
to have IVF treatment, but was too ill. When she experienced a period
of remission from the cancer a couple of years later, she underwent, “in
considerable pain,” an egg freezing cycle that retrieved three eggs. Prior
to treatment, A. signed a consent form stating that she wanted the eggs
to be stored for later use in the event of her death. However, according
to her mother, she was not given a second consent form to specify how,
and by whom, the eggs might be used posthumously. A.’s mother, Mrs.
M., later recalled that her daughter had been under the impression that
she had signed all the necessary forms and that A. wanted a child “more
than anything else in the world.” Indeed, when visited by a newly pregnant cousin, A. had told her mother that she already had her babies:
“They are just on ice, aren’t they, Mum?”93
In January 2010, when it became clear to A. that she would not recover from her illness, she told her mother,
They are never going to let me leave this hospital, Mum; the only way I
will get out of here will be in a body bag. I want you to carry my babies.
I didn’t go through the IVF to save my eggs for nothing. I want you and
Dad to bring them up. They will be safe with you. I couldn’t have wanted
for better parents, I couldn’t have done without you.94

A. also spoke with one of her friends about her mother carrying her
child in case she could not do so herself. In the last stages of her illness, according to her mother, A. repeatedly said she wanted her babies.
Shortly after, in 2011, she died from an infection. Her mother was very
clear about A.’s intentions with her cryo-eggs:
I have absolutely no doubt in my mind that, as far as A was concerned,
her eggs held a life force and were living entities in limbo waiting to be
born. She was clear that she wanted her genes to be carried forward after
her death.95

After A.’s death, her parents requested permission from the HFEA for
the eggs to be exported to the United States, where a clinic had agreed to
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fertilize them with anonymous donor sperm and implant them in Mrs
M.’s womb. However, the HFEA declined permission because, although
A. had signed a consent form giving permission for her frozen eggs to
be used after her death, other forms were missing that recorded her consent for the “export of the gametes, their admixture with donor sperm,
the use of a surrogate and the use of the gametes in treating A.’s mother,
rather than A.”96 The disagreement between A.’s parents and the HFEA
led to several high-profile court cases. These were initially decided in
favor of the HFEA, but A.’s parents later won on appeal. It has not been
made public whether Mr. and Mrs. M. have been able to have a grandchild with A.’s eggs.
A.’s intergenerational, familial, parental project is thus one example
of the new modes of family building enabled by egg freezing. A.’s case
shows how relevant the possibility of posthumous fertility can be in the
lived experience of finitude, even if the outcome of the future IVF treatment will never be known by the woman who froze her eggs. For A., her
eggs signified her babies “on ice” that were waiting to be born, even if she
would not live to meet them.97 The eggs also consolidated the kinship
bonds with her parents by coupling parental and grandparental roles,
holding the potential of future children in the face of their daughter’s
death. In this way, the eggs reconfigure the relationship between fertility
and mortality by balancing imminent death with the promise of latent
life. Particularly when she was facing the end of her life, the fact that,
according to her mother’s testimony, A. understood the eggs as “living
entities” suggests that they played an important role in her coming to
terms with her mortality, as a “life force” that would outlive her own.
Although A.’s is an extraordinary case, indeed the first of its kind, the
practice of egg freezing at large stages a structural encounter with finitude and the possibility of posthumous reproductivity and motherhood.
As A.’s story shows, this is particularly pertinent for women who freeze
their eggs prior to cancer treatment, an experience that demands a confrontation with mortality in its own right.98 Yet also for women who
freeze their eggs in anticipation of age-related infertility, the informed-
consent procedure invites a consideration of the eggs’ posthumous
destination.
This is particularly the case in the United Kingdom, where informed
consent is the cornerstone of the HFEA’s regulation of reproductive
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technologies. The HFEA provides fertility clinics with standardized consent forms, which their patients must sign prior to treatment. The consent form for the storage of eggs states that the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Act 1990 requires patients to choose “what you want to happen to your eggs or sperm if you die or lose the ability to decide for yourself.”99 This section is a substantial part of the consent form and states
that the gametes will “be allowed to perish” in case no consent is given.
Forms for consent to treatment and egg storage ask whether women
want the eggs to be used posthumously for the treatment of a partner, the
treatment of others, or training purposes.100 The options of reproductive
donation require corresponding forms for egg donation and surrogacy
arrangements, which address the eggs’ fertilization and gestation in the
event of death.101 It was one of these latter forms that was missing in A.’s
case; only in the appeal case were her reported statements that she wished
for her mother to be the surrogate recognized as providing the consent
that these forms were designed to record. The HFEA’s informed-consent
forms thus address posthumous reproductive use of gametes explicitly,
thereby positioning it as an institutionally acceptable choice rather than
an exception, as is the case in the Dutch context.
In the Netherlands, there is no uniform consent form analogous to
that of the HFEA. Rather, each clinic has formulated its own statements
of consent. Considering the forms of the University Medical Centre
Utrecht (UMCU) and of the clinic MCK Fertility Centre (MCK), it is
clear that the standard procedure is to let a woman’s eggs perish after
her death. If a woman freezing her eggs at the UMCU or MCK chooses
to bequeath her eggs to another party after her death, she will need to
make, respectively, an official request or a notary statement that explicates who may inherit and use the eggs.102 The informed-consent forms
both point to the possibility of posthumous motherhood and complicate the pursuit thereof, whether by administrative procedures or by
stating—as MCK does—the clinic’s policy of not working with gametes
of deceased people. The forms’ acknowledgment that the eggs can nevertheless be transferred to another clinic point to the fact that the frozen
eggs’ mobility opens up a regulatory flexibility in which patients can
move their cells to institutional and national contexts that align with
the intended parental project—just as A.’s parents attempted to do by
exporting her eggs from the United Kingdom to the United States.103
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Although the British and Dutch medical authorities differ in their approaches, both adhere to the ESHRE’s standpoint that informed consent
is crucial in “enabl[ing]” patients, and should be in place even if clinics
do not themselves carry out posthumous treatments.104 By calling it “enabling,” the ESHRE positions informed consent as a means for patients
to exert agency over the extracted eggs. Yet, as has become clear above,
the forms also represent an institutional agency through the particular
presentation of the available choices. The acknowledgment of the possibility of posthumous motherhood by an “institution of expertise” is
situated in medical systems that enjoy a degree of preexisting trust from
their patients.105 The inclusion of certain choices as standard options
for which consent can be given through formalized procedures, or by
a tick of the box, normalizes these forms of posthumous reproduction
as acceptable decisions that patients may consider in the egg freezing
process. Their exclusion from the informed-consent procedure, or the
requirement for a separate declaration, suggests the opposite and functions as a discouraging measure.
The informed-consent forms thus represent a meeting of individual
and institutional speech acts. Through their ongoing power in directing the future pathways of frozen eggs, these speech acts of informed
consent exemplify Judith Butler’s understanding of performative utterances as “forms of authoritative speech . . . that, in the uttering, also
perform a certain action and exercise a binding power.”106 In the contract of informed consent, ticking the box functions, quite explicitly, as
a citation of authoritative speech that has binding power in determining the egg’s destination. In other words, it is individual consent by
institutional citation. Butler notes that “performativity must be understood not as a singular or deliberate ‘act’ but, rather, as the reiterative
and citational practice by which discourse produces the effects that it
names.”107 Informed consent can be understood as a citational practice of clinics and patients alike, in which posthumous motherhood is
produced through its linguistic recognition. The continuity of consent
stretching into the future, long after the ticking and signing, suggests
that the “sphere of operation” of these speech acts is not limited to the
present time of utterance—particularly given that the conditionality
of “when you die” pertains to a time to come that is not yet manifest. In Excitable Speech, Butler addresses the “open temporality of the
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speech act” by qualifying the “moment of utterance” as a “condensed
historicity: it exceeds itself in past and future directions.”108 In keeping
with this understanding of the speech act’s temporality, the informed
consent to the posthumous use of cryopreserved eggs can be read as a
future performative: a speech act that harks back in time through its
citation of authoritative speech, yet takes effect not only during, but
also long after, its utterance.
Because these declarations of the eggs’ posthumous destination concern the time after death, the informed-consent practices function as
a kind of will writing.109 In “The Pleasures and Perils of Inheritance,”
Daniel Monk reflects on the writing of wills as a practice of “facing death
[and] reflecting on one’s legacies” that “bring[s] to the fore constructions
of memory and identity, intergenerational relations, and the complexities of doing and undoing family and kinship.”110 Wills, he argues, are
the means of the living to organize their legacy and pass on what is important in people’s lives to the time after death. Egg freezing in anticipation of age-related infertility is oriented towards the biomedical passing
on of bodily material to a future self. However, as we have seen in A.’s
case, the practice may also entail passing on eggs to others after death,
to continue an existing parental project—or start a new one. In this way,
the speech act of informed consent not only has future world-making
effects but also effectuates the “doing and undoing” of the kinship relations ascribed to the egg before and after death.
Egg freezing, then, presents people with a hitherto nonexisting possibility of leaving eggs-as-legacy. The emergence of this novel cellular legacy follows a history in which practices of reproduction and inheritance
have been intimately entwined. In Willful Subjects, Ahmed writes, “The
child is the one who promises to extend the family line, which requires
the externalization of will as inheritance.”111 Monk similarly references
a history in which inheritance “has long been . . . almost the raison d’être
of conventional, albeit subtly shifting familial practices,” particularly for
women, who “hav[e] served as passive vehicles for the transmission of
names, wealth and continuity across generations.”112 Egg freezing provides new ways for extending the family line beyond one’s own lifetime,
as frozen eggs can both comprise and redirect inheritance.
The use of egg freezing to ensure familial continuity after death may
be observed in the case of 17-year-old Chen Aida Ayah. This Israeli
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young woman was hit by a car in 2011 and was declared brain dead a
week after the accident. In the first case of its kind, the family received
permission of the local court of Kfar Saba to extract and freeze Ayah’s
eggs for future reproductive use by a family member.113 This case illustrates how OC provides the conditions of possibility for imagining and
legally arranging the prolongation of the child’s promise to “extend the
family line” to the time after death.114 Within a framework in which inheritance is intimately bound up with reproduction, the cryopreserved
egg may attain a double function as both the reproductive means for
maintaining familial continuity and the inheritable object itself.115
In the speech act of giving consent to posthumous reproduction—
lacking in Ayah’s case of posthumous extraction—the egg’s double
function provides the occasion for establishing intended kinship bonds
prior to conception. Frozen eggs leave options open to determine the
intended kinship bonds with a genetic father or donor as well as a gestational mother or surrogate in the context of a “parental project” after
death. Women in relationships may leave their frozen gametes to their
partners, much as men have done in a growing number of cases of
posthumous conception with frozen sperm.116 A woman’s male partner could fertilize the frozen eggs posthumously, while a female partner could carry the embryo made with the frozen egg. Alternatively,
as A.’s case shows, women may decide to leave their cryopreserved oocytes to friends or family members for an alternative parental project. In
each case, the posthumous reproductive intention, and particularly the
specification of “named recipients” in informed consent, may generate
a “doing and undoing” of intended kinship bonds prior to conception
through the figure of the egg.117
The expression of informed consent to the posthumous (dis)use
of the oocytes entails the discursive production of the eggs as socially
significant entities that may become differently recognized as the patient’s legacy at the time of death. The classification of eggs as valuable
or surplus material—and the concomitant willingness to donate them to
other couples or research labs—has been studied widely.118 An important aspect of this informed-consent process is its temporal dimension,
and specifically the way in which the meanings ascribed to the cells are
contingent on the passage of time, whether organized by the age or the
vitality of the woman who froze her eggs.
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The informed-consent forms organize the shifting symbolic significance of these eggs at the time of death as, for example, familial legacy,
research material, or an extension of physical embodiment. As A.’s case
illustrated, in posthumous fertility treatment, the eggs’ legacy may take
the form of potential progeny. Alternatively, when the eggs are used for
research posthumously, the woman’s death provides the occasion for a
redirection of the eggs’ significance from serving a “personal goal” of
having a genetically related child to serving a “public goal” of improved
medical science and public health.119 In being passed on to research, the
legacy of these eggs may be conceived as a contribution or “giving back”
to biomedical science. The posthumous destruction of the eggs, in turn,
reenacts the death of the woman’s body at the cellular level.
In the informed-consent procedure, the consideration of these future
destinations of the eggs entails a confrontation with one’s own finitude.
With modernity, anthropologist Margaret Lock argues, death and “associated beliefs about transcendence were disentangled from the realm
of the sacred” and remade into a “medical matter.” From the mid-19th
century onwards, the physician’s pronouncement of death has come to
signal “the end” of the body and person. With the loss of the cultural
currency of “imagined futures after death,” time becomes “compressed
into the individual life cycle.”120 As the afterlife was displaced by the finitude of the medically conceived body, so the continued viability of cryopreserved bodily material may provide alternative “imagined futures
after death” that are based on the temporal plasticity of the cell. When
frozen cells are understood as “part of me,” as in the case of Eggfreezer
(see chapter 3), or as “my babies,” in A.’s words, it is medicine that facilitates a futurity beyond death through the continued viability of frozen
bodily material. The informed-consent forms, accordingly, present both
a confrontation with finitude and a possibility of cellular reproductive
continuity “if you die,” thereby shifting the finality of mortality: a life
extension of a different kind.121 The possibility of posthumous motherhood thus opens up a reconsideration of the relation between reproductivity and death, in which the end of reproductivity becomes a matter of
consent and an agentic choice rather than a biological necessity.
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Conclusion
Egg freezing introduces new ways of conceiving children, being fertile,
and becoming a mother later in life—and even after death. As a means
of circumventing age-related infertility, egg freezing practices reveal
what is at stake in shifting the temporal parameters of female reproductivity. Long-standing public preoccupations with so-called older
motherhood, which became particularly controversial and newsworthy after donor-egg IVF, are revisited in the context of egg freezing. Yet
today the possibilities of later motherhood and extended fertility are
also framed in light of gendered “successful aging” and promoted as
signs of a form of elite, aspirational reproduction. The frozen eggs that
enable reproductivity later in life, however, can not only extend fertility
but also bring about its loss in new ways. This chapter discussed three
novel reproductive pathways emerging with frozen eggs, which both
challenged and reinforced the contentious relations between reproductive aging, fertility, and motherhood.
First, the possibility of a type of premeditated, willful older motherhood emerges with egg freezing. The association of older motherhood with willfulness became apparent in Liz Buttle’s story, which, as
a limit case, revealed how norms regarding the appropriate timing of
reproduction may be expressed as health and welfare concerns, but are
nevertheless informed by historically specific cultural systems of aging
pertaining to gender, sexuality, and labor relations. Both the criticism of
Buttle and the public objections to egg freezing for its transgression of
“normal reproductive years” reaffirm existing chrononormativities that
are threatened by the introduction of new technologies that enable later
reproduction. By eliciting the articulation of these chrononormativities,
Buttle’s case reveals the temporal conditionality of Ahmed’s “reproductive will.” By extension, the willfulness of OC’s older motherhood follows from the transgression both of the will-to-reproduce earlier in life
and of the will-not-to-reproduce after age-related infertility.
Whereas Buttle’s case draws attention to the transgressive framing of
older motherhood, narratives about celebrity older motherhood conversely reference it as an achievement of successful aging and a sign
of continued functionality. The prevalent and highly gendered “will to
youth” thus finds its counterpart in an ongoing will to fertility. Given the
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growing popularity of egg donation later in life, new mothers’ ages may
begin to function as a marker of a decreasing probability of genetic relatedness and an increasing likelihood of a technologically interventionist
motherhood, rendering the otherwise invisible use of ARTs recognizable. However, frozen eggs can shift the logic of this age-related recognizability of genetic relatedness. The ability to conceive after age-related
infertility with cryo-eggs points to the second form of older motherhood of interest: genetically related motherhood later in life.
While egg freezing opens up the possibility of a fertility extension
resulting in genetically related older motherhood, it also extends the
potential of establishing genetic ties within a family unit. It thus not only
enables an extension in time but is frequently motivated as an extension
to another. Frozen eggs represent a kinning extension not only to the
child but also to the imagined future male partner. This need not only
reflect a romantic preference but also a neoliberal diminution of social
welfare in favor of a repositioning of the family as the key redistributive social unit—which requires proactive investment of both eggs and
capital. In this sense, frozen eggs can be used to meet a set of dominant
singlehood and family ideologies through the specter of the potential
future conception. Yet in doing so, egg freezing in fact often functions
as a pathway to alternative family forms.
When frozen eggs are thawed in the attempt to make a family, the OC
process introduces a new course of fertility gains and losses. The second
phase of egg freezing entails all the familiar ups and downs of IVF. In
addition, if the frozen eggs do not result in a child, there is the loss of not
only a failed cycle but also a cryopreserved, distributed sense of fertility,
often culminated after years of physical, financial, and affective investment in the frozen eggs. This loss may be further intensified through
constructions of retrospective regret at not freezing more eggs earlier in
life. As the counterpart of women’s earlier investment in freezing their
eggs, egg freezing extends both fertility and its loss.
Lastly, OC creates a tension between the body’s mortality and the
cryo-egg’s temporary immortality, from which the technical possibility of posthumous motherhood follows. Although as yet an unrealized
possibility, its consideration in informed-consent procedures nevertheless has world-making effects by requiring patients to set posthumous
reproductive intentions and reclassifying eggs as future research, re-
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productive, or waste material. In the speech act of informed consent
to posthumous reproduction by specific “named recipients,” the egg
functions as a node for the discursive construction of intended kinship
relations prior to conception. Through the possibility of posthumous
conception with cryopreserved eggs, the reproductive process becomes
recognizable not only in earlier stages but also later on in life, beyond
the limits of mortality.
In the next, and final, chapter I explore how the egg further complicates the limits of mortality and the linearity of aging in regenerative
medicine and address the unprecedented global mobility of eggs now
that they may be frozen.
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Oocyte Futures
The Global Flow of Frozen Eggs

Thus far we have followed the egg’s journey from the bioprepared body
to the freezer and, after fertilization, from the incubator to the womb.
However, the egg’s journey in OC need not find its endpoint in motherhood, whether older or not. In fact, given the potential for failure
at every step of the way—thawing, fertilizing, incubating, implanting,
continuing pregnancy—the chances of a single frozen egg resulting in
a live birth are as slim as 2–5%.1 Not only are live birth rates limited,
but it appears that most women who freeze their eggs do not return to
use them. For example, according to Zeynep Gürtin and colleagues’
2019 study at the London Women’s Clinic, one of the major UK fertility clinics specializing in egg freezing, of all “social egg freezing” cycles
performed in the 2012–2016 period, the vast majority of eggs (92.8%)
remain in storage.2 A Dutch study of women who underwent OC
between 2009 and 2015 similarly showed only a 5% usage rate for the
frozen eggs.3 If, in the long term, a significant percentage of women do
not claim their frozen eggs, OC can be considered a new source of eggs
that could be circulated in networks of egg donation. More broadly,
the freezability of donor eggs radically shifts existing practices of both
reproductive and research egg donation.
The remarkable emergence of egg freezing in the last decade is therefore not only transformative as a means of “fertility preservation,” but
it also has important implications for egg donation practices. This final
chapter, then, considers how the trajectories of the frozen eggs produced
by OC differ from those of their “fresh” counterparts in egg donation.
The extended durability of frozen eggs means they may be stored in egg
banks—by analogy with the more familiar sperm banks—which collect
a repository of donor eggs for third-party use. In the years following
the Dutch 2011 legalization of OC, three egg banks were founded in the
180
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Netherlands, and the London Egg Bank was the first to open its doors
in the United Kingdom in 2013. Although there is no central registry of
egg banks in the United States, the first egg banks were founded much
earlier across the Atlantic; the World Egg Bank in Phoenix, Arizona, for
example, was freezing eggs as early as 2004. Egg banks function as hubs
for the discursive production and material distribution of cryopreserved
eggs to fertility clinics nearby or far away. Once frozen, the eggs become
as mobile as the liquid nitrogen tanks that contain them and may cross
unprecedented distances—as well as a variety of borders—between clinics, countries, and continents.4 Egg freezing is thus the key condition of
emergence for the development of a global flow of eggs, which entails a
broader respatialization of reproduction.
This global mobility of eggs should be situated within larger contemporary processes of change pertaining to globalization and aging. On
the one hand, global developments—the deregulation of financial markets, the ubiquitous reach of communication and data technologies,
the growth of tourism industries, and the outsourcing of labor—are
the conditions of emergence for a globalization of biomedicine through
transnational “reproflows” and “reproductive pathways” of technologies, people, and cells in cross-border reproductive care (CBRC) and
internationalized research networks.5 On the other hand, global population aging, following from declining fertility and increasing life expectancy, has locally specific sociocultural, political-economic effects
on assisted reproduction.6 The emergence of cross-b order flows of
cryo-eggs must be positioned in relation to the increasing age of people
seeking fertility treatment—and the concomitant demand for younger
donor eggs—as well as dominant narratives on “successful aging” that
advocate individual responsibility for health and functionality. As locus
of both reproductive youth and regenerative potential, the movement,
procurement, and (potentially) therapeutic use of eggs is intimately
caught up with a politics of aging that gains a global dimension when
these eggs become mobile.
This chapter explores the implications of the transnational mobility of frozen eggs for reproductive and research egg-donation practices
through two case studies. I first address the US-based World Egg Bank,
which ships frozen eggs to intended parents across the world. Focusing
on the movement of frozen eggs from the US bank to UK clinics, I con-
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sider what factors drive this reproflow and analyze how importing eggs
retemporalizes and respatializes assisted reproduction. What is at stake
in the movement of eggs—rather than people—in cross-border reproduction is a deterritorialization of egg donation, in which remote regulatory, clinical, and discursive practices govern a different set of localities.
Besides reproductive egg donation, I also turn to the procurement
of donor eggs for research. I focus on the case study of the first successful derivation of human embryonic stem cells created through somatic
cell nuclear transfer (SCNT), also termed “therapeutic cloning,” which
relies on donor eggs. This technique radically reconfigures the egg’s relation to bodily time, and thereby raises questions about the relation between aging and reproductivity in new ways. The long-awaited success
of SCNT technology revives the question of research egg procurement
at a time when cryopreservation creates the possibility of shipping and
banking eggs. This discussion highlights how the potential clinical applications, marketization, and regulation of SCNT research, along with its
dependence on oocytes provided by young women, relate to a broader
global biopolitics of aging that intersects with existing reproductive
stratifications.

“Eggs without Borders”: Transnational Frozen Egg Donation
The US-based World Egg Bank is one of the first companies to turn
the global movement of frozen eggs into its core business. Specifically
targeting the international demand for donor eggs, the World Egg Bank
obtains eggs from American women and transports them to contracted
fertility clinics in countries like the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia. Combining gamete mobility and egg banking, the World Egg
Bank offers insight into the transnational trajectories of frozen eggs.7 As
eggs move between countries, they also import and export the regulatory, temporal, and discursive dynamics of egg donation across national
borders. The cross-border movements of frozen eggs thereby enable a
deterritorialization of egg donation, as regulatory, financial, and clinical
practices pertain less to a specific locality and more to the distant pathways of the eggs’ cold chain.
Many institutions in the fertility industry have based their business models on national disparities in egg scarcity, procurement regu-
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lations, and treatment costs, but the World Egg Bank (TWEB) is one
of the first to do so by moving eggs—rather than people—across national borders. Founded in 1997, the company originally focused on
recruiting and screening egg donors, but in 2004 began to freeze eggs
as, self-reportedly, the first commercial egg bank in the world.8 It has
been shipping frozen eggs internationally since 2007, distributing over
3,000 frozen eggs within the United States and abroad, with destinations including five fertility clinics in the United Kingdom. TWEB’s roster includes 450 donors, some of whom have eggs frozen for donation,
while others undergo stimulation and provide eggs only when selected
by intended parents. In both cases, eggs can be frozen, transported, and
subsequently fertilized and implanted at the recipient’s clinic.9
In order to create transnational egg flows, egg banks like TWEB rely
on international courier companies that provide a global infrastructure
for moving frozen eggs through bio-cryogenic “cold chains,” which are
largely already in place given the existing transport of various cell and
tissue cultures for clinics and laboratories globally.10 Catherine Waldby
notes that such cold chains combine innovations of storage and spatial
distribution, and are shaped by regulatory landscapes that constrain and
protect egg donors and recipients through “trail[s] of documentation,
licensing arrangements, and compliance procedures that meet the ethical criteria set out by the importer jurisdiction.”11
Traveling in the opposite direction of egg recipients seeking donor
eggs abroad, frozen egg trajectories are developing along existing pathways between wealthy nations with egg shortages and popular donor-
egg IVF destinations with relatively permissive egg-procurement
regulations. A case in point is Ovobank Spain, the first European egg
bank shipping frozen eggs across national borders. Its location reflects
the popularity of Spain as a destination for donor eggs. Spain is responsible for over half the donor-egg IVF cycles in Europe and is particularly
popular among intended parents in the United Kingdom, for whom
local gamete shortage—particularly eggs—is the top motivation (71%)
for traveling to overseas clinics.12 By shipping eggs, Ovobank Spain now
allows international patients to partake of the Spanish availability of
eggs without leaving their home country. Whereas Spain’s relative proximity and available travel options are attractive to many UK patients,
once eggs can be shipped, limitations on the distances people are willing
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to travel need no longer be a primary consideration. Consequently, frozen egg transfers could raise the popularity of egg banks further afield,
such as TWEB, thereby globalizing the donor egg market more than is
currently the case.

Indirect Financial Inducement
The disparities in the regulatory frameworks governing egg donation
and its remuneration—and the concomitant differences in the availability of donor eggs—play a key role in motivating TWEB’s US-UK
egg trade. In contrast with the relatively unregulated US fertility industry, the HFEA, which licenses all UK fertility clinics, sets limits on the
payments for egg procurement.13 These limits have risen steadily over
the last two decades—in part in response to the increasing popularity
of purchasing eggs abroad to circumvent UK waiting lists. The HFEA
has increased maximum payments from £15 per cycle in 1998 to £250 in
2005 and £750 in 2011.14 The maximum payment for donors of imported
eggs was, however, maintained at £250 in loss of earnings per cycle.15
Testifying to the influence of financial compensation in motivating egg
donors, the number of egg donors increased by 35% in the two years
after 2011.16 Although around half of the UK clinics reported an increase
in egg donations after 2011, donor shortages remained—particularly for
Black and minority ethnic intended parents seeking eggs from “phenotypically similar” donors—and British patients continued to travel
abroad to seek treatment with overseas donor eggs.17
Notably, the HFEA regulations only seek to avoid the financial inducement of potential egg donors. Meanwhile, other parties, such as
TWEB, international courier companies, and the recipient’s clinic, may
operate on a commercial basis—i.e., be financially induced to engage
women in egg procurement. This disparity suggests a regulatory emphasis on egg freezing and egg donation as an individual’s consideration,
rather than a focus on the socio-institutional contexts that frame and
promote egg donation. In other words, it governs direct but not indirect
financial inducement.
When the business models and profit margins of fertility companies
are not governed by regulatory limits, they may provide an indirect financial inducement to promote specific treatment choices or patient re-
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cruitment practices. One example of such financial inducement comes
from the Australian market leader Virtus Health, the world’s first publicly listed fertility business, which owns—among many other clinics
across the world—the Queensland Fertility Group, a partnership clinic
of TWEB.18 Virtus Health directly financially induces its clinicians to
deliver high numbers of IVF cycles through its High Performer Share Incentive Scheme. This scheme financially rewards fertility specialists who
“consistently deliver more than 400 cycles per annum for a consecutive
three year period” because “the Board recognises those fertility specialists that achieve a high level of fresh cycles over a defined period acknowledging the value they generate for shareholders.”19 Situated within
a regime of financialized capitalism, which Nancy Fraser describes as
authorizing finance capital to discipline publics in the immediate interests of investors, the fertility company here becomes beholden not
only—or even primarily—to its patients but also to its shareholders.20
While regulations governing individual patients’ and donors’ reproductive decision making abound, the business practices that affect patients
and their treatment choices by financially inducing their doctors to “deliver” more cycles are not subject to similar regulatory scrutiny.
In the case of frozen egg donation and TWEB, the modes of indirect financial inducement differ from those governing the Virtus
example—or, for that matter, fresh egg donation. In UK and US fresh
egg donation, intended parents typically pay for the donor to undergo
a cycle, irrespective of the number of eggs produced. This arrangement reflects the ethical justification upheld by both the HFEA and the
ASRM—if with different monetary standards—that women are compensated for their time, inconvenience, and expenses, rather than for
their bodily tissue.21 However, in frozen egg-donation practices, such as
TWEB’s, the recipients order a specific number of eggs at a fixed price,
instead of linking payment directly to the donor’s cycle. Consequently,
the number of tradeable eggs a woman produces per cycle directly affects her profitability for the organization.
TWEB’s egg donors receive $3,000 to $6,000 compensation per cycle,
and on average the company “retrieve[s] 12–18 mature eggs per donor.”22
Frozen eggs are sold in batches of six for $16,500, plus $1,600 for international shipping and, where applicable, a $3,000 “Asian fee” for eggs
from Asian donors. Provided the eggs are selected by intended parents,
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the average donor cycle could therefore generate between $36,200 and
$54,300 revenue. The difference between retrieving 12 or 18 eggs from
a donor can thus translate to an $18,100 difference in revenue for the
Egg Bank. By charging for a specific number of eggs rather than a cycle,
TWEB’s sales model commodifies the individual eggs rather than the
egg donor’s labor and expenses.23 This model links capital accumulation
directly to the outcome of the donor’s cycle and thereby creates a financial incentive that favors donors and stimulation protocols that produce
more eggs per cycle.
This is not unique to TWEB; frozen eggs are typically not sold by
cycle, but as a particular number of eggs. Major US egg banks such as
Donor Egg Bank USA (part of Generate Life Sciences) and Fairfax Egg
Bank sell “lots” or “cohorts” of five to eight eggs. Cryos, the world’s largest sperm bank, known for its Danish “Viking sperm,” also has an egg
bank in Florida, which sells individual eggs for $2,300–$2,500 each. My
Egg Bank, part of the Prelude Network, similarly ships lots of six to eight
eggs to affiliate clinics and offers guarantee programs for the creation
of one or more embryos after a partner or donor ships sperm to the
egg bank. These embryos can then be shipped to the intended mother’s
clinic.24 When the remuneration of donors is organized per cycle, and
the resultant eggs are sold in a set quantity, donors producing more eggs
per cycle become more profitable for the egg bank. While egg banks may
or may not adjust their practices accordingly, it is nonetheless important
to note that this particular business model sets up financial incentives
that reward exactly that. So while regulations and bioethical discussions
focus on limiting remuneration to limit egg donors’ financial inducement, the indirect financial inducement resulting from the financial incentives in for-profit egg banks remains unchecked.25

Deterritorializing Egg Donation
The question of financial inducement takes on a different character when
the donor eggs are intended to be shipped from the United States to the
United Kingdom. Taking up the UK’s donor egg shortage as a business
opportunity, TWEB’s home page includes a prominent “Welcome UK”
section, which links to a page explaining that a selection of TWEB egg
donors complies with the UK’s HFEA’s Code of Practice.26 Accordingly,
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each TWEB donor has to decide whether to become an international
donor, which entails agreeing to the release of identifying information
when the child turns 18 and receiving less financial compensation—a
consideration situated in a US cultural context that favors altruistic donations and encourages donors to downplay financial motivations.27 While
the compensation to so-called international egg donors is curtailed, the
price of the frozen eggs remains the same for UK patients. By catering
to the HFEA requirements, TWEB demonstrates how the international
movement of eggs affects local egg-donation practices, thereby extending UK regulations to new territories—along the pathway of the eggs’
cold chain. Emerging with the transnational cryo-egg flows is, then, a
deterritorialization of egg donation, pertaining to the regulations, remunerations, and specific donation practices they engender.
This deterritorialization of egg donation works in both directions and
is propelled by the cross-border movement of eggs. Besides the introduction of UK remuneration practices into the US clinic, the movement
of cryo-eggs into the United Kingdom also imports at least two important aspects of US egg-donation practices. Firstly, frozen egg banking changes the temporal dynamic of international egg procurement;
whereas fresh egg donation is characterized by a degree of uncertainty
about the outcome of the donor’s treatment, which may take up to three
months, cryopreserved eggs are available for immediate shipment and
do not require synchronization between the two women’s cycles. Because there is no need to await a match between recipient and donor to
start a stimulation cycle, egg banks can accommodate both a continuous
supply of eggs by donors and a continuous demand for “high-quality”
eggs in anticipation of a diverse group of future intended parents not
limited to the local population. If there are enough donors and recipients available, egg banks can thus speed up the egg-donation process by
stalling the eggs’ cellular time. TWEB’s specific transatlantic egg flows
likewise may speed up egg-donation procedures by making the more
abundant bioavailability and variety of donor eggs in the United States
accessible for local treatment of UK intended parents. For those patients
seeking to avoid waiting lists, this speeding up of the reproductive process may be a key motivator for purchasing eggs abroad.
The second key element that frozen US oocytes import into the
United Kingdom is the particular discursive framing of the eggs by
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TWEB and the concomitant choice for a specific donor by the intended
parents. In the United Kingdom, the choice for an egg donor is anonymized and typically made by the fertility clinic, rather than by the
intended parent. The clinic normally controls “all aspects of the matching process,” including the classification of donors, the range of preferences recipients can specify, and the allocation of donors to intended
parents.28 Priya Davda’s research into matching in UK egg donation
highlights some of the issues that may arise with this practice. She found
that the matching process “singled out ‘race’ as a primary indicator of
kinship and ‘racial difference’ as a primary ‘kinship risk.’” She describes
how “clinicians sought to curtail BME [Black and minority ethnic] recipients’ reproduction of racialised white features whilst maintaining the
reproduction of racialised white features of white British recipients.”29
Instead of clinicians allocating donors to recipients, the London Egg
Bank allows intended parents to do their own matching through an online catalogue.30 This catalogue includes donor characteristics such as
weight, height, eye, hair, and skin color, and categorizations of “race”
and “religion” along with medical test results and keywords on “personality” and “hobbies.” The London Egg Bank explicitly foregrounds its use
of individualized—if anonymized—donor presentation in its marketing
with slogans like, “The choice is yours. You are in control.”
TWEB nevertheless introduces a much more specific donor choice
in the United Kingdom through its detailed online catalogue. While the
frozen donor eggs cross a greater spatial distance for UK egg recipients,
TWEB offers a closer encounter with the donor through profiles that
include photographs as well as donor statements about their talents, reasons for donating, favorite books, future goals, and exercise habits. The
profiles also feature a detailed medical history, including birth control
method, abortions, plastic surgery, and diagnosed conditions—from
dwarfism to near-sightedness—of the donor and her (biogenetically
related) family members. TWEB’s profiles are carefully constructed
to meet widespread preferences for healthy donors who physically resemble the intended parents, but they also invite selection based on
traits like beauty, intelligence, and athleticism through photographs of
graduation ceremonies, beauty pageants, and cheerleading. Similarly,
the textual descriptions of the donors convey gender-specific positive
traits that intended parents are expected to be looking for, such as caring
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qualities, altruism, or maternal solidarity with infertile people. The profiles thereby attest to the importance of not only the eggs’ bioavailability
but also their “biodesirability” in cross-border reproductive care.31 By
extension, the introduction of these biodesirability markers to people
receiving donor-egg IVF treatment in the United Kingdom may be a
driving factor for transnational egg movements.
TWEB website’s interface is organized around this more detailed type
of reproductive decision making for the most biodesirable egg donor.
Rival international egg and sperm bank Cryos has designed its website
with donor profiles specifically “to resemble Match.com, a dating site,”
because, according to its founder, “finding a donor should be as close
to finding a natural partner as possible.”32 TWEB’s website similarly
facilitates such a search by offering the option of arranging profiles in
“ascending” or “descending” order based on organizing categories like
“weight” and “height,” thereby inviting a comparison between the donors. Likewise, filters allow recipients to only show blue-eyed or French-
ancestry donors, thereby presenting racialized categorizations as key
considerations to potential egg recipients.
The interface and metrics of these online platforms demonstrate how
transnational egg donation is embedded in systems of social organization based on race, class, and nationality. There is a prevalent preference
among intended parents for egg donors who look like themselves, in
order to invisibilize the donation process. This leads to a demand for
egg donors who reflect the racial and class disparities in the take-up of
these technologies; in the United States, the vast majority of patients are
middle-or upper-middle-class, and white women are more than twice
as likely to access fertility services as Hispanic or Black women.33 In
keeping with this, Catherine Waldby notes that the availability of donors of “Caucasian” appearance, “which matches that of [the majority
of] the North European purchasers,” explains the popularity of Spanish
and Eastern European clinics in transnational egg donation.34
Beyond resemblance, Carolin Schurr emphasizes the importance of
(post)colonial imaginaries of white desirability in her study of transnational assisted reproduction in Mexico, where higher value is ascribed to
white eggs and egg donors, while the differential selection of egg donors
and surrogates reflects how the genetic traits of nonwhite women are devalued.35 In her study of US egg donation, Anne Pollock similarly writes
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that “most of those with the means to use the technology are seeking
white eggs, and it is likely that even among those Black egg consumers
dark skin is undesirable.”36 Daniels and Heidt-Forsythe found that dominant cultural norms of white femininity were overrepresented in gamete databases, as “egg donors [we]re racially whiter, taller, thinner, and
more highly educated than the national average of women their age.”37
While Rene Almeling’s research into the egg-donation industry found
that clinics have trouble “recruiting diverse donors” and therefore may
pay African American women more for their eggs, Diane Tober’s study
of hundreds of US egg donors found that Black egg donors were paid
significantly less for their eggs than white or Asian donors.38 At TWEB,
intended parents pay an additional “Asian fee” for eggs from donors
with an Asian background, probably reflecting the increased demand
for donor eggs following China’s shift to a two-child policy.39 Through
these varying dynamics of supply and demand in egg-donation practices
such as TWEB’s, “race/ethnicity is genetically reified to the degree that it
serves as the basis for program filing systems.”40 The mobility of frozen
eggs moreover accommodates a wider range of nationally specific and
racialized origin stories for eggs that may be accessed from the comfort
of one’s home.
Otherwise unavailable to British intended parents, these particular
presentations of the egg through visual and textual representations of
donors introduce new dimensions of consumer choice to the recipients.
As a result, the intended parents choose not whether they would like to
receive a donor egg preselected by a medical team but which donor egg
would suit them best. This choice introduces a higher degree of patient
agency over the reproductive process that may reposition conventional
anonymous egg donation as lacking in comparison. From the UK perspective, frozen egg imports thus enable a move from a system in which
the clinic is trusted to match intended parents to egg donors to one in
which patients adopt a more agentic role in the donor-selection process.
The TWEB donor catalogue, in turn, functions as an instrument of fostering trust in spite of its distance from intended parents by means of its
detailed disclosure of donor characteristics. And in doing so, the online
donor-selection system enables choices that at once reify, reflect, and
reproduce the very social hierarchies of race, class, and cultural privilege
that shape the direction of the transnational egg flows in the first place.
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Cryo-egg Cold Chains and the Stratification of Reproductive Aging
While the speedy bioavailability and the choice for biodesirability drive
these US-UK egg movements, the underlying demand for egg donation—
both for donors and recipients—emerges from age-specific social
realities. In a majority of cases, eggs move from fertile younger women
to older women with age-related infertility. TWEB donors only qualify
if they are between 18 and 29 years old, while UK women seeking donor
eggs abroad are on average around 40 years old.41 Furthermore, reproductive youth tends to have an inverse relation with financial means, and
many young women—especially those who bear the expenses associated
with their own “proven fertility”—are attracted to egg donation for the
financial compensation.42 As described on their Eggs without Borders
blog, TWEB specifically focuses on recruiting students—targeting campus newspapers and handing out TWEB flip-flops and sunglasses—given
that they are typically young and their education levels are a selling point.
One blogpost announces that “ASU’s [Arizona State University] Spring
Semester will soon be underway. . . . With thousands upon thousands
of qualified young women moving back into the area, The World Egg
Bank is giving them the resources they need to learn more about egg
donation.”43 Such recruitment drives coincide with a time in which US
students are in an increasingly precarious financial situation as university
tuition and living costs rise and available grants and scholarships fall.44
Moreover, at times of financial recession, young American women who
are not students are particularly vulnerable to unemployment, making
the option of donating eggs financially attractive.45
On the other side of the ocean, and the other side of the donor-
recipient relation, British women approaching 40 are relatively well-
to-do compared to younger age groups.46 Women who turn to overseas
egg donation as a second option after failed treatments with their own
eggs are typically older than women who try IVF for the first time—
averaging around 40 years compared to 35.47 As reproductive youth becomes a transferable quality that may be “outsourced” to women across
the world, these intersections of age, gender, fertility, and economic
means drive the international movements of eggs.
A variation on the distribution of reproductive aging between bodies
and eggs in OC, transnational egg flows likewise distribute reproduc-
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tive aging in a heterologous fashion between bodies and eggs across the
globe. Now spanning a much larger spatial scale, it intersects the physicality of cellular and physical reproductive age with broader political-
economic structures. As a form of distributed reproductive aging, the
reproductive youth materialized in the egg gains a transferable quality,
and its production may be outsourced to women across the world.
While cross-b order egg donation was previously geographically
limited by the distances intended parents and donors were willing to
travel, the mobility of frozen eggs allows the extension of international
egg-donation networks across the globe. Although TWEB’s egg transfer discussed above occurs between two relatively privileged national
contexts, future flows of eggs—following the logic of the existing cross-
border trade of fresh eggs—may follow a trajectory from poorer donors
to wealthier intended parents, from less regulated national contexts to
more restrictive health systems, as well as from younger to older women.
These cross-border egg flows emerge in the context of global patterns
of inequality in which re/productive labor moves along “transnational
hierarchies that are the legacy of colonial, imperial and diasporic ‘non-
flat world’ routes.”48 Situated in systems of oppression, Dorothy Roberts argues, global ART markets tend to reproduce racial hierarchies,
as they are prone to benefit people who have higher social status and
exploit those who do not.49 Research on specific routes of more established forms of third-party cross-border reproduction, such as fresh egg
donation and surrogacy, highlights how they reproduce global inequalities organized around gender, capital, and race.50 The conditions are in
place for global cryo-egg flows to recreate these patterns in which the
reproductive choices of privileged global biocitizens require the “clinical labor” and reproductive substances of those who become implicated
through structural economic, racialized, and gendered stratification.51
Because eggs, rather than people, move in this practice, it is more subject to the logic of outsourcing, whether through price differentials between the eggs’ origin and destination countries, through regulatory
discrepancies, or through “racialised notions of the world” that guide
intended parents’ choices in global reproductive trajectories.52
As the fertility industry has expanded beyond Europe, North America, and Oceania to the Middle East, Asia, Africa, and Latin America,
institutional infrastructures are in place that could be employed to fur-
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ther extend transnational transfers of cryopreserved eggs. Numerous
Asian and Latin American countries, including India, Malaysia, Thailand, and Cuba, have actively encouraged—and, in some cases, subsequently discouraged—medical and reproductive tourism; they illustrate
that government policies can play a key role in further encouraging the
growth of a more globalized ART circuit for egg donation.53 Meanwhile,
contemporary global IVF is experiencing a significant merger and acquisition cycle, resulting in the creation of ever larger transnational fertility
corporations spanning several continents. For example, the abovementioned Virtus Health operates 46 IVF clinics in Australia, Ireland, Denmark, and Singapore; Spanish IVI and US RMANJ have merged to
create the world’s largest fertility network; and Korean CHA Fertility
(see below), which owns local and US clinics, has recently bought majority stakes in large Australian and Singaporean fertility groups, thereby
aiming to jointly create the largest Asian-Pacific reproductive healthcare network in order to “address the rapidly growing demand” for IVF
amid “trends of diminishing fertility.”54 The investments required for
these global fertility corporations are in part motivated by demographic
trends towards later reproduction, while the emergence of transnational
fertility companies creates the infrastructures for streamlining egg flows
between countries and across borders. Both market developments and
government regulations provide the infrastructures for the distribution
of global egg flows. The stratified nature of these distributions according
to the age-specificity of both the demand and provision of donor eggs
highlights how Shellee Colen’s classic notion of stratified reproduction
is also organized by a global biopolitics of aging.
In these global flows of frozen eggs, the “cold chain” may start to
function like the “global care chain.”55 The latter references “the international transfer of caretaking” by the commodification of care work
through the employment of lower-waged migrant women.56 Rather than
the migratory displacement of women as a result of the marketization
of domestic care work, the marketization of technologically assisted reproduction may result in the displacement of the cryopreserved gametes of relatively lower-paid egg donors. From the example of TWEB, it
may be extrapolated that a global cold chain of distributed reproductive
aging would flow from sites in which women’s reproductive youth intersects with forms of indirect or direct financial inducement in a national
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context characterized by high biotechnological development and permissive regulations. This flow would be directed to the places where an
increased age of reproduction—or reduced fertility for other reasons—
meets relative wealth, high biotechnological development, and limited
or expensive supplies of eggs.
While biodesirability plays a key role in shaping these reproflows, as
became apparent in the discursive constructions of TWEB’s eggs, the
political implications of the irrelevance of biodesirability in egg procurement for research are a central concern of the following section.

Embryonic Stem Cell Research and the Remaking of
Egg Donation
In 2013, Shoukhrat Mitalipov’s research group at Oregon Health and Science University (OHSU) made a historic announcement: they managed,
for the first time, to derive stem cells from human embryos produced
through somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT), popularly known as
“cloning” technology.57 This nuclear transfer approach is the human
equivalent of the “Dolly technique” that was used to create the famous
sheep in 1996 and, more recently in 2018, two big-eyed macaques called
Hua Hua and Zhong Zhong, who were the first primates to be cloned.58
In keeping with the global moratorium on human cloning, however,
Mitalipov’s Oregon group did not seek to create offspring, but instead
used the cloned embryos to extract stem cells.
SCNT techniques require eggs—but not sperm—to create embryos.
The Oregon group’s embryos were created by merging an egg with a
somatic cell—in this case a skin cell.59 The group removed the egg’s nucleus, which contains its DNA, and replaced it with the nucleus of a skin
cell donated by a patient with Leigh syndrome. The resulting egg was
subsequently stimulated to divide into an embryo that has the same nuclear DNA as the skin cell donor.60 The Oregon team extracted stem cells
from embryos produced in this way and reprogrammed them into contracting heart muscle cells. They thus used an egg to create very young,
embryonic cells that match the DNA of the—by definition older—skin
cell donor. In this way, the egg is at the heart of a cellular reconfiguration
of aging in stem cell science.
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Figure 6.1. Still from video Contracting Cardiomyocytes Differentiated from NT-ESCs.61

In the Cell article announcing their results, the Oregon scientists included a video of rhythmically pulsing heart muscle cells. It showed a
blurred figure made up of two round shapes positioned diagonally above
one another, which contracted roughly every two seconds. The video
visualized both the “remarkable ability to reprogram our body cells back
into an embryonic state” and their potential to differentiate into functioning specialized cells.62 The symbolism and dramatic visual impact
of heart muscle cells pulsing in the petri dish were recognized as early
as a century prior to this publication, when the famous French biologist Alexis Carrel cultured the contracting cells of an embryonic chicken
heart. They were kept alive in culture for over 30 years and ended up
outliving him. Given the “connotation of the heart [and its beat] as the
seat and sign of life,” Carrel used the visibly contracting muscle cells
to make a claim about the nature of bodily time in vitro.63 In his 1912
paper “The Permanent Life of Tissues outside of the Organism,” Carrel
proposed that these disembodied cells could become immortal under
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the right culturing conditions. In other words, he suggested that the
cells’ aging process was contingent on its environment and thereby dramatically extendable outside of the body.64 In Mitalipov’s parallel visual
strategy, the heart cells visualize a type of aging that does not extend
indefinitely but rather regenerates and begins anew in vitro. Underlining this regenerative model of aging, Mitalipov’s contracting heart cells
are reminiscent of the quintessential first encounter with new life in the
image of the heartbeat in a fetal ultrasound—but instead of the fetus
in utero, they present the in vitro generation of a new type of cellular
human life that may be conceived from oocytes.
Significantly, these successes in human stem cell science rely on the
availability of human donor eggs. This section extends the previous
discussion of the transnational mobility of frozen eggs for reproductive purposes to a consideration of the relevance of cryopreservation
for research egg procurement. The first three scientific studies that successfully obtained SCNT-derived human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)
function as case studies: the work of Mitalipov’s Oregon group,65 Dong-
Ryul Lee’s collaboration of Korean CHA Health Systems, and US biotech
Advanced Cell Technology66 and Dieter Egli’s collaboration of Columbia University, the New York Stem Cell Foundation, and the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem.67 Given that they are the first to successfully
create these stem cells, the three studies may set a precedent not only for
future stem cell research and protocols but also for the acquisition of the
required eggs; I therefore use them as a starting point in considering the
possibilities for the remaking of research egg procurement. The regulatory, infrastructural, and discursive contexts of the studies’ emergence
are indicative of the factors that can drive the movement of eggs across
state and national borders. Reading SCNT research as a rearrangement
of biological time, these studies point to a new role for the egg in a global
politics of aging, in which age is reconceptualized at the cellular and
molecular level, and its regeneration becomes dependent on the reproductivity of young women.
All three studies emphasize the clinical potential of their work, which
follows from the possibility of differentiating embryonic stem cells
(ESCs) into specialized cell types like skin, nerve, or muscle cells. The
SCNT technique is presented as a way to reprogram body cells (in the
US-Korean study, those of a 75-year-old man) “back into an embryonic
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state” in order to generate personalized replacement cells, which would
exactly match the DNA of the patient.68 The studies thus point to the
promise of generating personalized, DNA-matched (stem) cells that
could be transplanted into the patient’s body with a decreased risk of
immune rejection. The Egli team proposes that the studies’ successes
“raise the possibility that ‘therapeutic cloning,’ as it was originally called,
will become a reality.”69 SCNT is thus framed as a key promissory technology in regenerative medicine that may one day treat human tissue
damaged by accidents, disease, or aging.70
As these achievements provide an incentive for further research and
potential future clinical application, they also drive increasing demand
for human eggs—and for women to provide them. The study and the
creation of ESCs requires a significant number of oocytes; for example,
Egli’s study created four stem cell lines out of 71 eggs and received a total
of 512 mature oocytes.71 The research teams suggest that the procedures
can become more efficient in the future, but such improvements could
nevertheless raise interest and investment in this technique and thereby
still increase demand for women’s eggs.

Donor Eggs and Hwang’s Legacy
Egg donation is so important to these three SCNT studies because they
achieved what was previously falsely claimed by the South Korean scientist Woo-Suk Hwang. Hwang not only fabricated evidence in his two
Science publications but also incorrectly reported that his studies used,
respectively, only 242 and 185 eggs from donors who received “no financial reimbursement.”72 The Korean National Bioethics Committee later
found that over 2,000 eggs were sourced from 119 women, of which
more than half were commercially obtained. Hwang’s junior colleagues
were also among the egg donors, and, according to Jin Sook Myung’s
research, IVF patients who agreed to receive discounted treatment in
exchange for their “surplus” eggs unwittingly donated their best-quality
eggs to research.73 Following the Hwang scandal, a backlash against stem
cell research resulted in a stricter Korean regulatory regime on research
egg donation.74 Significantly, this included specific restrictions that prescribed that only leftover eggs could be used for SCNT research. And
because fertilization would typically be attempted with good-quality
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eggs in IVF treatments, frozen eggs are far more commonly left over
than fresh ones are.75
The Hwang case highlights two important aspects that inform the
relationship between stem cell research and the geopolitics of transnational egg mobility: first, the mobilization of bionationalist discourses in
shaping these egg trajectories and, second, the interplay between transnational egg donation for reproduction and research. Hwang’s research,
and the local unpaid “altruistic” egg donations that supported it, drew
on a highly bionationalist discourse. Hwang’s stem cell research developed in the context of major and concentrated government investments
in biotech—$18 billion over the course of 14 years—that sought to make
Korea a leading nation in the field. Hwang was bestowed the status of
“Supreme Scientist” and the large, $65 million investments in his laboratory were recognized as a way of securing “prestige” and “symbolic and
economic capital,” while asserting independence from—if not global
scientific leadership over—former Western colonial powers.76 Hwang
asserted that “science knows no border, but a scientist has his homeland,” and that with his stem cell research, he “stuck the Korean national
flag into the heights of biotechnology, America.”77 Against the backdrop
of international scientific competition, the idea of the nation was thus
highly effective in generating government investment for SCNT.
With the research framed in an “ethos of competitive nationalism,”
egg donation became “an act of ‘good citizenry.’” Hwang claimed in public media that the egg donors were “not paid and were motivated by a
desire to help sick people and national pride.”78 In December 2005, hundreds of women supporting Hwang held a ceremony, in which they sang
the South Korean national anthem, declared their intention to donate
eggs, and left a trail of azalea flowers leading to Hwang’s laboratory.79
Egg donors also contributed to www.ilovehwang.net, where some described their motivation for donating as a “sacrifice” to the nation: “I’m
very happy that I can add my tiny self to support him. . . . Please give me
a chance to be a patriot.”80 A variation on the traditionally politicized
relation between women’s reproductivity and the reproduction of the
nation, this bionationalist framing of egg donation positions eggs, rather
than children, as symbols of the nation’s successful future.81
Yet alongside the local egg donors, Hwang’s team also sourced a significant proportion of its oocytes from the international for-profit egg
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broker DNA-Bank. This broker initially focused on reproductive egg
donation and procured eggs from Korean women for intended parents from Japan, where commercial egg donation was prohibited. For
Hwang’s project, DNA-Bank allegedly recruited not only Korean but
also Chinese and Malaysian women to provide eggs for research. According to Gottweis and Kim’s research into the scandal, the Hwang
team paid Mr. “K,” DNA-Bank’s CEO, $1,537 per woman.82 As Catherine
Waldby notes, DNA-Bank’s role in Hwang’s research demonstrates that
existing transnational reproductive egg donation networks can be employed to enable a supply of eggs for research purposes.83 If reproductive
and research egg donation thus begin to approximate one another, the
current establishment of transnational cold chains to move donor eggs
to fertility clinics should also be considered in the light of their potential
use to supply ova to research labs. In theory, transnational egg donation
for research could approximate existing cross-border reproductive egg
movements if frozen eggs could be used for this work—and the post-
Hwang regulation of SCNT research prescribed exactly that.
Following the Hwang scandal, it took three years before the Korean
National Bioethics Committee approved another SCNT study involving
human eggs, in 2009; a second was approved in 2016—both were based
at CHA Medical Group.84 The latter was directed by Dong-Ryul Lee,
who also led one of the three SCNT studies, and the project could use
600 leftover eggs, of which the majority (500) were frozen.85 This reflects
the post-Hwang revisions of the Korean Bioethics and Safety Act, which
limited SCNT research to the use of “residual”—typically frozen—eggs
to avoid ethical concerns about direct egg donations.86 These residual
eggs are described as eggs that are left over after fertility treatment and
are required to be provided free of charge by “medical institutions for
producing embryos.”87
Conveniently, the CHA Medical Group is such an institution—and
one that is also a major player in egg freezing for age-related infertility.
It claims to be responsible for the first birth of a baby conceived from a
vitrified egg in 1999, established the world’s first publicly accessible egg
freezing clinic in Los Angeles in 2002, and now owns the three hospitals
that currently store the largest number of cryo-eggs in Korea.88 CHA is
investing in infertility in Korea, where late pregnancies and age-related
infertility are on the rise while the birth rate has hit a record low of
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0.98.89 But CHA also recently acquired majority shares in major international fertility groups, with numerous clinics and frozen egg banks in
Australia and Singapore. It aims to become the world’s largest IVF group,
with 50,000 cycles annually by 2022.90 Meanwhile, in Korea, CHA’s dual
focus on stem cell research and fertility treatments creates the institutional infrastructure required to access residual eggs for research.
Notwithstanding CHA’s investments in an infrastructure that incorporates both OC and SCNT, the Korean regulations that limit SCNT
research primarily to frozen eggs have also attracted criticisms that once
again draw on a bionationalist discourse. In the Korea Times, scientists
argue that stem cell research could be “one of our future growth engines,”
but that strong government support is needed so “our researchers can
get ahead of their overseas competitors.” According to the newspaper,
“Leaders of stem cell research like the United States, Britain and Japan
allow the use of fresh human eggs for therapeutic cloning. By contrast,
we have been prohibited from doing so for the past 10 years after the
2005 scandal and that’s why we are lagging behind. . . . A lot of scientists
went abroad, frustrated by the government’s tougher regulation following the Hwang scandal.”91 Hwang’s case illustrates how, in the face of
international research collaborations, the nation may still be mobilized
in framing the scientific breakthroughs, the donors’ bodily sacrifices,
and the subsequent government regulations restricting embryonic stem
cell research primarily to frozen eggs.

US Stem Cell Bionationalism
Notwithstanding Hwang’s ethical transgressions, both aspects of the
egg-donation practices—the bionationalist discourses on stem cell
research and the close relation between research and reproductive egg
procurement—are also at play in the US context of the three SCNT
case studies by Mitalipov’s, Lee’s, and Egli’s groups. In the United
States, the nation is mobilized both to discourage and to promote
egg-based research with reference to, respectively, anti-abortion and
pro-innovation agendas, which set the stage for changing research egg-
donation practices.
In 2001, President Bush famously restricted federal funding for embryonic stem cell research, including SCNT. Encouraged by future vice
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president Mike Pence, Bush maintained these restrictions on the use
of embryos for research by repeatedly vetoing attempts by Congress to
lift them—a decision he celebrated with dramatic White House press
conferences in which he surrounded himself with children born from
“embryo adoption” programs.92 The limitations on stem cell research
provoked fears about a “brain drain” of scientists to other, more permissive regulatory contexts—including those that came to be known
as the “Asian Tigers,” such as Singapore and South Korea—thereby
“fuel[ling] nationalisms” in the United States and elsewhere.93 Although
the primary ethical concern lay with the role of the embryo in stem
cell research—informed by its controversial status in the politics of
abortion—the US stance on paying women for eggs was also relatively
restrictive. While the reproductive egg-donation industry flourished and
routinely offered donors $2,500–$10,000 per cycle, influential national
bodies such as the US National Research Council and National Academy of Sciences advised against paid research egg donation—a position
that was also adopted in various state laws, including Massachusetts’s
and California’s.94
However, later that decade, President Obama removed some of
Bush’s restrictions on federal funding for stem cell research, referencing concerns with national competition in statements like, “We will
ensure America’s continued global leadership in scientific discoveries
and technological breakthroughs.”95 Trump subsequently won the 2016
presidential election on an anti-Obama platform that has consistently
“opposed federal funding for embryonic stem cell research” as part of its
anti-abortion agenda. After entering office, Trump has focused on restricting federal funding for fetal tissue research—rather than stem cell
research—in an attempt to show that “promoting the dignity of human
life from conception to natural death is one of the very top priorities of
[his] administration.”96
The ongoing, politicized changes in US federal regulation of stem cell
research are complicated by state-based regulations, which may both
reinforce and counteract the bionationalist innovation or pro-life federal agendas. For example, when Bush halted new human embryonic
stem cell research, California passed the Stem Cell Research and Cures
Initiative, which has provided millions of dollars in stem cell research
in the state and is understood to have contributed to a recognition of
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California as “the national leader in stem cell research.”97 Differing
state regulations of egg procurement opened up a “new stem cell geopolitics where not only other countries, but some individual states . . .
claimed or were feared to have a new competitive edge.”98 While paid
egg procurement within permissive states functioned as a condition of
possibility for research projects like Mitalipov’s, its successes, in turn,
increased pressure on other states and research institutes to reconsider
their egg-procurement regulations.99 For example, in 2013, the year
Mitalipov’s study was published, California sought to follow Oregon’s
and New York’s precedent with a bill aimed at lifting the prohibition
on paid research egg procurement, which passed the Senate but was
vetoed by Governor Jerry Brown.100 The differing state-specific regulations are moreover instrumental in shaping flows of cellular material
across the nation and beyond, as is the case in negotiations of “material
transfer agreements” for shipping the Oregon stem cell lines between
Mitalipov’s and other research labs, which may be governed by conflicting egg-procurement regulations.101 For example, Mitalipov’s stem cells
could not be sent to and studied by the California Institute of Regenerative Medicine, because the institute’s funds could not be used for studies
that rely on cell lines produced using paid egg donation.102 International
regulatory differences could similarly play a role in directing the global
flow of frozen eggs for research purposes.
At this specific historical moment, a series of factors—the geographically specific relaxation of restrictions on financial compensation for egg
procurement, the popularization of OC technology, the mushrooming
of egg banks within a general trend of bio-banking, and the availability of cryoshipping infrastructures—paves the way for a transnational
flow of eggs. Although strict regulations and bioethical guidelines limit
the feasibility of such flows for research projects at present, the global
movements for reproductive egg donation provide a model for a more
transnationalized research egg-procurement practice. The possibility
of shipping eggs could fundamentally shift the spatial dynamics of egg
procurement for a research sector that is characterized both by intensive cross-border cooperation in what Charis Thompson calls “stem cell
internationalism” and strong pressures of scientific competition, commercial research investments, and politicized regulations linked to local
and national identity.103
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Relating Research and Reproductive Egg Donation
In keeping with this, the three SCNT studies also point to the close
regulatory, discursive, and clinical relation between research egg procurement and its more transnationalized reproductive counterpart.
Firstly, in the US context of the studies under scrutiny, research egg-
donation practices are regulated with reference to their reproductive
counterpart. As Waldby has noted, egg donation for stem cell research
operates “alongside a transactional reproductive market” in which
women are routinely paid up to $10,000 per cycle.104 Although bodies
such as the National Research Council advised that egg donors should
only be reimbursed for direct expenses, in 2007, the American Society
for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) adopted the position that financial
compensation for egg procurement for stem cell research may be acceptable. The ASRM stated that its compensation guidelines applied to all
egg donors “regardless of the ultimate use of the oocytes (e.g., fertility
therapy or research).”105 As mentioned above, states such as California
do not permit reimbursement beyond direct expenses for research egg
donation. Yet where compensation is allowed, the egg-donation practice
is modeled on reproductive egg donation.
In the New York context of Egli’s SCNT study, for example, the Empire State Stem Cell Board overseeing the $600 million state-f unded
stem cell research program permitted its funded researchers to compensate its egg donors “in amounts proportional to those allowed by
the state for donation of oocytes for in vitro fertilization.”106 In its 2009
decision, the board referenced the ASRM guidelines for donor payment up to $10,000 and cited principles of “justice” and “equity” to
argue that the same terms and conditions should govern egg provision
for reproductive purposes and scientific research.107 Over the course
of the subsequent nine years, the Egli research lab in New York procured over 1,500 mature oocytes, the majority of which were used for
SCNT studies.108 In these studies, including the abovementioned 2014
SCNT study, egg donors were screened and paid $8000 per cycle with
explicit reference to the ASRM guidelines.109 The team notes that these
egg-donation cycles were made possible through a collaboration with
“a large, academic-affiliated reproductive endocrinology clinic.”110 The
bioethical consensus, clinical practice, and screening and compensa-
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tion guidelines for reproductive egg donation were thus of direct influence on egg donation for stem cell research.
Secondly, the employment of reproductive healthcare infrastructures
has effects on the discursive framing of research egg donation. For example, the OHSU Women’s Health Research Unit, which “recruited” the
egg donors for Mitalipov’s study, frames its research with reference to
values of altruism and women’s solidarity: “OHSU research has begun to
illuminate some of the vast overlooked difference between the genders
that influence a woman’s overall health” and “This research is vital to
the women of Oregon and to women everywhere. You can help.”111 Its
Facebook page juxtaposes announcements of clinical trials with quasi-
feminist links to Buzzfeed posts on #doublestandards. Many feminist
scholars and activists have objected to paid research egg procurement
out of concern for women’s exposure to significant health risks in the
stimulation and extraction procedures.112 Ironically, it is precisely an
identity politics of female solidarity that is employed when egg donors
are mobilized by an appeal to, in Charis Thompson’s words, a “pro-
cures” narrative that frames stem cell research as a contribution to women’s health.113 This discursive framing of egg donation for research thus
appeals to notions of “sisterhood” and altruism, which also characterize
discourses of reproductive egg donation and surrogacy.114
Notwithstanding their close relation, an important difference between reproductive and research egg donation is the fact that sociocultural biodesirability is irrelevant in donor selection for research. As a
result, a different group of women can become potential donors, thereby
shifting the dynamics of egg-procurement practices—especially so when
frozen eggs can be used for research studies.

Cytoplasm Politics: The Egg in the Global Biopolitics of Aging
As egg freezing for fertility preservation was in part motivated by
changing societal trends in timing reproduction, so the interest and
investment in regenerative medicine relate to a politics of aging in
which global, cultural, and cellular scales meet. Most obviously, SCNT
research for regenerative medicine must be positioned in the context of
profound changes in the age distribution globally—and most dramatically in the so-called aging societies in Europe, North America, Japan,
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and Australasia. The proportion of older people living in these regions is
relatively large—and growing. In Western Europe, for example, by 2030
half the population will be over 50 years old and will have a life expectancy of another 40 years.115 These changes result from a decrease in
birth rates—global fertility almost halved from 5 to 2.6 average lifetime
births per woman in the 1960s–1990s period—along with the last century’s increase in life expectancy of about 30 years.116
These age-related demographics provide the backdrop for the renewed interest in SCNT research, which holds the promise of treating age-related diseases—if not the aging process itself. More precisely,
SCNT studies explore the possibility that “the aging body would partake
of the embryonic tissue vitality of the very young body” and, in doing so,
implicate women’s reproductive bodies within a globalized “biopolitics
of ageing.”117 Whether or not such a scenario is realized, the magnitude of the capital investments in this promise of regenerative medicine
points to a model of aging characterized by an “uneven distribution of
longevity throughout the world, and the corresponding polarization
of power and wealth derived from these same biotechnological investments.”118 This section positions the abovementioned SCNT studies in
relation to this global biopolitics of aging to highlight the key role of
the egg’s cytoplasm—rather than its nucleus—in political-economic,
cultural, and cellular reconfigurations of 21st-century aging practices.
These radical changes in aging patterns over the last decades are,
according to sociologist Céline Lafontaine, “surely one of the most profound and sustained revolutions marking the history of humanity.” She
argues that the widespread increase in life expectancy is “totally redefining our relationship with time and death, . . . which now appears
in relatively new forms, as the rapid increase in degenerative diseases
such as cancer, Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s illustrates.” Rather
than the relatively quick major causes of death prior to the 1950s—
namely, war, childbirth, and infectious diseases such as tuberculosis—
contemporary deaths tend to occur more slowly and typically follow a
stage of prolonged illness.119 The proliferation of life-prolonging medical technologies for these illnesses also creates a new cultural perspective on the timing of the end of life in which most deaths are considered
premature. Sharon Kaufman’s study of this phenomenon shows that,
in the face of ever more treatment options, death increasingly becomes
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reconceptualized as the result of a “failure of medicine regardless of the
patient’s age.”120 As part of the growing medical-industrial complex
that is geared towards aging populations, it is precisely this last stage
of life that is the focus in stem cell–based regenerative medicine. And
to the extent that these efforts rely on SCNT, it is the egg that is recognized as holding the promise of counteracting age-related diseases and
prolonging life.
Yet the rise of regenerative medicine does not simply reflect the
changing needs of aging populations but is itself an effect of 20th-
century social transformations from welfare to neoliberal state models,
which are founded on contrasting approaches to aging. While the former
sought to guarantee support “from cradle to grave,” the neoliberal state
withdraws from public healthcare programs for “the extremes of childhood (education, child care, child protection) and old age.”121 Melinda
Cooper describes how US cuts in healthcare services were accompanied
by government and private investments in biotechnological innovations
resulting in medical products that are speculative, individualized, and
may only be affordable to a small section of the public.122 Propelled by
the promise of future applications and highly expensive in execution,
SCNT studies appear as a case in point of this approach, in which the
future potential of patient-specific cures manifests the speculative and
individualized qualities of the neoliberal project.
Rather than constituting a welfare crisis, aging and age-related pathologies thus become the occasion for investing in new markets for
technologies that “retard or obscure the effects of aging,” which are
growing both “in size and overall share of the economy.”123 SCNT aligns
with a reconceptualization of aging away from a model of homogenous
and irreversible decline towards a view of the body as an unevenly aging
entity in which specific parts may be replenished and rejuvenated.

A Cytoplasmic Fountain of Youth
Underlying SCNT research, and the commercial investments into this
technology, is a reconceptualization of the aging process in which the
egg takes center stage. In SCNT, it is the egg that has the potential both
to reconfigure the linearity of cellular aging and to develop cell-based
therapies for age-related diseases. In an article titled “The Reversibility
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of Irreversible Ageing,” Galkin and colleagues propose that the egg’s
cytoplasm can be used to “set a genome age to zero.” The embryo created from this egg may then “produce embryonic stem cells with the age
apparently erased.”124 In other words, the egg’s cytoplasm is presented as
a cellular fountain of youth.
The potential profitability of this reconceptualization of aging is reflected in the involvement of the Massachusetts biotechnology company
Advanced Cell Technology (ACT) in the SCNT study by Dong-r yul
Lee’s team. Prior to this study, ACT attracted large multi-million-dollar
investments to intensify its research and development activities in order
to secure its “intellectual property position in the drive towards commercialization of embryonic stem cell and SCNT technology.”125 ACT
had grown from a small agricultural cloning research facility into a large
corporation using embryonic and adult stem cells for “therapeutic innovations.”126 Stem cell research provided a means of gaining “ownership
rights to critical technologies in regenerative medicine” through patents,
of which ACT alone held over 50 in the field of SCNT technology. Following several mergers and acquisitions, ACT is now the Astellas Institute for Regenerative Medicine (AIRM), a biotechnology company that
aims to develop and commercialize new therapies in regenerative medicine, particularly in the field of age-related eye diseases.127 A subsidiary
of the Japanese Astellas Pharma, AIRM and its investors are motivated
by the “potential size of this market and its projected growth rate largely
as a consequence of an increasing aged population.”128 Irrespective of
whether clinical applications will emerge from this research, the financial stakes in stem cell technologies reflect the speculative value ascribed
to the potential profitability of age-related pathologies in global biotech
industries.
Significantly, in the SCNT approach, the egg is positioned as the key
tool for “reset[ting] the clock of aging.” This idea is expressly stated in
ACT’s press release on studies with cows that were concerned with
the feasibility of reversing the aging of cells by SCNT and transplanting
young cells back into the old animal. . . . [T]hese studies suggest that
medicine may one day be able to reset the clock of aging in aged human
cells by SCNT and then use the resulting young cells to regenerate the
immune and vascular system of older patients.129
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Here the biological clock does not denote time running out, as it did
in egg freezing discourses, but rather symbolizes the agency that may
be exerted over the passage of bodily time via the egg. Contrasting
with the rather passive role that has traditionally been ascribed to the
egg in fertilization, the report on the first successful SCNT stem cell
derivation describes the egg’s cytoplasm’s “unique ability to reset the
identity of transplanted somatic cell nuclei to the embryonic state.”130
This approach foregrounds the egg’s cytoplasm as “the only system that
can reprogram a somatic nucleus to a full extent,” thereby shifting a
cell nucleus from the adult to the embryonic state.131 In other words,
researchers recognize the egg’s cytoplasm as an active mechanism that
can erase aging and “set the genome age to zero” once the somatic cell’s
nucleus is submerged in this cellular fountain of youth.132
This reconceptualization of the hitherto irreversible process of aging
as newly plastic at the molecular and cellular level entails a key shift in
perspective in which the egg is valued not for its genetic content—as
it was in egg freezing and reproductive egg donation—but for its cytoplasm, which interacts with the nucleus of the donated somatic cell.
While the somatic cell’s nuclear genome is key to the stem cells’ desired
histocompatibility, the egg’s cytoplasm replenishes this genome with
embryonic youth. In other words, in SCNT the egg’s cytoplasm is the
“biological tool” that holds the potential to return the adult cell to the
youngest pluripotent state.133
It is also possible to bypass the egg and create stem cells directly from
somatic cells, such as skin cells, with a technique called “induced pluripotency.” The Nobel Prize–winning achievement of inducing pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from somatic cells in the mid-2000s initially
shifted the research focus away from SCNT because this relatively simple process did not require eggs.134 However, the subsequent successes
in SCNT research have revived interest in a technique that had been on
its “death bed” after repeated failures, the Hwang scandal, and the iPSC
discovery. The three SCNT studies represent a “remarkable comeback”
of the nuclear transfer technique and have led to renewed interest in
these technologies and their potential clinical translation.135 While the
creation of stem cells through induced pluripotency (iPSC) is technically less complicated and does not rely on donor eggs, the SCNT stem
cells may have several advantages, especially for aging potential patients.
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Wolf and colleagues highlight that, over the years, some limitations
of iPSCs have become apparent that are especially significant for age-
related regenerative medicine. When researchers are working with older
somatic cells, induced pluripotency has a distinct disadvantage over
SCNT precisely because there is no young egg involved. The main difference between the two stem cell types is concerned with mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which is found in the egg’s cytoplasm. While in
iPSCs the mtDNA comes from the donor somatic cell, in SCNT stem
cells it is derived from the donor egg. Because mtDNA mutates more
rapidly over time than nuclear DNA, the frequency of mtDNA mutations in iPSCs increases with the somatic cell donor’s age. In SCNT stem
cells, the mtDNA is unaffected by the somatic cell donor’s age because
it is determined by the young donor egg.136 As a result, the researchers
specifically note “the limitations of iPSCs derived from elderly patients
destined for clinical applications” and propose SCNT stem cells as an
alternative that counteracts these age-related limitations with the aid of
younger donor eggs.137 Irrespective of the future development of SCNT-
derived therapies, the promise of nuclear transfer for regenerative medicine itself provides the rationale for a renewed interest in this type of
research, which is reliant on women providing their eggs.

Chimeric Eggs and Recombinant Fertilities
Beyond regenerative medicine for age-related pathologies, nuclear
transfer techniques are also used to regenerate fertility. The possibility of nuclear transfer that the SCNT studies demonstrated can also be
used for mitochondrial replacement therapy. This treatment fuses the
intended mother’s egg nucleus with a donor egg’s cytoplasm and subsequently fertilizes this merged egg with sperm.138 The resulting embryo
contains nuclear DNA from the intended mother and father (or sperm
donor) as well as mitochondrial DNA from the egg donor. While this
treatment allows people with severe mitochondrial diseases to have
genetically related children without passing on the condition, the technique has also been used in attempts to treat age-related infertility.
The UK Parliament legalized this so-called three-parent technique
for carriers of mitochondrial diseases in 2015. In the same year, it was
banned in the United States as a result of an anti-abortion Republican
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congressional amendment forbidding the FDA from reviewing clinical trials that involve the genetic manipulation of embryos.139 Circumventing the ban, US doctor John Zhang, founder of the popular New
Hope Clinic in New York, decided to fly to Mexico to treat one of his
patients there. This was a woman who had already lost two children
aged eight months and six years to a mitochondrial disorder called
Leigh Syndrome—the same syndrome carried by the skin cell donor in
the Oregon team’s aforementioned SCNT study. In 2017, Zhang’s patient
gave birth to the world’s first baby following mitochondrial replacement,
which ensured that the newborn avoided the risk of inheriting this debilitating condition.140 The number of women who would be potential
candidates for this treatment is relatively small; the estimated number
of births per year among women at risk for transmitting mtDNA disease is 152 (out of 680,000) in the United Kingdom and 778 (out of in
3,850,000) in the United States.141 However, this potential patient group
would be dramatically expanded if the technique also worked as a means
of treating age-related infertility.
The abovementioned Oregon team responsible for the first SCNT
stem cells relates its work to the “current trend toward delayed childbearing in the Western world.” They propose that the cytoplasm plays a key
role in the egg’s aging and therefore “mitochondrial replacement therapy
could be considered [an] ART technique to solve cytoplasmic defects due
to aging.”142 The nuclei of low-quality older eggs, they suggest, could be
combined with the cytoplasm of young donor eggs to create an egg with
improved chances of fertilizing and developing. Jose Cibelli, a former
ACT researcher and current university professor in biotechnology, suggests that this would be an attractive alternative for the many women
opting for donor eggs for age-related reasons because then “older women
could have children carrying their own DNA thanks to the cytosolic
contribution of a healthy, young surrogate egg.”143 In other words, this
approach reframes reproductive aging as differently distributed between
the nucleus and the cytoplasm within the cell. If age-related infertility is
understood to be located in the cytoplasm, these researchers suggest that
mitochondrial transfer could provide a solution by creating a chimeric
egg, which retains the intended mother’s nuclear DNA, but benefits from
the reproductive potential of the donor egg’s cytoplasm.144 In this way,
this approach constitutes a recombinant fertility at a cellular level.
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This application of mitochondrial transfer has already found its way
to the clinic.145 In 2019, a woman gave birth to a baby in Greece after
receiving mitochondrial replacement treatment. She received this treatment not because of any mitochondrial disease but specifically to improve her fertility after repeated IVF failures.146 The Institute of Life, the
Athens clinic where the woman was treated, subsequently stated that
it intended to continue using the mitochondrial transfer technique “to
help even more couples facing fertility issues to have children with their
own DNA, without having recourse to egg donors.”147 Like Mitalipov’s
Oregon group, the researchers working on the development of the Athens mitochondrial transfer protocol suggested that “faulty mitochondria” could be the main culprit in poor egg quality, one of the main
reasons why IVF fails. They resolved this by moving the nuclear DNA
of the intended mother into a donor egg with healthy mitochondria.148
Sensing a business opportunity for this extended indication for mitochondrial transfer, John Zhang started a company called Darwin Life to
commercialize mitochondrial replacement therapy for infertility in older
women, which was branded H.E.R.—Human Egg Reconstitution—IVF.
Although the FDA warned Zhang against his practice, the US-Ukrainian
team at Darwin Life-Nadiya in Kiev recently claimed the birth of several more babies after mitochondrial transfer.149 A study by the Nadiya
team itself found that the technique offered little benefit to women of
“advanced maternal age,” but the clinic’s director does maintain that the
technique remains promising for women with failed IVF cycles, and the
Darwin Life-Nadiya website states that they “hope in the near future to
be able to help many women under the age of 42” achieve “the birth of a
healthy native child without donation of eggs.”150
The suggestion that donor egg cytoplasm could improve IVF outcomes
is also the basis for research into a new approach to generating extra
eggs through nuclear transfer. When an egg is formed, a small cell forms
alongside it called the “polar body,” which, like the egg, only has a single
pair of chromosomes (haploid). Normally these cells cannot fertilize, but
Mitalipov’s group found that they could if the polar body nuclei were
transferred into donor eggs’ cytoplasms. Harnessing nuclear transfer as
an “alternative route for oocyte formation,” the researchers have patented
this technique as a means to create an additional “source of oocytes for
fertility treatment.”151 They suggest that this could be particularly helpful
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for “patients of advanced maternal age, who have a low oocyte yield or
are poor responders, commonly observed in ART cycles.”152
While it remains uncertain whether mitochondrial transfer will in
fact clinically aid infertility, research interest in the possibility of combining “genomes from older women with young donor cytoplasts” certainly does require young women to provide gametes in order to create
a new kind of egg that combines the reproductive youth ascribed to the
cytoplasm and the biogenetic connection to its nucleus.153 The interest
in this work suggests that “the need for human eggs for research is back.
It seems like it never left the stage after all.”154
This renewed reliance on egg donation to explore the regenerative
potential of youthful cytoplasms once more reconfigures the relation between fertility and aging. A postfertile cell par excellence, the chimeric
egg, created by merging the intended mother’s and the donor’s eggs, materializes both fertility and infertility in new ways that hold the promise
of shifting the temporal limits of reproductive finitude. Yet unlike autologous oocyte cryopreservation, this cytoplasmic regeneration implicates
the bodies of egg donors. And because this process mirrors conventional
egg donation, but relies only on the egg cytoplasm, it transfers the logic
of research egg donation to reproductive egg donation, thereby expanding the group of potential egg donors as well as the risk of a concomitant
stratification in donation practices.155

OC as Ethical Instrument: Direct and Indirect Egg Donation
The three SCNT studies under scrutiny all used “fresh” egg donation.
However, if human frozen eggs could also be used for stem cell studies,
the effects of the renewed demand for eggs may be felt far away from the
lab. Given that a limited egg supply is one of the key practical constraints
for SCNT research, the logistical advantages of banking eggs have been
recognized by the biomedical research community.156 Back in 2009,
researchers in reproductive and regenerative biomedicine—including
those at RBA, the fertility clinic acquired by egg freezing company
Prelude—predicted that “in the future, if the efficacy and efficiency
of cryopreserved oocytes are comparable to those of fresh oocytes in
human therapeutic cloning, the use of cryopreserved oocytes would be
invaluable and generate a great impact to regenerative medicine.”157
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These possibilities are coming closer to reality; Dong-Ryul Lee and
colleagues write that the “production of cloned embryos using cryopreserved human oocytes and derivation of their SCNT-ESC lines was
not achieved until recently.”158 Cryopreserved eggs have yielded embryonic stem cells (ESCs) after SCNT in various species, and several
recent Korean studies have proposed more efficient methods for using
frozen eggs to create SCNT-stem cells.159 In Korea, the tightening of
egg-procurement regulations after the Hwang scandal has become a
driving force for investing in stem cell research with cryopreserved eggs
because they “could provide a steady source of eggs for research, such as
SCNT, and its use also reduces ethical concerns.”160 This is particularly
relevant in a context where payments for egg donations are curtailed
and regulations prescribe the use of “residual” eggs that are “intended to
be discarded”—typically low-quality or frozen eggs.161 In this way, egg
freezing functions as an ethical instrument that both shifts the regulatory
permissibility of egg donation and drives future research directions in
stem cell biology that accommodate cryopreservation.
A similar prospect of broadening egg donation underlies further Korean research by Dong-Ryul Lee’s team into new egg-manipulation protocols that suggest that “low-quality” eggs, which are of limited clinical
value in IVF, may also yield nuclear-transfer stem cell lines.162 In response to these protocols, Mitalipov and his colleagues express that “it is
exciting to think that oocyte quality may become a less dramatic factor
[in SCNT],” and “fresh or frozen” eggs from IVF programs could become an alternative source for human SCNT. He proposes that “perhaps
we are at the stage where all oocyte donors produce functional oocytes
and rejected patient oocytes from IVF programs could be recovered, if
not for fertility purposes then for the production of NT-ESCs.”163 The
new protocols suggest that low-quality eggs, which would normally be
discarded in IVF procedures, could provide valuable material for creating embryonic stem cells.
In the context of the growing popularity of egg freezing, these new
possibilities pave the way for a model of egg donation in which the categories of patient and donor begin to overlap more. If frozen eggs could
also be used, the increasingly widespread preservation of eggs could
similarly provide the material for stem cell generation and research.
Given that the vast majority of women who freeze their eggs never re-
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turn to use them, and given the fact that the leftover eggs may not be
suitable for reproductive donation due to testing protocols required for
third-party reproduction, donation to research could become a rational
alternative to destroying the cryo-eggs when they are no longer needed.
This would then lead to a situation in which those who provide eggs
for research studies also pay for the stimulation, extraction, and cryopreservation procedures, thereby becoming self-financed egg donors.164
This model, in which women freeze eggs for their own future use and
indirectly become donors if their eggs are no longer needed, is understood to “reduce ethical concerns” because it circumvents ethical issues
pertaining to donor recruitment and financial inducement, while still
providing a “steady source” of eggs.165 Indirect egg donation after egg
freezing may thus be upheld as a solution to the ethical concerns surrounding direct egg donation; cryopreservation thereby becomes itself
an ethical instrument that renders egg donation more acceptable.
The future potential of using frozen eggs for stem cell research could
also shift direct egg-donation practices, given that the mobility of frozen
eggs could remove the need for spatial proximity between research labs
and egg-procurement sites. As is the case for its reproductive counterpart, the use of frozen eggs allows for research egg donation to become
more spatially dispersed. The possibility of shipping eggs could then
fundamentally shift the dynamics of global egg procurement in ways
that intersect with local gender-and age-specific social realities, as is
now happening in transnational reproductive egg procurement. In fact,
existing infrastructures of (cross-border) reproductive healthcare could
be employed for research purposes; TWEB, and its advanced infrastructure for handling large egg repositories and creating a transatlantic egg
flow, give an indication of how similar biomedical and logistic technologies could be used to move eggs for research purposes.
Because the donor’s biodesirability is irrelevant in research egg procurement, Widdows contends that stem cell research may lead to a situation in which “women from lower socioeconomic strata would be more
likely to become the providers of eggs . . . because the genetic content
of the enucleated egg . . . is irrelevant.”166 This is particularly pertinent
if eggs become movable between different national and economic contexts. If this were to become the case for egg procurement for research,
the concerns raised in scholarship on CBRC that the “international
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economic imbalances” that make “underprivileged women in poorer
countries an especially vulnerable population” would become newly relevant.167 As global care chains create “a series of personal links between
people across the globe based on the paid or unpaid work of caring” for
both children and the elderly, so global cold chains of frozen eggs may
develop to redistribute both reproductive youth and regenerative potential across borders and bodies, creating new relations of dependency
that shift what it means to age for donors and recipients alike.168

Conclusion
Once frozen, eggs become mobile and thereby change the dynamics of
egg donation for reproductive and research purposes. Transnational
reproductive egg donation is exemplified by the World Egg Bank’s flow
of frozen oocytes from the United States to the United Kingdom, which
is limited to those eggs that meet the HFEA restrictions on donor payment. Although the HFEA regulations seek to protect women from
“financial inducement,” the focus on the payment of egg donors does
not address the indirect financial inducement resulting from the wider
marketization of reproduction through practices of procuring and transporting eggs by for-profit parties. TWEB’s transatlantic movement of
eggs introduces new discursive practices in UK donor-egg IVF through
the online donor profiles and the form of (consumer) choice they represent. TWEB thus illustrates the feasibility of creating transnational
egg flows motivated by the speedy availability and detailed discursive
framing of the eggs. By analogy to the global care chain, global cold
chains are developing in which eggs, and the reproductive youth they
represent, travel from local cryobanks to intended parents worldwide.
Breakthroughs in SCNT stem cell research have increased interest
in technologies that position the egg—and its cytoplasm—at the center
of regenerative approaches to healthcare. Nuclear transfer technologies
become particularly relevant to (reproductive) aging in the scenarios
envisaged for (future) clinical application, in which young women’s reproductive bodies hold the regenerative potential for both age-related
pathologies and infertilities. Researchers proposed that the SCNT
technique could use eggs to create stem cells “with the age apparently
erased”—positing the egg as a cellular fountain of youth.169 However,
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both SCNT research and its potential clinical applications rely on the
provision of donor eggs. The Hwang scandal rendered this supply particularly contentious, and subsequent Korean regulations restricted research egg donation to “residual,” typically frozen, eggs as a more ethical
alternative. If leftover frozen eggs could be more widely used in stem
cell research, egg freezers could become indirect egg donors, who pay
for the hormonal stimulation and egg extraction themselves. Because
the vast majority of women who freeze their eggs do not return to use
them, there is a growing pool of potential research eggs frozen across
the world. In both direct and indirect egg-donation arrangements, the
lack of specific biodesirability requirements opens up this research egg
donation to a broader group of young women—and attendant forms of
reproductive respatialization and stratification.
Both in reproductive egg donation and in nuclear transfer techniques,
eggs are cast as the medium through which age may be reconfigured—
whether through the transfer of reproductive youth to women with age-
related infertility or through the regeneration of older cells to counteract
age-related pathologies and infertilities. The concomitant increased
“need for human eggs” following from the clinical use and scientific development of these technologies coincides with the availability of OC.170
Egg freezing enables frozen egg flows and a concomitant respatialization
of oocyte procurement, characterized by an increased geographical distance between the young women who provide the eggs and those who
receive them. Within the context of the internationalization of fertility
treatment and stem cell research, the global regulatory and economic
disparities pertaining to egg procurement, increasing demands on egg
supplies, and the neoliberalization of both biomedicine and “successful
aging,” OC thus creates the conditions of emergence for a far-reaching
reconfiguration of egg donation within a broader biopolitics of aging.
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Conclusion
When I imagine my eggs again, I feel a weightlessness hovering unmoored. My eggs have been called a thousand times
by new and ancient names of loss and promise. I hear the
quiver in the voice of a woman at a Q&A. I smell the brochure of a new technology. I breathe in the lives of women
whose books are many. I call to the graves of my grandmothers. I see a parliament of owls; their eyes are round and
soulful. I feel the storm of a planet whose roar is growing
louder. I hold up my sign and my drum at injustice. I lie in
the arms of a woman who is a teacher of life and death. She
says, not all paths are those of our choosing. I listen in the
night for her quiet breath. I imagine again trillions of cells
lit-up and awake, and how life is held silently within each
one—whether haploid or not.

As IVF has become normalized over four decades after the birth of Louise Brown (1978), procedures like egg freezing—essentially a variation of
IVF with a period of cryostorage—continue to capture the public imagination and raise controversy. Beyond a clinical procedure that a growing,
but relatively small, group of women undergo, egg freezing both reflects
and enables a broader gender politics of reproductive aging. Both celebrations and criticisms of OC appeal to changing normative ideas
about when people should (not) use reproductive technologies. National
regulations and insurance guidelines reinforce maximum age limits to
accessing treatment with reference to the “normal reproductive years,”
while egg freezing start-ups are redefining the ages at which younger
women are encouraged to freeze their eggs, whether for their own or
another’s use. In Freezing Fertility, I have analyzed the changing relations
between reproductivity and aging at each stage of the OC procedure by
following the journey of the egg as it moves from the body to the freezer,
217
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the incubator, and the womb, into wider reproductive infrastructures
and across the world. Through these movements, egg freezing expands
the scope of thinkable and actionable reproductive potentialities later in
life, and after death.
The current popularity of OC reflects a historically specific reality
in which there are few biotechnological alternatives for female “fertility preservation,” but future technologies may render egg freezing obsolete. As research is ongoing into other approaches to decoupling bodily
aging and reproductive ability, new technologies may find their way to
the clinic in the coming decades, including ovarian cryopreservation,
in vitro maturation of immature eggs, mitochondrial transfer, and the
more distant possibility of creating artificial gametes, or in vitro gametogenesis.1 For the moment, however, egg freezing remains the most
popular technology for circumventing future age-related infertility.
Egg freezing has emerged in the wake of the dramatic social and
technical changes associated with the timing of reproduction that characterized the 20th century. The introduction of the contraceptive pill,
expanded access to safe abortion, and women’s increased participation
in waged labor coincided with a trend of increasing maternal ages at
first birth. As women were having children later in life, the possibility of
“leaving it too late” and “having it all” raised widespread public concern.
Since the late seventies, reporting on women’s “biological clock” has remained newsworthy, often serving as a reminder of a biological limit to
“liberation” in the face of ongoing gendered social change.2 With the
introduction of IVF and egg donation, the biological clock became relevant once again. Age-related infertility no longer necessarily signaled
the end of the reproductive life span. Rather, it could become an indication for infertility treatment, as expressed in IVF patients’ experience
that they “have to try IVF” in order to reach “the end of the road” of
fertility’s finality.3 As the emergence of egg donation gave rise to media
coverage of both celebrities having children later in life and exceptional
cases of women becoming pregnant in their sixties and seventies, the
temporal limit to female reproduction once more became hotly debated.
Whereas the 20th century saw the rise of numerous biotechnological and biopolitical modes of family planning, the postmillennial introduction of egg freezing offers a means of fertility planning that revolves
around timing not only when to have children but when to be fertile.
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We are now at the cusp of a shift in ART practices from reproduction to
fertility. And egg freezing is the first major technology to popularize IVF
treatment for making fertilities, rather than primarily making babies. As
OC has become widely known as the primary technology for circumventing age-related infertility, its introduction has once again politicized
female reproductive aging. When the temporal limits to female fertility
become, at least potentially, agentically alterable with new reproductive
technologies, the reestablishment of such limits becomes the result of
sociocultural renegotiations, rather than a biological given.4
My initial interest in egg freezing developed in response to such a
negotiation, when the Dutch government barred the introduction of OC
in the Netherlands in 2009. I was living in Amsterdam at the time and
was struck by the restrictive gender-and age-specific norms expressed
in public debates about egg freezing, which often revolved around what
reproductive choices women ought to make at different points in their
lives. As egg freezing practices were established across various national
contexts, specific ages and time periods for freezing, storing, thawing,
and implanting eggs, and the gendered chrononormativities underlying them, became institutionalized. Meanwhile, the promotion of egg
freezing—particularly in the US context, and especially after the ASRM
lifted OC’s experimental label in 2012—intensified, whether at my students’ career fairs, where they were encouraged to freeze their eggs if
they chose to train as lawyers or doctors, or in the rising popularity of
corporate egg freezing insurance in many more companies than only
the highly publicized pioneers Apple and Facebook. Both the restriction
and the commercialization of egg freezing are indicative of the ongoing
changes in what it means to be fertile, and to age, in the 21st century.
This book has traced these changes, which are also often continuities, by
following the egg from the ovary to the freezer and beyond.

Emergent Fertilities
Contemporary egg freezing practices have shifted the logic of reproductive aging both for younger and for older women. As a technology that
is used to counteract reproductive aging, egg freezing uniquely implicates fertile women, who are confronted with the clinical possibility
of anticipating future infertility at increasingly early ages. Conversely,
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unlike existing technologies of IVF and egg donation, egg freezing offers
a chance of not only birthing but also conceiving later in life with one’s
own frozen eggs. The possibility of egg freezing thus produces emergent
modes of being fertile and infertile as, on the one hand, infertility may
be lived prior to its arrival and, on the other, the onset of age-related
infertility need not signal the end of the reproductive life span.
In this way, new groups of fertile and infertile people have become potential candidates for treatment. It is now common to read statements suggesting that you are never too young to freeze your eggs because “you’ll
never be more fertile than you are today” and “the younger you freeze
eggs the more fertile they are.”5 Equally, once you have frozen your eggs,
reproductive aging does not preclude the possibility of having a child at a
later time, as suggested in one fertility company’s mission to ensure that
“everyone can have the opportunity to be a mom or dad when they are
ready.”6 This opens up new possibilities and uncertainties about the assumption of fertility earlier in life and the closure of infertility later in life.

Becoming Infertile Earlier in Life
Egg freezing is by definition an infertility treatment for the fertile life
phase. Because, unlike most IVF patients, women who freeze their eggs
are typically not trying to conceive and need not experience any symptoms of infertility, the indication for undergoing this treatment is much
more flexible in nature. Accordingly, different moments in the life cycle
can become associated with the fertility precarity or fertility potential
that warrants undergoing an egg freezing cycle.
One increasingly popular approach—touted by celebrities such as
singer Rita Ora—is freezing eggs in the twenties to preserve “peak fertility.” The promotion of OC to maintain the optimal fertility of early
adulthood became part of the UK news cycle when an influential fertility specialist suggested that egg freezing “should be every dad’s graduation present for his daughter,” who could then keep “20 beautiful eggs”
in the freezer.7 Reflecting a host of class and gender issues by invoking
the wealthy father and the youthful beauty of the daughter’s cells, this
statement points to the tension between the suggested biological optimum age for treatment and younger women’s relatively limited access
to the financial means to cover the pricey procedure. It is this tension
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that new US egg freezing companies seek to mitigate by offering financing and discount packages while heavily promoting OC to increasingly
younger women. By shifting to earlier freezing, they are banking on appealing to larger numbers of women—literally so, given the substantial
private equity investments in egg freezing companies.
By contrast, Dutch fertility clinics have set 30 years as the minimum
age for egg freezing in order to avoid unnecessary treatment of younger
women. This regulation favors an alternative approach of freezing in the
early to mid-thirties, which is also rationalized in relation to the widespread association of 35 years with intensified fertility decline. Yet, so
far, most women who have frozen their eggs are in their late thirties and
early forties.8 This trend reflects a last-minute approach to egg freezing
that preserves a chance of genetically related motherhood when people
expect they will soon lose that ability.
In all these instances, the possibility of “preserving fertility” is
matched with new forms of preemptive fertility loss. Whether one is 24
or 38, fertility can be rendered precarious, in the sense that it is understood to be at risk in new ways. The precariousness of fertility may be
linked to the imminent loss of peak fertility, cost-efficient fertility, last-
minute fertility, or significant moments in life, such as a graduation, a
relationship break-up, or a particular birthday. As a result, fertility loss
may arrive as a clinically and culturally relevant notion much earlier in
life—if not throughout the adult female reproductive life span. Because
the indication for egg freezing is less straightforward than for traditional
IVF, the discursive framing of reproductive aging in medical and public
discourses plays a crucial role in establishing when the ongoingness of
fertility may be assumed, and when it becomes perceived as precarious.
Indeed, egg freezing has become such a culturally significant technology because the widespread public coverage of OC transforms conceptualizations of fertility for much wider audiences. Beyond a procedure
that only a very small proportion of women undergoes (OC comprises
only 1.5% of all UK IVF cycles), the stories that circulate about frozen
eggs and frozen fertility provide influential interpretative frameworks
for understanding female reproductive aging and its (im)mutability in
the context of cryopreservation.9 Whether in newspapers, advertisements, celebrity stories, or patient information, OC’s introduction has
provoked both a rearticulation of natural time limits to conception in
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Figure C.1a and b. A Google image search illustrates the dominance
of the decline frame for “Female Fertility,” which contrasts with representations of “Male Fertility”.

the face of their potential transgression and a redefinition of these time
limits to fertility as something over which one can exert agency at specific moments in the life course.
Whether they are celebrating or dismissing egg freezing, one common
element in these public discourses is the emphasis on the importance of
being informed about female reproductive aging. Yet in the context of
OC, efforts to inform and educate often position female fertility not as
a locus of potential generativity but as effectively synonymous with loss
and decline.
Rather than simply presenting a biological reality, the rhetorical
framing of female fertility failure can be particularly effective in
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perpetuating underlying ideas about individualized responsibilities for
reproduction, the desirability and importance of motherhood, the value
of genetic relatedness, gendered differences in age-specific parenting
abilities, and temporal limits to “normal reproductive years”—as well
as the presumed access to the capital and care required to circumvent
fertility concerns.
In what appears to be a pedagogical turn in the egg freezing industry, OC marketing efforts are increasingly focused on education as a
means of addressing new audiences. Rather than directly promoting egg
freezing, major fertility companies instead invest in fertility education—
whether through websites, apps, trade shows, cocktail parties, or sponsorships. While it is of course important to be well informed about
reproductive aging, it is equally important to note when the rhetorical
framing of “fertility facts” aligns with a treatment logic that indicates OC
to a large new target group. Normal physiological development—such
as the loss of large quantities of eggs from birth onwards—can easily be
reframed in an alarmist way (“you’ll never be more fertile than you are
today”) to render fertility in need of treatment at earlier points in the life
course.10 What is at stake is not so much the truthfulness of these claims
but the normalization of an alternative model of reproductive aging that
associates a wide variety of life course stages with fertility precarity—a
fertility that is at once fragile and freezable—as an effective means of
creating demand for treatment.11
New marketing initiatives moreover promote fertility testing as a
means to personalize the indication for egg freezing. The major US
egg freezing networks—Extend Fertility, Prelude, Progyny—all combine their information campaigns with fertility testing as the first step
in the egg freezing process. Kindbody goes one step further and has
introduced fertility vans in the streets of US urban centers that offer
passersby hormone tests to check their ovarian reserve. Suggesting that
their customers “deserve to know the facts” about fertility, the stories
told through these facts set up a dynamic between knowing and not
knowing, between gaining statistical information and raising questions
about one’s own reproductive embodiment. Although fertility tests are
presented as a resolution to these uncertainties, it appears that ovarian
reserve tests have limited predictive value for the time to pregnancy and
can have significant negative psychological effects.12
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Fertility tests do, however, create a personalized pathway to treatment. By undergoing a fertility test, women adopt the position of the
patient and develop a familiarity with the fertility clinic and its treatment rationales. Subsequently, the test results provide a personalized indication for treatment through a more specific, individualized address to
the potential patient. This functions so well as a marketing tool because
both below-and above-average outcomes can become an indication for
treatment—whether to salvage declining fertility or maintain optimal
fertility.
In these ways, women can be rendered individually responsible for
managing the future finality of their fertility at earlier points in life. A
heightened awareness of predictable and testable but nevertheless uncertain fertility futures can easily be coupled with a moral injunction
to anticipate reproductive aging as a sign of responsible citizenship. As
fertility information and testing expand the scope of risk associated with
reproductive aging, they provide a rationale for services that promise
to counteract these risks and provide a degree of biopreparedness for
future fertility decline.
This move towards responsibilizing women for counteracting fertility
precarity is embedded in a broader neoliberal political trend of governments devolving their responsibilities onto individual citizens by shrinking spending on public services for the well-being of people while—as
Laura Briggs puts it—“keep[ing] corporate taxes low and profits high.”13
The political legacy of neoliberalism, Melinda Cooper reminds us, entails the withdrawal from the state in favor not only of the individual
but also of the family as a “privileged site of debt, wealth transfer and
care.”14 As women are encouraged to take individual responsibility for
maintaining the futurity of fertility and the family form, it is in fact
what Briggs calls a “structural infertility” that creates the conditions for
which egg freezing is a coping mechanism. She writes that for a growing
swath of the middle class, reproductive technologies are “how people
are coping with the structural infertility of the long period of education and economic insecurity that is the price of the ticket these days to
the middle class but that virtually requires delayed childbearing.”15 This
structural infertility is furthermore positioned in a “financialised capitalist regime” characterized by a steep rise in the amount of waged labor
required to support a household.16 The popularization of OC thus oc-
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curs at a time when the widespread socioprecarity of late capitalist labor,
housing, education, relationship, and financial insecurities all contribute
to trends of later childbearing, in relation to which the bioprecarity of
ongoing fertility becomes an intensified concern.17
An important counterpart to these precarious social conditions of
late capitalism that likewise results from diminished spending on public services is the devolvement of state responsibility for reproductive
healthcare to the private IVF market. The neoliberal divestment of public spending that Briggs and Cooper describe, then, entails a twofold
intensification of reproductive bioprecarity. On the one hand, increased
socioprecarity contributes to a trend of later reproduction in relation
to which reproductive bioprecarity becomes a concern. On the other,
corporate investment in OC services does not simply meet a preexisting
demand but plays an active role—and has a stake in—reframing female
fertility as precarious in nature at various points in the life cycle.
With the move of serial entrepreneurs into the fertility industry, and
the rise of private equity driving IVF clinics, the very understanding
of fertility becomes itself entrepreneurialized as the site of ongoing
personal investment into reproductive futures. As a result, fertility becomes liable to being enlisted in a logic of investment, indebtedness, and
capital accumulation—both for individual women and for the fertility
companies that serve them.18 When egg freezing becomes a means of
individual self-investment in a reproductive future—matching a corporate investment in future demand for counteracting fertility precarity—it not only creates individual responsibilities but also produces new
dependencies.
These dependencies follow in part from the fact that egg freezing relies on an egg-based model of reproductive aging that requires a clinical
infrastructure to become legible. Although reproductive aging can be
conceptualized as occurring throughout the body, the focus on the egg
reflects an IVF-based model of reproduction, in which the extracorporealized egg both takes center stage in its iconic imagery of fertilization
in the dish and presents the main bottleneck in the treatment of female
age-related infertility.19 With this focus on the egg, which remains hidden in the body, embodied fertility becomes accessible and measurable
primarily through the fertility clinic and the tests on offer. This presents
a very different relation to embodied fertility than the fertility aware-
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ness approaches of the 1970s and 1980s women’s health movements or
the current mobile apps that render fertility legible by self-observing
body temperature and cervical fluid. Instead, the clinic becomes the
main point of access to counteract the uncertainty, the opacity, and the
finitude of fertility. In this way, fertility becomes precarious in the older
sense of the word, which the OED describes as being “vulnerable to the
will or decision of others” and inhabiting a “condition of dependency.”
Becoming informed, testing, and freezing are all presented as strategies for rendering fertility legible and extendable; yet, through these
strategies, fertility becomes newly reliant on clinical infrastructures built
around the intensified bioprecarity of women’s reproductive bodies. The
precariousness of fertility, then, follows not only from the threat of its
decline but from novel relations of dependency that emerge in the context of new norms of technologized fertility management—both earlier
and later in life.

Staying Fertile Later in Life
As a counterpart to becoming infertile earlier, egg freezing also enables
new ways of staying fertile later in life. Cryo-eggs offer the possibility—
albeit a slim one—of conceiving and bearing children after the onset
of age-related infertility with a chosen partner or donor. Irrespective of the technique’s efficacy, the notion that women can stay fertile
in this technologically mediated way destabilizes biological age limits to reproduction. As became clear in the critical responses to older
motherhood—whether in Schellart’s or Buttle’s stories—the possibility
of “extending fertility” may provoke the rearticulation and regulation
of these reproductive age limits in the face of their potential transgression.20 Yet equally, the promise that freezing eggs will allow women to
“extend fertility,” as one of the major networks is called, gives rise to
a more flexible, agentic, and distributed model of reproductive aging,
which straddles both the freezer and the body, and is embedded in
broader reproductive infrastructures.
Encompassing both the lived, aging body and the cryopreserved,
timeless egg, this model of reproductive aging is distributed across divergent trajectories of in vivo fertility decline and ex vivo fertility accumulation. The tension between these reproductive counterpoints was
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evident in the story of Eggfreezer, who described her cryo-eggs as “quite
literally frozen in time” and her body as the place where “many millions
[of eggs] die off.”21 Her account staged a life-death dyad between the
ongoing egg death in her ovaries and the continued reproductive potential ascribed to the eggs in the freezer. She nevertheless recognized the
cryo-eggs as “part of [her]” and therefore an integral part of her ongoing
fertility. What is at stake in this egg-based distribution of reproductive
aging is thus the reconfiguration of the reproductive body as a locus of
fallibility and decline that contrasts with the cold freezer, which holds
the promissory value of timeless reproductive potential.
Nevertheless, the distribution of reproductive aging across the body
and the freezer does not necessarily suffice to attain a sense of bioprepared fertility. After the first egg freezing cycle, the question quickly
arises whether one has frozen enough eggs to “stay fertile.” Because OC
yields eggs, rather than babies, the measure for “reproductive success”
is much more flexible than it is in traditional IVF cycles. When reproductive success becomes a matter of degree measured by the number
of cryo-eggs, the egg freezing process becomes an ongoing course of
fertility accumulation, the endpoint of which is organized by new and
flexible norms.
Clinics set such norms by recommending a wide variety of egg quantities for a reasonable chance to have a child. Particularly the larger
private UK and US fertility clinics tend to couple such specific recommended egg quantities with prepackaged treatment and financial plans.
These plans can rationalize a multicycle approach to OC with discounts
on repeat cycles, guarantee packages for freezing a specific quantity of
eggs, and loans to cover the associated high up-front payments. In this
way, medical considerations of potential future success with a particular
number of eggs are coupled with financial considerations of cost efficiency; the plans thereby set up a calculus of fertility for deciding how
many OC cycles to undergo. So while the value of frozen eggs follows
from their potential to shift the uncertainty associated with precarious
fertility into a more bioprepared fertility, the variable quantities associated with reproductive success can equally extend fertility precarity
beyond the first freezing cycle and set up a multicycle norm through
this egg-based calculus of fertility. Egg freezing may thus be characterized by a series of incremental steps, in which fertility tests represent the
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first encounter with the clinic and the basis for a personalized indication
for egg freezing, while subsequently multicycle or guarantee packages
provide the rationale for further cycles after the first one.
These developments point to a shift that reframes egg freezing from
a single anticipatory gesture to the basis for an ongoing technologized
fertility management throughout the life course. In other words, staying fertile with frozen eggs entails a longer-term engagement with the
clinic. When used to circumvent age-related infertility, egg freezing is
by its very nature a long-term arrangement that spans an extended time
between the eggs’ extraction and their intended fertilization. Yet the
flexibility of fertility accumulation with frozen eggs opens up possibilities for repeat treatments and multicycle norms that extend the time of
active engagement with the clinic. In these ways, the OC process sets up
a long-term, future-oriented relation with the clinic that differs from the
dynamic of a set of fresh IVF cycles that promptly succeed or fail. While
the eggs remain in the freezer, distributed reproductive aging is enacted
through a two-way flow of monetary and reproductive value exchange
between women and fertility companies. This ongoing value exchange
couples long-term storage and loan payments for the cryo-eggs with an
affective investment in their continued reproductive value. In this way,
egg freezing enables a capitalist reconfiguration of reproductive aging,
in which value exchange lies at the foundation of the postfertile relation
between the cell and the self.
The distribution of reproductive aging thus stretches beyond the
body and the freezer, into the reproductive-industrial complex of IVF.22
Beyond an individual or clinical treatment option, efforts to mainstream
and promote egg freezing have integrated fertility preservation in existing infrastructures of labor, finance, data, and insurance, to name but a
few. One salient example of the infrastructural integration of distributed
reproductive aging is corporate egg freezing insurance, in which assisted
reproductive life course management becomes entangled with workplace human resource management. Now that leading fertility insurance company Progyny has a strategic alliance with Mercer, the world’s
largest HR consultancy firm, over 10% of large US companies offer egg
freezing as a perk to their staff, covering an estimated 1.4 million people.
This fertility insurance frames egg freezing as, on the one hand, a tool
for employees to self-invest in future fertility and, on the other, a tool
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for employers to increase ROI (return on investment). Here the question of fertility and its ongoingness is played out in the organization of
labor, in which egg freezing functions as at once a reproductive and an
HR technology to recruit and retain female staff. In this arrangement,
the merit of egg freezing is reinforced through the employer and the
fertility company alike. The distribution of reproductive aging is, then,
not confined to the body and freezer but is equally propelled by the
financial-institutional infrastructures through which investment in egg
freezing is rationalized, promoted, and financed.23
Yet frozen eggs allow women not only to maintain fertility later in life
but also to lose it over prolonged periods of time. Most women do not
return to use their eggs, either because they are not trying to conceive or
because they have not needed the frozen eggs to become pregnant. For
example, a recent study in a Dutch clinic showed that only 5% of all the
women who froze their eggs returned to use them.24 For the majority
of women who will not use their eggs, the continued existence of these
cryo-eggs after the onset of age-related infertility will require agentic
decision making about the ongoingness and loss of a latent, frozen fertility later in life. Complementing embodied fertility loss, egg freezing
will moreover give rise to new modes of regulatory fertility loss—or, as
Emily Jackson calls it, a “non-biological clock”—as a result of ten-year
storage limits or specific age limits that preclude the use of the cryo-eggs.
The accounts of women who do decide to use their frozen eggs
highlight how the second phase of egg freezing can involve a cascade
of fertility gains and losses—r ather than a straightforward extension as such. If women decide to thaw the frozen eggs, the return to
the clinic is itself contingent on a degree of embodied fertility loss—
whether expected or experienced—to motivate the use of frozen eggs
over those in the ovaries. As is the case in traditional IVF, each step of
the procedure—fertilization, incubation, implantation, etc.—presents
a moment of potential success and failure. Yet there is also the additional possibility of an OC-specific loss of extended fertility that has
been shaped by a prolonged period of physical, financial, and affective investment in the frozen eggs. When frozen eggs fail, as Brigitte
Adams’s story suggested, age-related infertility can moreover gain an
agentic and preventable character as the outcome of an earlier decision
not to freeze more eggs.25 Egg freezing thus multiplies the arrival of
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infertility in the lived body and the freezable eggs; it thereby extends
not only fertility but also its loss.
Beyond the finitude of fertility, the prospect of the finality of life itself
is encountered through the frozen egg. The case of A., whose frozen
eggs outlived her, highlighted how the possibility of posthumous motherhood with the cryo-eggs can deeply impact experiences of living and
dying—irrespective of whether the intended conception in fact occurs.
The possibility of a posthumous reproductivity is highly relevant to the
growing group of women who undergo OC in the context of a serious
diagnosis. But also for healthy women freezing their eggs, the informed-
consent procedure is a reminder that the end of life does not equal the
end of reproductivity. The continued existence of frozen eggs after the
intended mother’s death permits the establishment of intended kinship
relations with those who may fertilize and gestate the eggs and parent
the children born from them. OC thus allows people to grapple with
mortality through the manipulation of the egg, which is now no longer
only the locus of a potential beginning of life but also holds the key to
confronting its end.
The temporal stretch between egg extraction and fertilization in OC
not only enables staying fertile later in life and after death, but it also creates a new proximity between autologous and heterologous donation—
between donation to a future self and donation to a third party. The
period of cryostorage introduces a flexibility in rerouting the frozen
eggs’ destinations—whether to the original egg freezer, another intended parent, or a research project. Although the shift from autologous
to heterologous reproductive donation is not straightforward, the redirection of cryo-eggs is a new possibility that women currently encounter
in consent forms.26 Because the majority of women who freeze their
eggs do not return to use them, the growing popularity of OC may also
result in a greater availability of donor eggs, which would be particularly
significant for (future) research projects that rely on frozen eggs.27
More broadly, egg freezing introduces a temporal and spatial flexibility in IVF treatment that benefits egg-donation and fertility-preservation
practices alike. Now as mobile as the liquid nitrogen tanks that contain
them, frozen eggs can enable a transnational reproduction that does not
require any cross-border movements of the egg donor or the intended
parents. By stretching the reproductive process across nation-states, new
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regulatory proximities between distant, but now intimately connected,
jurisdictions shift egg-donation practices for all parties involved. This
deterritorialization of egg donation particularly highlights differential
regulations that seek to curtail financial inducements, which focus primarily on the compensation of egg donors but leave the indirect financial inducements resulting from fertility companies’ business models
unchecked. The transnational flows of eggs across global cold chains,
wider socialities, and reproductive infrastructures thus render fertility
transferable across borders and time.

Becoming Postfertile
Whether through guarantee plans or fertility vans, consent forms or
multicycle norms, the introduction of egg freezing has enabled new
ways of both anticipating infertility at increasingly early ages and maintaining fertility later in life. Through this double movement, egg freezing
complicates a linear trajectory from fertility to infertility in the adult
female life course. Both freezing eggs to prepare for future infertility and
thawing eggs to tap into their latent reproductive potential give rise to
new states of being that are neither exactly fertile nor exactly infertile,
but rather postfertile. This is enabled by, on the one hand, the temporal
plasticity of the freezable eggs and the fertility ascribed to them, and,
on the other, the future-oriented nature of OC, which allows for a wide
variety of ages and egg quantities to be posited as markers of fertility
or infertility. The concomitant temporal flexibility of recognizing both
fertility and infertility at different points in the life cycle gives rise to the
postfertile condition. Postfertility, then, refers to a state in which fertility
and infertility are not discrete phases but become meaningful in relation to one another through such temporal orientations as anticipation,
retrospection, latency, and acceleration.
The temporal plasticity of cryopreserved eggs provides the material
counterpart to the conceptual flexibility of fertility within the postfertile
condition that is enabled by these temporal orientations. It has become
clear that the possibility of cryopreservation has introduced new ways
of anticipating and living future infertility in the present. Equally, retrospection and hindsight can reframe age-related infertility as the result of
not having frozen (more) eggs. A focus on the latency of the cryo-egg’s
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continued reproductive potential diffracts reproductive aging into multiple embodied and disembodied fertile temporalities. Acceleration of
time to live birth—now acronymized as TTLB by Merck as a parameter
for reproductive success—provides a wider indication for undergoing
IVF-based infertility treatments, as opposed to trying less technologized
approaches for a longer amount of time. Each of these examples is indicative of a broader postfertile condition, within which fertility and
infertility become increasingly fluid and entangled categories as reproductivity and aging relate to one another in new ways.
The conceptual fluidity of postfertility permits egg freezing to be
adopted in a wide variety of repropolitical projects. The Japanese city
Urayasu, for example, seeks to address its low birth rate by subsidizing
egg freezing for women between 20 and 34 years. As a treatment for
“fertility at risk,” egg freezing functions as a reproductive act, which is
expected to increase the number of births by expanding the fertile life
span.28 The Chinese government likewise considers egg freezing to be a
reproductive act, but instead bans single women from doing so because
it is understood to encourage single motherhood. Here the future reproductivity assigned to the cryo-eggs comes to bear on the present, given
that egg freezing is thought to preemptively transgress family planning
policies that require women to be married before they have children.29
By contrast, until recently, women in France could not access egg
freezing because the technology was understood to discourage reproduction. The national ethics committee, CCNE, considered OC to be
“hardly defensible,” in part because it could cause women to feel “obliged
to postpone motherhood” and would be a poor substitute for “providing the kind of [social] organization that enables women . . . to have
children naturally and earlier in life.”30 The 2018 CCNE advice on the
revision of the French bioethics law cautiously suggests that egg freezing could be adopted, but specifies a number of temporal regulations—e.g., permitting freezing only for women aged 30 to 35 and thawing up
until 43 years—in the face of an evolving and uncertain “dividing line
between ‘normal’ and ‘pathological’” reproductive aging.31 Amid similar postfertile uncertainties, the Dutch Parliament was initially likewise
concerned about the potential conflict between OC’s introduction and
government policy to reduce female childbearing ages. Age limits of
43 for IVF insurance coverage and 45—later, 50—years for the use of
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frozen eggs provided a regulatory resolution to the unclear biological
boundaries to female reproductive aging in the face of cryopreservation.
Against the specter of an unnatural older motherhood, Denmark similarly approaches OC as a “technology to be tamed” and limits the use of
frozen eggs to 45 years in order to discourage women from postponing
pregnancy.32
Yet what is also at stake in the postfertile condition is the expansion of
fertility markets that both meet and create demands for these emergent
modes of (dis)embodying fertility. In the absence of federal regulatory
age limits in the United States, for example, the postfertile condition
enables an intensification of concerns about reproductive aging in ways
that align with market incentives for increasingly widespread indications for treatment. Egg freezing is, then, not simply the result of later
childbearing trends and the various sociodemographic drivers underlying them, but is itself actively constructed as a good solution to conflicting pressures of increasing work hours, unstable relationships, financial
insecurities, and a neoliberal self-responsibilization for future (reproductive) health. Notwithstanding women’s capability of intelligently
navigating these complex markets and new reproductive choices, it is
crucial to note how the self-investment logic underlying dominant egg
freezing rationales matches the investment of hundreds of millions of
dollars of private equity in egg freezing enterprises, which are reflected
in the emergence of specialized fertility insurance companies, online
egg freezing platforms, and large new chains of fertility clinics that specialize in egg cryopreservation. These massive capital investments in
egg freezing reflect the financial stakes in mobilizing affects of anxiety
and empowerment to reframe fertility as in need of information, tests,
and freezers, as precarious but extendable, as something that requires a
course of action and, indeed, is itself in need of proactive investment.
In order to create returns for these large-scale investments, fertility
companies reach out to new, larger, and younger target groups of women
to promote egg freezing—and the treatment logic that rationalizes it—
on the streets, in hotels, at work, and through social media. The rise
of fertility insurance, web-based OC services, and consolidating (inter)
national chains of fertility clinics all create new institutional contexts for
rationalizing, mainstreaming, and streamlining egg freezing in ways that
affect not only the women who opt for OC but the public at large.
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Fertility Literacy
As egg freezing is becoming a more mainstream procedure, it is important to also mainstream a critical approach to understanding fertility
that not only focuses on biological facts, treatment success rates, and the
pervasive association of female aging with failure and decline but also
calls attention to the new modes of postfertility emerging today, along
with their biopolitical and biocapitalist dimensions. Being aware of the
temporal limits to fertility is important for making informed reproductive decisions, especially when both men and women are having
children later in life. Yet rather than a general fertility education focused
only on women’s declining conception rates, what we need is a fertility
literacy for analyzing the rhetorical framing of fertility facts, situating
one’s experiences within sociocultural and political-economic systems,
and positioning oneself in relation to structures of power, whether organized by nation-states or by global markets. Fertility literacy requires
a critical reflection on the production, distribution, and mediation of
female fertility. This also includes a consideration of both the social
inequalities that are naturalized through its presentation and the power
relations and cultural systems that govern its social and technological
management. Fertility literacy involves considering what cultural normativities, whether of idealized motherhood or successful aging, inform
experiences and representations of fertility. When fertility becomes
distributed beyond the body, who is affected by the eggs’ movements?
Which parties benefit, and who suffers as a result? What systems do
emergent postfertilities reproduce?
Freezing Fertility has aimed to provide some of the critical reflections
on these aspects of fertility literacy through the figure of the egg. This is
where I return to the opening paragraph of this book, where I imagined
my eggs as lit-up and awake. My intention was to find a language for a
nonanxious fertile embodiment that resists the will to youth and the
telos of loss—in the face of the narratives of precarity and opacity that
so powerfully fuel new (and old) reproductive imperatives. Throughout
the book, I have sought to foreground how to critically assess relations
of dependency and constructions of need in fertile and infertile bodies alike. I have highlighted how frozen eggs reflect social inequalities,
aging ideologies, government policies, and business philosophies in the
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complex cellular trajectories enabled by their new temporal and spatial
flexibilities. Fertility literacy, accordingly, requires a consideration of the
biopolitical and biocapitalist projects mobilized in the reframing of female fertilities—at each step of the egg freezing procedure. In Freezing
Fertility, I have attempted to offer such a consideration by following the
freezable egg across time and space, infrastructures and discourses, institutions and regulations, within and without the body, as priceless currency in timeless suspension, as the small cell in which global regimes
collide, as barely visible yet ubiquitously reproduced sign of a contemporary gender politics of reproductive aging.
The egg that, having been vitrified in vitro, remains viable bears a
complex and contradictory relation to aging. The frozen egg has been
described as defying the biological clock, yet in OC’s public representations this very notion, its naturalizing effects and anxious affects, are actively produced and abundantly reiterated. Paradoxically, the extraction
of eggs brings their embodiment into discourse. Their frozen stasis renders them globally mobile. The frozen egg, seen to embody the promise
of new human life and reproductive futurity, also entails a confrontation
with finality. These complex counterpoints of OC, of fertility, and of finitude meet in the figure of the egg. The egg, frozen, its age suspended, has
become the locus for grappling with the beginning and end of life, and
the mortal passage from one to the other.
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ASRM: American Society for Reproductive Medicine
Autologous: Autologous donations are donations for a person’s own
(future) use.
CBRC: Cross-border reproductive care
Cytoplasm: The cell’s cytoplasm consists of all the contents of the
cell besides the nucleus.
ESHR E: European Society of Human Reproduction and
Embryology
hESCs: Human embryonic stem cells. These stem cells may be
derived from the inner cell mass of the embryo and can
differentiate into various cell types.
Heterologous: Heterologous donations are donations from one person
to another.
HFEA: Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (UK)
ICSI: Intra-c ytoplasmic sperm injection. An embryological
technique for fertilization in which the embryologist inserts a single sperm cell into an egg through
micro-injection. This differs from conventional IVF,
in which an egg is placed in a petri dish with sperm.
iPSCs: Induced pluripotent stem cells. These stems cells are
generated from somatic cells without the use of eggs
and can differentiate into various cell types.
IVF: In vitro fertilization
IVM: In vitro maturation
Nucleus: The nucleus of a cell is a structure that holds the
cell’s DNA, RNA, and nuclear proteins. A membrane
called the nuclear envelope separates it from the cell’s
cytoplasm.
OC: Oocyte cryopreservation, technical term for egg
freezing
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OHSU: Oregon Health and Science University
SCNT: Somatic cell nuclear transfer, a technique for creating
an embryo from an egg and a somatic cell, also known
as “cloning.”
Somatic cell: A somatic cell is any cell of the body that is not a sperm
or egg cell.
T WEB: The World Egg Bank
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Introduction

1 See West 1994, 289–90; Valk 2000, 148; Leeming 2005, 82. The figure of the
cosmic egg also occurs in Egyptian, Chinese, Vedic, Greek, Phoenician, Finnish,
Polynesian, and medieval Christian mythology.
2 The frontispiece references the Greek myth of Leda and the swan, in which Zeus
disguises himself as a swan and rapes Leda, who bears two eggs from which the
demigods Helen and Polydeuces hatch (Maguire 2009).
3 Landecker 2007.
4 Squier 1994; Huxley 2007 [1932], 2–3.
5 An estimated further 32 million attempted cycles of IVF have not resulted in the
birth of a child.
6 Gosden and Lee 2010, 973.
7 Franklin 2013b. In conventional IVF, egg and sperm cells are combined in a petri
dish to allow spontaneous fertilization. ICSI (intracytoplasmic sperm injection)
may be used if there is reduced sperm quality or quantity or if the egg no longer
allows fertilization, as is the case when the egg has been frozen and thawed.
8 Franklin 2000, 189.
9 Nowak 2007.
10 Reflecting the wider discourses on egg freezing that are the subject of this study,
I use the term “women” throughout. Of course, not all women experience age-
related infertility; some were never fertile, lose their reproductive ability due to
causes that are not age-related, or do not live long enough. Also, some people
who do not identify as women may experience pregnancy, birth, and age-related
infertility. It is important to note that egg freezing technology also opens the
way for people of various gender identities—including nonbinary people and
transmen—to explore different paths to pregnancy and childbirth. Although the
focus in this book lies specifically on egg freezing to circumvent age-related infertility, some of the other indications for OC are particularly relevant for gender-
variant people. As I discuss in chapter 1, egg freezing is routinely recommended
to transgender men who (intend to) use hormone treatment. Because hormone
treatment can affect fertility, egg freezing can help maintain the possibility of having biogenetically related children in the future (HFEA 2019a).
11 Richards 2013, 74.
12 Bunge et al. 1954; Zeilmaker et al. 1984.
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Inhorn and Patrizio 2012.
Franklin 2019, 26; Harris 2013, 201.
Harris 2013, 201.
Harris 2013, 201.
Italy is a case in point as a country that, in the late 1980s and 1990s, had one of the
world’s “most cutting-edge” fertility industries. It came to be known as the “wild
west” of European IVF and developed “the beginning of an industry intended for
career women who had delayed conception into their 40s and beyond” (Inhorn
et al. 2010, 850). In line with this focus on later reproduction, doctors in Bologna
started working on frozen eggs in 1997 (Gosden 2011, 266). This intensification
of research into OC anticipated the legal restrictions on embryo freezing and egg
donation in Italy’s prohibitive 2004 IVF Law, and proved useful when egg freezing
became the only legal alternative to embryo freezing (Benagiano and Gianaroli
2004, 118; Gook 2011, 284; Martin 2010, 527). Reflecting the Italian focus on OC,
the first live birth with the—currently dominant—vitrification technique for
egg freezing occurred in Italy: on June 20, 1999, a girl was born to a 47-year-old
mother who had used vitrified donor eggs (Kuleshova et al. 1999).
Kuwayama et al. 2005, 76. The Cryotop system consists of a plastic holder and a
thin film strip onto which the egg can be laid in only a minimal volume of fluid.
The Cryotop system has been applied in over 1.2 million clinical cases in 90 countries (Kitazato 2019).
Although these calves are referred to as fetuses, they have been removed from the
uteri of their slaughtered mothers and briefly live independently from her.
Van der Valk et al. 2018.
E.g., Chen 1986; Yoon et al. 2003.
Haraway 2010; Kowal and Radin 2015, 70; Merleau-Ponty 2019.
HFEA 2018b.
In the United States, the permissive attitude to reproductive technologies stands
in sharp contrast with the strict regulatory control over nonreproductive technologies. The current rise of insurance coverage and promotion of egg freezing
coincides with a severe curtailing of abortion rights. Increasingly restrictive state
regulations all but outlaw abortion, while the FDA attempts to prevent women
from accessing medical abortion on politically motivated “safety” grounds (Dyer
2019; Aiken et al. 2019). While the Trump administration politicizes reproductive
rights with renewed vigor to mobilize the conservative Christian electorate—
whether with White House prayers for “the unborn child” or through antichoice
Supreme Court appointments—the IVF sector, in spite of its frequent introduction of new technologies, operates relatively unconstrained and unregulated.
Spar 2005; Mladovsky and Sorenson 2010.
See chapter 3 and Van de Wiel 2020.
Gerrits 2016, 316–17.
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Franklin 2019.
Franklin 2019, 26.
HFEA 2017.
Inhorn et al. 2018.
Witkin et al. 2013.
Waldby 2015a.
Prior to egg extraction, OC requires one–two weeks of hormone injections, which
can cause discomfort and side effects. This hormonal stimulation can result in
ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome, a potentially serious condition that may
cause pain and inflammation and, in extreme cases, can be fatal; it may have
additional as-yet-unknown long-term risks for later reproductive health. Once
matured, the eggs are surgically removed, which causes internal bleeding or infection in 1% of cases (Waldby 2008, 20–21; NVOG 2010).
Carbone and Cahn 2013.
Roberts 2017a, xviii. Nonetheless, as Dorothy Roberts has noted, reproductive
technologies are no longer only marketed towards white women (2017a). Financing and decreased pricing make egg freezing more widely accessible—albeit by
enlisting those who can least afford it into a debt relation with lenders (see chapter 3).
Smietana et al. 2018, 117.
Bhatia and Campo-Engelstein 2018, 872. ESHRE is the European Society for Human Reproduction and Embryology.
Balkenende 2018.
Goold and Savulescu 2008; 2009.
Inhorn 2013.
Harwood 2009; Carbone and Cahn 2013; Browne 2018.
Ikemoto 2015, 114.
Cattapan et al. 2014, 239.
Goold and Savulescu 2008, 47–48.
See, for example, Goisis and Sigle-Rushton 2014 on the socioeconomic advantages
of having children later in life.
See Hanson 2003 for a challenge to the association between maternal age and
infertility.
Daniluk and Koert 2013.
Spivak 1996, 27.
Franklin 1997, 175.
It is not unusual that specific groups of fertile people undergo infertility treatment. Fertile heterosexual women may undergo IVF to have children with their
subfertile male partners. Single people and same-sex couples may access gametes,
embryos, or surrogacy arrangements, whether or not they experience infertility. People with diagnosed pathologies may access treatment to avoid passing
on heritable diseases. As Franklin notes, fertility “has always been biologically
relative,” given that it is both a shared and an individual condition and contingent
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on external factors (2013b, 224). Therefore, people considered to be fertile may
undergo treatment in the context of a particular partnership or desired kinship
arrangement. Egg freezing is, nevertheless, unusual as a treatment for future
infertility aimed at people who are presumed to be fertile at present.
WHO 2019.
Franklin 1997.
OED 2019.
Butler 2006.
Spar 2006, 63.
Berlant 2011, 192.
This egg-based model of fertility reflects an IVF treatment logic that is primarily
reliant on the egg for ex vivo fertilization or fertility preservation.
Here I use “bioprecarity” to refer to the discursive constructions and sociocultural
effects of positing certain bodies and bodily abilities as precarious. The dynamic
of epistemic uncertainty and biotechnological interdependency is particularly
pertinent with the emergence of new technologies for predictive testing and cryopreserving that render the body differently (il)legible in the face of anticipatory
interventions.
Foucault 2003, 241.
Kowal and Radin 2015, 68–70.
Smirnova 2012, 1240.
See, respectively, Vincent 2009; Lock 1995; and Segal 2013.
Neilson 2003.
This focus is in keeping with a Foucauldian reading of biopolitics in which power
structures within a “normalizing society” maintain and manage life through the
logic of the norm (Foucault 2003, 252–53; Lemke 2011, 39).
A performative understanding of normative (cis)gender positions the construction
of the subject’s consistent categorization as “male” or “female” throughout the life
course as the effect of a repeated enactment of norms, thereby “‘freezing’ masculinity and femininity into timeless truths of being” (Freeman 2010, 4; Butler 1997a,
14). Age identities can similarly be considered as performatively constituted (Biggs
2004), but whereas gender normativity entails the maintenance of a stable category
of “female” or “male” throughout the lifetime, age normativities necessitate timely
changes in accordance with culturally specific temporal schemes. At their intersection, normative expressions of “female” or “male” differ at various life stages, as, vice
versa, those of any particular age are inflected by gender norms.
Moscucci 1993; Friese et al. 2008; Van de Wiel 2014b.
Freeman 2010, 3.
Freeman 2010, 3. The ideal of domestic femininity associated with the separate
spheres was particularly associated with the middle and upper classes; i.e., the
idea of gendered time was—as it is now—linked to class-specific constructions of
normative womanhood.
Heath 2009, 15; Freeman 2010, 5.
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73 Luciano 2007, 125–27.
74 Thompson 2005, 9–10.
75 Similarly, the discovery of sexual hormone production reinforced the temporal
gender binary as the female reproductive body became “characterised by its cyclic
hormonal regulation and the male body by its stable” counterpart (Oudshoorn
1994, 146–47).
76 Freeman 2010, 3.
77 Friese et al. 2006, 1551.
78 Harter et al. 2005, 84.
79 Amir 2006, 64–65. See chapter 1 for a more extensive discussion of the biological
clock trope.
80 Schwartz and Mayaux 1982; Menken et al. 1986.
81 Friese et al. 2006, 1550–51.
82 Stephenson 2010, 11.
83 Bos et al. 2012.
84 The journey is a familiar metaphor in discourses of fertility clinics, where the experience of undergoing treatment may be described as one’s “IVF journey.” In vivo
conception is conventionally presented as the sperm’s journey through the female
reproductive tract towards an egg waiting in the fallopian tube. By structuring
the chapters according to the egg’s journey, I intend to draw attention to the egg’s
mobility in OC and the site-specific meanings ascribed to this cell.
85 Bal 2002, 4; Peeren 2007, 3.
86 Schellart 2010.

1. Making Fertility Precarious

1 However, contraceptive and nonreproductive technologies have also widely been
used as tools for “reproductive oppression.” In the US context, Dorothy Roberts
demonstrates that the growth of a fertility industry that facilitates the reproduction of affluent, educated, disproportionately white women contrasts with policies
and stereotypes that penalize poorer and Black women’s childbearing (2017a,
xviii).
2 HFEA 2018e, 37.
3 The AMC had offered egg freezing for “medical” reasons since 2006.
4 Schippers 2011a. The Dutch government consisted of the CDA (Christian Democratic Appeal), PvdA (Labour), and ChristenUnie (Christian Union) parties.
5 NVOG 2010.
6 Boseley 2000.
7 HFEA 2000.
8 J. Harper et al. 2018. There are, however, NHS regulations, insurance policies,
and clinical guidelines that identify maximum ages for fertility treatment and
distinguish between cancer-related and other motivations for egg freezing; see, for
example, NICE 2013.
9 CHA 2019a.
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10 In 2003, Extend Fertility launched its website, announcing that it “give[s] women
the chance to take control of their fertility” through “revolutionary science and
service” (Extend Fertility 2003). Likewise, the Florida Institute for Reproductive
Medicine offered egg freezing through a dedicated savemyeggs.com website from
2002 onwards.
11 ASRM 2004.
12 ASRM Practice Committee 2013, 42.
13 ASRM Ethics Committee 2018.
14 All three newspapers have a broad readership in their respective countries; the
Guardian (digital and printed) has the third largest reach of all UK newspapers,
the New York Times has the largest print circulation of all US daily newspapers,
and the Volkskrant has the third largest circulation in the Netherlands (Mediatique 2018; The New York Times Company 2018; NOM 2019).
All three newspapers are generally considered to be center-left publications.
This inquiry addresses what implicit normative messaging is perpetuated, reinvented, or resisted within relatively progressive publications that have a history
of “plead[ing] for the oppressed and those whose rights are violated” (Gutteling
et al. 2001, 232).
The Guardian targets “a progressive audience” of “forward-looking individuals who are curious about the world and embrace change and technology”
(Guardian.co.uk 2012). The New York Times describes its readers as “educated,
affluent and influential audiences” (The New York Times Company 2018, 26).
Volkskrant readers are similarly presented as “well-to-do, curious and well-
informed” (De Persgroep Advertising 2012). All three newspapers advertise
that their audiences are well educated, with high socioeconomic status, thereby
matching the demographic of egg freezing candidates (Gold et al. 2006).
The Guardian has the most progressive readership in the United Kingdom,
with 67% Labour support and only 2% Conservative (Fahmy and Kim 2008,
448). Volkskrant readers have an outspoken voting preference for left and
center-left political parties (Van Cuilenburg et al. 1999, 88). About two thirds of
the New York Times audience (65%) have political values that are left of center,
and only 12% are conservative (Pew Research Center 2014).
15 I have included all articles on egg freezing in the 2000–2018 period, with a focus
on the 2007–2014 period. I include news articles, feature articles, opinion pieces,
editorials, and columns. I searched in the databases of the newspapers and in the
Lexis Nexis database. Search terms were “egg freezing,” “oocyte cryopreservation,”
“frozen eggs,” “frozen egg,” and “eicellen invriezen,” “eicel invriezen,” “oocyte
cryopreservatie,” “ingevroren eicellen,” “ingevroren eicel,” “bevroren eicellen,”
“bevroren eicel,” “eitjes invriezen,” “eitje invriezen,” “ingevroren eitjes,” “ingevroren eitje,” “bevroren eitjes,” and “bevroren eitje.”
16 An earlier version of sections of this chapter appeared in the special issue on
“Non-Reproduction: Politics, Ethics, Aesthetics” of Studies in the Maternal. See
Van de Wiel 2014a.
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Sawicki 1999, 194.
Briggs 2018, 126.
Sample 2006a.
Faludi 1991, 12.
Faludi 1991, 118.
Faludi 1991, 103.
Oliver 2010, 776.
Campbell 2009; Richards 2014.
Geelen 2010. The CDA (Christen Democratisch Appèl) is a Dutch Christian
Democratic political party.
ANP 2009.
Bos et al. 2012, A4145.
Gillian Lockwood treated Helen Perry, who gave birth to the first British frozen-
egg baby in 2002.
Groskop 2006.
The focus on the absent partner is crucial because it links the physical necessity
of sperm for conception with a set of social relations associated with reproductive
partnership. The positioning of singlehood as a “social indication” for medical
treatment naturalizes a set of norms, including life-course conventions about
when to have a long-term partner and preferences for having an “own child”
who is also genetically related to a partner (Lesnik-Oberstein 2008; Carroll and
Kroløkke 2018).
See chapter 2 for a discussion of egg freezing and willfulness.
Batty 2006; emphasis added.
Groskop 2011.
Bewley qtd. in O’Kelly 2005.
The subject position of the “lifestyle freezer,” and the life course trajectory associated with it, have unspoken class assumptions that particularly pertain to middle-
class, highly educated women. For a further discussion on egg freezing, class, and
the life course, see Carbone and Cahn 2013.
The opposition between single and lifestyle freezers is a subdivision of the main
medical-social opposition along which women’s subject positions are organized in
egg freezing news coverage.
As part of a cancer treatment plan, egg freezing costs are covered by both the
British National Health Service and the Dutch basic insurance [basisverzekering]. The first phase of egg freezing for so-called social reasons is not covered by
national insurance in either country. The subsequent use of these frozen eggs may
be covered, depending on existing IVF regulations.
Herderscheê 2011a.
Sample 2009.
Shaw and Giles 2009.
Bos et al. 2012, 192.
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43 As the medical indications for egg freezing expand, so the number of women who
become “candidates” for fertility preservation may rise over the coming years.
44 Gürtin et al. 2019.
45 See, respectively, Hildingsson 2008; Abraham-Van der Mark 1996; Viloria et al.
2011.
46 Stoop et al. 2014, 594.
47 Stoop et al. 2014.
48 Knill et al. 2014, 852. In the Volkskrant the phrase “social indication” is used in
coverage of both egg freezing and abortion debates (Effting 2011; Herderscheê
2011b).
49 Linders 1998, 500.
50 Linders 1998, 499.
51 McGee 2014; Ridley 2014; Eggbanxx 2015.
52 Campbell 2009.
53 The Observer 2009.
54 With the exception of celebrity coverage, media analyses suggest that older
motherhood is predominantly negatively framed in terms of accusations of
reckless postponement, selfishness, and “violations of the ‘natural order’” (Shaw
and Giles 2009; Campbell 2011). See chapter 5 for a discussion of OC and older
motherhood.
55 Swanson 2015.
56 R. Cohen 1978.
57 R. Cohen 1978.
58 Wiegel 2016, 218–20.
59 R. Cohen 1978.
60 Groskop 2006.
61 Anam 2008.
62 Boseley 2009.
63 Sample 2006b.
64 Kasperkevic 2016.
65 Groskop 2011.
66 Groskop 2011.
67 These numbers may be compared to two studies into age-related fertility
decline among heterosexual couples attempting to conceive without diagnosed fertility problems. Rothman and colleagues analyzed 2,820 couples and
concluded that 87% of women within the 30 to 34 age group became pregnant
within one year, compared to 72% in the 35 to 40 age group (2013). Dunson
and colleagues examined 770 European women and found that 86% of women
between 27 and 34 years became pregnant within a year, compared to 82%
in the 35 to 39 age group (2004). Although these studies affirm that there is a
decrease in pregnancy rates over time, these figures do not evoke the notion
of a “deadline” or “no exit” at 35, as described in some of the articles above
(Twenge 2013).
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68 The figures for the woman in her twenties would sound even grimmer if the
comparator were not the one to two million eggs present at birth, but the seven
million she had as a four-month-old fetus.
69 Martin 2001, 45.
70 Sample 2011.
71 Sawicki 1999, 194.
72 Sample 2007.
73 Sometimes the news coverage responds to these studies, notably with the publication of Marcia Inhorn and Daphna Birenbaum-Carmeli’s study of egg freezers, which confirms that singlehood is a key motivator and calls attention to the
sociodemographic deficit of educated men with whom they can pursue childbearing. News outlets report that “Lots of Successful Women Are Freezing Their Eggs.
But It May Not Be about Their Career” and that absent partners are the “Real
Reason Women Freeze Their Eggs” because “the issue that drives the success of
the egg freezing industry has never been employers’ attitudes to motherhood, but
instead, men’s” (Wiseman 2017; Gürtin 2017; H. Murphy 2018). Notwithstanding
the fact that these articles discuss the intertwining of the relational and professional
realms—as is evident in the fact that these single women freezing their eggs are
overwhelmingly highly educated and occupy high-status jobs—the disavowal of the
career motivation as a false assumption is a key element in these news reports.
74 Kindbody 2018.
75 Depmann et al. 2017.
76 Richards 2014. Bartasi was also director of Progyny, the fertility benefits company
that is a market leader in corporate egg freezing insurance. Eggbanxx is part of
Progyny.
77 Cavanaugh 2014.
78 Hafer et al. 2018.
79 Kindbody 2018.
80 Barbey 2017, 201.
81 Mulkerrins 2017.
82 McGee 2014; Richards 2018.
83 Richards 2018.
84 Ferla 2018.
85 Ferla 2018.
86 Campo-Engelstein et al. 2018, 186–87, 192.
87 Boseley 2014.
88 Minter 2014.
89 Miller 2018a.
90 See chapter 3 for an extensive discussion on egg freezing benefits and fertility
insurance.
91 Qtd. in Fraser and Jaeggi 2018, 40, 86.
92 Miller 2018b.
93 Qtd. in Fraser and Jaeggi 2018, 87.
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94 Blell 2018.
95 As discussed above, corporate egg freezing benefits have also been celebrated as
a means of responsibilizing employers to cover reproductive costs, rather than
externalizing these to the state or the private sphere.
96 See chapter 3 for a discussion of the investment models and treatment rationales
underlying fertility insurance.
97 Waldby 2015a.
98 Franklin 2013b.
99 See chapter 2 for a further discussion of this age limit and its subsequent revision.
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Luijt 2010.
Berlant 2007, 664.
An earlier and shorter version of this chapter appeared in Women’s Studies International Forum. See Van de Wiel 2015.
Martin 2010, 529–30.
See Mills and Lavender 2011; Budds et al. 2013, 134.
HFEA 2018b.
Sample 2011; Mertes and Pennings 2011.
Freeman 2010, xv.
Shaw and Giles 2009.
Schellart 2011.
See Carbone and Cahn 2013 for an analysis of the class dimensions of egg freezing
practices and later first-time reproduction. Both in the Netherlands and in the
United States, white, highly educated women have their first child at significantly
later ages than women of other racial backgrounds (Martin et al. 2017; Boschman
2012). For example, US women with a college degree have their first child on average seven years later than those without (Bui and Miller 2018).
Harris 2006, 9.
Ahmed 2010, 183.
Adams et al. 2009, 249.
Ahmed 2010, 222–23.
Waldby 2015a.
Z. Williams 2010.
McAuliffe 2012.
In this sense, Silber presents a “diagnostic expansion” of infertility as a condition
that can be treated prior to its emergence (Loe 2006).
Adams et al. 2009, 249.
Extend Fertility 2016. By contrast, Dutch fertility clinics do not permit egg freezing below 30 years of age because, they argue, younger women cannot predict
whether they will need the frozen eggs and may be treated unnecessarily.
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24 Prelude Fertility 2017a.
25 Prelude Fertility 2016.
26 See chapter 3 for a discussion of egg quantities and multicycle norms in OC treatment packages.
27 Adams et al. 2009, 254.
28 Lafontaine 2009, 67.
29 Gill 2007, 149.
30 B. Rothman 1993.
31 Powell 2010, 121.
32 Ahmed 2006, 555.
33 Van Dijck 2004, 262, 273–74.
34 Kuhn 2010, 298.
35 Van Dijck 2007, 144.
36 Edelman 2004, 30–31.
37 Van Dijck 2007, 132.
38 Edelman 2004, 31.
39 Bos et al. 2012, 193.
40 Ahmed 2006, 554.
41 Ahmed 2006, 555.
42 Groskop 2006.
43 Herderscheê 2009.
44 Shaw and Giles 2009, 226.
45 Budds et al. 2013, 133.
46 Kelhä 2009, 89.
47 Adams et al. 2009, 257.
48 Ahmed 2010, 181.
49 Betterton 2002, 262.
50 Groenier 2010, 22.
51 Franklin 1997, 94.

3. Frozen Eggs and the Financialization of Fertility

1 The notion that reproductive technologies are also visual technologies has become abundantly clear in the last half-century. The images produced by reproductive technologies have had profound political effects and cultural impact; fetal
ultrasound imagery was (and continues to be) at the heart of abortion politics, in
vitro embryo images were in stem cell debates, and the iconic scene of the egg’s
micro-injection in ICSI fertilization influenced the popular imagination of the
reproductive process and the “helping hand” of ARTs (Franklin 2013a, 25).
2 Although not all clinics offer their patients images of their eggs, it is a familiar
practice among UK and US clinics to share egg photographs.
3 Some sections of this chapter overlap with Van de Wiel 2018 and Van de Wiel
2020.
4 Eggfreezer 2008.
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5 Sheryl de Lacey studied how IVF patients observe their embryos. Her participants
described the impact of the visual as an affirmation of embryonic development as
the first stages of a “continuum of human development,” from which the growth
into the potential future child may be extrapolated (2005, 1666).
The conceptualization of embryos as individuals is epitomized in the reframing of embryo donation into embryo adoption in schemes such as the “Snowflakes” program run by the Nightlight Christian Adoptions agency since 1997.
They refer to the embryos as “preborn children” and emphasize their individual
personhood: “Each snowflake is frozen. We understand that each snowflake is
unique. Each snowflake is a gift from heaven. We hope each donated embryo
will become a snowflake baby” (Nightlight Christian Adoptions 2015).
6 Moore 2003, 291.
7 In The Transparent Body, José van Dijck traces the techno-cultural history of visualizing the interior body, from the popularization of X-rays to MRI and endoscopy (2005). In the case of OC, the eggs, paradoxically, need to be disembodied
in order to become visually recognizable in the cellular photograph as what was
“inside of me” (Eggfreezer 2008).
8 Radin 2013, 484.
9 Eggfreezer 2008.
10 Eggfreezer 2008.
11 An early practitioner of cell culturing remarked in 1916 that “through the discovery of tissue culture we have, so to speak, created a new type of body in which to
grow a cell” (Uhlenhuth qtd. in Landecker 2007, 12). In a similar vein, Landecker
reflects on tissue culturing as a practice in which “the body was not replaced by
the cell, but rather this technique substituted an artificial apparatus for the body.
As a result, the understanding of the cell and the body as well as their relation to
one another was fundamentally altered” (2007, 33).
12 Landecker 2007, 233.
13 For Landecker, the question of what it is to be cellular, or biological, offers a
framework through which organic life can be reconceptualized across species.
14 Landecker 2007, 228.
15 Landecker describes the history of tissue culturing as “the realization and growing exploitation of the plasticity of living matter, with interventions in plasticity
tightly linked to interventions in the way biological things lived in time” (2007,
31). Egg freezing emerges in the wake of this history and likewise affects how
eggs—and bodies—live in time. While the egg’s temporal plasticity materializes
only at the cellular level, by “becoming biological,” the cell’s plasticity also affects
the meaning of aging.
After all, the egg’s temporal plasticity shifts the conceptualization of reproductive aging as not only tied to the “immovable intrinsic age of living matter”
but also having “a moveable—plastic—quality” over which agency and intentionality may be exerted (Landecker 2007, 231).
16 Franklin 2013a, 29.
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17 Murphy 2011, 23.
18 Murphy 2017, 141.
19 Sharon Kaufman draws on Arnold Relman’s definition of the medical-industrial
complex as “a large and growing network of private corporations engaged in
the business of supplying health-care services to patients for a profit” to explore
evidence-based medicine and the clinical trials industry (2015, 54–55). Sigrid Vertommen specifically analyzes the “reproductive-industrial complex” of Israel in
“which the interests of a pronatalist Jewish state and a biomedical establishment—
consisting of academic entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, biotech companies and
pharmaceutical giants—have coalesced” (2017, 286). See also Ayo Wahlberg’s
notion of the “reproductive complex” (2018, 9).
20 Haraway 2016.
21 CDC 2018.
22 ASRM 2014. A European study suggests that the live birth rate per extracted egg
remains remarkably stable between ages 23 and 37 (D. Stoop et al. 2012, 2034).
23 Shady Grove Fertility 2017.
24 CARE Fertility 2016.
25 E.g., see Shady Grove Fertility 2016.
26 Franklin 2014a.
27 Franklin 2013b.
28 For example, Inhorn’s study demonstrates an average age of 36.6 in the United
States (2018).
29 Waldby 2015a.
30 If 20 or 30 eggs are retrieved within, respectively, one or two cycles, women
receive a refund.
31 Extend Fertility 2017a.
32 CARE Fertility 2016.
33 Guarantee packages are often presented as a sign that clinics are confident enough
in their success rates to take a financial risk. However, FertilityIQ’s survey of 300
US patients enrolled in IVF refund programs found that 67% of patients succeeded on the first egg-retrieval cycle. This is almost twice the national average of
a 34% success rate. They conclude that the selectivity of refund programs resulted
in the “vast majority” of patients in refund programs overpaying to get a positive
result (FertilityIQ 2017b).
34 Robertson and Schneyer 1997; Hawkins 2010.
35 IVF can result in different forms of reproductive success—whether fertilized
embryos, chemical pregnancies, ongoing pregnancies, or live births resulting in a
“take-home baby”—that may be contractualized in treatment packages.
36 Because egg freezing is in effect an IVF procedure separated in two phases by a
period of cryostorage, the endpoint of reproductive success may arrive twice: first
as a particular number of eggs representing bioprepared fertility and, second, as
a “take-home baby.” Accordingly, egg freezing patients may purchase guarantee
packages to “assure” themselves of a desirable outcome twice.
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37 For example, Shady Grove Fertility recommends freezing 15 to 20 eggs for women
37 or younger with a favorable ovarian reserve and 20 to 30 eggs for women over
37 or for those who have an unfavorable ovarian reserve. Of course, if women
aim to have more than one child, the recommended number of eggs accordingly
doubles or triples.
38 FertilityIQ 2017a.
39 Thompson 2005, 255; FertilityIQ 2017b.
40 A failed IVF cycle still incurs other expenses, such as costly fertility drugs, which
are typically not included in the packages.
41 Thompson 2005, 255; Waldby 2015b.
42 Hawkins 2009, 863; Jacoby 2009, 148.
43 Market Cube 2015. Medical debt for healthcare is a widespread phenomenon in
the United States and accounted for over 62% of personal bankruptcies in 2007
(Himmelstein et al. 2009). Over a quarter of Americans report that their households have trouble paying for medical costs. There are clear racial disparities in
both the accruement of medical debt and its social consequences, such as home
foreclosures (Hamel et al. 2016; Lichtenstein and Weber 2016).
44 Hawkins 2009, 863.
45 For example, as of 2017, majority shares and directorships are shared among Access Fertility, Fertility Finance, the US clinic Shady Grove Fertility, and the major
US fertility loan company, CapexMD. Alternatively, clinics may operate independently from lenders, or even pay lenders for taking on their patients, because
fertility financing allows sales to increase (Hawkins 2009, 865).
46 Von Hagel 2013, 15.
47 Von Hagel 2013, 16.
48 Jacoby 2009; Hawkins 2009.
49 Stoop et al. 2011. In assisted reproduction more broadly, costs are the largest
impediment to treatment (Von Hagel 2013, 15), and complete insurance coverage
of IVF is associated with a 277% increase of utilization rates (Jain 2006, 277).
50 AMC 2019; FertilityIQ 2017c.
51 Jain 2006.
52 Carbone and Cahn 2013, 304.
53 Smietana et al. 2018.
54 Of course, the promise of an expanded patient group is still highly selective, and
prohibitive costs continue to limit access for many women. Feminist scholarship has demonstrated that class, racial, and gendered hierarchies and histories
continue to structure access and marketing of reproductive technologies, and egg
freezing is no exception (Smietana et al. 2018; Thompson 2011; Franklin 2011).
55 In the United Kingdom, the number of egg freezing cycles almost doubled between 2014 and 2016 (85% increase) and, in the United States, OC cycles increased
43% in the same period (HFEA 2018e; SART 2018).
56 Dresner Partners 2018.
57 Extend Fertility 2019b.
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58 B. Lee 2016; Crunchbase 2019. Other egg freezing companies receiving capital investment include the abovementioned Kindbody, which was founded in 2018 with
$6.3 million seed funding and is best known for its promotional “fertility vans”
(Kindbody 2019). In 2017, embryologist Colleen Wagner Coughlin founded Ova
Egg Freezing in Chicago as part of the four business entities of which she is the
sole owner: Gamete Resources, Ova Institute, Cryovault, and Egg Bank Foundation. Ova Egg Freezing is a member of the California Cryobank Donor Egg Bank
Network—a major cryopreservation company that combines sperm, egg, and
cord blood banking after a larger merger and acquisition deal worth an estimated
$1 billion by San Francisco-based private equity firm GI Partners (Ditkowsky
2018).
59 See Van de Wiel 2020 for a more detailed discussion of egg freezing and the financialization of fertility.
60 Qtd. in Robbins 2017.
61 Prelude Fertility 2017b.
62 Extend Fertility 2019a.
63 Prelude Fertility 2018b.
64 These benefits are particularly popular in the tech industry. Companies that
confirmed they offer egg freezing benefits include Facebook, Apple, Google, Uber,
Yahoo, Netflix, Snapchat, Intel, eBay, Time Warner, Salesforce, LinkedIn, and
Spotify (Kerr 2017). In 2016, 10% of US employers with 20,000 or more employees
offered egg freezing benefits (Mercer 2016).
65 Prelude Fertility 2017a.
66 Extend Fertility 2017b; Bartasi 2016.
67 Specialized fertility lenders such as Fertility Funds play an active role in reframing
fertility. For example, Fertility Funds’ representative Carolyn Kim suggests that
“all women should consider this [egg freezing] at any age in their life” and that it
is “great family planning” before it is too late. She herself wished she “had done
it in her early twenties so it would have been taken care of.” The loans are meant
to give women “the flexibility to do [egg freezing] at an earlier age before they
have savings to write a $20,000 check” (Hopewell 2014). By thus providing the
financial means to freeze eggs earlier in life, fertility lenders benefit from—and
actively promote—a precarious notion of fertility as something that ought to be
“taken care of ” before it is too late and thereby encourage freezing sooner rather
than saving up for treatment later on.
68 The distribution of consumer credit through fertility clinics is widespread. Almost
50% of SART-registered US clinics mention credit and typically claim to help or
understand financial stress (Hawkins 2009; Jacoby 2009). Fertility financing may
broaden access, but of course, as Michelle Murphy notes, “the loan is both an
investment in life and a rejigging of your precarity. The investment comes in the
form of a debt” (2017, 140).
69 Christopher et al. 2013, ix.
70 Christopher et al. 2013, ix.
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71 Fertility financing charges between 7% and 22% interest rates and 1–6% origination fees, depending on one’s credit score.
72 Varsavsky 2016.
73 Varsavsky 2016.
74 Prelude Fertility 2015.
75 Prelude Fertility 2017a.
76 Varsavsky 2016.
77 Sunder Rajan 2006, 167.
78 Varsavsky 2016.
79 Progyny 2017.
80 The UK regulator HFEA advises that “assisted hatching is not recommended because it has not been shown to improve pregnancy rates” and that “more evidence
is needed” to support pre-implantation genetic screening—in fact, it “can actually
reduce success rates” (HFEA 2018d).
81 Yang 2018.
82 McGinley 2016.
83 Nonetheless, these fertility benefits illustrate reproductive “infrastructures built
narrowly in the name of individual choice,” which “selectively mitigat[e] conditions, without disrupting them” (M. Murphy 2017, 139).
Although these insurance arrangements do not posit egg freezing coverage
as an alternative to family support policies, they equally do not disrupt the
socioeconomic and labor conditions that drive the demand for this technology.
84 Abdou 2016.
85 Progyny 2019b.
86 Progyny 2019a.
87 Beim et al. 2017.

4. Aging Embryos and Viable Rhythms

1 BBC 2013.
2 Kbhandal 2013a. Auxogyn was acquired by a fertility and digital health company
called Progyny in 2015. See chapter 3 for a discussion of Progyny’s egg freezing
insurance.
3 Kbhandal 2013b.
4 Walsh 2013.
5 Time-lapse embryo imaging is a noninvasive alternative to pre-implantation
genetic screening (PGS), a procedure in which selection is based on a biopsy of
embryonic cells, which are genetically analyzed for chromosomal abnormalities.
PGS is similarly presented as a technology that links together embryonic chromosomal normality and “ability to develop to term,” although the HFEA states that
there is no evidence the procedure improves success rates—in fact it may even
reduce them (Pavone and Lafuente Funes 2017; HFEA 2018d).
6 Pribenszky et al. 2017.
7 Armstrong, Arroll, et al. 2015; Armstrong, Vail, et al. 2015; Harper et al. 2017.
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8 HFEA 2018d.
9 Another system is Miri® Time-Lapse by ESCO Medical.
10 “Embryonic age” is an embryological term that signifies the age of the embryo
since fertilization.
11 Earlier versions of sections of chapter 4 appear in Van de Wiel 2017, 2018, and
2019.
12 Presented as part of a press release, this embryonic “baby Eva” and the recording
of its first cell divisions are flanked by logos that also associate the Eeva technology and the GCRM clinic with reproductive success.
13 Eva’s naming also points to a conflict between Auxogyn’s press release, which announced that “Baby Eva [was] Named after Pioneering IVF Test,” and her parents,
who stated they named their child Eva irrespective of the technology’s name
(Kbhandal 2013b). The tension over who names and frames the embryo is indicative of how the time-lapse embryo imaging becomes the site of negotiating origin
stories in the complex and increasingly visible entanglements of gamete, embryo,
machine, and body.
14 Auxogyn 2012.
15 Wegner 2012.
16 Van Dijck 2008.
17 E.g., Rosalind Petchesky argued that fetal imagery blurs “the boundary between
fetus and baby; [it] reinforce[s] the idea that the fetus’ identity as separate and
autonomous from the mother . . . exists from the start” (1987, 272).
18 Franklin 2014b.
19 Van Dijck 2005. Unlike the ultrasound, which visualizes the womb’s interior,
time-lapse embryo videos position the locus of the beginning of prenatal life in
technoculture rather than in the maternal body.
20 Coe and Altman 2012.
21 Williams et al. 2003, 801–3.
22 Lacey 2005, 1666.
23 In the context of OC, the observable development from cell to embryo can
particularly be employed to affirm an understanding of the egg as the “building
block” for the potential baby (see chapter 3).
24 Auxogyn 2014.
25 Landecker 2006, 129. These scientific videos also allowed “people other than
scientists to participate visually in the sights of scientific work and the mode of
experimental looking” (Landecker 2006, 123). Now time-lapse imaging technology likewise allows intended parents to partake in the embryologists’ gaze and
encounter their embryos at this early stage of development.
26 Microwells are small depressions in the culture dish that each contain an embryo.
27 Moore 2003.
28 Armstrong, Vail, et al. 2015.
29 Sunkara 2018.
30 Walsh 2013.
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31 Referencing the quintessential Christian and Jewish origin story recounted in
Genesis 1–3, the Eeva system’s name suggests a correspondence to the biblical
Eve, meaning “mother of all the living.” This is a telling association, given that
the secular creation story told through the embryo videos shifts the locus of life’s
origin as they stage a first visible encounter with prenatal life while it is enclosed
by the machine rather than the mother.
32 Franklin 2013b, 306.
33 Franklin 2001, 348. See chapter 3 for the Nightlight Christian Adoption’s Snowflake embryo adoption program, in which embryos are referred to as “preborn
children.”
34 Auxogyn 2012. This language of risk and success also characterizes the CARE
Fertility clinic’s presentation of its EmbryoScope and CAREmaps—with “maps”
being an acronym for “morphokinetic algorithms to predict success”—as “a whole
system designed to maximise the chances of success” (CARE Fertility 2018).
35 In Liminal Lives, Susan Squier claims that the two forms of in vitro cellular growth
of most interest in tissue culture research are organized growth and unorganized
growth, which have been accessed with “iconic overdetermination” through the
observation of, respectively, embryos and cancer cells (2004, 61). The timing of
organized growth finds its clinical application in time-lapse embryo imaging.
36 Franklin 2013a, 40. In time-lapse systems, the observation, translation, and
projection of past embryonic populations shape the value and destination of the
embryos under current scrutiny, while also potentially affecting future selections.
This process makes explicit how “biological knowledge, biotechniques and biology ‘itself ’ reshape each other, and co-evolve” (Franklin 2006a, 168).
37 See Van de Wiel 2019 for a discussion of in silico vision.
38 Waldby 2002, 310.
39 Ramsing 2016, 11.
40 Waldby 2002, 310.
41 Wong et al. 2012; 2013.
42 J. Cohen 2013b, 109.
43 J. Cohen 2013b, 109.
44 Reijo Pera 2013.
45 Reijo Pera 2013, 113.
46 J. Cohen 2013a, 115. The 2013 European patent has been opposed by ESHRE, Sigrid
Sterckx, and colleagues. They argued that the patent related to a medical diagnosis, which is not patentable under Article 53(c) of the European Patent Convention (EPC). After the European Patent Office (EPO) decided to maintain the
patent, the group filed an appeal and also requested the EPO revisit its definition
of a medical diagnosis—a process that is ongoing at the time of writing, the result
of which will not be known for several years (Sterckx et al. 2017).
47 See Franklin 2013b, 64, for a discussion of the “retooling” of reproductive substance in processes of “bioindustrialization.”
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Montag 2015; Vitrolife 2015a.
Lezaun 2013, 481.
CARE Fertility 2018.
Vitrolife 2015d.
Merck 2015.
Hogle 2016, 386.
Vitrolife 2015d.
Lezaun 2013, 481.
Vitrolife 2015d.
Curchoe and Bormann 2019.
Artificial intelligence techniques may be improved when “a great and growing
number of image files might be collected in large databases and shared among
IVF laboratories, also to improve pattern recognition methodology” (Manna
et al. 2013, 48).
Martin 2018.
LaFrenz 2018.
Merck 2018.
Vitrolife 2017, 3.
Vitrolife 2019.
BusinessWire 2011; Vitrolife 2018; 2019.
In keeping with the rising number of systems in use, the number of scientific
articles citing time-lapse embryo imaging is increasing, thereby suggesting that
this development also transforms scientific knowledge creation about embryos.
The increase of citations on time-lapse embryo imaging from 235 to 1,144
between 2013 and 2019 indicates the impact of this technology on the field.
Citation report generated at Clarivate’s Web of Science, searching for “([‘time-
lapse’ OR ‘time lapse’] AND [IVF OR ICSI OR ‘embryo selection’]).”
HFEA 2018c.
CARE Fertility 2015.
Vitrolife 2015c, 4.
Vitrolife 2015b.
Thurlow 2015.
HFEA 2018d.
Vitrolife 2016.
Merck 2016. A German company, Merck has developed its fertility research policy
with reference to the German Embryo Protection Act (1990), which prohibits
invasive embryo research. Also outside of Germany, the company does not sponsor clinical trials using “invasive biopsy” of the embryo for chromosomal research
(Merck 2011, 1–2). Offering a noninvasive alternative, time-lapse embryo imaging
adheres to Merck’s fertility research policy (Merck 2011, 6).
Allahbadia and Allahbadia 2016.
GFA 2018.
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5. Postfertile Conceptions

1 The cryopreservation of embryos also allowed women to have genetically related
children at a later age.
2 Shaw and Giles 2009.
3 CBO 2003.
4 Health Council of the Netherlands 1997.
5 Kortman et al. 2006.
6 Van Erp 2009.
7 Schippers 2011b.
8 In 2012, Dutch Health Minister Schippers followed the Health Care Insurance
Board’s (CVZ) recommendation to cut healthcare costs by restricting IVF coverage to women up to 42 years of age. Schippers recognized that the decreased IVF
success rates motivating this change did not apply in the same way to IVF with
frozen eggs and argued that the policy change would prevent future costs associated with women returning to use their frozen eggs (Schippers 2012). Here 42 was
pinpointed as the age at which infertility transforms from an “impairment” to a
“natural loss of fertility” (Zorg & Financiering 2012). This change illustrates how
the meaning ascribed to the relation between age and fertility is contingent on,
and reified through, political and financial practices.
9 NHS Choices 2013. Although the United Kingdom does not set a legal age limit to
fertility treatment, it does have a 10-year storage limit for frozen eggs.
10 ONS 2016; CBS 2017.
11 Beets et al. 2013.
12 In 2014, women over 40 accounted for 20% of all UK IVF. 60% of women over 44
used younger women’s donated eggs, compared to only 2% of women under 35
(HFEA 2016).
13 HFEA 2018e. IVF is also becoming increasingly reliant on cryopreservation: in
2015, the number of frozen embryo cycles overtook that of fresh ones (HFEA
2018e).
14 CBS 2017.
15 ONS 2016. More children were born to US women over 40 in the 1950s than in
the 2010s (P. Cohen 2012).
16 Friese et al. 2008.
17 Ylänne 2016.
18 Ahmed 2011.
19 De Wert 1999, 47–48.
20 Shaw and Giles 2009.
21 Channel 4 is a British public-service television network.
22 Grant 1992, 57.
23 Boyer 2012.
24 Smyth 2008, 96; Bartlett 2005, 84–109.
25 Whitehorn qtd. in Segal 2013, 76.
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Fleck and Hanssen 2016; De Pater et al. 2014.
Pickard 2018
Twigg 2007, 293.
Vincent 2006.
Cardona 2008, 475, 482.
In the context of OC, the treatment was less controversial for cancer patients than
it was for presumably healthy women seeking to circumvent age-related infertility.
The relative acceptance of cancer survivors bearing children in spite of decreased
life expectancy illustrates the fact that this factor alone does not account for the
rejection of older motherhood.
Ylänne 2016.
Ahmed 2011, 233.
Ahmed 2014, 118–19.
Ahmed 2014, 120.
Ahmed 2014, 118.
Qualtrough 1998.
Franklin and Roberts 2006, 33.
Smajdor 2009.
See chapter 1.
NVOG 2010; Schippers 2011b.
NVOG & KLEM 2018. Alongside the legal limit, fertility clinics use their own
maximum age limits for IVF, varying from 41 to 50 years for women and 55 to 80
years for men (Freya 2017).
NVOG 2016.
Smirnova 2012.
Gow et al. 2012.
Wood 2008, 326.
I use phrase “maternal genetic relatedness” to refer to a woman’s genetic contribution to the embryo through the provision of an egg. Beyond this individualized
model, other approaches may “code” genes and gametes for “group inclusion and
exclusion,” and thereby conceptualize genetic relatedness as extending within
familial, racial, or “ethno-national” communities (Thompson 2001, 192)
Bordo 2004, 26; Smirnova 2012, 1236–37.
Mills et al. 2015.
The positive images of donor-egg IVF in this PowerPoint implicitly respond to the
“stigma[s] associated with infertility” and “procedures involving donated gametes” by presenting celebrity women as unable to conceive with their own eggs, yet
successfully fulfilling normative gender, age, and motherhood roles (Murray and
Golombok 2003, 93).
Extend Fertility 2017c.
Extend Fertility 2018.
Mills et al. 2015, 93. In her study of women freezing their eggs, Kylie Baldwin
affirms this connection between intensive mothering ideologies and the timing
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of readiness for childbearing: “it was women’s intentions to mother intensively as
well as the perception that motherhood would inhibit other opportunities, which
signalled to them that it was not yet the right time to pursue motherhood” (2017,
10).
Martin 2017, 97.
Inhorn 2017.
The dearth of accounts of this crucial stage of the procedure follows from the
relatively recent popularity of egg freezing and the fact that the vast majority of
women do not return to use their frozen eggs.
Gootman 2012.
Adams 2017c.
Mann 2015a.
Mann 2014.
Thompson 2001, 177. Assisted reproduction exemplifies the work of “doing”
kinship as opposed to simply “being” a particular type of kin. Charis Thompson
analyzes the “kinship work” performed by fertility clinics, in which gestational,
genetic, or absent biological relations with children are foregrounded and recrafted to match intended kinship ties (2001, 177).
Adams 2017a.
Mann 2017a.
Waldby 2015a; Inhorn et al. 2018; Baldwin 2019.
Brown and Patrick 2018.
Carroll and Kroløkke 2018.
Inhorn 2017, 7.
Lahad 2012, 183.
Lahad 2016, 9.
Lahad 2014, 241.
Lahad 2016, 8.
Adams 2016a.
Mann 2015b.
Chappel 2017, 148.
Cooper 2017, 23.
Fraser and Jaeggi 2018, 40, 86.
Mann 2016d.
Adams 2016b.
Kopaylopa 2015.
Mann 2016a; 2016b.
Mann 2016c.
Adams 2016b.
Adams 2016a.
Adams 2016c.
Adams 2017b.
Adams 2017c.
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Eggfreezer 2015.
Eggfreezer 2008.
Mann 2017b.
The HFEA’s 2018 estimation is that two thousand children have been born from
frozen eggs worldwide (2018a).
Cook 2018.
Pennings et al. 2006, 3050.
Mr & Mrs M vs HFEA 2016, 3–4.
Mr & Mrs M vs HFEA 2016, 4–5.
Mr & Mrs M vs HFEA 2016, 5.
Mr & Mrs M vs HFEA 2016, 4–6
A.’s conceptualization of her eggs is reminiscent of Eggfreezer’s individualization
of her egg as the building block of her future child (chapter 3).
A Dutch survey shows that almost 30% of women freezing their eggs do so after a
cancer diagnosis (Balkenende et al. 2015). Because many women freeze their eggs
in these circumstances, the question of posthumous reproduction is more pertinent in OC practices than in other fertility treatments, which women undergo
when they are healthy enough to become pregnant.
HFEA 2019c, 1.
HFEA 2019b; 2019c. The form also mentions that it is possible to donate your eggs
for research purposes.
HFEA 2015; 2019b. If a woman decides to make her eggs available for posthumous
reproduction, she is required to undergo screening tests to ensure their safety for
the gestational mother.
UMCU 2012, 3; MCK 2014, 3.
See chapter 6 for a discussion of the transnational mobility of frozen eggs.
Pennings et al. 2006, 3051.
Corrigan 2003.
Butler 1993, 225.
Butler 1993, 2.
Butler 1997b, 3, 15.
Indeed, consent for posthumous reproduction is referred to as a “biological will”
(Sabatello 2014).
Monk 2014, 239.
Ahmed 2014, 113.
Monk 2014, 240. Egg freezing may provide an alternative for women to meet what
Ahmed calls the “reproductive duty” by maintaining a futurity of motherhood
(2014, 114).
Clarke 2012, 1332–34. Under the pressure of public opposition, the family decided
to drop their efforts to use Ayah’s eggs posthumously (Stewart 2011).
Ahmed 2014, 113. This case should be positioned within the context of Israel,
a “strongly pronatalist” country characterized by the “extreme medicalisation
of reproduction,” in which national and religious identity is expressed through
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reproductive practices (Shkedi-Rafid and Hashiloni-Dolev 2011, 293). Jewish law,
unlike its Roman Catholic and Islamic counterparts, permits posthumous reproduction (Pennings et al. 2006, 3050–51). Israel has the most IVF clinics per capita
in the world and extensive state funding for fertility treatments; its endorsement
of ARTs reflects “the centrality of future citizenry” in this context (Birenbaum-
Carmeli 2009). Indeed, Israeli policy concerning male posthumous reproduction
is not based on informed consent, but on the “presumed wish” that all men would
want their partner to have their child after death (Hashiloni-Dolev 2015).
The UMCU consent form explicitly states that the eggs are not subject to inheritance law (2012, 2). Through mandatory informed consent procedures, Dutch
and UK clinics seek to avoid inheritance claims to the reproductive cells after a
patient’s death.
Hashiloni-Dolev 2015.
HFEA 2010b, 2; Monk 2014, 239.
Roberts and Throsby 2008; Waldby and Carroll 2012.
Franklin 2006b, 85.
Lock 2003, 166.
HFEA 2010a.

6. Oocyte Futures

1 See Stoop et al. 2012. In the United Kingdom, the live birth rate per thaw cycle
was 18% in 2016. Because these percentages are based on small numbers, different
ages at freezing, and older treatment protocols, these numbers “should be used
cautiously” (HFEA 2018b, 14). Because egg freezing was introduced relatively
recently, representative success rates will not be known for several more years.
2 Gürtin 2019.
3 Balkenende et al. 2018. A US study similarly showed a 6% usage rate of frozen
eggs (Hodes-Wertz et al. 2013).
4 Due to their fragility, fresh human eggs are typically only handled within specialized spaces in IVF clinics and biomedical laboratories (Franklin 2006a, 173). By
contrast, frozen eggs can become mobile once they are stored in special dry vapor
liquid nitrogen shipper tanks, in which they can safely remain for seven to ten
days in cryogenic temperatures below −150˚C (Cryoport 2014).
5 See Franklin 2011, 815; Inhorn 2015; Adrian and Kroløkke 2018.
6 Neilson 2003, 161.
7 In keeping with the geographical orientation of the earlier chapters, I focus on
the World Egg Bank’s US-UK shipments. TWEB has not (yet) shipped eggs to the
Netherlands.
8 In 1997, TWEB founder and president, Diana Thomas, started a traditional egg
donor matching service called X and Y Consulting. In 2004, she founded Cryo
Eggs International (CEI), purportedly the world’s first frozen egg bank. These two
companies merged in 2009 to form the World Egg Bank, which offers both “fresh”
and “frozen” egg donation services (TWEB 2009).
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Thomas is highly visible on TWEB’s website in videos directed at potential
patients, in which her own experience with egg donation is foregrounded
to claim authority and build trust. In a video featured on the homepage she
states, “Because I was one of the first women in the world to conceive and have
children through donor eggs nearly 20 years ago, I still stand for the right for
women everywhere to have a chance to hold a baby in their arms” (TWEB
2014a). Thomas is listed as the only shareholder of TWEB (ACC 2016).
An earlier, if rare, variation of transnational egg donation is the “mail order”
arrangement, which entails shipping sperm to the egg donor’s clinic and subsequently transporting the frozen fertilized eggs back to the intended parents for
implantation (Heng 2006, 1225). This approach has once again been proposed
more recently by researchers at Prelude Fertility (Chang et al. 2018).
Various international courier companies specialize in shipping reproductive
cells; TWEB uses Cryoport (US). Cryoport’s service provides a so-called chain of
custody and a chain of condition to transport frozen eggs (BusinessWire 2013).
Waldby 2019, 134, 142.
Kupka et al. 2014; Culley et al. 2011.
In the United States, no legal limits on egg donor compensation exist. The HFEA
regulations are in keeping with the European Tissues and Cells Directive, which
prescribes that “Member States shall endeavour to ensure voluntary and unpaid
donations of tissues and cells,” although egg donors may be compensated for
expenses. It also explicitly allows member states to require “voluntary unpaid
donation” as a condition for importing gametes from abroad (European Union
2004, L102/52–54).
HFEA 2011; 2012.
Jardine 2012.
HFEA 2014.
See Waldby 2008, 23; Smith 2012; Taneja 2013.
Virtus Health has acquired clinics in Ireland, Denmark, the United Kingdom, and
Singapore (Williams et al. 2017).
Virtus Health 2017, 36.
Fraser 2018, 75.
Daar et al. 2016; HFEA 2012.
TWEB 2018.
In spite of their pricing options, TWEB explicitly distances itself from the notion
of commodification: “oocytes are never to be treated as commodities. Recipients
do not pay for oocytes; they compensate Donors for their time and effort, as well
as provide for care for any discomfort that they may endure as a result of the
procedure” (TWEB 2015b). This framing aligns with a “clinical labor” model, in
which donors “are paid for [their] time, risk, and expertise,” rather than paid for
their bodily substances (Cooper and Waldby 2014; Waldby 2019, 179).
Reflecting Prelude’s focus on egg freezing as discussed in chapter 3, My Egg Bank
also offers egg donors a free egg freezing cycle.
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25 Although the discrepancy between donor compensation and costs of a so-called
egg lot can generate significant revenue, the indirect financial inducement of
egg donation is not limited to the surplus value derived from direct transactions
among clinics, donors, and recipients; it also has a more financialized character.
The case of the California Cryobank illustrates that the creation of large egg-
donation networks can itself attract large equity investments. In one of the largest
deals in assisted reproduction in recent years, in 2018 the private equity firm GI
Partners announced a massive investment worth an estimated $1 billion to create California Cryobank Life Sciences (Ditkowsky 2018). This deal entailed the
acquisition of Cord Blood Registry, the largest US cord blood bank, California
Cryobank’s 40-year-old sperm bank, which advertises more than 500 donor profiles, and Donor Egg Bank USA (DEBU). The resultant California Cryobank Life
Sciences thus brings together a number of cryofertility services, including sperm,
egg, and cord blood banking (DEBU 2019).
Donor Egg Bank USA was originally incorporated by businesswoman Heidi
Hayes in 2011 and funded with an offering of $1.25 million. Unlike TWEB,
DEBU functioned as a virtual network of frozen eggs and egg donors working with clinics across the United States. In collaboration with Shady Grove
Fertility, the largest US fertility group, DEBU grew to 150 donor profiles by 2016
and was bought by two private equity funds in a deal valued at an estimated
$200 million (Ditkowsky 2018; California Cryobank 2016). These acquisitions
of DEBU point to the financialization of fertility in frozen egg donation, as the
speculative value of donor eggs and egg donors—and the growth potential of
their movements—pertains not only to their commodification within the fertility company but also to the valuation of the company itself by private equity
markets.
26 TWEB 2014b.
27 Almeling 2011.
28 Davda 2019, 319.
29 Davda 2019, 307–8.
30 The London Egg Bank 2014.
31 Payne 2013.
32 Economist 2017.
33 Chandra et al. 2014, 5–6; Daniels and Heidt-Forsythe 2012, 721
34 Waldby 2008, 23.
35 Schurr 2017.
36 Pollock 2003, 251. By contrast, Daisy Deomampo found that intended parents in
India did not seek donors to match their own racial backgrounds, but sought egg
donors with darker skins in an attempt to subvert dominant racial hierarchies,
which nonetheless reified essentialist notions of racial categorization (Deomampo
2016).
37 Daniels and Heidt-Forsythe 2012, 732.
38 Almeling 2011, 173; Tober 2019.
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TWEB 2018.
Almeling 2011, 57.
Shenfield et al. 2010.
Almeling 2011, 68.
TWEB 2015a.
Snyder and Dillow 2013.
United Nations 2014a, 2014b.
Prothero 2013.
Shenfield et al. 2010.
Smietana et al. 2018, 19.
Roberts 2017b, 617.
Vora and Iyengar 2016; Schurr 2017; Nahman 2018.
See Cooper and Waldby 2014; Franklin 2011. Andrea Whittaker rightly notes that
not all patients crossing borders are elites in their home countries, but nevertheless their access to healthcare is enhanced by crossing borders (2015, 118).
Homanen 2018; Kroløkke 2018.
Pande 2011. In India, for example, international trade agreements, a large private
healthcare sector, and a national health policy that overtly sought to “encourage
the supply of services to patients of foreign origin on payment” have played an
important role in stimulating the medical and fertility tourism market through
measures including “low import duty on medical equipment” and arrangements
for special “medical visas” (Mukherjee and Nadimipally 2006, 129–30; De Arellano 2007, 197).
Following its 2002 legalization of international commercial surrogacy, India
became the leading global surrogacy provider. Its subsequent ban in 2015 did
not cause the practice to disappear, Sharmilla Rudrappa argues, but effectively
deregulated the sector and thereby placed women at increased risk (2017).
See Williams et al. 2017; BusinessWire 2019. Moreover, investors behind Hong
Kong’s largest IVF clinic group recently bought Genea, one of Australia’s largest
IVF chains and producer of the Geri time-lapse system ($510 million) (see chapter
3) (Biospectrum 2018).
Global cold chains of eggs do not operate in isolation from other transnational reproductive flows; see Siggie Vertommen and Michael Nahman 2019 for a broader
theorization of “global fertility chains.”
Hochschild 2001, 357; Parreñas 2000, 561.
Tachibana et al. 2013. The publication lists Tachibana as first and Mitalipov as last
of 23 authors. Stem cells had been successfully extracted from human embryos
15 years earlier, but now this technique was combined with the creation of new
embryos through nuclear transfer that perfectly matched the somatic cell donor’s
DNA (Cyranoski 2013a).
See Franklin 2007. Reproductive cloning of large mammals like pigs is now
performed routinely in so-called cloning factories like the Chinese BGI, which
produces up to 500 animals a year (Shukman 2014).
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59 A somatic cell is any cell that is not an egg or a sperm. It has two sets of chromosomes, one inherited from each parent.
60 More precisely, as I discuss below, the resulting embryo has the same nuclear
DNA as the somatic cell donor and the same mitochondrial DNA as the egg
donor. This is relevant here because Leigh Syndrome can be caused by mitochondrial DNA mutations.
61 Tachibana et al. 2013.
62 Yamada et al. 2015.
63 Landecker 2007, 69.
64 Carrel 1912; Landecker 2007, 71, 106.
65 Tachibana et al. 2013.
66 Chung et al. 2014.
67 Yamada et al. 2014.
68 Chung et al. 2015.
69 Yamada et al. 2015.
70 Matoba and Zhang 2018.
71 Landau 2014; Yamada et al. 2014, 537.
72 Hwang et al. 2004; 2005.
73 See Myung 2006; Gottweis and Kim 2010, 513. Local feminist organizations
played a key role in exposing the quantities and methods of egg sourcing. A
coalition of 35 women’s groups assisted the women who suffered serious health
complications after the egg extraction (Dickenson and Idiakez 2008, 127–28;
Widdows 2009, 10–11).
74 See Spar 2007, 1291; Dong-seok 2016. The 2008 Bioethics Act included new provisions that required health checks for egg donors and restricted the numbers of
cycles and financial compensation they may receive (Republic of Korea 2008).
75 Republic of Korea 2009. Korean regulations specify that these are eggs that are
created “for reproductive purposes but are going to be disposed of for such reasons as completion of fertility treatment” (Republic of Korea 2009).
In conventional IVF, good-quality eggs usually do not become spare because
intended parents “often want to deploy all of them for reproductive bids”
(Waldby and Cooper 2010, 7).
76 Kakuk 2009; Thompson 2013, 123.
77 Gottweis and Kim 2010, 503.
78 Kim 2008, 407; Cyranoski 2004, 14.
79 Gottweis and Kim 2010, 514.
80 Kim 2008, 407–8.
81 In South Korean news media, altruistic egg donors were praised while women
receiving payment for their eggs were dismissed as “frivolous” for using their
reproductivity to pay for things like “ski holidays” (Kim 2008, 408). See chapter 1
on similar accusations of frivolity in egg freezing and abortion discourses.
82 Dickenson and Idiakez 2008, 128; Paik 2010, 82; Widdows 2009, 12; Gottweis and
Kim 2010, 514.
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Waldby 2008, 24.
Baylis 2009; Tae-gyu 2016.
Dong-seok 2016.
Dong-Ryul Lee’s SCNT study, one of the three case studies, was also based in the
CHA Group, and illustrates that international collaborations enable work on fresh
eggs in spite of Korean regulations (Chung et al. 2014).
Republic of Korea 2014.
See CHA 2019a. Yoon and colleagues claimed the birth of a boy conceived from
vitrified eggs at CHA Fertility in Korea as a world’s first. However, he was born in
August 1999, while Kuleshova and colleagues report the birth of a girl conceived
from vitrified donor eggs on June 20, 1999 (Yoon et al. 2000; Kuleshova et al.
1999).
The World Bank 2019.
C. Lee 2018; Han-soo 2018; CHA 2019b.
Dong-seok 2016; Tae-gyu 2016.
At the time of Bush’s first veto, in 2005, his press conference included 21 children
born from the Christian Snowflakes program, which “saves” leftover IVF embryos
through its “embryo adoption” program. He stated that “we should not use public
money to support the further destruction of human life” (Cromer 2019; Office of
the Press Secretary 2005).
Thompson 2013, 115, 123.
See Klitzman and Sauer 2009, 604; Spar 2007, 1290. The National Research Council recommends that egg donors providing eggs for “research purposes (such as
for nuclear transfer) should be reimbursed only for direct expenses” (2008, 19;
2005).
Qtd. in Thompson 2013, 116.
HHS 2019.
Reno 2017.
Thompson 2013, 116.
Schubert 2013.
Bonilla 2013; Thompson 2013, 35.
Cyranoski 2013a.
Cyranoski 2013a.
Thompson 2013.
Waldby 2019, 176. See also pp.175–79 for an extensive discussion of the regulation
of egg donation for stem cell research.
Klitzman and Sauer 2009, 604; ASRM 2007, 306.
Roxland 2012, 397; Waldby 2019, 177.
Roxland 397, 402.
Safier et al. 2018, 1223.
Safier et al. 2018, 1221; Yamada et al. 2014.
Safier et al. 2018, 1224.
OHSU Center for Women’s Health 2015a, 2015b.
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112 Pfeffer 2011.
113 Thompson 2013.
114 Pande 2011, 619; Almeling 2011, 36. Notwithstanding their approximation, the
SCNT studies also indicate that research and reproductive egg procurement may
diverge in the future. Particularly the eggs of younger donors (21 to 26 years) and
women with a specific genetic profile resulted in ESCs; if these results are reproduced, future research-specific donor recruitment may become more targeted.
Egli’s study also experiments with ovarian stimulation of egg donors in SCNT
studies, which could lead to differences between ovarian stimulation protocols in
research and reproductive donation.
115 Harper 2013, xiii.
116 United Nations 2017; Christensen et al. 2009, 1196; Riley 2005.
117 Waldby 2002, 317; Neilson 2003.
118 Neilson 2003, 181–82.
119 Lafontaine 2009, 54–55.
120 Kaufman 2015, 142.
121 Cooper 2006, 17 n. 4; Franklin 2019, 19.
122 Cooper 2006, 17 n. 4.
123 Neilson 2003, 181.
124 Galkin et al. 2019.
125 ACT 2005; Plunkett 2008; Business Wire 2014.
126 Lijing 2010.
127 ACT was renamed Ocata in 2014 and bought by Astellas Pharma in 2016 for
$379 million to establish the Astellas Institute for Regenerative Medicine (AIRM)
(GEN 2015).
128 Ocata 2015; Astellas 2016.
129 ACT 2005, emphasis added.
130 Tachibana et al. 2013, 1228, emphasis added.
131 Boiani 2013, 631.
132 Galkin et al. 2019. In a similar vein, Karen Jent has theorized the “stem cell niche,”
or the “particular microenvironment where stem cells reside” as a tool for manipulating cellular biology. She traces the trend in stem cell science of conceiving
stem cells as “relational entities” that develop through the intricacies of “cell–
microenvironment interaction” (2019).
133 Franklin 2013b, 28.
134 Takahashi et al. 2007.
135 Yamada et al. 2015; Boiani 2013, 629.
136 Kang et al. 2016; Wolf et al. 2017.
137 Wolf et al. 2017, 31–33.
138 This nuclear transfer technique is not a form of cloning because the donated nuclear DNA comes from the intended mother’s egg and therefore is haploid, i.e., it
only contains half the number of chromosomes. The resulting embryo is the result
of fertilization with another set of chromosomes provided by the sperm. In SCNT,
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the donated nuclear DNA is diploid—contains a full set of chromosomes—and
identical to the resulting embryo’s DNA.
There are a number of different nuclear transfer approaches, including Cytoplasmic Transfer, Germinal Vesicle Transfer, Pronuclear Transfer, Polar Body
Transfer, and Maternal Spindle Transfer (Tachibana et al. 2018).
Pompei and Pompei 2019; Mullin 2019b. The amendment was introduced by
Republican congressman Robert Aderholt from Alabama, whose stated mission
is “protecting the innocent lives of the most vulnerable among us.” Two months
later, the National Academy of Science issued a report advising that it would
be permissible to use mitochondrial replacement therapy to avoid passing on
mitochondrial diseases, but the policy remains unchanged (Aderholt 2019; Mullin
2019b).
Zhang et al. 2017; Tanaka and Watanabe 2019.
Gorman et al. 2018.
Tachibana et al. 2018; Ma et al. 2017.
Cibelli 2009. The cytosol is part of the cytoplasm.
The chimeric egg is a variation of Hannah Landecker’s “ageing chimera” discussed
in chapter 3.
The transfer of cytoplasm from one egg to another has a longer history; it first
resulted in a live birth in 1997 and was commercialized as a technique for treating
age-related infertility by the OvaScience company (see Conclusion) (Tanaka and
Watanabe 2019; Herbrand 2019). These earlier techniques injected cytoplasm into
the egg; the mitochondrial transfer technique instead replaces the whole cytoplasm by moving the intended mother’s nucleus into an enucleated donor egg.
Devlin 2019.
Institute of Life 2019.
Mullin 2019a. The Mitalipov team also suggests that mitochondrial transfer could
be particularly relevant for treating cryodamage in the egg after OC by replacing
cryopreserved cytoplasm with “fresh cytoplasm from young donors” (Tachibana
et al. 2018).
Darwin Life 2019; Mullin 2019a.
DL-Nadiya 2019; Mullin 2019b; Mazur et al. 2019. Although they write “without
donation of eggs,” this likely refers to the fact that this method retains maternal
nuclear DNA; a donor egg would still be required to provide the cytoplasm and
mtDNA.
Ma et al. 2017.
Tachibana et al. 2018.
Ma et al. 2017.
Tachibana et al. 2018. Indeed, the authors of the Mitalipov study emphasize that
“recent fundamental discoveries were successfully made from indispensable and
valuable quality human oocytes, donated for research” (Tachibana et al. 2018).
The logic of research egg donation here refers to the fact that social markers of
biodesirability are not a relevant factor in the selection of egg donors.
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Chang et al. 2011, 310.
Chang et al. 2009.
Lee et al. 2019, 545.
Chang et al. 2009; Sung et al. 2010; Baek et al. 2017.
Baek et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2019, 545.
Republic of Korea 2014. Korea’s Enforcement Decree of the Bioethics and Safety
Act mentions cryopreserved, immature, and abnormal eggs as examples of oocytes that may be used for SCNT research.
Chung et al. 2015.
Wolf et al. 2017, 31–32.
When the frozen eggs that once embodied promissory value of bioprepared fertility become “spare,” they are rendered into “a form of waste” that has the potential
to become “a valuable surplus” in the research context (Waldby and Cooper 2010,
6). In keeping with this logic, there is typically no financial compensation for
donating “spare” eggs.
Baek et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2019, 545.
Widdows 2009, 13
Franklin 2011, 811.
Hochschild 2000, 131.
Galkin et al. 2019.
Tachibana et al. 2018.

162
163
164

165
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170

Conclusion

1 One alternative to oocyte cryopreservation is ovarian cryopreservation. This
entails freezing a slice of ovarian tissue, which contains a far greater number of
(immature) eggs than are typically extracted in an egg freezing cycle. Although
this involves more invasive surgery than OC, ovarian cryopreservation does
not require hormonal stimulation to mature the eggs prior to their extraction.
Instead, the ovarian tissue, and the large number of eggs it holds, may be frozen
and transplanted back into the body at a later date—a technique called “autografting” (Donnez and Dolmans 2014). Ovarian tissue may be transplanted back to
its original position, but also in other parts of the body that would require less
invasive surgery and could be monitored more easily, such as the forearm (Oktay
et al. 2000; Kondapalli 2012, 67). In this way, the organs would be rearranged in
the body to facilitate the visibility and the extractability of in vivo eggs. Ovarian
cryopreservation has led to the birth of 130 children; it is now considered a “viable
option for fertility preservation” and is also used as a method for delaying menopause (Pacheco and Oktay 2017; Amorim et al. 2019). Simon Fishel, director of
CARE, the UK’s largest fertility group, caused a media hype in 2019 by proposing
this technique as a means for healthy women to “preserve fertility and postpone
menopause.” As part of the effort to mainstream this technique, he started a fertility company called ProFam (Protecting Fertility and Menopause) specifically for
offering ovarian cryopreservation (ProFaM 2019).
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Alternatively, immature eggs could be matured in vitro, frozen, and used at a
later point for reproductive purposes (Chian et al. 2009). If in vitro maturation
(IVM) success rates were to approximate those of in vivo matured eggs, hormonal
stimulation, with its side effects and risks of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome,
could be avoided in OC and IVF practices. This is particularly relevant for those
who cannot undergo ovarian stimulation as easily, such as women with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) or cancer patients (Wang et al. 2016).
Other approaches to fertility preservation were proposed by Jonathan Tilly,
whose 2004 study countered the long-standing notion that women are born
with all the eggs they will ever have. He claimed that stem cells in the ovarian
lining can continue to produce eggs and could provide an alternative source of
eggs after age-related infertility (Johnson et al. 2004). Although this technique
was highly contentious and controversial, he founded publicly listed OvaScience to move towards clinical application. OvaScience also introduced another
fertility treatment in 2014, which consists of injecting mitochondria, energy-
producing cellular organelles, into extracted eggs. The underlying hypothesis
was that cellular aging entails a decline in “both the number and activity of
mitochondria” and that this “is a primary contributor to declining egg and
embryo quality with advancing maternal age” (Tilly and Sinclair 2013, 841).
Zain Rajani, the first baby conceived with this technique, was born in 2015
(CBC 2015). The uptake and efficacy of these technologies proved disappointing, however. In 2018, OvaScience, once worth $1.8 billion, effectively folded
and entered into a reverse merger with Millendo Therapeutics, rendering the
future of these technologies unclear as a result (K. Lee 2018). Clinical studies
have also focused on nuclear transfer, rather than injection of mitochondria, to
“rejuvenate” eggs (see chapter 6).
Artificial gametes (in vitro gametogenesis) present an entirely different approach to decoupling age and reproductive ability. Instead of freezing them,
eggs could be generated from other cells in the body at any point in the life cycle, thereby rendering the need to preserve existing eggs redundant. However,
Hayashi and Saitou, the molecular biologists who published a study that claims
to have created viable mice from artificial gametes, expect that the translation
of this technique to humans—if it happens at all—could take another “10 to 50
years” (Hayashi and Saitou 2013; Cyranoski 2013b, 394).
2 R. Cohen 1978.
3 Franklin 1997.
4 In this sense, the introduction of egg freezing extends what Ian Wilmut has called
the “age of biological control” to the timing of fertility. As Sarah Franklin argues
in Dolly Mixtures, Wilmut’s term functioned as a warning that “the increasing
ability to re-engineer life forms poses an ever greater social challenge to set the
limits biology ‘itself ’ no longer provides” (Franklin 2007, 11). The controversies
surrounding egg freezing illustrate such social renegotiations of the debiologized
limits to female fertility.
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Kindbody 2018; Silver 2017.
Prelude Fertility 2018a.
Bannerman 2012.
In the United Kingdom, the most common age to undergo IVF is 35, compared to
38 for egg freezing (HFEA 2018b, 11).
HFEA 2018e, 37.
Tiffany 2018.
Egg freezing emerges alongside the rise of what Waggoner calls the “zero trimester,” which references the expanding reproductive surveillance of individual
women’s health and lifestyle choices in anticipation of their potential future pregnancies. As pre-pregnancy care has adopted a “neoliberal ethos in the sense that
all women of reproductive age are set up as being ‘at risk’ of experiencing a future
adverse reproductive outcome,” so egg freezing practices have expanded the scope
of risk of future infertility to younger, fertile women (Waggoner 2017, 146).
Depmann et al. 2017; O’Brien et al. 2018.
Briggs 2018, 8–9.
Chappel 2017, 148.
Briggs 2018, 111. Inhorn draws our attention to the sociodemographic disparities complementing Briggs’s structural infertility by pointing to the fact that
university-educated women outnumber university-educated men—a phenomenon that is reflected in the fact that most women freezing their eggs today are
highly educated and list an “absent [male] partner” as the reason for freezing
(Inhorn et al. 2018).
Fraser and Jaeggi 2018, 86.
Other factors contributing to trends of later childbearing are the idea that IVF can
“reverse the effects of age” (Maheshwari et al. 2008), motivation to have a family,
independence, health problems, stable relationships, partner readiness and suitability for childrearing, financial stability, career planning, and extended family
influences (Benzies et al. 2006; Tough et al. 2007).
These trends resonate with wider debates on the temporality of precarity in which
“the present is a series of self-regulatory processes that are supposed to enable
the prospect (and fantasy) of one day not being vulnerable” (McCormack and
Salmenniemi 2016, 8). Here the temporalities of precarity and preservation align
as the notion of “freezing time” is upheld to counteract the vulnerability ascribed
to aging.
See Van de Wiel 2014b for a historical analysis of alternative models of female
reproductive aging.
See chapters 2 and 5.
See chapter 3.
See Vertommen 2017 for a discussion of the reproductive-industrial complex.
Capital investments in egg freezing have created new infrastructures for fertility preservation, which both drive the mainstreaming of OC for a larger group
of women and create new reproductive stratifications by rendering access to OC
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contingent on elite employment, insurance coverage, capital accumulation, or
credit score—all of which are rooted in existing social inequalities.
Balkenende et al. 2018. Out of the women who became pregnant after OC, 76%
conceived “naturally” (Balkenende et al. 2018).
See chapter 5.
Egg freezers may need to undergo additional tests in order to donate their eggs to
other intended parents.
For example, the French national ethics committee, in its advice on the legalization of egg freezing, has noted that egg freezing could mitigate the country’s
significant donor egg scarcity by “increas[ing] medium and long-term stock of
oocytes.” To achieve this, they suggest it “could be useful to create a condition for
access to autopreservation in the form of consent to donating the oocytes if they
were not used” (CCNE 2017, 15). In contexts where donors are paid to provide
eggs, it would be interesting to track who would benefit from the reduced cost for
donor eggs that have become available through self-financing egg freezers.
Kikuchi et al. 2018.
Chen qtd. in BBC 2017. Tiantian Chen’s PhD dissertation (University of Cambridge) discusses the restrictive regulations governing egg freezing in China
(Chen 2020).
CCNE 2017, 16.
CCNE 2018, 119–20. The CCNE describes the postfertile condition as an evolving
“dividing line between ‘normal’ and ‘pathological,’” resulting from cryo-gametes
that are exonerated “from the passage of time” and create a situation in which
women know that “somewhere in a gamete bank is a part of themselves” (2017,
10).
Herrmann and Kroløkke 2018.
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